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ABSTRACT
Preemptive restorying aims at positively transforming relational foundations as
they tend to be manifested in the life of Christian organizations such as the Anglican
Mission in America (AMIA) and the Anglican Church of Rwanda (PEAR). This concept
is my response to the AMIA and PEAR leaders' concern for "who leads who by what
authority and means" which my research found to have been the most important reason
for a major break in the decade-long relationship between the two entities. Having been
publicly announced as "Breakaway Anglicans Break Away Again," the 201 1 AMiA-
PEAR conflict suggested an out-of-control disintegration beyond the Christians' ability to
manage their relationships or to fulfill the Great Commission. It encouraged the departure
of adherents from AMIA and likely discouraged new entrants into the Anglican Church
within the American setting. The volitional and circumstantial variables upon which the
conflict was based were the means of challenging the respective Christian leaders'
credibility. Consequently the cause ofmission was weakened in North America
particularly, but also globally where Anglicanism is recognized and where this conflict
story has become known. This escalation triggered my interest in the causal dynamics of
costly conflict among Christians across cultures in order to give the Church opportunity
to prevent missionally costly conflict and/or reduce its costliness. I discovered that
conflict springs forth from incompatible foundational thought patterns and attitudes, to
which Charles Taylor refers as social narratives. These attitudes lead to what Emmanuel
Katongole calls founding stories and determine the treatment of variables in the process
of excluding some and including others in salient relationships, to borrow Miroslav
Volf s words. Having considered historical, administrative and ecclesiastical data within
this multi-cultural spiritual setting, I found preemptive restorying to be a plausible
response to the AMiA-PEAR conflict especially for projecting the missional health of
current and future Christian relationships within and across cultures.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ACNA - Anglican Church in North America
AMIA - (sometimes rendered as the AMIAs�the Anglican Mission in the
Americas, the Anglican Mission, or the AM) Anglican Mission in America started in
January 2000 with consecration of two American bishops. It broke ties with Rwanda in
December 201 1.
ASA - Average Sunday Attendance, used in the Episcopal and Anglican
Churches to monitor numerical growth or decline.
COB - Council ofBishops in the Anglican Mission in America
ECUSA - Episcopal Church USA
PEAR - the Province I'Englise Anglicane au Rwanda whose English equivalent
is the Province of the Anglican Church in Rwanda
PEARUSA - Following the conflict with AMiA in December 201 1, PEAR
reorganized all former AMiA churches, clergy and bishops who wanted to remain in
formal relationship with the Rwandan Anglican Province under PEARUSA.
HOB - House ofBishops: is used in this dissertation to denote the House of
Bishops of the Anglican Province ofRwanda.
SIC - See it Coming, the second stage in the conflict process.
TEC - The Episcopal Church (formerly ECUSA), received name change
following Schori's accession to the Presiding Bishop's office.
GAFCON - Global Anglican Future Conference (has so far met twice: Jerusalem,
2008 and Nairobi, 2013) functions instead of the Lambeth Conference for the Global
Fellowship ofConfessing Anglicans, i.e. those who disapprove of the revisionist
movement in the Anglican Communion.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Balokole - the saved ones. It is a term used for the bom again East African
Revival adherents.
Abaka - the bright one (or people on fire) is the Rwandan rendering of spirit filled
revival members. It speaks of great joy that is associated with 'walking in the light,' in
peace with Christ and one another, and brightness of their countenance regardless of
circumstance. The term is testimony to the way that onlookers experienced the Balokole
in Rwanda during the early revival days.
Normative Rite is the traditional perspective of only male presbyters (priests).
This rite has an alternate version, the Provisional Rite where both male and female
Christians can lead churches as presbyters.
Primatial Vicar�the Chairman ofAMiA, Bishop Chuck Murphy, was designated
Archbishop Kolini's Primatial Vicar. A vicar is one who stands in place of another, like
an ambassador. Since Kolini was the Primate ofPEAR and Murphy was his
representative in the US, he was styled as the Primatial Vicar.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
"Breakaway Anglicans Break Away Again" was the bold title of the December 7,
201 1 Christianity Today article which announced news of the disintegration of a decade
long relationship between the Anglican Mission in America (AMiA) and the Province
I'Englise Anglicane au Rwanda (PEAR, whose English equivalent is the Province of the
Anglican Church in Rwanda) which mothered it in the year 2000.' Headlines of this
church break up that greeted the world on this sad morning referred back to actions taken
two days earlier, on Monday December 5, whereby most ofAMiA's bishops together
resigned their positions in PEAR.^ News of yet another negative story in the context of
Christ's Church reverberated around the internet; a buzz filled most church offices and
was soon shared by concerned congregations especially in the United States but
elsewhere as well. Messages such as "See How They Hate Each Other"' filled the air.
The death'' of this decade-long relationship, which started as a risky rescue mission, was
triggered by a conflict whose presence came into public view following the retirement
and replacement of former Rwandan Archbishop Emmanuel Kolini by His Grace
Onesphore Rwaje.
' More on this article can be found here: http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/201 1/decemberweb-
only/leavingrwanda.html, accessed 10/5/2013.
^ All ofAMiA's Council ofBishops was composed of American men who had been ordained to
the priesthood in the Episcopal Church. By contrast, the Rwandan House of Bishops was composed of only
Rwandan men.
' The most senior Anglican cleric, Archbishop ofCanterbury Justin Welby referred to this Sunday
morning British newspaper report during a sermon he preached at All Saints Cathedral, Nairobi on October
20, 2013 at which I was present. A similar provocative title was: "Break-away Anglicans Break Away
Again."
I use the term "death" of a relationship or "relational death" to signify an understanding that the
relationship in question is not likely to fiinction again. In a "dead" relationship reconciliation is unlikely.
The past of this relationship was positive and real enough for people to remember and miss it but the
intervening conflict ensured that the friendship is not likely to be renewed. Such a relationship defies any
efforts towards reconciliation.
1
2Immediately prior to these amiouncements news ofBishop Terrell Glenn's
resignation from his position as a missionary bishop with AMiA had gone out, only less
widely. While the majority of resignations among AMiA bishops stood against the
African based PEAR's leading them in America, it was Bishop Glenn and Bishop
Thaddeus Bamum that the PEAR House ofBishops recognized as desiring to remain
loyal to PEAR. This choice was premised on the fact that these two clerics did not resign
their positions in AMiA when the rest of the Council ofBishops did. In hind sight, Terrell
Glenn's was a mere precursor to the December 5 event. The severance was abrupt, swift
and final, taking the majority of interested people by surprise.^ Some tried to rejuvenate
the relationship to no avail.
The resignations that signaled a deep conflict between AMiA and PEAR marked a
major shift in the relational make up ofAnglicans in North America with Anglicans
elsewhere. Conflict had ensued at a seemingly peacefiil time in the AMiA. To most
observers the severance was abrupt, leaving them wondering: what happened.'^ Eleven
years ago the AMiA had been borne out ofmajor theological controversies in the
Episcopal Church USA. As we will see in the third chapter, Rwandan Anglicans had
received American dissidents at a high cost. For a little more than ten years they had
worked amicably together. In the eleventh year some keen observers had begun to see
signs of relational breakdown as key relationships at the helm of this recently planted
organization whose example was set to be emulated by many other Anglicans and
Christian denominations within the United States. Yet their relational foundation was
shaken as key relationships ailed fast to their deaths. Ifmeasured in numbers of adversely
affected individuals and families all around the world and the extent of damage incurred
by each along with their varied collective groups, the aftermath was incalculable. Many
^ http://www.renewdc.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Why-Did-AMiA-Break-with-Rwanda.pdf,
accessed 2/6/14.
^ C.f Joe Boysel at http://www.intemetmonk.com/archive/the-amia-leaves-rwanda-what-happened
(accessed 4/28/14) and David Virtue at
http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/print.php?storyid=15585 (accessed 4/28/2014).
3well-meaning Christians shook their heads asking: why? What festering wound could
have led to this new disintegration? This same question interested me to the point of
becoming the research topic for this dissertation.
"This confusion we are participating in is not helping. Relationships are broken
and they are only getting worse. They have been spiraling down since 2010. AMiA
doesn't fit the vision laid out to both Kolini and Chuck ... it all fell on deaf ears."' "A
tangled mess," "the bang" or "the squeeze," "push back," "distraction from the real work
ofministry and service," "disintegrating the church," "it serves no purpose for the
kingdom ofGod," "regrettable hospitality," "a mere waste of time," "requiring
confrontation and brokenness" are some attributes thatmy respondents have accorded to
this conflict. These comments reveal a sense of dissatisfaction, and, in some cases
disappointment, with the way the relationship was handled. Some people were quick to
air their judgments while others continued to ponder the meaning of these new
developments.
Given the AMiA's departure from ECUSA (Episcopal Church USA) and a few
more departures that took place afterwards, conflict is becoming a common feature of
Anglicanism, particularly in its North American expression. On a larger scale, the AMiA-
PEAR story represents cross-cultural interactions across evangelical Christian
denominations.^ Conflict has always been present among Christians. But even though the
whole world does not hear about all the local stories. Christians in conflict form a
significant portion of today's worldwide media.' The prevalence of conflict among
' http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=16497#.U2jOYVfyF50,
accessed 5/6/14.
^ The assertion of "evangelical" here warrants qualification. While most Episcopalians from whom
most AMiA people hailed tend to be Anglo-Catholic and therefore not easily classified as evangelical, the
team with whom they chose to associate in Rwanda was decidedly evangelical given its background with
the East African Revival. In this way, they chose to be "evangelical" at least by association.
' During my research on conflict among Rwandan clergy and bishops, I encountered a Tanzanian
bishop who implored me to come discuss conflict issues with his clergy because he had endured much
hardship on account of conflict. Also church leaders in Uganda, Kenya and Congo; along with those from
Australia, Britain and the United States reported major concerns with conflict in their various localities.
This trend is sweeping Christians regardless of their cultural and theological homogeneity. But further
4Christians is occurring at a high rate, particularly when they relate across cultures. The
fights sever precious relationships and steal away God's glory from the Church. Even
with little or no research into specific cases, the world responds to such news with dismay
and disdain. So long as the world believes such negatives about the Church, conflict will
be a stumbling block to Christian oufreach and discipleship.
CONFLICT: A MISSIOLOGICAL PROBLEM
Conflict presents the Church with a missiological problem. Its presence in a
church setting raises questions ofwhether or not current members might remain and new
members join. The discussion of conflict as a missiological problem necessitates a prior
discussion ofwhat mission is for Christians. Here I start by comparing TerryMuck's
understanding of religious self-advocacy with some definitions of Christian mission.
While some might consider religious self advocacy to be a tool of Christian mission,
others might argue that it is not. As such, a definition ofmission is in order, as a starting
point for discussing the ways in which conflict impinges upon Christian missional efforts.
Per Terry Muck, religious self-advocacy is "a religious tradition's drive to
maintain its membership by passing its tradition onto its children and by recommending
its historical understanding, belief structures, and practices to non-members,"'� (see also
Muck, 2005:46). Thus religious traditions seek to preserve and propagate themselves."
They preserve themselves by keeping a tradition, a norm of conduct and approach to
spirituality. This norm is what religious traditions pass along to their own children�who
are bom to parents adhering to that tradition. Furthermore, religious traditions propagate
complications are borne by cross-cultural interaction which is responsible for much misunderstanding and
failure to keep working relationships.
'� This definition was offered by Terry Muck in a class presentation at Asbury Theological
Seminary, during the fall of 20 1 1 .
" A Kisoga saying is appropriate to illustrate the concept of self advocacy. Ekitezaala kizika
means that a plant that does not reproduce itself is soon overwhelmed by weeds.
5themselves by commending their time honored traditions to the hitherto unconverted and
so hope for converts.
Muck's definition suggests that self-advocacy has a dual commitment. First, by
claiming the children of its members, a religious tradition works to close the back door
through which adherents exit a religious affiliation, thus strongly discouraging any
departures. This deterrence of an outward flow ofmembers is what I refer to as the
retention function. By ensuring the adherence of its children, a religious tradition seeks to
prevent departures of its upcoming members. Unity among members of a religious group
functions as a major invitation to remain within the group. It is the tradition's intention to
protect those who are attracted to it from departing. Second, self advocacy works to
increase its membership by widening the opening at its front door through which new
seekers may enter. In this maimer, a religious tradition engaged in self advocacy sends
out its own to invite non-adherents into its fold, ofwhich it is well convinced. This is
what I refer to as the attraction function of self advocacy.
In effect self-advocacy seeks to amass members�gaining as many adherents as
possible and losing as few as possible. In this way, self-advocacy functions like a profit-
based business. While retention requires a sense ofmeaning and ease, attraction requires
a sense of adventure, something new to look forward to. Self-advocacy is most effective
when old and new members as well as guests can regularly describe their experience of
internal relationships in positive terms. But, that it aims at itself�its members�self-
advocacy differs from Christian mission especially in this one way.
Mission has been described as "God's activity through the Church for the
establishment of his kingdom and the total salvation ofhumanity," (Musasiwa,
1996:195), and as the Church's "participation as God's people, at God's invitation and
command in God's own mission within the history of God's world for the redemption of
God's creation," (Wright, 2006:23). Both authors place with God the ownership of the
world, ofmission and the invitation to humans to participate in it. All of these are God's
6preserve. Even though they are invited and allowed a major role therein, mission does not
proceed from nor does it belong to humans or their institutions. The purpose ofmission is
to strengthen the kingdom ofGod, not a human dynasty. True mission seeks to maintain a
heavenward focus at all times while extending its divinely endowed tentacles among
people who are yet in the world, and works for their sake. It also works through already
believing members of the Church who are convinced ofGod's cause and possess zeal for
Christ (c.f. Acts 4:19).
From these definitions, we can see two participating parties in mission. The first
party is God�as owner and source ofmission, provider of resources for and guide of
missional processes. The second party is the human agency, the means of executing
mission.'^ The human mission worker fulfills the desires of the mission Owner, uses
prowess and resources endowed either to him/her personally or corporately to the
Church's coffers, in order to serve the divine Owner in a supportive capacity. But the
relationship between God and his servants is friendly and personal. Both Musasiwa and
Wright clarify that, even though God uses them, people do not possess the final word on
mission. Yet humans have a significant role in mission underneath the auspices of its
divine source, a missional prerogative that is mandated by God's will. Since God is its
source and sustenance, mission is not a human endeavor but the human response to a
divine call: human input in mission is sanctioned, guided and propelled by God. Christian
mission is not about growing a church system, an institution or about a human agenda. It
is about leading people to God. The focus is on God and other people not on self: rather
than the missionaries' organization, a practitioner of Christian mission calls another
person (from the world) to someone else (God) and helps that one (new convert) to
remain with another (God) and other converts.
Save for acknowledging the place of God in mission, in this dissertation I concern myself
primarily with the human agency in mission. This study of causal dynamics of costly conflict is about
human relationships, even as they relate to God.
7Christians define their process of inviting new members to the church as
evangehsm/evangehstic outreach and retaining them as discipleship. This move towards
fulfilling the Great Commission, which is recorded in Matthew 28: 19-20 as Christ's
command to the Church for mission, engenders both the retention (discipleship) and the
attraction (evangelism) aspects ofMuck's concept of self-advocacy. These two aspects
of self-advocacy can only serve their purpose of strengthening a religious tradition by
retaining and attracting if unity exists among adherents. David Neff has asserted that
"after modernity . . . people crave community. Modernity disconnected us. We all need
an us," (Neff, 2010:57).
To put this in Christian terms, for evangelism and discipleship to be effective for
missional purposes, unity in the body ofbelievers is a required necessity. In other words,
the presence of conflict among Christians is detrimental to missional success. Yet,
throughout history, conflict among Christians or their leaders is neither new nor unusual.
Nevertheless, existence characterized by conflict is not the ideal of Christian fellowship.
Whenever conflict invades Christian fellowship, however, effective Christian mission
requires reconciliation. Unity is a key to missional success. However, conflict does not
have to happen in Christian fellowship if the believers preempt and work towards
preventing it. As long as conflict does not happen, the need for reconciliation is to that
extent reduced. Some conflicts are preventable. At the same time I will argue in this
dissertation that, depending on how relationships are handled, most conflicts do not have
to hurt their participants as much as they do. Conflict prevention through preemption
enables the Church to preserve rather than recover unity, or at least, to reduce the
relational distance from which Christians must be brought back to fellowship with one
another.
In this vein I agree with Chris Kiesling and Lalsangkima Pachuau in their
assertion that:
8Whereas the most common approach to reconciliation is focused on redressing
past wrongs and retrospectively restoring relations, this approach seems limited.
A comprehensive Christian ministry of reconciliation must move beyond only
addressing the wrongs of the past, and should also seek to prevent such wrongs
from happening. Therefore, functionally speaking, an important goal of the
Christian ministry of reconciliation is to form an identity for a conciliatory
existence. (Kiesling and Pachuau, 2009:3).
This conciliatory existence is what I have referred to as the preservation of unity. It is
achieved through preventing conflicts as much as they are preventable and reducing as
much as possible the costliness of such conflict as are inevitable. Kiesling and Pachuau
seek the coexistence of reconciliation (in cases of conflict that has already occurred) and
prevention (in cases where conflict has not occurred yet, or is in a process of formation).
Let us note that the scope ofmy purpose acknowledges their former desire while
emphasizing their latter hope in order to fulfill the purpose of the Church's mission.
Since it is to and through humans, mission happens within historical settings,
functioning within particularized time and space. And so, this study attends to a specific
set of historical precedents, relational variables and cultural forms along with spiritual
resources availed to both missioners and the people they evangelize and nurture
spiritually.
Unity in the group is helpful to new adherents if they can be included in the
relational network. Dale A. Robbins clarifies this perspective when he asserts that:
"Genuine love for our other brothers and sisters brings an image of 'credibility' to the
church."'^ A church whose foundations are rattled by division tends to fail. It neither
bears healthy offspring nor protects its current membership appropriately, nor can it
effectively invite new members to itself"* Stories of divisions among the Christians
impinge upon the effectiveness of the process, and significantly reduce the level of self
Dale A. Robbins (1990:2) asserts this statement while commenting on John 13:34-35 here:
http://www.victorious.org/unity.pdf, accessed 3/25/2012.
There is a time when Christianity spread by the sheer force of empire. Now that the empire is no
longer the means of promulgating the Christian faith, Christians can only convince new followers and keep
old ones by their authentic lifestyles (c.f Adeney, 1995:172). Christianity must endeavor to convince any
who consider it by the sheer force of genuine faith shown through actions and relationships.
9advocacy both in its attraction and its retention functions. From an African perspective
Magesa states that unity of a community is that community's "life in its fullest sense"
(Magesa, 1997:64-65). If unity is the expression of abundant life, it follows that relational
breakdown is the beginning of a community's death�a relational death that kills the gist
of life; and that dead Christian communities neither function to fulfill their purpose nor
retain or beget adherents. Yet the whole body of Christ is called to unity, a necessary
means by which it can effectivelyminister in areas of evangelism, nurture of believers
and social transformation.'^ Unity is vitally important to the life of the Church as a whole
as it is to the life of its individual members. Conflict that leads to separation ofbrother
and sister spells the demise of relationships and persons, families, clans and entire
societies. Conflict is a sort of ailment, a malady leading to the body's death. And so from
a missional perspective, the AMiA story was at this time a regrettable headline. Conflict
rocked the Church's commendation of the gospel to a needy world.
The larger context within which Christians operate daily is characterized by
sfressful relationships. As early as 1975, Henri Nouwen realized that:
Our society seems to be increasingly full of fearful, defensive, aggressive people
anxiously clinging to their property and inclined to look at their surrounding
world with suspicion, always expecting an enemy to suddenly appear, intrude and
do harm (Nouwen, 1975:65-66).
Even though this comment is set in the United States and I mainly focus on
America for discussing the AMiA-PEAR conflict, conflict is not the preserve of the West
or that of America in particular. For instance, Du Boulay stresses the crucial importance
of church unity in South Africa where there are "numerous independent churches (Du
Boulay, 1988:71). Interrelationships that foster fears are abundant everywhere in the
world sapping away trust, ease of human relating and hospitality to strangers. We can tell
John 13:35; 17:21; Acts 6:1-7; 15. Additionally, Christians are expected to bear the fruit ofthe
Spirit (Galatians 5:22-26). This fruit inevitably produces unity among believers.
This claim comes from Henri Nouwen Society, ft)und at http://vifww.jknirp.com/noubio.htm,
accessed 2/1 1/2014.
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this from worrisome news items which are increasingly difficult to predict with accuracy.
Like the members of the Early Church in Jerusalem, Christians are fiill participants in this
larger relational milieu, which tended to be more hostile than their internal relations (c.f
Keener, 2012:1249-50); are faced with the same local circumstances, and are thereby
offered an opportunity to reveal their transformed Christian character. Per Halverstadt,
however, when faced with relational challenges. Christians often turn to "dirty fighting"
among themselves whereby each side hopes to win at the expense of the other in
emulation of the world (Halverstadt, 1991:8). David Wilcox puts it more
unsympathetically when he asserts that, armed with "the bloody truth in their teeth,
[Christians] fight like the devil for the Prince of Peace."'' Fighting "like the devil for the
Prince of Peace" is not only shocking to Wilcox's Christian listeners, it presents a
paradox comparable to the Pharisees' accusation of Jesus as one who cast out demons
with the assistance of the Prince ofDemons, Beelzebub to which Jesus responded that "a
house divided against itself will fall" (Luke 1 1:14-20). IfWilcox's assertion is true, then
Christian mission is doomed to fail. If, however, the assertion can be proved wrong, then
Christian mission is not only exonerated, it is thereby rendered stronger by this
acknowledgement.
Per Bernard T. Adeney, the Christian faith's "most devastating attack is in the
area of ethics," (1995: 172). In Adeney' s line of thought, the presence of real or imagined
conflict effectively undermines the faith's authenticity, discourages adherents, and places
a barrier before people who might consider the Christian faith. And so, conflict depletes
hope at the place to which those who are yet to know Christ should tum for hope. The
Church's witness for Christ is thereby compromised. On account of conflict Christians
fail to fulfill their divine prerogative in their contexts in the world. In effect, conflict
works towards the opposite of the call to mission.
" http://davidwilcox.com/index.php?page=songs&category=Reverie&display=2674, accessed
2/6/14.
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And so, when church groups fail to work together on account of conflict, they are
not prepared to assist or bring the sweet smelling aroma of hope to the people they seek
to serve; their Christians are too busy fighting one another to assist the world in its time
of spiritual need. AMiA's experience with the Episcopal Church and later with PEAR has
made a significant contribution to the above scenario. Instead of the hoped for peaceful
relaxation with God's people, hostilities of the past have been repeated; old suspicions
have raised their heads again. Brothers in the Lord, counselors of the flock of Christ,
leaders of God's people were found lacking in their relational prowess.
I must point out here that, even though it is discouraged, conflict has been present
in the Church almost since its beginning. As we will see in the second chapter, Paul
writes strongly against conflict (1 Corinthians 1, 3 and Galatians 5). Yet he himselfwas
involved in conflict with Barnabas concerning John Mark (see Acts 15:36-41). Paul was
also involved in conflict with Peter (see Galatians 2: 1 1-21). While some might consider
Paul a hypocrite since he gets involved in the very thing from which he discourages other
Christians, Paul explains his predicament in Romans 7:7-8:4. Rather, Paul clarifies that
he wants to do good but fails to accomplish it due to his human frailty (Romans 7:25).
Yet, now that he has failed to keep clear of it, Paul does not commend confiict as the new
ideal for all Christians, nor proclaim it as a new acceptable standard for them. The
African church, which "has consistently refused to lower its standards in the face of
laxity" (Ward, 2006:312) would commend (or, should we say, has learned from) Paul for
confessing his own failure to reach the goal to which he strives as this reveals a high level
of honesty.'^ And so he does not confront conflict in a holier-than-thou fashion but as one
whose weakness has brought him to realize the costliness of conflict. It is possible to look
at the AMiA-PEAR leaders' failure to relate amicably in the same way as Paul views
J. Andrew Kirk contends that "though the process of discovering and reapplying mission in the
way of Christ may be complicated, the Christian community needs a standard by which to measure its own
performance, a standard which is able to call into question its own policies, programmes and practices.
Without this, mission simply becomes an arbitrary response to whatever a particular culture or moment of
history throws up," (Kirk, 2000:39).
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himself: having a will for what is right yet failing to reach this goal on account of their
human frailty.
Nevertheless, scholars have found some positive aspects of conflict which I
explore in the second chapter. However, as the AMiA-PEAR conflict reveals, there is
much more pain than gain in conflict. Moreover, the missional thrust of the Christian
faith loses momentum and focus when faced with conflict. And so, while acknowledging
them, it is not with the positive aspects of conflict that I am concerned in this research.
Rather, the problem with which I concern myself in this dissertation is the prevalence of
costly conflict�^the type of conflict that results in greater the suffering of individuals,
communities and the cause of the gospel than its gains would warrant�among Christians
across cultures, particularly as it is manifested through a careful study of the AMiA-
PEAR case.
STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE
My purpose in this dissertation is to explore and analyze the causal dynamics of
costly conflict among Christians in the cross-cultural context of the AMiA-PEAR
relationship in order to prevent and/or reduce the negative toll it imposes upon
relationships among Christians, depleting their ability and zeal for the furtherance ofthe
mission of the Church.
In this dissertation I am defining conflict as that which has potential to divide
otherwise healthy Christian relafionships. Conflict often proves to be the opposite of
unity because at its fullest force conflict prevents unity. While these two can be mutually
exclusive variables affecting relational dynamics, they often exist together in constant
tension. Even though it often ends up as such, depending on its intensity and how its
participants handle it, conflict is not necessarily always against unity. After all, as Erwin
W. Lutzer has stated, "God seldom removes us fi-om conflict, but uses it to bring about
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spiritual maturity," (Lutzer, 2001:10; see also James 1:2-4). But conflict's potential to
erase unity, leaving the latter no opportunity to thrive, always exists. For mission
purposes, costliness of conflict is calculable by considering its end results: if it ends in
stronger relationships then that conflict was mission assistive, more so than costly. But if
it ends in the death of relationships, then that conflict was costly to mission, more so than
assistive. Causal dynamics of costly conflict among Christians across cultures are the
sum-total of attitudes, actions and words within the context of cross-cultural relationships
that lead either to relational strengthening or to relational deaths.
In the immediate aftermath of the AMiA-PEAR conflict, there seemed to be no
way to reconcile the relationship. Both the manner of the resignations and the initial
attempts at reconciliation immediately following the kafuffle failed. Here I saw no
likelihood of reconciliation. Moreover, there was so much good work written about
reconciliation already." However, my main interest was in preventing such conflicts in
the first place and forgoing the need to resolve preventable conflicts. For these reasons I
did not undertake research on how to resolve the conflict, but rather to learn from the
AMiA-PEAR for the sake ofmore recent and future comparable relationships. My main
concern was that a need for reconciliation had been necessitated where it did not have to
be and that the conflict had cost the mission thrust of the church more than it had given.
Portaro states that: "There is concern that continuing in conflict will inevitably destroy
us," (Portaro, 1996:4). On the basis of this concern let us note that seeking prevention is
not cowardice. It is, instead, pragmatic and practical. Church stewardship, that is:
responsibly looking after the people of God under our care, requires our deliberate choice
to emphasize those aspects of life that will likely enhance their well-being rather than
destroy them.
" Examples include Deutsch, Coleman and Marcus, 2006; Kamil Kozan, 1991; Stone, Patton and
Heen, 1999; Orobator, 201 1 and Erwin W. Lutzer 2001 . Desmond Tutu's work on reconciliation in
Northern Ireland is recorded here: https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=RPpw3E7wfcg online.
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In the following chapters I both explore and analyze causal dynamics of the
AMiA-PEAR conflict, having identified causal dynamics as the vital combination of
causal factors and contextual catalysts, leading towards or away from the conflict. The
key here is to learn the behind-the-scenes elements that led to the conflict. These
elements have happened in the recent past but have the bearing of some more distant past
historical factors. In this dissertation I engage an analytic exploration of these causes
from a historical standpoint. In order to frilfill this purpose I engaged in much exploration
with the application of consistent studious attention to all the details I explored.
I hope that as a result of this research, analysis and lessons learned. Christians will
become more aware of relational potholes, will utilize their positive relationships and
thereby gain greater traction on the path of gospel proclamation in the world and
discipling believers.
Research Questions
My overarching question was: Why? Why did the conflict take place between
AMiA and PEAR, and why this extent of damage? The first is a multi-faceted question
probing historical precedents to the conflict, mainly requiring a careful descriptive and
interpretive response that considers historical factors over the space of a decade. The
second question is analytic and prescriptive.
1 . What cultural, spiritual and relational dynamics were responsible for causing
the conflict?
a. What needs and responses to them factored prominently in the AMiA-
PEAR relationship?
b. How were key relationships set up in the period between 1999 and
2010?
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c. What administrative and relational measures were in place in 2000-
2010 and how did these change in 201 1?
d. What new relational dynamics did the change of leaders introduce to
the AMiA-PEAR relationship and what responses did this change
receive?
2. What can be learned from the PEAR-AMiA conflict that can help develop a
model ofmore effective cross-cultural communication and relationships
among Christian leaders that makes possible the prevention of conflict among
Christians across cultures?
The third and fourth chapters answer the first question. Chapter 3 is the
background which offers an exclusive response to Ic. Chapter 4 answers almost single
handedly la. Responses to lb and Id are shared between Chapters 3 and 4. 1 respond to
the second question in Chapter 5.
Delimitation
There is much interesting and helpfiil information that can properly go into this
project. However, due to space and temporal considerations, also for the sake of
coherence, I have had to delimit the scope covered by this research. At the same time I
hope to allow a worthy response to the problem and to frilfill the purpose for which I
started on this project.
My chief interest in this research project was to learn as much as I could about the
causal dynamics of costly conflict among Christians across cultures. In order to
accomplish this goal I have engaged one particular cross-cultural relationship�the
Anglican Mission in America and the Anglican Church in Rwanda. This research relates
to a primary period of about 10 years, the first decade of the twenty first century. As
scholars have noted, there are positive aspects of conflict�^which offer the conflicting
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parties an opportunity to build stronger relationships�aspects which would otherwise
remain less effective had they been left unchallenged. But my concern in this dissertation
is with costly conflict�where relationships fail, where church members find it
increasingly difficult to remain loyal to their church commitments and where missional
invitations lose ground. Having learnt their causal dynamics, I would like to recommend
means by which the church can prevent such costly conflict and, if not possible, to at
least reduce the costliness of such conflicts for the sake ofmissional effectiveness.
The prevention of conflict is the preservation of peace in relationships, a means of
fostering unity. If the preservation ofunity is one side of a coin, the prevention of conflict
is the other side of the same coin. Among Christians on mission, unity is desirable and
conflict is not, except in so far as it enhances the former. Therefore, while the two sides
of this coin lead to the same hoped-for results, this dissertation is more about preventing
the conflict which leads to the loss of unity and not about the preservation ofunity per se.
While unity is the ideal I hope to achieve by preventing conflict, my study here is about
factors and contextual conditions that lead to conflict in order to prevent conflict and/or
reduce its costliness. This dissertation speaks about conflict and its varied causes with
particular reference to the AMiA-PEAR conflict as the guiding case study.
Also, the subject of homosexuality tends to come up in discussions such as this
one. It is true that homosexuality was a presenting issue in the first of the two conflicts I
present in this work�the one between the Episcopal Church and the group of disgruntled
members who later constituted AMiA which is the necessary historical background to the
latter one. However, while it sounds the loudest in the discussions concerning the
relationships between the global South and the global North, homosexuality was not the
only or the most important reason for either the first or the latter conflicts and departures.
At the same time, it was not my purpose to discuss homosexuality per se in this
dissertation; neither does the subject feature in the second conflict as a trigger or
immediate contextual factor within the AMiA-PEAR relationship, which is the more
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important part of the case study. My stated purpose for this dissertation was to find out
why the second conflict happened among people who mostly agreed on theological tenets
of their faith, even though these might be expressed variously according to their varied
cultural and church contexts.
This dissertation is a multi-faceted project combining historical, administrative
and ecclesiastical data within a multi-cultural spiritual setting aimed at a deeper
understanding of causal dynamics of costly conflict among Christians across cultures as
we can learn these through the study of the AMiA-PEAR conflict.
RESEARCH METHOD
From the very start T intended my methodology to be one where people felt free to
tell me anything that came to their memory that had any relevance to the questions I
asked. Sol decided early on to employ the open ended interview style with leading
questions as necessitated by the context and the progress of each conversation. As Yin
notes, their "diminished structure permits open-ended interviews, if properly done, to
reveal how case study interviewees construct reality and think about situations, not just
giving answers to specific questions" (Yin, 2009:264). Details differed with each
interview, which made my work in the latter parts of the process that much more
complicated e.g. determining and clarifying important themes took three months at the
cleaning phase of the writing process.^"
Each respondent's construction of reality provided me with important insights
into the case at hand. I also noticed that it had a heightened potential to be subjective and
even biased, and that the same biased perspective could attend to the archival records
^� After transcribing all the interviews, I listened to them again several times sometimes comparing
them to the written copy, and sometimes not. I would take a break, think of something else, then I would
return to the interviews. I listened when I worked with my hands. Some people repeated themselves or what
points other people had mentioned. Eventually I started to make sense of some of the themes and began to
compile a list of these.
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because everybody writes from his or her own perspective. Applying this concern to my
own research, I found that my observations could easily be colored by my own lenses
formed through my own personal relational experience, cultural background and spiritual
heritage. This realization became my caution during the time I researched in the field
throughout the reporting phase. I was constantly aware ofmy personal reactions and
worked hard to not bias my research when I was personally impacted by it. At the same
time, the dissertation process proved advantageous in that it allowed me three other sets
of eyes to examine my presuppositions, point out my biases and guide my perspectives.
While interviews formed the greater part ofmy research, I gleaned great amounts
of information about the entities under scrutiny through participating in their meetings
and services at various locations, as well as observing their relational dynamics both
formally and informally. This has been referred to as participant observation (c.f.
Fetterman, 2009:553-54). I also spent much time in conversation with various
denominational officials basing within and outside their normal jurisdictions.
As can be seen, my approach to this research was decidedly qualitative. The
process was subdivided into four distinct but interconnecting and interdependent stages.
There was the stage of data collection and analysis, which was followed by developing
and modifying my theoretical assumptions; then I entered the stage of elaborating on and
refocusing my questions; and, finally, identifying and dealing with validity threats (see
Maxwell, 2006:214-215).
Locating the Researcher
This research project is based in the Anglican tradition which has British roots.
The study is located in the United States ofAmerica and East African Rwanda. I am
close enough to most of the events that I describe and interpret in this dissertation to
examine them sufficiently. At the same time I am distant enough from these events and
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relationships to objectively discuss them as an academic project. In order to illustrate my
proximity to this study, let me share a small part ofmy life's story.
Having converted from Roman Catholicism as a young adult, my father, Nicholas
Magoola, was an early convert in the East African Revival during the 1940s and was later
ordained to the Anglican priesthood, as one of numerous other Balokole (saved ones) of
the Revival Movement. My mother was the daughter of an Anglican priest, preacher and
long term regional leader in the East African Revival, Aloni Isabirye.^' I grew up in the
Anglican Church in Uganda, served in the Diocese ofBusoga before and after ordination,
was frained at the premier Bishop Tucker Theological College, Mukono and was
ordained to the Anglican priesthood in 1994. My parents and grandfather introduced me
to the Anglican ministry with high expectations. I am an insider to Anglicanism. While
studying in England (1996-97), which I recognized as the source ofAnglican customs, I
participated in Anglican ministries both at the University ofBirmingham and in the
Diocese ofBirmingham, primarily at one local parish, through which I met bishops and
even the then Archbishop ofCanterbury, George Carey. I have also participated in
Anglican mission outreaches in Canada, Honduras and Mexico, gaining a general
understanding of different flavors ofAnglicanism in various parts of the world. Most
recently I have participated in the Global Anglican Future Conference (GAFCON)
gathering in Nairobi during October 2013.
In America I have served in Anglican churches, first as a supply priest in the
Episcopal Diocese ofDallas, Texas (2001-2004) and then on the staff of two local
congregations in that diocese for a total of three years. In Kentucky I have served as an
^' The leadership team of the revival meeting at which my father, Nicholas Magoola, joined the
Balokole movement entrusted one of them, Aloni Isabirye, with the responsibility to provide spiritual
nurture to Nicholas following his conversion. Aloni himself, who would later become Nicholas's father in
law, had been converted in June 1936 during the revival mission to Bishop Tucker Theological College
where he was a student. At the time of this responsibility, Isabirye was already leading revival meetings
and was hailed as exhibiting an exemplary character and lifestyle. For instance, Isabirye so believed the
truth of the gospel that he was willing to confront his leaders in the church hierarchy, a risk he for which he
would accept church discipline without regretting his actions, (Farrimond, 2010:91, 103; also Personal
Interview with author December 1994).
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assistant and as rector for almost five years in the Anglican Church in North America
(ACNA), during which time I have interacted with numerous clergy and lay people at
local, state, national and diocesan gatherings. While I cannot properly claim to be an
insider to the American Anglican culture owing to my African heritage, I have a firsthand
experience of the Episcopal Church before and after the splits of 2003 and 2006; of the
AMiA and the ACNA�much ofwhich is attested in books and on weblogs�at the same
time I cannot claim to be completely out of step with most public events as they unfold.
Neither can I rightly claim to be an insider to Rwanda, because I have only visited
Rwanda twice and received high level hospitality.^^ Yet, for its proximity to my native
Uganda, Rwanda bears so many similarities that I felt at home as soon as I first arrived in
that country. I must hasten to add that I have gained most ofmy current knowledge about
the Rwandan Anglican situation through research and less through direct experience.
As such, I am able to comment intelligently on the cultural and relational
dynamics that prevail in this dissertation. As far as church conflict across cultures goes, I
have experienced this as the leader in a conflicted situation in America. I have firsthand
experience of the pain that attends conflict. The difficulty was for me as their leader but
more importantly for my parishioners�who lost their opportunity to relate with one
another and to reach out to other people on account of their conflicted setting, and had to
find other means of fulfilling their spiritual needs. And so, while I confront conflict as
undesirable for Chrisfian fellowship and mission, I do not intend to place myself above
any other Chrisfian fi-om a holier-than-thou perspecfive. Rather, as a fellow pilgrim, I
seek to warn us ofpitfalls I have had opportunity to discover.
In this dissertation I take on a reflexive voice because I am experientially
involved in its proceedings. I have both been influenced by the project and have been an
Hospitality, which is "love in action" (Pohl, 1999:172), to strangers, has many positive benefits.
But let me point out that the one who receives hospitality as a guest is not received as an insider. The
higher the level of guest-like hospitality is the lower the likelihood of that guest's being an insider. In other
words, my receiving this kind of hospitality reminded me that I was a guest and that my knowledge of
Rwanda was only commencing.
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influence on some of its outcome as a participant in its varying situations (c.f. Maxwell,
2006:234). Noting the danger that lurks behind my proximity to the research project, I
have sought to bring my research respondents' voices to the fore, to ensure that they
speak into my findings. In this way, I hope to make my descriptions, evaluations and
recommendations for a way forward both objective and helpful to a wide range of
readers, thus to strengthen my contribution to knowledge.
Data Collection Procedure
The data collection process had two major stages. The one was based in the
library and the other was in the field. The library research yielded scholarly theories and
historical context. The field research revealed thoughts, values and feelings of
practitioners borne by experience on the ground. I found both types of data to be
necessary for writing up what I hope is a wholesome insightful response to the prevalence
of conflict among Christians across cultures.
My study started in the library with scholarly work on conflict management,
resolution and transformation, especially on the AMiA and PEAR relationship. The
AMIA-PEAR conflict is such a recent case that has not yet received much attention
among published works. Whilst I found much information regarding conflict generally
discussed in published books and articles, much more current information regarding the
AMIA-PEAR conflict was more online than in published books and articles. Web
bloggers on Anglican stories presented me with much material: many letters, discussions
and readers' comments proved invaluable. Some ofmy respondents forwarded pertinent
electronic mail exchanges to which I had had no prior access online.
By its very nature, the AMiA-PEAR conflict required research to be carried out in
especially two vastly different places. PEAR is based in an East African context while
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AMiA is in the United States; the two are separated by thousands ofmiles, major cultural
differences, differing spiritual heritages and significantly varied relational dynamics.
First I attended two major conferences in North Carolina. The Anglican Church in
North America (ACNA) had a Provincial Convention at Ridgecrest in early June 2012.
Two days later the PEARUSA was officially inaugurated in Raleigh with a dual
citizenship under PEAR and ACNA. I was at both conferences, interacted with
participants and learned much about the Anglican Church structures and relational
dynamics from simply observing and listening in at public meetings, joining in worship,
and informal conversations. There I was well received. I met clergy�^bishops, priests and
deacons�as well as lay participants whose insights into my case were strikingly relevant.
Participants at both conferences came from all around the world, particularly Westerners
and Afi^icans. One or two Asians and a.number of Latin Americans were also present.
The second part of the field study took me to Eastern Africa. The only conference
I attended in East Africa was the annual Revival Convention at Gahini, Rwanda.
Participants here numbered more than four thousand, primarily from Rwanda, with
significant numbers from Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Congo and Burundi. They came
together for spiritual rejuvenation. Notable among participants were some Americans,
Australians and American Koreans. Some of these expatriates sat upon the platform
among the speakers and local leaders. After the norm ofAnglicans, there were clergy
along with a great majority of lay people. Worship, testimonies and sermons were
abundant. Here I met some bishops, priests and lay people who told me much about
conflict in general and about the AMiA-PEAR conflict in particular. Even though he
could not make time to sit for an interview, Bishop Alexis Bilindabagabo^' of Gahini was
quite hospitable and very gracious to me during the visit. So he made time for a telephone
interview while he was in the car to the airport. Later in June and July I had opportunity
Bishop Bilindabagabo is known as one who has "to a large extent pioneered a new church life
with new initiatives and developments but with some opposition and limited resources," (Ward, 2010:73).
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to meet and interview other Rwandan bishops�such as John Rucyahana, Nathan
Gasatura and His Grace Onesphore Rwaje and his predecessor, retired Archbishop
Emmanuel Kolini; also Rwandan clergy such as Antoine Rutayisire. Back in Uganda I
was graced by a little ofnow retired Archbishop Henry Orombi's time in an interview,
Bishop Nathan Kyamanywa and a number of other respondents.^"
I registered a contrast between my experience in North Carolina and in East
Africa. While I received much written information about the American side online as
well as through interaction with individuals and by participating at conferences in
America, I received most ofmy African-based responses through interviews and
proximal conversations. While, in general, Americans found it easy to write down their
thoughts so that I could find and read them before interviewing their authors, the Africans
tended to be more reserved with regard to writing. But the Africans tended to talk more
when we met in person. In America I used the telephone and email for interviews. But in
Africa, telephone and emails were especially helpful for setting up appointments to meet
face to face. One African exception was Bishop Rucyahana who, though we had set up an
appointment to visit at his office in Ruhengeri, a personal problem came up so he could
not sit down for an interview with me on the day. I finally interviewed him by telephone
on another day.
Interviews were of two types. Some of these were by telephone where temporal
and/or geographical logisfics prohibited my physical presence with the interviewee.
However, I carried out the majority of interviews face to face. For both American and
Rwandan respondents, I sought to find out their level and type of experience with AMiA
and PEAR, what lessons they have gleaned from their experiences, and how they
responded to the AMiA-PEAR conflict. Following the AMiA bishops' reluctance to
accept my request for interviews, I was concerned that most other respondents would
See appendix for a list of important interviewed respondents.
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hesitate to divulge information and that interviewing would be a difficult task.^' But I was
wrong in this assumption. Even though I had prepared to ask indirect questions (i.e. four
different scenarios) I did not need to avoid asking directly about the AMiA-PEAR
conflict when that still weighed heavily on the hearts and minds ofmost Anglican clergy,
especially in North America. To my surprise nobody else I approached turned me away.
Some ofmy respondents requested anonymity, which I have honored in the reporting of
interview data. Nevertheless, most of them had nothing to hold back. They wanted me to
mention everything they had said and would be glad to add to it. People easily referred
me to others they knew who had been closer to the heat of the conflict, offering me
telephone numbers and email addresses. Others told me about meetings they had attended
to which I had had no access otherwise. In contrast to their American counterparts, there
were more African respondents who knew less about AMiA and its inner workings than
the Americans, even those who had not been directly under AMiA. More Africans than
Americans asked me questions of clarification.
Another procedural option I employed was participatory observation. While it
was the easiest to do�I wore my clergy collar as needed and a badge to a conference or
name tag in a meeting and I was always warmly welcomed, simply being present yielded
a limited amount of information. It was not until I opened up in conversation that I got
most ofmy information.
Let us note also that the AMIA-PEAR conflict is a recent case and, in some ways,
still developing. There is, therefore, relatively little work that has been published on it in
Soon after the conflict became publicized I attended a clergy meeting at St Andrew's Church,
Versailles, KY, at which one ofthe resigned AMiA bishops was present. I sat next to him. He was willing
to talk a little about his experience and reflections concerning AMiA. His main comment at that time was
that: "it is a miracle that we were able to work together this long." He agreed to give me a detailed
interview once I had completed my proposal. But when the time came he was unavailable. He neither
responded to his telephone nor electronic mail. Moreover, his Facebook page, which had hitherto been
quite popular, was closed. Then other respondents warned me to not try and pursue the AMiA bishops, and
that the bishops were not willing to speak about the matters at the time. My suspicion is that the AMiA
bishop's reluctance to give me interview time was based in the fact that too many interviews had already
been given at meetings, by telephone and through social media. I think the bishops were becoming weary
of answering too many questions following their unpleasant break up with PEAR.
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the available literature. Along with as many published materials as I could harness, I had
to depend more heavily on interviews and online sources than I would have, had the case
been older and better represented in published literature.
Plan of the Dissertation
The academic field of conflict studies, as represented by the authors I consulted,
has been around for just about one century. In the second chapter I discuss some key
scholars' findings. Scholars of conflict normally start with conflict itself in order to
understand it which then leads to developing theories. Per my stated purpose above, I
arrived at the second chapter with a sense ofurgency to find ways ofpreventing and
reducing the costliness of conflict, which I understood to be detrimental to mission. My
first surprise upon reading the literature was the fact that scholars had some positive
things to mention about conflict. In the second chapter I start with a discussion of the
desirability and inevitability of conflict, with which I was first confronted in the scholarly
literature. Here I aim at these two comparative continua: the desirability versus
undesirability of conflict, on the one hand; and, on the other, the inevitability versus
unpredictability of conflict. Since my interest is to learn more about causal dynamics of
costly conflict, the second section presents three scholars who discuss underlying stories
(or social imaginaries/founding stories) of social relationships. In order to study causal
dynamics of conflict, I develop a new theoretical approach that features personal and
relational foundations.
Since, as this dissertation reveals, conflict is based on attitudes that are produced
by historical circumstances, the third chapter offers a historical understanding of key
events that preceded the conflict, making it possible but perhaps not necessary. The
historical chapter reveals a great deal of information about the particular issues that led to
this conflict. For most ofAMiA's history I have relied on Bishop Thaddeus Bamum,
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Boysel and other insiders who write from a depth of knowledge and experience with the
organization involved in conflict.
Attention to historical precedents allows studious observers and practitioners to
unfrirl the thread that leads to costly conflict. In the third chapter I note that the relational
life of the AMiA with PEAR was the direct result of a conflict within AMiA's former
ecclesiastical setting, and that it ends with a conflict in its latter ecclesiastical setting.
That is, the first departure led to a realignment which ended in another departure. This
chapter's chronology slightly exceeds one decade in which regress is followed by
progress and then regress again; sadness is followed by joy and then sadness again as
church conflict is followed by peaceful times and then conflict again. Chronologically,
the third chapter starts at the end of the twentieth century and ends at the beginning of the
second decade in the twenty-first century.
In the fourth chapter I attempt an explanation of the causal dynamics ofthe
AMiA-PEAR conflict, which I base primarily on findings I gleaned from the field
research both in the United States and in East Africa. Where the third chapter is
exploratory and descriptive, to give a historical background upon which the next will
stand, the fourth is analytical and interpretive.
In the fifth chapter I attempt to apply my learning by developing a model for
preempting and preventing conflict among Christians within and across cultures. I return
to concepts discussed in the second chapter to develop the concept ofpreemptive
restorying and apply it to the AMiA-PEAR relationship. This model is based on the
history of this particular case study: its process of relational development and sustenance.
In developing this model, I use the recentiy failed AMiA-PEAR relationship whose
triggers are demonstrated in the fourth chapter to discern a way forward for similar
relationships in fixture.
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Significance of this Work
Most people I encountered in this research stated how conflict just happens
inevitably. And yet they deeply desire to relate, not because but in spite of conflict. Since
globalization is an increasing reality in the world today, there exists a constant demand
formutuality as people go from one place to another and must work together for their
common good. This so-called shrinking of time and space (Lewellen, 2002:7-8) requires
people to develop tools by which to easily understand and quickly adjust to one another if
they will prevent unnecessary conflict. Each of the people interacting with one another
brings certain expectations due to their home cultural backgrounds and varying authority
patterns. These differences often lead to miscommunication, and the participants in these
relationships experience difficulty due to unfamiliarity. Hurt feelings result from
perceived inattention to needs which makes conflicts likelier.
Knowing the causes of conflict will enable me to project possible ways in which
the church unknowingly (or knowingly) enters into partnerships that increase the
likelihood ofharmful conflict, in which case the church needs a warning. Sometimes the
church has aheady entered conflict-likely partnerships, in which case it needs guidance
on how to navigate the relationships in order to protect fragile conflictual possibilities.
Sometimes the conflict has already flared in the church, the resolution of which requires
understanding the causes. Studying the relationship between PEAR and AMiA will make
that particular conflict more accessible to me and, hopefully, to its participants and other
interested students. My understanding causal dynamics of this conflict will enable me to
recommend means of preventing impending conflict, preserving fragile unity, and these
might shed more light on resolving conflict before it further escalates.
The AMiA-PEAR relationship infrigues participants in it and onlookers alike.
Both respondents to my interviews and other people who have heard about it during my
research and writing phases have shown interest in reading my findings and commended
the project as one that is needed for Christian relationships. Stories of similar relational
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readjustments in the pohty of other denominations have started to show up in the news.^*^
There is even a web site which gives step-by-step advice on how to spUt a church.^' Some
ofthe spHtting groups will opt for international and intercontinental relationships with
members of the same denomination. For some this dissertation will be helpful as a tool
for preempting and preventing costly conflict or reducing its cost.
CHAPTER CONCLUSION
At the beginning of this research I believed that the causes of conflict in cross-
cultural Christian relationships were cultural, spiritual and historical. I also believed that
leaders' spiritual maturity was very important for keeping unity in Christian groups, and
the leader's knowledge and application ofhis/her own cultural values must couple with
that leader's cross-cultural intelligence to accompany spiritual maturity in order to sustain
unity. I thought that the combination of these two important aspects of co-existence�that
is, spiritual and cultural/cross-cultural resources�worked together in assisting the willing
individuals to communicate appropriately their love for one another and for God. I also
believed that historical precedents affecting the relationships under study played a key
role in whether or not conflict happened among Christians across cultures. But my
research led me to different conclusions. In fact it appeared that the key players in the
AMiA-PEAR relationship had been aware of their turbulent relational histories�
particularly the colonial relationship between Western nations and most African
nations�and had worked towards becoming well attuned to one another both spiritually
and culturally. Instead, the causal dynamics of the AMiA-PEAR conflict were volitional,
administrative and relational. These are further discussed in the fourth chapter.
E.g. http://www.huffmgtonpost.coin/2014/05/27/united-rnethodist-church-
schism n 5398221.html, accessed 6/25/14; http://www.umc.org/news-and-media/amicable-breakup-of-
umc-needed-pastor-group-says. accessed 6/25/14; and
http://www.abcactionnews.com/news/national/presbvterian-church-schism-over-gav-ordination-splits-
congregations-lawsuits-sold-churches-abound, accessed 6/25/14.
http://www.ehow.com/how 8599150 split-church.html. accessed 6/25/14.
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Furthermore, I beheved that, for purposes of this dissertation, the value of this
conflict is to be found primarily in the lessons it provides: people's choices and reactions
during this conflict could assist me to understand why the conflict happened in the first
place and to the attendant variables to that conflict in conjunction with what cultural,
relational and spiritual resources are available to both parties. A careful study of the
relationship in its recent and current contexts was pertinent to my gaining insights into its
causes.
While at the beginning I paid little attention to historical factors, at the end of the
research phase I found it necessary to add a whole chapter treating the historical aspect to
this conflict's causation. Power dynamics and fights for preeminence seemed to embed in
recent historical precedents.
The working thesis statement for this dissertation, therefore, is that a clear
understanding of causal dynamics of conflict among humans, particularly Christians
across cultures, will assist the Church to prevent the occurrence of costly conflicts and
the cost thereof, a means by which it will become more effective in fulfilling its divine
call and mission in the world.
CHAPTER 2
A SURVEY OF PRECEDENT LITERATURE ON CONFLICT
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
Scholarly definitions of conflict vary. Morton Deutsch describes conflict in terms
of competition and cooperation and asserts that both elements are present in each conflict
to varying degrees (Deutsch, 1991:23-24).'' Ei similar fashion Kevin Avruch defines
conflict as: "competition by groups or individuals over incompatible goals, scarce
resources, or the sources ofpower needed to acquire them." Then he adds that: "Most
conflicts are some combination of competition over goals or resources and the
perceptions, beliefs, or values that the parties bring to the competition."^" For Avruch,
conflict is the sort of competition that is attended by disagreement. This disagreement
sometimes becomes tense. At times competition might flare into a fight. Sam Portaro
appreciates the literal meaning of the term as "to strike together" resulting in "the
collision of differences," (Portaro, 1996:1). Portaro's assertion emphasizes the hard held
differences between people that form the reservoir of conflict potential. It is in response
to these differences and similarities that competition (c.f Deutsch above) occurs and
cooperation is made possible as individuals learn and adjust themselves to associate with
those individuals in the same society whose opinions and customs tally with their own.
There might be more ways to differentiate between types of conflict. Here,
however, let me differentiate between two types of conflict: there is conflict which leads
Miroslav Volf says that "in an environment of scarce goods inhabited by a plurality of actors
whose lives are intertwined, the assertiveness of one confronts the assertiveness of the other, and therefore
the one becomes a perceived or real threat to the other," (Volf, 1996:91) at which point the occurrence of
violence is incited.
http ://www.eolss.net/ebooks/Sample%20Chapters/C 1 4/E 1 -40-0 1 -0 1 .pdf, accessed 10/12/13. As
far as this discussion goes, both realism and constructivism, which views conflict not as material scarcity
but as sourced from work for the participants' "perceptions or beliefs about the nature ofthe situation,"
work to make my point. Whether the scarcity is real or imagined the competition is present.
C.f http://www.eolss.net/ebooks/Sample%20Chapters/C 1 4/E 1 -40-0 1 -0 1 .pdf. accessed
10/12/13.
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to the death of existing relationships, and there is conflict that leads to greater relational
depths, hi terms used by Deutsch, Avruch and Portaro, the former type is characterized
by competition and the latter by cooperation. As far as mission goes, this is an important
difference. Effectively, the former is mission-costly and the latter is mission-assistive. In
this work I refer to the latter in positive terms as beneficial and to the former in negative
terms as costly. The difference between these two types of conflict, as applied to the
AMiA-PEAR case (discussed in the fourth chapter), is determined by circumstantial
variables, volitional choices and administrative impact.
In this chapter I have included two sections. The first section follows a select set
of precedent literature, and functions as a general introduction to a few issues in the field
of conflict studies. Here I aim at two comparative continua which are, on the one hand,
the desirability versus undesirability of conflict; and, on the other, the inevitability versus
unpredictability of conflict. Since my interest in this dissertation is to learn more about
causal dynamics of costly conflict, the second section presents three scholars who discuss
underlying stories (or social imaginaries) of social relationships.
INSIGHTS FROM PRECEDENT LITERATURE ON CONFLICT
Historically, at least three major academic thrusts have observed and
recommended ways to handle conflict in human relationships. One of these views is
conflict management theory which was developed starting around the early-mid 1940s. It
was closely followed by conflict resolution theory which was especially propounded in
the decades following the turbulent 1960s as noted in the United States ofAmerica. More
recently, at the start ofthe twenty- first century, conflict transformation has come onto the
academic scene. All these theories build on observed practice and upon each other. Ifwe
were to represent the relationships in pyramid form, practice would take the large bottom
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stratum; management would sit on it, resolution would sit on management and carry
transformation. Newer and fascinating developments in the field have depended upon
theories that came before. Each of these theories has also connected to practice, for
conflict practice has traditionally been the basis of conflict theory. Now, these
relationships are more complex than I present them here.
In the field ofmy research respondents invariably spoke about conflict
management and conflict resolution almost as interchangeable terms. Even The handbook
ofConflict Resolution speaks of conflict management as part of conflict resolution
(Deutsch, Coleman and Marcus, 2006: xi). Kamil Kozan 's chapter on "Interpersonal
Conflict Management Styles of Jordanian Managers" appears in a book entitled Conflict
Resolution: Cross-Cultural Perspectives (1991:85-106), and so does Erwin W. Lutzer
(2001:9-10). Even though technical differences are present between conflict management
and conflict resolution, scholars tend to interchange the two perspectives on conflict
handling, as can be seen in these examples above or to use them as complimentary values
(e.g. Malan, 1997:81). Of these three, the scholarly field of conflict management was the
first to observe and comment on practice. It determined most of the language that was
then used by scholars in the field of conflict resolution as it followed in quick succession
(post-WorldWar II), emphasizing some aspects of conflict management and making
some steps forward beyond management {ibid. xii). Conflict transformation is yet the
latest in the field, with John Paul Lederach's major contribution in The Little Book of
Conflict Transformation, 2003. Conflict Transformation is making significant extra
strides, even with little acknowledgement of the role that conflict management theory
played in founding the scholarly field on conflict practice. Save for additions, these
conflict theories form one generally agreeable continuum starting from practice through
management and resolution to transformation.
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Of the Value and Inevitability ofConflict
Since around the 1940s^' when conflict management theory was in its infancy,
there have been at least two views of conflict. Starting from mission particularly, it is
possible to view the one as bearing negative fruit more often than positive ones, while the
other bearing positive fruit more often than negative ones. But the disparity is often
blurred. Both emphases are clarified in the literature and are usually not isolated from one
another. While some scholars have continued to emphasize the destructive nature of
conflict in societies, there are certain scholars who have invariably stressed the
inevitability and useftilness of conflict.'^ These theoreticians have tended to confer great
value upon conflict regarding affected individuals and relationships as though conflict
were desirable. They underscore its inevitability in terms comparable to bearing a child�
a painful process that is worth all the labor and pain that attend it (Morgan-Maddox,
2005:13). Conflict has been described as "normal in human relationships, and a motor for
change" that opens "a holy path toward reconciliation" (Lederach, 2003:5; 1999: 14);
even as an opportunity that enables strangers to see from the other person's perspective
(Kozan, 1991 : 85) that is "a necessary element of the created order by which all life is
sustained [that] can be a force for good" (Portaro, 1996:1). Like the Chinese symbol for
crisis, conflict offers the adept both danger and positive "opportunities for new thinking
and possibilities" (Herr and Herr, 1998:13). Moreover, Simmel adds that "conflict itself
resolves the tension between contrasts" and that its positive and negative aspects are
integrated (Simmel, 1955:14). "Conflict is essential to, ineradicable fi"om, and inevitable
in human life; and the source, the cause and process of conflict can be turned from life-
destroying to life-building ends" (Augsburger,1992:5). Scholars are quick to say
^' At this time the colonial period was beginning to come to an end. This generation saw the start
of the disintegration of empires such as Britain as it gave up India in 1947, Burma in 1948, Ghana in 1957
and Rwanda in 1962. These facts are on BBC.com (e.g. http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-14093322,
accessed 4/17/14). Nations under Western rulership would soon see the crumbling of the empires under
which they had existed for many decades.
Notable scholars advocating the positive values of conflict include Mary Parker Follet in 1940
(Scimecca, 1991:21), Wedge in the 1980s (Avruch, 1991:2-3) and John Paul Lederach (1999, 2003, 2005).
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something positive about conflict as soon as they state a negative attribute (e.g. Deutsch,
Coleman and Marcus, 2006: xii; Lederach, 2003:5, 18, 39; and 1999:14)�sometimes
giving the impression of intent to appease conflict itself, as if scholars are in love with
conflict.
"What a worker," we marvel in the context of these readings. By these writings it
is possible to infer that conflict has proved its worth over time, and that its usefulness
cannot be more obviated. To this extent, what makes a difference appears to be the one
who steers it: towards life, joy and peaceful relationships or towards death, sadness and
social disharmony; and the relational circumstances under which the conflict occurs.
From such readings it is possible for readers to gain a general ease with conflict, owing to
the advantages underscored by scholarly authorities such as the ones considered above.
The impression I got from reading these authors was that they sought to protect conflict
as an untouchable subject, whose chosen trajectory must be supported. And so I wonder
why there is such interest in conflict. What hidden secret lies behind conflict that so
enamors these authors?
The difficuhy with a positive view of conflict is that: the most observable aspects
of conflicted relationships are its negative effects. "Conflicts are messy. Indeed, they are
very messy," (Volf, 1996:103). People experience conflict, i.e. the collision of difference
(Portaro, 1996: 1) as "disruption in the natural flow of our relationships" (Lederach,
2003:7) featuring "great pain and emotion" (Lederach, 1999:35) that is always
challenging and often painful (Portaro, 1996:1). These emotions and feelings are not
easily separable from the people who possess them as a result of an experience of
conflict. The experience of conflict has been described as touching "the river ofhuman
pain," a source of anger which issues into heartfelt cries for specific counter action
�
either violent or peacefiil, (Lederach, 1999:42). Neither are people separable from their
conflict related problems (Avruch, 1991:7). They have to endure the pain that
accompanies conflict. Conflict itself demeans the value and credibility ofthe other in
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one's life. By placing a wedge of discontent between them, conflict isolates groups and
individuals, diminishes their trust in one another and alienates formerly cooperative
parties from each other. And so, however usefiil and well meaning conflict's purpose
might be understood to be, the reality of experiencing it tends to dampen such positive
thoughts about conflict. The scholarly rhetoric, though authoritative, tends to appear
misleading as it most often contrasts with reality.
Miroslav Volf adds that "suffering can be endured, even embraced, if it brings
desired fruit, as the experience of giving birth illustrates," (Volf, 1996:26). The most
significant part ofVolf s statement here lies in the "if" If desirable fruit should come out
of conflict then it is worth it. The question is, however, will desirable fruit come of it?
Mothers ofhealthy children growing up in acceptable environments quickly forget their
child bearing pain and commend, even celebrate other expectant mothers. But mothers
whose children daily face torture and death are unlikely to commend other mothers under
such circumstances nearly as enthusiastically, they will likely be reluctant to encourage
child bearing. From my African perspective, where most conflicts can be likened to
birthing a child into a torturous society, the suffering that follows conflict is not worth the
suffering borne during conflict (c.f Malan, 1997:14-15)." Here conflict appears to be a
disinvestment of personal lives and resources that leads to a drawback. And so we might
wonder whether the authors who propound a positive view of conflict have been imbued
with beneficial experiences of conflict, like bearing healthy happy children or, perhaps,
" Since, as Katongole points out (Katongole, 201 1 :20-21), Africa's inception into modernity was
based on a lie disguised as a truth by the colonizing Europeans, Africa has continued to live in the shadow
ofthat lie (Ela, 1980:61) with devastating effects (Orobator, 2011:1). Africa's endless crises, contradictions
and strife to which Orobator refers above, are the result of violence, plunder and modernity (Katongole,
201 1 : 11 , 20, 82). In such a state of affairs, where conflict is but a vicious cycle, it offers no hope because
one conflict follows another which it instigates. There is hardly any hope for respite or social gain from
conflict. This is why Africans who have experienced a lifestyle such the one described above would be
reluctant to view conflict in a positive light.
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their suffering is nowhere comparable to that elsewhere (see, for instance, African
scholars: Katongole, 2011:20-21; Ela, 1980:61; and Orobator, 2011:1).^"
Erwin W. Lutzer observes that there are some people who "create conflict
wherever they go [when they tum] minor issues [into] major ones and there is little room
for argument [because] such people have an ego need to create arguments and then win
them at any cost" (Lutzer, 2001 :9). This account makes conflict a matter of volition.
Even though it is reasonable to expect and prepare for it, conflict is not always as
inevitable as some scholars purport it to be. Even John Paul Lederach, after asserting its
normalcy and benefit (Lederach, 2003:5), concedes that there are times when proactive
relational interaction can lead to prevention of further conflict. For this to happen, there
must be "intentional efforts to address the natural ebb and flow of human conflict through
nonviolent approaches, which address issues and increase understanding, equality, and
respect in relationships,"^^ To this extent then, conflict occurrence possesses a volitional
quality. And if it must happen, the extent of its costliness might be significantly reduced
by volitional effort.^'^
While conflict bears some positive marks, it also bears negative ones. We can
think of conflict as a vehicle that alleviates our travel needs and at the same time is able
at times to trample the person who utilizes it. To push this analogy a little further, we can
assert that the trouble with conflict is that it tramples more than it alleviates. Whilst
In light ofthe split between the AMIA and PEAR, with which this dissertation is concerned,
Smietana illustrates the problem of comparing African sponsors (patrons) and their American friends
(dependents) as revolving around finances�that is, he differentiates between their economic muscles. He
asserts that: "Americans have most of the money, and they use the money to promote their theological
views," (Smietana, 2012:17).
" See his article here: http://www.restorativeiustice.org/10ftilltext/lederach. accessed 1 1/25/14.
In his theory of conflict fransformation which "views peace as centered and rooted in the quality
of relationships," John Paul Lederach seeks "to reduce violence and increase justice [through] a
continuously evolving and developing quality of relationships (article is located here:
http://www.restorativeiustice.org/10fiilltext/lederach, accessed 1 1/25/14). Kiesling and Pachuau have come
to a similar conclusion where they speak positively for an attempt towards what they have termed
"conciliatory existence" (Kiesling and Pachuau, 2010:40, 44). This is not to say that conflict is completely
sourced in the volitional realm. It is, however, important to note the significant role ofthe human volition
in conflict causafion within society.
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conflict is often inevitable at times it is unpredictable. And so conflict cannot be defined
without tension. Tension attends conflict's usefulness and painfiil reality as well as its
inevitability and unpredictability. But beyond giving us a helpfiil background to the
scholarly literature on conflict, these introductory observations are not sufficient to help
us gain a deeper understanding of causal dynamics of costly conflict among Christians
across cultures. The discussion of narratives that follows here is the means by which we
will gain deeper insights into conflict causation.
CONFLICT IN LIGHT OF SOCIAL IMAGINARIES, STORIES AND THE CROSS
In order to anchor this dissertation in scholarly literature I have developed a
theoretical framework based on three renowned scholars. These are Charles Taylor,
Emmanuel Katongole and Miroslav Volf As stated in the introductory chapter, my chief
concern in this dissertation is to understand the causal dynamics of costly conflict among
Christians across cultures. I use the term dynamics because I understand that immediate
or presenting causes of conflict are based on deeper seated factors that are embedded
within the context of each conflict. The fourth chapter is an attempt to answer the
pertinent question: why? In this second chapter, however, the three scholars offer
concepts such as "imaginaries," "stories," and the "monstrous other" as a means of
identifying underlying contextual factors leading to or away from conflict. I use the
concepts of these three authors to develop my theological theoretical frameworks for
preventing such costly conflict among Christians.
Charles Taylor develops the concept of "social imaginaries" as a basis for his
theoretical and philosophical study. To summarize Taylor's description, social
imaginaries are the templates upon which the general society tends to base its
perspectives for life. Imaginaries form the normal script by which a society makes ethical
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judgments in day-to-day affairs of life. The social imaginary is the set of givens that form
the expectations of life and which normally go unchallenged (Taylor, 2002:106).
The second author is Emmanuel Katongole, an African Catholic cleric who
discusses the underlying social imagination permeating the African mind, especially as it
follows the ushering ofAfrica into modernity, the result of the Western colonial project
in Africa. While Taylor gives the philosophical and theoretical premise upon which
Katongole 's contribution can be more easily understood, Katongole offers the meat and
bones in light of his experience and study ofAfrica's unique history, and how this
African experience (primarily ofEuropean rulership) determined certain aspects of
Africa's imagination of itself. Where Taylor uses the term "social imaginaries,"
Katongole uses "founding stories" to point out the attitudes, events, and social
conditioning that have led to Africa's recent and current predicament. Whether we use
Katongole's "founding stories" or Taylor's "social imaginaries," this phenomenon
represents the under current beneath each society. It makes and drives the direction in
which the society goes. Like a mass conscience, this phenomenon is the invisible control
center upon which decisions are based.
While it is true that Katongole offers a political theology for Africa, it is Miroslav
Volf s theology of the cross that will lead this discussion to the "scandal of the cross" of
Christ. Volf offers a theological understanding of how, on the basis of these social
imaginaries, the exclusion of some and the embrace of others relate to the theology ofthe
cross. We can see Volf s discussion in terms of the potential for conflict due to
underlying narratives of how we imagine the other. Volf gives us opportunity to see how
a deeper understanding of the cross can help either to prevent the flaring of costly conflict
or to assist the reconciliatory efforts of the Church in mission. Any differences in social
imaginaries among the parties involved form a latent basis upon which conflict might
erupt. In the end, social imaginaries or founding stories offer us a means by which we can
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understand the disparity between the West and Africa, as well as between different
parties in the West and in Africa, and with that, insights into the AMIA-PEAR conflict.
Charles Taylor: Social Imaginaries
Charles Taylor develops the concept of the social imaginary which "is not a set of
ideas; rather it is what enables, through making sense of, the practices of society,"
(Taylor, 2002:91)." This is why I think of social imaginaries as the undercurrent of a
society's consciousness, a sort of corporate thought pattern. For, social imaginaries form
"the common understanding that makes possible common practices and a widely shared
sense of legitimacy," (106). Taylor uses the term "social imaginary" to mean the ways in
which "ordinary people 'imagine' their social surroundings, and this is often not
expressed in theoretical terms; it is carried in images, stories, and legends," (106). In
Taylor's understanding, so much goes on in the minds of people individually and in the
collective mind of their society as a whole that exists beneath the surface of normal social
interactions. As such, social imaginaries tend to take on the level of assumed standards.
They come across as a matter of fact.
Taylor points out that social imaginaries are complex (106), extending beyond the
immediate definable boundaries that tend to characterize theories. Taylor's social
imaginary
extends beyond the immediate background understanding that makes sense to our
particular practices. . . necessarily supposes a wider grasp of our whole
predicament, how we stand in relationship to one another, how we got where we
are, how we relate to other groups. . . The background that makes sense of any
given act is thus wide and deep. It doesn't include everything in our worid, but the
relevant sense-giving features can't be circumscribed (107, 109).
" Unless otherwise marked, all page numbers in this section refer to Charles Taylor's article
"Modem Social Imaginaries" appearing in the journal Public Culture (1) [Duke University Press] 91-124,
2002.
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We might call it the thought language of the masses. In a way, a social imaginary
functions like a corporate conscience. It is to this undercurrent that individuals refer in
their daily decision making processes; it becomes their means of evaluating meaning and
allocating value to life's events.
In defining Western modernity, Taylor hypothesizes that what started as "just an
idea in the minds of some influential thinkers . . . came to shape the social imaginary of
large strata, and then eventually whole societies," (92) thereby giving at least one
possible source of social imaginaries. With fime social imaginaries undergo change and
are replaced by newer ones that are more suitable for the people of that society then. As
Taylor continues.
This recurrent experience of breakdown is real enough. . . As we can see with the
case of the French Revolution, breakdown occurs when people are expelled from
their old forms, through war, revolution or rapid economic change, before they
can find their way in the new structures, that is, connect some transformed
practices to the new principles to form a viable social imaginary, (99).
This influential undercurrent might eventually take on the form of theories based in that
society's context and communication within its public sphere. These thoughts together
coalesce to form a social imaginary that reigns for a time as the powerful undercurrent
within the society's imagination, thereby transforming society. As such, both the
imaginaries and the people who use them affect one another.
This transformation over time becomes the new norm influencing that society's
imagination so that it becomes difficult to imagine any other conception of life besides
this one.^* With the passage of time and the influence of thinkers in more recent times the
reigning undercurrent loses its stamina and another replaces it. Then that "history is easy
to forget, because once we are well installed in the modem social imaginary, it seems the
Taylor clarifies that "a moral order is more than just a set of norms; it also contains what we
might call an 'ontic' component, identifying features ofthe world that make the norms realizable," (95).
This means that norms never stand on their own account. Ways of thinking and behaving only become
normal within the context of the enabling undercurrents granted by social imaginaries. This is why norms
are contextually based and tend to develop deep roots within their respective societies.
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only possible one, the only one that makes sense," (99). In this light then, social
imaginaries take on a cyclical life of their own. One replaces another and then again . . .
forming a never ending cycle of replacements with the passage of time and the influence
ofnewer contextualized thought processes.
It is these undercurrents affecting thought patterns of individuals and communities
that form or nullify the basis for conflict. The potential for conflict is directly dependent
upon the proximity or disparity of these imaginaries among individuals and societies.
Taylor's argument provides a theoretical and philosophical basis upon which we can
discuss the underlying imaginaries affecting relationships to enable of disable conflict.
It was not part of his expressed intention in this article, but it is noteworthy for
our purposes here that what Taylor fails to do for us is to provide an example of the
formation of social imaginaries other than those of Europe, by which we can evaluate the
place of social imaginaries in relation to conflict causation that is more closely related to
the AMiA-PEAR relationship. It is Katongole who provides what Taylor does not:
Emmanuel Katongole's focus on the relationship between Africa and the West provides
an appropriate example of how these social imaginaries function in the relationship
between the West and Africa.
Emmanuel Katongole: Founding Stories ofModern Africa
Katongole argues that: "Even though a lot has changed in Africa it is still trapped
in the same triangle ofmodernity, violence and plunder as the Congo was under ICing
Leopold's civilizing mission," (Katongole, 201 1 :20). Without using the ominous
language of a "frap," Agbonkhianmeghe Orobator agrees with Katongole when he
describes Africa as:
Unless otherwise noted, page numbers in this section refer to Emmanuel Katongole The
Sacrifice ofAfrica: a Political Theology ofAfrica, [Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishmg
Company] 201 1.
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a continent synonymous with deep crises, contradictions, and strife [where]
'Church as Family' represents an opportunity for attaining the reconciliation,
justice and peace ofGod's reign that hitherto has seemed to elude Africa
(Orobator, 2011:1).
Orobator's description is even more disheartening as it almost lacks hope for a brighter
African future. The hoped-for values have continued to elude Africa. Ela frirther testifies
that:
Africa today has difficulty escaping its recent past. The colonial night continues
to cast its long shadow over this vast continent. The heritage of the colonizers has
not been shaken off. Decolonization . . . has scarcely modified in any basic way
the state ofbeing and of things in Africa. Colonial racism has left scars in the
African soul much too deep for that (Ela, 1980:61).
Similar to Katongole above, Ela seems to say that some effort has been made toward
improving Africa's predicament. Yet little has been accomplished. It seems like the past
tarries to haunt Africa for a long time. Here we pause to ask the question: why? If the
above assertions are true, why should they be so? Why is Africa the way that it is today?
Katongole finds the answer in Africa's founding story.
Africa's Founding Story: A Lie
In his book The Sacrifice ofAfrica: a Political Theology for Africa, Emmanuel
Katongole discusses the story ofAfrica's politics, economics and social relationships in
light ofAfrica's social imagination which is based on its founding stories at the time it
was ushered into modernity. The central premise ofKatongole's book is that:
At the heart ofAfrica's inception into modernity is a lie. Modernity claims to
bring salvation to Africa yet the founding story of the institution ofmodem Africa
rejects Africa itself. The story has shaped colonial Africa and continues to drive
the successor institution, the nation-state. Historically, the story translated into
myriad forms of use and abuse, sacrificing African lives and ultimately Africa
itself, (20-21).
Modemity was the promise for a brighter fiiture. Yet the promised brightness has
tumed into gloomier experiences because the center of this promise is a gaping hole: the
rejection for the one modemity promises to save. Katongole rightly calls it a lie. In the
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following pages I show how, from Katongole's perspective, this lie was carried out and
sustained, its enduring effects particularly on relational dynamics and a possible way
forward.
Enacting the Lie
Katongole fraces the lie to its source. Having read philosophers like Kant and
Hegel, he
realized the extent to which these philosophers provided the framing script for
early European contacts with Africa [which in tum shaped] the effects of colonial
violence on the colonized. . . Africa was to a large extent the way it was (is) as
imagined by Europe with concepts like 'chaos,' 'tribe,' and 'primitive' integral to
that imagination�if only to the European imagination ofEurope as civilized and
developed (8).
This is "the story that 'nothing good can come out ofAfrica' [which] leads to the
constant devaluation ofAfrican lives and disparagement of whatever is African," (82) but
all that is good must be found in Europe. For Katongole, the real background to the
African crisis has to do with the way Europeans thought about and communicated Africa.
The philosophers behind the ideals that Europe espoused at the time of the colonial
project had affected the colonizers' thought processes and modified their social narratives
to the negation ofAfrica. And so, with 'chaos,' 'tribe' and 'primitive' it was easy to
assume that Africa was "a no-man's land whose resources are up for grabs [which]
creates politics in which plunder, cormption and exploitation ... are characteristic" (82).
Katongole also observes that with the "portrayal of lives in Afiica as 'tribal,'
violence seems to carry with it a certain degree of acceptability�and indeed
expectation�in the West" (17).'" And so it was not far-fetched when American President
Bill Clinton tumed a blind eye to the Rwandan genocide even though he had an early
"" Jannie Malan has observed that, while there were tribal differences prior to the arrival of
foreigners in Africa, "in most cases, if not all, the demarcation of colonies ... had a dual effect: it imposed
a foreign rule on people who used to be independent, and it aroused a stronger sense of nationhood among
groups who had probably been little concerned about national identities" (Malan, 1997:49).
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opportunity to modify its results to ensure a more desirable outcome (Bamum, 2008: 15).
Since decisions such as these are affected (or determined) by conceptual frameworks,
perhaps the understanding ofAfrican relationships as primarily tribal bearing no
American interests affected Clinton's decision to refrain from supporting conciliatory
efforts in Rwanda.
European rejection ofAfrica was not merely carried by disparaging words but
also in actions. Violence and plunder were essential parts of the project. Moreover,
"violent memories [that branded people with memories that remained raw for the rest of
their lives] were not limited to King Leopold's Congo but they were the sort ofmemories
that accompanied colonialism in other parts ofAfrica," (1 1). With time, specially
selected Africans were enlisted as fellow perpetrators. For instance, a local African chief
who had been employed to carry out King Leopold's dirty work in the Congo proudly
showed off evidence that he had killed his countrymen for failing to support the greedy
king's vision (10-11).
Deception might have been the only way to manage such a massive undertaking
which required the enlisting of large numbers ofworkers to support this project, some of
whom were natives with local allegiances (e.g. the chief on 10-1 1), usually with little and
often delayed supervision, and others were sympathetic foreigners (e.g. some
missionaries). Colonists projected Africa as a continent without history, until the coming
of the Europeans. "All such local history was devalued as 'folklore,' 'animism,'
'paganism,' 'barbarism,' and a host of other 'isms,' all ofwhich came to be seen as both
distracting and hard to absorb into the colonial project,. . . a hangover from an
unregenerate past" (66-67). But these projections were deceptive.
At the time of independence, the nation-state replaced the colonial project.
Europeans had been mling African territories which became nations and prepared them
for the new era of self-government. This was a welcomed development. But soon the
nation-state entities resembled the colonial era, in some ways superseding the colonists in
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atrocities. Katongole likens key post-independence actors like Idi Amin ofUganda,
Bokassa, Mobutu, and Mugabe to the chiefwho served Leopold loyally, as "mimetic
reproductions of colonial actors like Kurts, Leopold and Ian Smith," (12). He explains
this reversal of expectations:
"Where nation-state formation in Europe was a process, in Africa it was a project
which both the departing colonialists and their nationalist bourgeois successors
assumed to be inevitable for Afirican modernization and independence. . . To be
sure, the social struggle was not just smuggled out of hearing; it was from the
very start intentionally trivialized and dismissed as both irrelevant and a
nuisance," (66).
While the European nation-state started with common folks imagining the
benefits of being organized into nations and actively working towards nationhood, its
Afirican counterpart had no benefit of grassroots deliberate involvement because
nationhood was forced on Africa.
"For Rwanda, genocide not only happened in one of the most Christianized
nations in Africa, the churches themselves often became killing fields, with
Christians killing fellow Christians in the same places they had worshipped
together," (Katongole, 201 1:8).
For African masses the nation state is as foreign as colonialism itself They
neither understand it sufficiently nor hold their leaders accountable to its tenets. European
leaders�^philosophers, politicians, colonialists and such�imagined Africa's future on
Afirica's behalf The above reports reveal that European imagination for Africa was not to
the benefit of the latter but for the sake of the former. And so, while a European chose to
die for his/her nation (e.g. in battle), an African was simply enlisted to fight his/her or
another's battle. Killing neighbors, friends, fellow Christians even relatives was not out
of the question, as long as sufficient pressure erased reason.
As do Jean Marc Ela and other African scholars, Katongole bemoans the legacy
ofthe African nation-state which replaced the colonial powers. He sees the "Rwandan
genocide as a metaphor of African politics buih on the disposability ofAfrican lives as
part ofofficial policy," (17). The reason why Katongole views the institution ofthe
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nation-state with suspicion is because, as successor to the colonial project, "the nation-
state just became a neo-colonial offspring, locally manned, but embodying the same story
of alienation from Africa's social history," (68). The founding lie had taken root in the
imagination of the African generation from which national rulers were taken. And so,
. . . Even if these nation-states are different in their external formalities, they
operate from the same imagination. And as long as this underlying imagination is
not questioned, adjustments in this institution cannot ensure an alternate social
history ... the first and crucial adjustment is a mythological adjustment that
addresses stories that shape the imagination, (58-59).
When African social history was demolished as folklore and superstition, social
imagination diminished. Whenever Africa is referred to as backward, African pride turns
into shame. Katongole here advocates for a re-formation of the African mind through
mythological rejuvenation.
For missiological purposes, it is important to note here that at the time of
colonialism, Christian missionaries were present on the African continent. We hear very
little about their involvement in these temporal matters. Whatever Katongole has said
about missionaries in his book reveals that missionaries stood either quietly by to make a
report (10, 107) or in support (18) of their respecfive rulers and did not, if at all,
effecfively encourage African voices to be heard (12). Chrisfianity's immediate response
to these crises has often been that of offering assistance to the social and polifical spheres,
which has not worked very well (1-2). Like the missionaries of the colonial age, today's
African church quietly participates in the mediocrity of Africa's Chrisfian experience.
"The selfunderstanding ofChristianity in the religious domain confributes to the gradual
disappearance ofChristianity as a social and political body," (41-42). But the church has
opportunity to redeem its public image. It can help reshape the minds of people�^both
Christians and non-Christians.
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A Way Forward
Katongole calls for a new story to be enacted through African Christianity.
histead of the current story which testifies to the enduring effects ofWestern
ambition and greed, which mobilizes power as terror and leads to the sacrifice of
lives [he wonders if there can be another story]�a story of self-sacrificing love
that involves a different notion ofpower and thus gives rise to new patterns of
life, engendering new forms of community, economics and politics, (20).
In contrast to the current picture ofAfrica this is a tantalizing vision that would
improve greatly upon the current situation in Africa and strengthen Africa's self-
perception. By so doing, Africa will be redeemed from its negative story and gain a
footing in a new narrative. In such an Africa, relationships between Africa and the West
will be more balanced, more acceptable and engender fewer conflicts, especially those
that inevitably stem from the social narratives. Katongole offers that
Since the realities of chaos, poverty, violence, and tribalism are wired within the
very foundational imagination ofmodem Africa, a new future in Africa requires
more than skills and technical adjustments to improve nation-state legitimacies
and operations. It calls for new stories, a different foundational narrative or
narratives that can give rise to a new imaginative landscape within which a new
future in Africa can take shape (83).
Here Katongole calls for a new imagination. He hopes this imagination will help
form a new story for today's Africa. Stories develop over long periods of time. In the
meantime Africans are desperate for solutions. People must have the freedom to dream
differently, independent of the reigning narrative and then tell stories whose depth of
meaning will propel them to the next generations. These must be tethered to the people's
experience. This is why, in the second part of his book, Katongole offers examples of
how this call has been enacted in Africa aheady but only by a handful of leaders. The call
is to danger and self-sacrificial love for Africa, hi a way, since it cost much African blood
to go the way from which Katongole calls Africans to retum, it has taken some African
blood to start the joumey back. Katongole's call might be a call to shed more blood."' But
For daring to invent a new future for some hitherto obscure part ofAfrica, Sankara was
assassinated (95-96). For seeking "a different world right here" Jean Marc Ela "was despised by [his]
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this time it will not be on account of deliberate violence. It is a call to peaceful resistance
through community building and the renewal of social imaginaries. Blood will be shed, if
at all, by those who cherish the violence of the status quo."^
This hopefiil picture ofAfrica can be achieved through much arduous work. The
hope is that Africa will be renewed, healed and otherwise engaged. Theology legitimizes
the Church's actions. Depending on its theological reflection, the Church can be a strong
voice to change society. Here is where we tum to Miroslav Volf to offer some theological
reflections.
Miroslav Volf: Exclusion and Embrace
Miroslav Volf s penetrating theory of exclusion and embrace is based on his own
undesired though physically remote participation in conflict as a Croat assessing the war
in former Yugoslavia. By the stark evidence of this war in which exclusion was practiced,
Volf rejects the social narrative that has developed through history that the West is good
while the non-West possesses barbaric and other negative attributes (Volf, 1996:58)."^ In
Volf s rendering, Europe's self-definition included itselfbut excluded many others
insofar as they did not resemble Europe. This statement is consistent with Katongole's
claims included in the preceding section. It is this attitude that Katongole blames for
eventually leading Africa down the path of colonialism and its adverse effects
(Katongole, 201 1:17). Volf notes a reaction from those who are excluded. "Those who
are conveniently left out of the modem narrative of inclusion because they disturb the
government and marginalized by his own Catholic Church" so that he died in exile. But he was not
marginalized by the '"small people ofGod,'" (123). Even though Katongole does not mention him,
Anglican Archbishop ofUganda Janani Luwum, fits this category of nation-state opponents who pay with
their lives. Many more similar examples are possible.
"The challenge for Africa is not simply to achieve sovereignty in order to determine its own
destiny, but rather to interrupt this vision of power as domination with a different account ofpower and
thus a different vision of society and politics," (129).
Unless otherwise noted, all page numbers in this section come from Miroslav Volf s Exclusion
and Embrace: A Theological Exploration ofIdentity, Otherness and Reconciliation. [Nashville, TN:
Abingdon Press], 1996.
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'integrity' of it happy ending plot demand a long and gruesome counter narrative of
inclusion," (59). It is this counter narrative of inclusion that Katongole is seeking (e.g.
Katongole, 2011:22, 83).
Volf introduces the concepts of exclusion on the one hand and embrace on the
other. The foundation of exclusion is based in attitudes�which is what Katongole calls
"social imagination" and Taylor calls "modem social imaginaries.'"^ As it imagines itself
"the identity of the West with itself is totalitarian [which is why] Europe's past is full of
the worst of violence committed in the name ofEuropean identity (and with the goal of
European prosperity)," (17). The social narrative with which Europe worked at the time
of colonialism and continues to work in cases like the war in former Yugoslavia, warrants
the atrocities with which it is associated. Europe felt that it was the best and that others
were not nearly as good as it. And so it was alright for the others to die in order to give
Europe a better livelihood. IfAfrica, for instance, should decry the way it was treated by
Europe, it should to that extent decry the social imaginary upon which Europe was
founded, and by which Europe perceived and treated Africa. But this is not the whole
story. For, as Volf contends: "Exclusion is barbarity within civilization, evil among the
good, crime against the other right within the walls of the self" (60 [italics mine]).
Europe is thus a mixed bag with some good things amidst the bad ones.
And so "Europe colonized and oppressed, destroyed cultures and imposed its
religion, all in the name of its identity with itself�in the name of its own absolute
religion and superior civilization," (17). Some have argued that, since Christianity was
the Europeans' chosen religion at the time of colonialism, the religion is just as impure as
colonialism. They labeled it "the white man's religion" (35-36) and thus distanced it from
the non-white people. And so we ask: Is Europe's religion worth adhering to; is it
something that Africans like Janani Luwum and Jean Marc Ela should be willing die for?
See also Katongole, 201 1 :8 and Taylor, 2002:92.
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If they thought so highly of the Christian faith to be willing to die for it, unless is was
more than merely a white man's religion, the logic seems to be lost. But, even though it
was forcefully promulgated through the empire building process, Christianity was never
simply Europe's religion. Seeing nothing good with the evil that Europe presented to
Africa is akin to throwing out the baby with the bath water. While it was at that time
presented by white people and in many ways it looks like them, moreover "the
complicity�witting or unwitting�of Christian churches with the imperial process
remains an undeniable fact," (36) Christianity was never the exclusive possession of the
Europeans, as if for a time the crucified Messiah belonged to one race from which He
was disseminated. No, Europe is not a type of Abraham or Israel. Indeed, if such a
beneficial religion belonged to the colonizer, with such a track record Europe would
never have relegated its own prized possession to Africa's safe keeping. Instead, the label
"Europe's religion" or "white man's religion" excludes the non-white people from the
gift and benefits of faith in Christ. It further abuses them by holding back the benefits of
this burden-lifting faith.
The Call to Embrace the Other
Volf bases his call to embrace the other in times of conflict on: "God's reception
of hostile humanity into divine communion [as] a model for how human beings should
relate to the other," (100). Volf here seeks the greatest and best example by which to
summon us to the difficult notion of embracing those from whom we are alienated.
Volf s theology of embrace follows the perspective that "the will to give ourselves to
others and 'welcome' them, to readjust our identities to make space for them, is prior to
any judgment about others, except that of identifying them in their humanity," (29). Volf
emphasizes the precedence of welcome over judgment. In a real sense the cal to embrace
the other is a call to hospitality. But this hospitality is also attended by possible dangers
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in a world that takes every opportunity and advantage of anybody who will open
himself/herself to that possibility.
Volf recognizes a deeper spiritual need in the human race. He identifies with
people the inability to distance themselves from conflict. This debilitating propensity for
conflict in humans is because conflict is located inside them. They embody the cause for
which fighting is undertaken. For instance, "hi situations of conflict Christians often find
themselves accomplices in war, rather than agents of peace. We find it difficult to
distance ourselves from our selves and our own culture and so we echo its reigning
opinions and mimic its practices" (54). hi the course of their normal business, churches
often lack the volitional energy with which to reach out to the other. Clergy and
parishioners alike participate in the cultural setting in which they are placed. And if the
battle is culturally-based�as most are�churches act just the same as the rest of the
populace. Not even churches are prepared to resist conflict.
The overriding commitment to their cultures serves churches worst in situations
of conflict. Churches, the presumed agents of reconciliation, are at best impotent
and at worst accomplices in strife. . . Along with their parishioners, the clergy are
often 'frapped within the claims of their own ethnic or cultural community' and
thus serve as 'legitimators of ethnic conflict,' their genuine desire to take
seriously the Gospel call to the ministry of reconciliation notwithstanding (37).
And so, to employ the same terminology, we can say that their "hands" are too
short to reach out, or too heavy with tiredness or too wounded by war to reach out. Some
people's minds are shut offwith hatred of the perpetrator or fearful of retaliation and
abuse not only from their assumed enemies but also from their fellow cultural brothers
and sisters who disagree with reaching out to their 'enemy.' Some souls remain too
damaged to long for reconciliation. It is in such cases that participants in conflict tout the
inevitability of conflict.
Samuel Dzobo, a PhD candidate at Asbury Seminary now writing a biographical dissertation on
Bishop Dodge, a missionary to Zimbabwe, tells of a similar scenario. Following a service ofHoly
Communion at his church in Zimbabwe, Dzobo was surprised to witness his parishioners engaged in local
battles to the extent of shedding blood on that Sunday afternoon.
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Conflict is in part accounted for by the "sacralization of cultural identity [which]
is invaluable for the parties in conflict because it can transmute what is in fact a murder
into an act ofpiety" (37). Sacralization of cultural identity takes the shape of a social
narrative. It takes hold of the mind, convincing the individual and society that this is the
only way things can and should be. The things for which people fight hold for them the
same level of religious efficacy. To them, these values hold the same meaning as
sacraments: such as the Eucharist and Holy Baptism. When cultural traits are sacralized
then the culture rules the day. The reigning narrative of that culture determines what the
person does, thinks and says and in tum determines what relationships the person will
have and how he/she will manage them. In the same way, when the will has been so
damaged by evil in the soul, hope for reconciliation is lost. Evil takes over volition and
manages the command center ofwhat a person does affecting that person's relationships
deeply.
But reversal of relational dynamics starts with the will, i.e. volition. It is for the
volition to salvage the 'common belonging' with the other that summons courage and
imagination to reach out to the other. It is volition that reinvigorates whatever is left of
the broken hand to embrace the one who broke it, offering the other opportunity into
retum into fellowship.
As we keep the vision ofGod's future alive, we need to reach out across the firing
lines and join hands with our brothers and sisters on the other side. We need to let
them pull us out of the enclosure of our own culture and its own peculiar set of
prejudices ... we might become once again the salt to the world ridden by strife,
(54).
Reaching across the firing lines takes tremendous volitional energy. It is the volition that
calls upon the rest of our resources, propelling them into action. But the high cost of this
engagement is made worthwhile by the fact that the Lord reenacts saltiness through this
action.
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The counter narrative reasons that since we are fighting, it is either us or them
who will succeed. "There is no choice," as the man from Sarajevo said. They might even
add that the reaching out to the other side futile since the rescuer on the other side will be
killed on the way there or that his/her fellow fighters will castigate or per chance kill
him/her for breaching the sacred bond and reaching out to their 'enemy'�Skilled by
friendly fire. But Volf reasons that:
The 'no choice' world in which people's behavior is determined by social
environments and past victimizations is not the world we inhabit; it is a world the
perpetrators would like us to inhabit because it grants an advance absolution for
any wrong doing they desire to commit, (86).
As history only goes forward, never returning to right the wrongs of the past, and
yet absolution is essential for healing memories, perpetrators fear for themselves. They
wonder how they will pay for crimes of the past. Even their own death might not suffice
as just payment for the crimes dogging their past. Short of grace, perpetrators encourage
others to commit crimes too so that the one crime might cancel the other crime. But this
only multiplies crimes and rights no wrongs. All these battles gain momentum from
what people think and that depends on social narratives. Social narratives are based
within whatever defines people�e.g. a culture or social class. Volf s call to embrace the
other is a call to depart from our cultural and other defining stances.
The call to embrace means not only departing from one's own cultural ties and
other forms ofprimary social identification; it also means repentance. "Since you cannot
season it tasteless salt is no longer good for anything. . . Yet the very warning about being
thrown out calls for 'the bitter cry of repentance. . .' and invites a turnabout," (37). Too
much cultural involvement de-flavors the Christian. It is in the extent of involvement that
the sin ofwhich he/she must repent lies. The answer lies in "cultivating the proper
relation between distance fi-om the culture and belonging to it." (37) The extent of
Unlike Mathematics and Physics, where negatives multiplied by negatives result into positives,
in relational life, negatives multiplied by negatives result in greater negatives. There has to be a solution
other than one based in these scientific disciplines. Volf offers a spiritual response: grace.
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identification with one's culture as balanced with identification with the crucified
Messiah is what is at stake here.
That perpetrators of evil should repent is an obvious necessity. But the surprise in
Volf s account is that even "victims need to repent because social change that
corresponds to the vision of God's reign�God's new world�cannot take place without a
change of their heart and behavior," (1 14). And so, in Africa's case: the one who has
been victimized by Europe must humble herself once again, take the position of the
weaker one, and repent. This is because
she and many other victims . . . need to repent ofwhat the perpetrators do to our
soul. Victims need to repent of the fact that all too often they mimic the behavior
ofthe oppressors, let themselves be shaped in the mirror image of the enemy.
They need to repent also of the desire to excuse their own reactive behavior,
(117).
This is perhaps the reason why the nation-state succeeded the colonial project so
seamlessly, carrying out all the same atrocities as before. This is probably why the chief
who killed and maimed the bodies of his countrymen proudly showed off his evidence to
the American missionary. Perpetrators affect their victims in such ways that the latter
resemble the former. Torture is discipling.
With forgiveness comes the difficult business of forgetting past hurts. It is the
memory of past hurts that underscores the desirability ofprevention, yet is that possible
given history? But power to answer this call is to be found through faith in Christ. "For
good reasons. Christian tradition thinks of genuine repentance not as a human possibility
but as a gift ofGod," (119).
Reconciliation requires transformation. Christianity claims to offer this
transformation.''^ The call to depart from the ties that hold us in conflict is a call to faith in
John Paul Lederach refers to "angry pacifists who have touched the river of human suffering and
translate their heartfelt cries into specific action [and transformed warriors] from oppression and frustration
sought solution in violence . . . have stepped beyond violence to embrace the joumey of personal and social
healing" (Lederach 1999:42). From Volf s standpoint, all these changed people are able to work towards
reconciliation because God's Spirit of embrace has first worked in their lives.
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Christ. Consequently, Volf s call to reach out to the excluded other bears an evangelistic
quality. It is a missiological call. "Central to the Christian faith is the belief that the Spirit
of the crucified Messiah is capable of creating the Promised Land out of the very territory
the Pharaoh has beleaguered. The Spirit enters the citadel of the self, de-centers the self
by fashioning it in the image of the self-giving Christ, and frees its will so it can resist the
power of exclusion in the power of the Spirit of embrace," (92).
Volfpoints to the cross as the foundation ofChristian community. "Christ unites
different 'bodies' into one body, not simply in virtue of the singleness of his person or his
vision, but above all through his suffering. . . the crucified Messiah creates unity by
giving his own self (47). The call to embrace is also a call to belong to the community of
Christ, among God's people and to relate with them.
At the heart of the cross is Christ's stance of not letting the other remain an enemy
and of creating space in himself for the offender to come in ... as an expression
of the will to embrace the enemy, the cross is no doubt a scandal in a world
suffused with hostility, (126).
The cross calls Katongole to embrace King Leopold and Idi Amin. But
Katongole will not do that unless he has forgiven these perpetrators. In the same way, the
message of the cross calls Africa to embrace Europe and calls me to embrace the people I
despise as enemies. The call to embrace does not only entail repentance, it is equally
important to forgive those who have perpetrated the hurtfulness. Transformation is in
God's hands. People only need to will and ask God to do the rest. Faced with this call
reveals our incompetence to its attainment on account ofwhich we give excuses. With
forgiveness comes the difficult business of forgetting past hurts. It is the memory of past
hurts that underscores the desirability ofprevention, yet is that possible given history?
Following the crucified Messiah leads us to the cross. But the cross is frustrating
in a world of violence where we are constantly reminded of the enduring need to protect
ourselves: "we instinctively reach for a shield and a sword, but the cross offers us
outstretched arms and a naked body with a pierced side; we feel we need the cunning
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wisdom of serpents, but the cross invites us to the foohshness of innocent doves," (126).
Whenever we are hurt for trusting the untrustworthy or receiving those who harm us, we
say: "Oh how foolish we have been!" Yet we are called to the crucified Messiah. The call
to faith in Christ is a call to foolishness. The cross devalues conflict so much that it loses
steam. The crucified Messiah hanging on the cross cannot be crucified any longer.
Crucifying the crucified does not make sense to the perpetrator any more than killing the
dead does. The cross is a powerfiil symbol for those who engage it.
Following repentance, "the next step is forgiveness," (120). Here he is not talking
about the repentance of the perpetrator to his/her victim. Volf here refers to the spiritual
processes that are necessary for the victim to heal and function again. After repenting of
the sins into which that hurtfulness has led him/her, the victim then needs to forgive the
one who caused it. He adds: "since no final redemption is possible without the
redemption of the past, and since every attempt to redeem the past through reflection
must fail because no theodicy can succeed, the final redemption is unthinkable without a
certain kind of forgetting. . . Either heaven will have no monuments to keep the memory
of horrors or it will be closer to hell than we would like to think. For, if heaven cannot
rectify Auschwitz, then the memory of Auschwitz must undo the experience ofheaven,"
(135-36). All that the victim can do is repent of sin (e.g. of hatred, bitterness etc) and
forgive the perpetrator.
We ask again: why? Why did Auschwitz have to happen? Why create all these
negative memories in people? Founding narratives, fallen human nature, lies that were
believed, laziness in being the sah of the earth are some of the reasons why these
atrocities happened. Was it possible to prevent such atrocities? Yes, of course. But
someone's hand was too short, or too heavy or too slow to do so. Or someone feared
becoming the target of aggression while protecting innocent people from the greed that
led to the damaging actions.
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Since it is based in the theology of the cross, the call to embrace is a scandalous
call. Yet, like Katongole's tantalizing vision for Africa (Katongole, 201 1:20, 83), Volf s
call here is indeed hopeful. It might not erase the past, but it would interrupt the Angel of
History's activity ofpiling wreckage in the way. A new history would start to form, new
narratives would become possible. Thus, changing the dynamics of social engagement
would become a means ofpreventing more costly conflicts in future. Achieving this call
would be an incredible blessing to all people concerned. There would be peace at last.
But its expectation of human valor is a lofty one. One might ask if the faith that calls us
to this vision is realistic. Like Abraham we might ask whether leaving is worth its cost.
Yet to manage such an undertakingwill not take human ability, only God's enabling
grace. For it is not our own but the "vision of God's fiiture" we seek to keep alive. And
so, in order to achieve peaceful relationships, humanity must fall back onto God's
enabling grace.
THEORETICAL APPROACH
Church splits stand in stark contrast to the call of Christian mission. The story that
attracted me to this study was the AMIA-PEAR conflict whose causes I had found to be
inexplicable. For, I did not anticipate that ten years of fiiiitful ministry would issue into a
painful fellowship-breaking conflict whose effect would be widely registered among
individuals, congregations and within Christian mission circles. But the reality negated
my expectation. And so I set out to learn as much as I could about causal dynamics of
such costly conflicts focusing on the AMIA and PEAR relationship. It was not for their
fruitfiilness or inevitability that I sought a deeper understanding of conflict, but for the
possibility ofpreventing and/or reducing their costliness.
So: why did that conflict occur; and why does conflict happen? hi order to answer
this question, I draw my theoretical approach primarily from interacting with these three
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authors: Charles Taylor with his philosophical concept of social imaginaries; Emmanuel
Katongole with his model of founding stories as applied to African political history
during the colonial era and following; and Miroslav Volfwith his theological theory of
exclusion and embrace.
Personal and Relational Foundations
The relational nature of this work requires me to approach relational foundations
from the smallest possible units to the larger ones. That is: from the individual to the
wider society. Suice it is individuals who relate, if follows that relational foundations
have their starting point in personal foundations. And so, a worthwhile discussion of
relational foundations requires a prior conversation on personal foundations. Personal
stories are the material that forms a personal foundation in which the individual has an
identity and from which he/she makes moral decisions. Our discussing of personal
foundations here will greatly benefit from the field of social psychology.
Each person has a story. First let us acknowledge that each personal story is
worked out within the somatic context of a biological entity. The entity is endowed with
behavioral propensities by nature. Due to their study of natural tendencies and on the
basis of their understanding that humans are "at the most basic level biological entities,"
biopsychologists (as well as neuroscientists) can trace and explain some relational
affinities that might otherwise remain inexplicable (see Feldman, 1996:58-59). On this
basis therefore, we must first concede that personal stories are embedded in biological
(i.e. natural) factors as the starting point that enables the occurrence of social experiences.
A person's story is the sum total of that person's experiences in life up till the
present time. These experiences are both natural and acquired. Experiences that make a
Nature has to do with offerings from biological inheritance; and nurture as coming from social
interactions (Davenport, 1994:1). Emphasis on nature tends to deemphasize the human free will and to
downplay the role of responsibility for human actions. Emphasis on nurture, on the other hand, tends to
downplay the role of biological offerings and to stress personal choices both for individuals and others
within their spheres of influence. Nicki Hayes believes that "social experiences influence our cognitive
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person's story are natural because they depend on the healthy (or unhealthy) functioning
of one's body: e.g. the absence (or presence) of debilitating illnesses, ofmemory loss and
inability to speak clearly.*' Experiences that form personal stories are also acquired
through the process of growing up: the process by which one is nurtured from childhood,
through the changes related to adolescence, and the joumey of adulthood. Some
experiences are more important than others, and the more significant ones affect the
individual more than the less significant ones.
Each person's foundation agrees with that individual and the individual with it.
Where disagreement between the person and his/her foundation becomes apparent, the
individual remains restless until he/she begins to work towards understanding the source
and nature ofthe discrepancy in order to resolve it. In some cases the individual might
seek advice fi-om respectable elders or counselors. The personal foundation relates to the
individual's core identity.
Social psychology assumes that "human beings are so deeply embedded in their
social contexts that interacting with other people is one of the very first skills that an
infant human being develops" (Hayes, 1998:332). The human need for mteraction is so
innate that people start relating without considering its benefit. That babies interact in
response to their need to do so places relationships in a similar category with the beating
ofthe human heart which is so necessary for life yet functions without human decision.
The same need to relate requires people to interact with and understand each other. This
"each other" assumes a self in each person. Understanding the other presupposes a level
of self-understanding that precedes and is enhanced by interaction with others. Perception
of oneself makes it possible to relate with another.^"
processes, and sometimes even our physiological reactions, far more than we think," (Hayes, 1998:332).
From Hayes' perspective, it appears that biology is not the stronger player that affects social behavior but
that the latter also affects the former. Both nature and nurture are mutually interdependent. They are two
sides of one and the same coin.
Notice how, though biological, these factors clearly affect social interactions.
^� Nicky Hayes describes the self concept as personal attitudes to oneself It develops from "social
comparisons" which result from a person's self-comparison with "significant others" and the feedback that
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Social psychology has been described as "the study ofhow people's thoughts,
feelings and actions are affected by others. Social psychologists consider the nature and
causes of individual behavior in social situations," (Feldman, 1996:604). Social
interaction is the meeting between and among selves. Since each person is the sum total
of his/her own story, interacting in society means that whole stories come into contact
with each other. There are aspects of each story which find comfort in relating with
certain aspects of another story. Since people need to relate these comfortable
interactions lurch onto one another.
Engaging relafionships allows for the formation of attitudes to oneself and to the
other with whom the individual comes in contact. These "learned predispositions to
respond in a favorable or unfavorable maimer to a particular person, behavior, belief, or
object," (Feldman, 1996:605)�that is, attitudes�towards self and other people are
determined by the social and experiential environment in which one lives and by which
the one has been prepared to meet the other. Meeting grants individuals the opportunity
for laying a relational foundation. Relational foundations require people to have an
opportunity to relate. Such opportunities are provided by relational proximity under
conducive social environments; physical settings that encourage relationships; and during
periods of time when it is possible for them to relate. Building a foundation is a process
that requires sufficient amounts of time, freedom to build and social prowess. Most
comes from them (Hayes, 1998:334). Hayes clarifies that the feedback from significant others is not
communicated through words and actions meant to address their opinion of the one per se. It is merely the
one person's understanding of the others' response in terms that evaluate oneself The other part of the self-
concept has been propounded in the "self-perception theory" which states that "we observe how we are
acting, and draw conclusions from this about what we are like," (ibid, 335). As such, it is not only feedback
from others that matters in the formation of the self-concept but it is also feedback we get from ourselves.
We note here that the self-concept is developed entirely in the mind of the person who evaluates
him/herself: to one extent in relation to perceived ways in which other people think about him/herself and,
to another extent, in relation to one's own actions and words. Since feedback from the other is not
deliberately given in relation to the one, the self concept can easily base on misunderstanding the others'
feedback. At the same time, the observafion of oneself is not the whole story of an individual. And so,
accuracy of the self concept requires the fine tuning accompanying the deliberate communication from
honest others.
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importantly, however, the relational foundations are strongest if there is enough material
in each personal foundation that is so attracted to the other so as to latch together. These
are the means by which people establish kindred relationships. It is the same means by
which other people are repelled during such interactions.
Relational foundations exist beneath each relationship for which they are custom-
made to include such materials as are pertinent to the relating parties, no more and no
less. And these foundations are based on the story of�the sum total of circumstances
forming�the relationship they undergird.
Illustrating Relational Foundations
I once owned a house which had structural problems. From time to time I
observed some cracks close to the ceiling. Repairing them improved upon the aesthetic
look of the wall which in tum impressed residents that the house was strong, beautiful
and worth its cost. A month or two later a crack would reappear either in the same spot or
close by. A stmctural engineer came to inspect the house and reported that the foundation
was problematic and needed repair. Additionally, the engineer instmcted me to acquire a
soaker hose and to regularly water my foundation since the dryness ofthe surrounding
ground constantly adjusted its intemal composition. I realized that instead of conceming
myselfprimarily with the cracks up on the walls, I should have been attending to the
foundation from which they were sourced. However, the foundation had not shown me
any sign of shifting or requiring attention. Even then, the foundation would be too
difficult for me to fix without the engineer's professional assistance. This story will assist
me to illustrate the relational dynamics discussed in this chapter.
What Taylor referred to as "social imaginaries" and Katongole called "founding
stories" is what I put forward here as relationalfoundations. These foundations are the
means by which people discem what is normal, determine what is good and evil,
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categorize their moral thoughts to make ethical decisions, and learn to relate with other
people. A relational foundation ftinctions like a shared frame of reference that is available
when needed and is rarely questioned.^' By the same token it is rendered less accessible to
those who are relationally distant. Relational foundations also feature in the process of
cultural formation: where "our way" is "the right way." They function as truth markers,
the altering ofwhich easily calls upon the individual's resentment. Conflicts ensue under
such circumstances, but more so if the personal foundations of relating parties disagree at
that deep level. The conflict is worsened if this deep level dynamic goes without
acknowledgement and the parties do not seem to understand why they are involved in
hurtful exchanges, hi the same way as cracks in the walls often reflect problems in the
foundation of a building, conflict in a relationship should alert the astute student to issues
embedded in particular relational foundations. Therefore, in studying a conflict it is
important for the student to take that conflict seriously but only as one would take a crack
in the wall. He/she needs to resolve this conflict in a maimer similar to repairing a crack.
But true healing of the relationship requires going beyond this presenting circumstance to
the foundation upon which the relationship is built because that is likelier to be the source
of the conflict. And, resolving at the source is more effective than treating superficial
cracks.
After a period of operation, relational foundations tend to change either naturally
or as instigated by certain key members of the society. They do so for various reasons.
One reason is that they often harbor error that is accepted when disguised as truth: e.g. a
position about good and evil whose qualities have not been accurately researched or
about which someone has deceived an individual/society which then claims it as its own.
This was the case in Europe's imagination ofAfrica, which propagated erroneous
^' Charles Kraft's seventh principle of communication states that "communication is most
effective when the communicator, message and receptor participate in the same contexts, settings or frames
of reference," (Kraft, 1979:1 17). It follows that a reduced level of noise [or, in our case, a reduced
likelihood of conflict] attends relationships that share a common fi-ame of reference or philosophy of life.
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messages as truths that created social theories that have lasted for a long time, and onto
which relationships: both intemally within Africa�among Africans�as well as
externally�^between Westerners and Africans�have tended to be fashioned. Another
reason for changing relational foundations is that untruths embedded in them can become
a source of anger once truth comes to light, especially if these untruths were costly and/or
a source of hurtfulness for some. Sometimes, however, it is not because the foundation
was faulty�deliberately or accidentally�but because of changing circumstances and
other contextual factors. In that case, relational foundations need to be updated to suit the
new realities affecting the relationship(s). In the normal vacillation of social interaction,
there come critical moments during which influential circumstances or prominent
individuals have a chance to insert a trajectory for change, a new sense of direction that
leads to alteration of the social foundations of the society. Conflict, its presence and
assessment, its general context of disgruntlement and pressure for change presents such a
chance.
Relational foundations are only changed by the mutual consent of all or the
majority ofmembers of a group whose relationships depend on each respective
foundation. Consent is reached through the repeated communication of a divergent
position which acknowledges and respectfully differs from the reigning foundation. As
such, the communicator of this new position is understood both as an integral participant,
i.e. holding a stake in the relational dynamics, and one who seeks to change them for the
better. Only respectable members of the society, such as local icons, elders and such, are
imbued with the authority to suggest and/or enact changes in relational foundations.
Moreover, the opportunity to enact change must be taken by individuals whose credibility
in the local area is sufficiently strong to enable that society's trust to blossom. After all it
is their lives and livelihood that are in question. Trust is of the essence. The stronger the
foundation is the greater the work required to break or alter it.
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Changing assumes the modification of obsolete or erroneous foundations in order
to consolidate upon or build new ones which become the worthier replacements of the old
ones. The new or modified foundations do well to take into account the old foundations
which they replace because the new foundations can only start from where the obsolete
ones end. This approach, which I prefer to call the preemptive process, requires
respectable members of society who undertake the difficult work of replacing relational
foundations to know the old foundations well. This undertaking invites the concentrated
study of past relationships: their inception, their defining attitudes and circumstances and,
if conflict is present, its causal dynamics and what lessons can be drawn from it. The
rebuilding of relational foundations also calls for a new sense of purpose, a laudable goal
toward which the relationship can then aspire. In cases of conflict, for instance, that
aspiration could be the resolution of current tensions that are based on old foundations,
the setting up of stronger relationships that can withstand conflicts and enhance greater
sharing in fellowship. Or it could be reconciliation of torn relationships due to conflict, or
the embrace of those who have been rejected and subjected to the distance of exclusion.
The end of this process reveals a new story (or, restorying) upon which a new relational
foundation can be based.
The trouble with relational foundations is their obscurity. They are hidden beneath
the normally accessible surface of each relationship. As long as they are functioning
appropriately within the relationship, relational foundations do not call attention to
themselves. And so they are usually not deliberately engaged either before or during the
process of developing a relationship. Just as we walk into a house with little or no
thought of its foundation, people tend to walk into relationships without regard for its
foundation. Their lack ofprior emotional or mental preparation for possible conflict owes
to the lack of regard for the relational foundation�that is, while relationships remain
without challenges, assumptions take the place of astiite deliberation. The realization of
conflict comes as a surprise to recent entrants into a relationship. This surprise is
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precisely what makes relating difficult because hurtfulness for which one did not plan is
rendered that much more painful. This lack of preparedness is one reason why conflicts
ensue in otherwise calm relationships. The assumptions taken in relationship building are
often the means by which relationships are challenged to the core. It is when a conflict
occurs that individuals tend to question the foundation of their relationship.
That they are foundational is a key aspect of relational dynamics. So much
happens beneath the surface. There are relational dynamics that defy human ability to
change, even with desirable intentions. Some aspects of relationships are difficult or
impossible to change because they were implanted before or during childhood and are
continually reinforced within the individuals' psyches. They are affected both by natural
(biological) factors and social (nurture) factors (see Feldman, 1996:59, 604). Therefore,
people's attitudes and choices that affect relationships to the extent of conflict causation
do not depend entirely on socially instigated opportunities or on the charisma and
credibility of significant players. This is because some aspects of human behavior and
interaction dwell within a realm ofbiopsychology which often defies social influences.
Let us retum to my analogy of the house I owned. While I could repair a crack in
the wall, my layman's hands were unable to repair the foundation that caused them in the
first place. Repairing cracks became so common until a stmctural engineer assisted me by
repairing the foundation in order to address the cracks. The stmctural engineer succeeded
in treating the cracks by diagnosing correctly and then treating them at their source. The
adjustments he made required much work and cost me much yet he only adjusted a
relatively small part of the foundation. In other words, once a foundation is built we
always have to deal with that foundation, adjusting one or two small parts at a time. The
foundation tarries for life. Therefore it matters who it is that someone deals with.^^
" This is Parker Palmer's central point in his book Let Your Life Speak: Listeningfor the Voice of
Vocation, 2000. One's vocation is only as effective as one lets it follow his/her life's bent.
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There are aspects of relationships that humans are unable to undo and/or repair
unaided. The key is to know our limitations and seek assistance where it can be found.
Here is where Volf counsels us to tum to the cross of the cmcified Messiah. The cross
that calls perpetrators to repent also calls victims to repent as well as to love and forgive
the perpetrator of their suffering. It is scandalous. But the power to flilfill what is
impossible to humans is to be found in the same cross of Christ. Where humans are
naturally unable to repent or forgive the cross enables them to do so. The cross is the
means of divine assistance for feeble humans. It makes reconciliation an attainable
aspiration.
CHAPTER CONCLUSION
This chapter has been a steady progression of concepts that assist us to better
understand conflict causation, resolution, and, hopefully, prevention. First, some general
observations of conflict led from a discussion of what conflict is, how it has been studied
through to its useftilness and inevitability. This was followed by the underlying
discussion ofCharles Taylor's philosophical treatment ofmodem social imaginaries,
Emmanuel Katongole's discussion of how these worked in Africa during the colonial era
and Miroslav Volf s discussion of theological implications of conflict causing narratives.
The precedent literature has revealed that causal dynamics of costly conflict stem
from social imaginations. Imaginaries tend to guide the society's decision making
processes and define life for the common people. Conflict results when an individual or
society disagrees with that general statement of life." Conflict might ormight not flare up
immediately but this difference of opinion is the first sign of the likelihood of conflict.
"There is a social imaginary that reigns for a time within a given society, a general position ofthe
common folks through which they make their day-to-day moral decisions that is more or less generally
agreed upon. This however, does not mean that the social imaginary is the only position available to or
even the most expedient one for the people of that society at that time. It is only the one that most people
believe is best, or hold to be the only one. At any one time there are competing social imaginaries that
present themselves.
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Whenever background stories merge, there arises a critical point at which latent conflict
becomes likelier.
Katongole clarified for us how these social imaginaries worked for Afi-ica's
relationship with Europe. European imagination of Africa determined whether and how
the colonial project was carried out in Africa. The negative perspective from which
Europe viewed Africa enabled its rulers to plunder Africa's resources as well as kill and
maim its people. By contrast, Europe thought of itself in a positive light, emphasizing its
goodness. As such, Europe's story about Africa took root and deliberately denigrated
African stories about Africa. Africa's relationship with Europe (the West in general) has
thus been maimed by these experiences. The social scripts on which these imaginaries
have written continues to reign both in Africa and in the West today. And so Katongole
proposes that new stories be written.
Miroslav Volf came along to place these matters in a theological light. For Volf,
barbarism is not the preserve ofAfrica. It is a characteristic ofEurope (or the West) as
well. He notes the difference between victims and perpetrators, calling them to
reconciliation through a theology of embrace. While both sides need to repent and tum to
one another�offering a hand to each other�Volf insists that the process is impossible
for mere humans. It has to be undertaken by God's divine assistance. The effect ofVolf s
argument is that all people should take responsibility of their actions. His call is to
reconcile through embrace (or, for some, like Europeans, shake hands) with those who
hurt them and whom they have hurt in retum. This action is only enabled by a
contextualized theology ofthe cross in which repentance and forgiveness are possible.
Following these scholars, I have developed an approach to studying causes of
relational conflict. Considering social imaginaries, founding stories, repentance and
forgiveness culminated in my concept of relational foundations which depend on the
personal foundations ofthe members of a particular relationship. The main contribution
of this concept is that it calls attention to the place where conflicts are sourced, ofwhich
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it then promulgates a deep study that should illuminate the foundations' obscurity and
bring to light the causes of conflict. Acknowledging that these desired resuhs cannot be
reached by human ingenuity devoid of divine assistance, this learning leads us to the
cross where both understanding and transformation are granted by grace.
The deeper understanding of causal dynamics of costly conflict calls us to
dependency on the Divine, hi the following chapter we will tum to a detailed historical
study of the AMIA-PEAR Conflict, particularly the stories, i.e. circumstances that
formed the foundation of this relationship. It will form the background study against
which the conflict in question will be evaluated in the fourth chapter.
CHAPTER 3
BCEY HISTORICAL EVENTS LEADING TO THE AMIA-PEAR CONFLICT
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
This chapter sets out a history relevant to the developing story of the relationship
between Anglican Mission in America, AMiA and the Anglican Province ofRwanda,
PEAR. I do not intend here to write a complete history of this relationship, or a history of
Anglicanism per se. What I represent here is a set of historical data that aims at helping
us gain a clearer understanding of the causal dynamics of the conflict between AMiA and
PEAR. I engage some previous historical material as regards Anglicanism that I hope will
show how a history of conflict among Anglicans did not start with AMiA and PEAR but
has accompanied Anglican existence from its very beginning. The more important
historical event that precedes the AMiA-PEAR conflict is, however, the Anglican
departure from the Episcopal Church USA (ECUSA, later TEC) starting in the last few
years of the twentieth century, part ofwhose function was the formation of the AMiA
with the assistance ofPEAR.
A history of conflict is not uncommon for Anglicans, indeed for Protestants'"
altogether.
During the period of the Reformation, there was little time for thought of
missions. Until 1648 the Protestants were fighting for their lives. . . Instead of
standing together and waiting for better times to clear their theological
differences, Protestants everywhere wasted their strength, with honorable but
blind and reckless zeal, in endless divisions and controversies�sh-ict Lutherans
against 'Philippists', Lutherans against Reformed, Calvinist predestinarians
against Armenians, Anglicans against Puritans and Independents (Neill,
1990: 188).^'
While some, especially Westerners, may argue that Anglicanism is not a Protestant
denomination, for people influenced by the East Afiican Revival, Anglicans are Protestants.
" Volf echoes these conflicts when he says: "especially in the 17* century Christians in Europe
were not at all inclined to be provisional. They fought one another bitterly for the beliefs they claimed were
directly revealed by God," (Volf, 1996:199).
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Anglicans squarely fit in this history of relational violence ofwhich the Anglican Bishop
Stephen Neill writes here. They have both stood against and responded to others standing
against them. King Henry VIIFs departure from the expected norm of the Roman
Catholic Church led to the creation of the Anglican Church, first in England and later in
the rest of the world; being subdivided into provinces as branches of the Church of
England (see Neill, 1990:394). This was the start of breaking away from Roman
Catholicism and the institution of the Church ofEngland in 1534 expanded on the wings
of the British Empire.^'' Like Protestantism, Anglicanism was founded out of conflict.
At any one time and in any given relationship, stories of persons and
organizations form personal and relational foundations which, due to inescapable
differences, compete for preeminence. It is from these competing relational foundations
that conflicts, as exemplified in the above cases, are sourced. This is why the role of
salient historical precedence cannot be sufficiently underscored. And history is a story
that tells itself through the action and words of those who participate therein. This story
that is then owned by its participants, having been attended by local respectable members
of society such as philosophers (c.f Katongole, 8 and Taylor, 92), becomes the new
narrative of those people. Thus it forms the new relational foundation ofthat society.
Historical precedents have a way of catalyzing outcomes and to some extent determining
whether or not a conflict occurs, and the extent of its magnitude and cost. Moreover, each
conflict is set in historical fashion, for it too participates in making history, a history of
which it is a part and which is precedent to future conflicts.
In the previous chapter, history has been represented in terms ofhow it forms
social imaginaries or narratives by shaping the imagination of common people. In its tum
the imagination gives rise to the stories that inform the usual functioning of each society
and the foundation of each society's relationships. Even though my purpose in this
More about this story is in Noll, 2000:176-177, and Gonzalez vol. 2, 1985:70-75.
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chapter is not to present a systematic history of the AMiA-PEAR relationship (since I am
not writing as a historian), I attempt to present a coherent progression of precedent
historical events that form the foundation upon which we can understand the AMIA-
PEAR conflict. It is on this contextual basis that the next chapter's global prominence is
predicated. While there is a distinct difference between the thrust of each of these two
chapters, a thread exists that ties the material in both creating a back-and-forth
framework. While the current chapter presents an interpretive history precedent to the
second conflict, the fourth chapter exegetes the third one to determine causal dynamics of
the conflict. The third chapter is exploratory and descriptive, to give a historical
background upon which the next one stands. There are, of course, other facts that could
have relevantly been incorporated into these pages, yet limitations of space prevent their
discussion. Thus I discuss here the key historical events that led to the AMIA-PEAR
conflict.
In this chapter I note that the relational life of the Anglican Mission in America
(AMiA) with the Anglican Church in Rwanda (PEAR) was the direct result of a conflict
within AMiA's former ecclesiastical setting and ends with a conflict in its latter
ecclesiastical setting. That is, there was a departure which was followed by realignment
and finalized by another departure. Bob Smietana has expressed the AMIA story as a
group "founded by breakaway Episcopal priests who left their former denomination
because they felt it was too liberal [that are] now in the middle of another ugly church
feud," (Smietana, 2012:1). In this one statement Smietana tells the story ofAMiA's two
conflicts but not its intervening decade ofmissional progress. It is this story that I attempt
to tell in a fuller version.
This chapter includes events spanning the period immediately before, through and
soon following these historical events: the two departures and the intervening events
between them, with the intervening events forming its bulk. The chapter's chronology
slightly exceeds one decade�one that saw much spiritual, ecclesiasfical and relational
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progress; untold joy and healing ... yet was book ended by broken hearts, a cumbersome
gospel process and disruption in the effective discipling ministry ofthe AMiA. While
some of the key players in these events see gloom, others see hope. And so, the following
is a bitter-sweet chronology.
Two incompatible views of history reflect two different attitudes toward the past
and are often based in the historians' past experiences. The one looks at history in terms
of defeat and the other looks at it as presenting opportunities for societal improvement.
To the one it is a loss on the ledger while, to the other history is an investment into a
brighter ftiture.
Walter Benjamin presents an intense version of the first view ofhistory in his
'Thesis on the Philosophy ofHistory,' in which he responds to Paul Klee's painting
"Angelus Novus" in the context of "unfolding catastrophes perpetrated by the rise of
fascism in Germany," (Giroux, 201 1)." Benjamin presents a history that is reminiscent of
his own experience as a Jewish German philosopher in the 1940s, around the time of the
holocaust, during which time millions of Jews were massacred under AdolfHitler's
rule.'* He could not escape the torment of his day. From his vantage point, Benjamin
views the angel of history looking
... as though he is about to move away from something he is fixedly
contemplating. His eyes are staring, his mouth is open, his wings are spread. . .
His face is tumed toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees
one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in
front ofhis feet. The Angel would like to stay, awaken the dead and make whole
what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it has got caught in
his wings with such violence that the angel can no longer close them. The storm
irresistibly propels into the future to which his back is tumed, while the pile of
debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress.''
" http://www.truth-out.org/opinion/item/7 1 :in-the-twilight-of-the-social-state-rethinking-walter-
benjamins-angel-of-history, accessed 5/14/14.
'* http://www.jewishgen.org/forgottencamps/general/timeeng.litml, accessed 4/29/14.
'' See here: http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/benjamin/1940/history.htm, accessed
10/7/2013.
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Benjamin's angel ofhistory is a desperate one, he cannot control the events ofhistory. He
struggles to unbend the crooked mess ofhuman history, a matter that proves too difficult
for him. Though benign the angel is not almighty. He possesses limited abilities. The
affairs of the past are out of his hands. At the same time, present circumstances have been
designed and propelled by Paradise. Paradise's powerful agenda pulls the angel away
from his desire to help. Human activity, which forms the storm that humans call progress,
is too powerful for the angel of history. The Deity ofParadise is either reluctant to assist,
unable to do so or is outright punitive. The angel appears more empathetic with human
history than the Deity does, giving rise to the question: does God really care? Being so
powerless to effect changes in human history, one wonders if this is an angel after all.
And if so, whose angel this would be. This is the negative picture of history: which states
that humans are without a chance against their own affairs. It is devoid of hope.
But there is a counter view to this one. Philip Hallie, a more recent Jewish
German who, in spite of years of "studying the cruelty, the slow crushing and grinding of
a human being by other human beings ... the pattern of the strong crushing the weak
kept repeating itself and repeating itself . ." received much needed respite in learning that
some positive events happened in the face of so many negative dealings (Hallie, 1979:1,
2). In direct contrast to Benjamin's helpless angel ofhistory, Hallie asserts in his
introduction that: ". . . history is not hopeless, because of the unshakable fact that lives
were saved in Le Chambon" (Hallie, 1994: xviii). On the basis of this reversal of events,
Hallie latches onto a hope that has hitherto been unimaginable. There is hope for people
facing hopeless situations. The people of Le Chambon worked from a story that was
different from that ofthe rest of the French who freely engaged in the prescribed
persecution ofthe Jews (see Hallie, 1994:286). They acted differently because their
imagination was based on a different set of stories to which their whole society had
committed. Another Jewish scholar and documentary filmmaker, whose family was saved
by the selfless hospitality ofthe people of the small French village called Le Chambon,
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and whose experience has thus been different from Benjamin's, has a more positive
perspective on history. For the people of Le Chambon to make a contrasting story, though
small in comparison to the major massacre of Jews that Hitler wrought upon Europe, it
took much work and patience, along with great leadership and organization on the part of
its leaders, or, as Katongole noted, philosophers (Katongole, 2011:8). It also took
historical precedents to enact such empathy and kindness among the Chambonnais.
Hallie 's gratitude for these historical facts leads him to write a book, one that has inspired
other Jewish researchers and non-Jewish people to offer hospitality. This perspective of
history is filled with hope in the midst ofpain.
These two views of history represent the social narratives that reigned in the place
and time of each of their proponents. It is with a vision of this latter picture of history that
I approach this chapter on the decade in which AMiA and PEAR worked together to
make a common history. It is a mixed story, with many positive examples for the Church
to follow, yet many grievances as well. An in-depth understanding of this story can assist
cross-culturally minded leaders to better prepare for more fruitful and less fiiistrating
relational foundations for Christians across cultures. Even though a relational death may
have occurred, to borrow Hallie 's terminology, the history of this relationship is not
hopeless.
The story of the Anglican Mission in America can be subdivided into five
different stages. There was (1) a time when AMiA clergy and people were settled,
ordained and functioned normally in ECUSA. This stage is followed by (2) a period of
hostility between them and ECUSA (later TEC). Then there came (3) a time when they
had become AMiA and functioned amicably under Rwanda. This period is followed by
(4) a time of contention with PEAR and (5) the eventual disuitegration of the
relationship. The last of the five is the current AMiA stage, which we might call neo-
AMiA. It is with the middle three stages that I concern myself in this chapter. These are:
Pre-AMiA (departure fi-om ECUSA)�A Fruitfiil Decade (the days of AMiA under
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PEAR), and�Conflict Procession (departure from PEAR). The fruitful times which
tremendously propel the gospel and mission in America are sandwiched between two
deterring conflicts.
PRE-AMIA: DEPARTURE FROM ECUSA
It is necessary to start our discussion of the AMiA departure from ECUSA with
an overview ofAnglican Church polity. Anglicans are hierarchically organized. The role
of a bishop in a diocese is so important in any Anglican setting, as it is in the Roman
Catholic Church. The level of importance that Anglicans place on the historic episcopate
is quite different from the way it is in congregational churches. Due to the role ofthe
episcopate, American Anglicans, that is. Episcopalians were presented with a great
dilemma upon realizing that their bishops were leading them to a place they did not want
to go. Thus a crisis was formed.
Anglican Communion Polity
To people who espouse a different denominational background, Anglican polity
can be daunting. Unlike
other branches ofChristianity [where] decisions of certain councils ... or writings
ofparticular leaders. . . or certain confessional statements . . . have possessed
authority beyond that ever granted in Anglicanism to any council, individual or
confessional statement. . . A distinguishing mark of the Church ofEngland at the
Reformation was the establishment of one uniform liturgy, (Hatchett, 1998:131).
Over time, Anglicans have arranged themselves into provinces and dioceses all
around the world (see Neill, 1958:441-443) which form one worldwide Communion.
Holding onto uniformity in the Anglican Communion has, for instance, ensured the
presence of the Anglican prayer book in all its provinces. As would be expected in
relationships characterized by temporal, geographical and cultural differences within this
worldwide organization, the Anglican Communion is quite diverse. Even though the
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Church ofEngland "1662 Act ofUniformity suppressed the local diversity in favor of a
more general uniformity [that] model yielded to stages ofmodification in the following
three hundred years" (Kaye, 2009:65-66). Uniformity has also guaranteed a common
place for leaders at various levels of church hierarchy. For instance, bishops are generally
treated in like manner, being "addressed as if they were British peers. 'My Lord. . .'"
(Allen, 2006:62). In the Anglican system, decisions are made from the top for others
occupying lower levels of the church hierarchy. Though slowly dwindling, a sense of
coherence is still discernible in most Anglican churches; which is in large part, a
testimony to the Anglican story all over the world.
Given the wide range of global diversity, Anglicans the world over are constantly
faced with differing concerns, questions, circumstances and challenges to faith. At its
best, the Anglican Communion system is a series of relationships where the provinces
work together and apart from each other. They are not a set of coherent relationships with
mutual responsibilities for one another but a group of individual provinces working
autonomously, like friendly individuals who take care not to tamper with one another's
busuiess. We might call it an individualistic system, true to its British origin, and a
favorable working environment for global North provinces, whose societies are generally
characterized by individualism (c.f Taylor, 2002:99). But the system is not conducive to
its global South provinces whose people tend to seek consensus and unity in the midst of
great diversity.
Despite the bid towards Anglican uniformity, there is so much variety in Anglican
Communion polity that it is impossible to easily describe it in general terms beyond a few
generalizable commonalities. In this dissertation I concernmyselfwith affairs ofthe
Anglican Communion especially as they relate with the United States of America and the
African Province of Rwanda. Most ofthe story, centers on the changes that happened in
the North American context. Therefore, our discussion ofAnglican polity will base itself
in the changing American context with some reference to other provinces, particularly
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Rwanda. Even in America, there is a wide range of differences between parishes and
dioceses. Moreover, the use ofthe term 'Anghcan' is disputed�where both
Episcopahans and new Anghcans both claim the term as their own.*" Before 2003, when,
in the face of great opposition mainly from global South Anglicans, a practicing
homosexual priest, V. Gene Robinson was elected and consecrated Bishop ofNew
Hampshire, the Episcopal Church has been rejected by the majority ofthe Anglican
world (Ward, 2006:3 1 1).^' histead, many Episcopalians fled/were made to flee their
church to form splinter groups which were later organized under the umbrella name
Common Cause Partners. Most of these groups now form the Anglican Church in North
America. Since 2003, to say one is part of the Anglican Communion in the US can either
mean that the person is an Episcopalian, which is generally theologically liberal or
Anghcan as opposed to Episcopalian. This latter group is generally evangelical and
conservative.
The story of the Anglican Mission in America starts at the precipice of a conflict.
There is benefit in understanding the previous polity, for it formed a foundation for the
changes that took place in AMiA and other contemporary Anglican entities. Parts of this
polity were also operational in the AMiA and were assumed by the Anglican Church in
Rwanda as a basis for their relationship with their new American friends." It is also
against this polity that Chuck Murphy rejected formal church structures and Bob Duncan
stuck with the view to transforming them.'^^
^� See statement here: http://theroadtoemmaus.org/RdLb/32Ang/Epis/AMiA/lstProm.htm.
accessed 11/20/14.
" See also: http://www.robgagnon.net/GriswoldRemarks.htm.
Gasatura interview with author, June 2012.
" Duncan, interview with author, August 2013.
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Polity of the Episcopal Church
A local Episcopalian congregation tends to be called a parish.'" A parish is
ordinarily led by a priest (sometimes referred to as a presbyter) Church leaders become
priests through an elaborate process leading to ordination, which is preceded by
ordination to the diaconate. The first ordination (to the diaconate) usually follows formal
training in a seminary or theological college, prior to which is a period ofministry
discernment and postulance (waiting). Parishes can number from as few as twenty five
communicants to a few thousand members. The number ofpeople on a particular parish's
roll depends on many factors." However, there is an alternative form of counting
membership, which is the Average Sunday Attendance (ASA). Recent studies have
shown the median average Sunday worship attendance in the Episcopal Church has been
steadily declming from 79 in 2002 to 65 in 2010. At the time of this writing time (late
2013),
U.S. Catholics out-number the Episcopal Church 33-to-l. There are more Jews
than Episcopalians. Twice as many Mormons as Episcopalians. Even the little
African Methodist Episcopal denomination�founded in 1787�has passed the
Episcopalians.*^'
These numbers are based on the ASA, not on baptismal or membership records.
Some smaller churches are called missions or mission stations. These tend to be recent church
plants and are often dependent upon a 'mother' congregation or diocese which sends some of its people and
resources to establish another church as they see need and are able to assist.
'' An example is a record of the number of known baptized church members, which Kevin Ward
favors. It places the Church ofEngland at the top of the list with 26 million baptized members and the
Church ofUganda at 8 million known baptized members (Ward, 2006:1). However, Ward's information is
misleading because considering the average Sunday attendance of these two provinces inverts the numbers.
The Church ofEngland, whose numbers have been steadily declining since the twentieth century (Neill,
1958:389), now generally attracts less than 800,000 adherents to its church buildings every Sunday
(http://www.anglicansamizdat.net/wordpress/church-of-england/average-sunday-attendance-in-the-church-
of-england/, accessed 4/30/14), which is a generous estimate. Notice that Ugandans do not keep records as
meticulously as do the British, and so there are likely to be more baptized Ugandan Anglicans than are
recorded and/or reported. Some of the baptized Anglicans ofUganda regularly attend other denominations
and more converts have filled their spots. On the whole Ugandan Anglican congregations fill up with at
least three large services (6 services at St. Francis Chapel, Makerere University) a Sunday in urban settings
and one service is relatively smaller rural churches. This information is from personal experience, and from
telephone interviews with Mr. Edward Gaamuwa, 5/1/14; Rev. Canon Stephen Musa Isabirye, 4/30/14; and
Rev. Dr. Medard Rugyendo, 4/30/14).
'' This statisfical information, which appears in an unpublished document compiled by the
American Anglican Council, is also reported on the Episcopal Church's online membership data.
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A diocese is made up of a group of parishes. Each diocese is presided over by a
bishop who is elected from among the priests of that diocese. At times, however, a bishop
has come from another diocese of the Episcopal Church. Each bishop is responsible for
the well-being of his/her diocese�spiritual and material along with all other matters
pertaining to the well-being of the diocesan clergy and parishioners. They are to defend
the faith that has been passed down to them and to assist with pastoral and other temporal
needs of the people entrusted to their care.'^ Their job tends to include much
adminisfrative, relational and infrastructural development and maintenance.
A group of dioceses forms a province. While most provinces are the same size as
their national boundaries, the Episcopal Church is divided into nine provinces, named by
Roman numerals (I-IX) which account for the whole of the United States except that
Province IX is Central America.'* Where other primates are referred to as Archbishop,
e.g. ofRwanda, the Episcopal Church is led by a Presiding Bishop, who is also its
primate. Provinces of the Anglican Communion work together as equals�or so it seemed
until recently. No synod or committee of one jurisdiction at any level decides for another,
even mutual service is by mutual consent.
All provinces and their primates are enabled to participate in the Anglican
Communion through their relationship to the highest Anglican Primate, the Archbishop
ofCanterbury whose official residence is Lambeth Palace in London, England. For
Anglicans the Archbishop ofCanterbury can be likened to the Pope for Roman Catholics.
The reigning Queen (or King) of England must consent to who is chosen to fill this
position. It has always been a British male bishop.'' Immediately before the year 2000
" See, for instance, Rev. Elizabeth Sausele's expectation of a bishop as guarding the faith once
delivered to the apostles, (Byassee, 2008:24) vi'hich includes theological oversight.
'* The Episcopal Church's official web site lists the provinces it represents here:
http://www.episcopalchurch.org/find-a-churclVbrowse/province (accessed 1 1/20/14).
" The Queen is expected to make this decision at the recommendation of a committee that she
appoints and instructs in this process because she is styled as the Anglican Church's "temporal head and its
bishops formally part of state protocol lists," (Allen, 2006:62). The Queen's authority over the worldwide
Communion is accessed by virtue of her civil office. Her sovereignty over England comes with sovereignty
over the Anglican Communion. To some observers this is one of the relics ofthe British Empire.
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George Carey was the Archbishop of Canterbury.� He was replaced by Rowan Williams
and later by the London based Most Reverend and Right Honorable Justin Welby, as
Archbishop ofCanterbury, to lead 77 million Anglicans worldwide." Prior to Welby's
enthronement, the Global South Primates who represent more than eighty percent ofthe
Anglican Communion's constituent members planned to tell their new Archbishop of
Canterbury that he would be held accountable for how he deals with theologically
renegade bishops like Episcopal Presiding Bishop Katherine Jefferts Schori and Canadian
Anghcan Archbishop Fred Hiltz,'' to mention only a few.'^
How the Anglican Mission in America was Formed
Now, so as to communicate more effectively, let me make a difference between
two groups ofEpiscopalians by use of the terms liberal and conservative. While these
two terms hold various other meanings depending on the context in which they are used
(e.g. politics), within this dissertation: conservatives are those Christians who chose to
keep the traditional teachings and practices of the Christian faith in the midst of changing
cultural values and liberals those who chose to shift their theological understandings
and/or practice as their cultural context changed. The distinction between these two
perspectives is also the basis of the American need from which sprung the crises of faith
and leadership, hi response to these crises, conservative Episcopalians started a new
� Testimony to Carey's leadership of the Anglican Communion is here:
http://www.archbishopofcanterburv.org/pages/george-carev-103rd-archbishop-of-canterburv.html. accessed
11/20/14.
" More to the numerical size of the Anglican Communion can be found here:
http://www.episcopalcafe.com/lead/anglican communion/welby enthroned as archbishop l.html.
(accessed, 1 1/20/14).
The story is here:
http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=17227#.USlUjlewWSo, accessed
10/15/2013.
" Welby leads a divided Anglican Communion as testified by this article:
http://www.christianheadlines.com/news/archbishop-of-canterburv-iustin-welbv-divided-anglican-
communion.html. (accessed 11/30/14).
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organization which came to be called the First Promise. The First Promise was
responsible for calling the Kampala meeting through which the Anglican Mission in
America was bom.
The First Promise
The First Promise formed the backbone and background upon which the Anglican
Mission in America (AMiA) was bom and nurtured. The First Promise was bom in order
to respond to a growing concem among conservative Episcopalians in the United States
who were strongly convinced of an ever increasing spiritual danger within their
denomination to which their bishops were leading them and that orthodox Episcopal
bishops were unable or unwilling to change the spiritual/theological course of the
denomination.^"* All participants and leaders of the First Promise were American
Episcopahans.
By the end of the 20 century, Episcopal conservatives were convinced that
heresy was going on in their church denomination. At this time some clergy and lay
members of the Episcopal Church were increasingly experiencing what they understood
to be a form of intemal persecution on account of their theological difference from some
leading bishops. Since, at this time, the liberal side was more heavily represented at the
church's helm, conservative opponents ofmore recent theological views and practices
were considered detrimental to the well-being of the Episcopal Church.
To clarify this difficulty Jason Byassee writes in Christian Century thus:
Spong has been an outspoken advocate of gays in ministry, but as bishop he was
also the author of several books on Christianity that present a sharp critique of
Christian tradition and a decidedly unorthodox view of Jesus and Mary. Elizabeth
Sausele, who was an associate pastor at All Souls, said that what prompted her to
leave the Episcopal Church was that she didn't believe that "the faith once
delivered to the apostles was being guarded by the House of Bishops. For a
See statement here: http://theroadtoemmaus.org/RdLb/32Ang/Epis/AMiA/lstProm.htm,
accessed 11/20/14
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bishop of the church to say that Jesus didn't bodily rise from the dead and that the
atonement is child abuse ..." For her, the lack of theological oversight was
obvious (Byassee, 2008:23).
Here we encounter a bishop who is expected to guard the faith into which a lower level
leader came to be nurtured and found opportunity to lead. Yet the bishop, while still in
his episcopal office, retracts from obvious defense to attacking that which he is expected
to guard. It is to this kind of conduct that Kevin Vanhoozer refers as the "criminal
pastoral and missiological negligence" of systematic theologians in America (Vanhoozer,
2006:93). Here Vanhoozer underscores the concem voiced by AMiA's only woman
priest (as of 2008), Elizabeth Sausele. In other words, theologians and church leaders in
America have killed the faith entmsted to them for safe keeping. Viewed from a cultural
point of view, it is important to note here that there are many who would be in support of
Bishop Spong. This is because the cultural narrative has shifted to where gay and lesbian
lifestyles are acceptable.
The battle between the two groups had raged on for at least forty years." "John
Rodgers had a file folder full of clergy and churches 'under threat.' Some had already left
the Episcopal Church. Others were on the brink," (Bamum, 2008:185). The Rev. Quigg
Lawrence of the Church of the Holy Spirit, Roanoke, Virginia is one case in point. He
had so persisted in his conservative beliefs "and would never support the Episcopal
Church's pro-gay, pro-choice agenda" (Bamum, 2008:185-86). Moreover, any clergy
who did not heed "the new teachings ofFrank Griswold, John Spong, and NeffPowell,
"
Kolini, Interview with author, July 2012. This assertion comes from retired Archbishop of
Rwanda, Emmanuel Kolini, who gleaned these specifics fi-om Fitz Allison, the retired Bishop of South
Carolina in 1990 and had been a professor at Virginia Seminary
(http://events.nashotah.edu^log/201 1/1 1/21/bishop-c-fitzsimon-allison/, accessed 3/3/13) along with
Bishop John Rodgers, a former professor and Dean Emeritus at Trinity School for Ministry in Pittsburgh,
PA, some ofthe founders of AMiA (more informafion about Bishop John Rodgers is here:
http://www.tsm.edu/news_stories/bishopJohn_rodgers_new_book_now_available, accessed 3/3/13) and
(http://acl.asn.au/bishop-john-rodgers-on-ac/, accessed 3/3/13), as ones who would clarify the forty year
battle in the Episcopal Church; interview with Emmanuel Kolini, July 2012.
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even though their teaching rebelhously and pubhcly contradicted the Bible and historic
Christianity, they would go. Just like that," (Bamum, 2008:185-186).^'
Come and See
hi response to an open letter he had received from some primates in the global
South, Frank Griswold, Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church USA (ECUSA) invited
some key bishops and archbishops to a ten-day "Come-and-See" visit. The purpose of
this visit was to open up dialogue between the Americans and those global South clerics.
The visit was the direct outcome of the "Open Letter" addressed to the Presiding
Bishop by a group ofPrimates and Archbishops. That letter expressed concem at
what appeared to be a significant expression of dissent by a number ofECUSA
bishops to some of the 1998 Lambeth Resolutions, in particular Resolution 1.10.
That resolution declared homosexual practice to be "incompatible with Scripture"
and declared that the Conference "cannot advise the legitimizing or blessing of
same sex unions nor ordaining those involved in same gender unions".^'
Following this visit Rwandan Bishop John Rucyahana summarized the American
situation in this way:
Many Episcopal clergy have adopted an attitude of superiority when it comes to
the authority of the Bible. They embrace an ongoing revelation from God through
culture and science that informs biblical tmth, rather than allowing the trath of
God's word to inform and transform the culture. There remains a great majority
who reject and resent the unifying appeal of Lambeth '98. They believe the
resolution on biblical authority is not binding on them. Our request to cease
ordaining pracficing homosexuals and blessing same-sex unions was not accepted.
The bishops and priests who continue these practices will not be disciplined.
Episcopal leaders are unwilling to discipline John Spong for his 'Twelve
Theses.'" This underscores the real problem as a loss ofbiblical authority and
faith, and not the symptomatic issues of sexuality, (Bamum, 2008:160-61).
^' Hoopingamer has asserted that: "It is not persecution when people disagree with your
interpretation ofScripture." (See article here: http://www.tillheconies.org/persecution/. accessed 6/28/14).
But the conservative Episcopalians did not only experience disagreement on scriptural interpretations, they
also received threats sufficient for them to depart a denomination they loved. Persecution here took the
form ofpunitive opposition that proceeded from people who had authority over the lives and well-being of
those they opposed. At this point it was no longer a matter of disagreement but one that had climbed to the
level ofpersecution. Here I use the term persecution to denote abuse of official power.
" Available at: http://acl.asn.au/old/news/ComeandSee.html accessed 8/21/14.
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Rucyahana's complaint here underscores the chief complaints ofthe conservative side
and that ofmany Africans. Conservatives held hard onto biblical authority in the hopes
that the Bible would be the means of correcting undesired moral changes in society, both
in America and elsewhere. Per Rucyahana above, American Episcopalians held on to an
attitude of superiority, one that led them to disregard the Bible's authority and instead
seek their own authority through cultural development. And so, the fact that the
Episcopal Church embraced the opposite reality even against the Lambeth '98 resolution
but remained unpunished and without caution from the appropriate authorities in
Canterbury was a blow against which conservatives needed to voice their complaint, hi
their background, the American founding story included a strong sense of autonomy.'* If
they were not represented or, as in this case, if their cultural identity was not appreciated,
the logical progression would lead some Americans to not commit to the tenets of
Lambeth '98 and even the Bible.
ECUSA Presiding Bishop Frank Griswold said he could not discipline the bishops
because they were autonomous and he only held an honorary office. Essentially, he said,
"my hands are tied" (Bamum, 2008: 161). His second reason was that he feh with those
who violated the Lambeth resolutions because he "believes that many of them are merely
responding to pressure from within their own communities," and that he himself had
ordained homosexuals on account of those pressures (Bamum, 2008:161).
However, soon after her accession to the American See, Griswold' s successor,
Katherine Jefferts Schori, embarked on using her office as a means of "disciplining"
orthodox believers, dragging them to courts of law and forcing them to spend exorbitant
amounts ofmoney in litigation, seizing their property as punishment and discipline for
'* C.f. Rutayisire personal interview with author, June 2012; see also Patrick Henry and Soame
Jenyns here:
http ://www.houstonisd.org/cms/lib2/TX0 1 00 1 59 1 /Centricitv/ModuleTnstance/27240/Taxation%20without
%20Representation.pdf, accessed 1 1/20/14.
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their opposition to the Episcopal Church.� We can conclude that Griswold was unwilling
rather than unable to discipline the liberal bishops and clergy. It seems that the latter
reason, his own involvement in actions that stood against Lambeth '98 resolutions ruled
his reasoning and that the first was a mere pretext. In fact, at least according to the
conservative perspective, having been involved in and having failed to repent of these
actions, Griswold had lost his moral authority to question or deter the progress of the
liberal agenda excepting his own change of perspective. But as long as he saw his deeds
as best for the circumstances and felt with those who ordained homosexuals, there was no
way he could do otherwise.
In this ecclesiastical environment, some conservative Episcopal clergy
remembered the promises they made to God at their ordination. In the Book ofCommon
Prayer ordinal, the Bishop says to the ordinand:*"
Will you be loyal to the doctrine, discipline, and worship of Christ as this Church
has received them? And,
Will you, in accordance with the canons of this Church, obey your bishop and
other ministers who may have authority over you and your work?*'
A group of conservative priests became increasingly troubled that they were being
dissuaded from fulfilling their ordination vows. Their restlessness owed to the fact that
the first promise was being disregarded in favor of the second. These clergy felt
persecuted for obeying their first promise because, when they kept the doctrine that had
been handed to them, the discipline ofthe church as they had learnt in seminaries and
from church history the way the church had received them, they received punishment
� Conservatives accused Katherine Jefferts Schori ofmisconduct as this article reveals:
http://religiondispatches.org/conservatives-accuse-presiding-bishop-katharine-iefferts-schori-of-
misconduct/, accessed 11/20/14.
*� Church ofEngland apologists have argued that "in the Book ofCommon Prayer is possessed a
liturgy that is true to the Scriptures, consonant with the practice of the Early Church, and edifying to
the
people" (Hatchett, 1998:131).
*' The Anglican ordinal prominently displays the expectation that the priest will follow Jesus
Christ first and foremost and diligently seek to follow Holy Scriptures. See for instance,
http://iustus.anglican.org/resources^cp/192R/Ordinal.htm (accessed 11/20/14), and
https://www.churchofengland.or^/praver-worship/worship/texts/ordinal/priests.aspx (accessed 1 1/20/14).
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from their bishops (Bamum, 2008:185-86). Here then, the second promise had recently
gained greater importance than and precedence over the first. Conservatives recognized
that humans were now purported to occupy a higher echelon than God in his Church.*^
Chuck Murphy and John Schuler co-hosted a disappointed group of clergy at All
Saints,*^ Murphy's parish church in Pawley's Island on 8-9 September 1997. The result
of their deliberations was the "First Promise" statement, a document which affirmed
orthodoxy and called the Episcopal Church�^particularly its Domestic and Foreign
Missionary Society along with the church's General Convention to repentance for its
failure to obey the Great Commission by which its authority had been "fundamentally
impaired," [and] its failure to uphold "the tme gospel."*' Proponents of the First Promise
accused the Episcopal Church's top leaders of violating some of their ordination vows
and the lack ofwillhigness to submit to God's transforming judgment upon them. One of
its early members defined the First Promise as "an organization, mainly of parish clergy
and lay people who were disgusted with the slow action of our bishops in dealing with
the apostasy in the Episcopal Church."*' At the end of its first meeting, a defining
*^ A peculiar similarity between the original AMiA and the East African Revival is present here.
Just as the early revivalists were weary of obeying human church leaders where they were convinced that
the Lord ofthe Church disagreed (c.f Farrimond, 2010:147), the AMiA people disagreed with their bishops
and church councils. This similarity might explain why both groups were able to work together despite
huge differences of opinion about issues like spiritual backgrounds, ordination ofwomen, liturgical
practices, cultural biases, even difficulties of relational precedents embedded in ongoing disparities
between their nations.
Bamum, (2008:41-42) describes it as a vibrant church "in our Episcopal tradition" which had
received its current leader Chuck Murphy in 1982. Its attendance had begun to sore and the people's lives
were being changed by the Lord. Chuck's commitment to biblical preaching and assurance that things
happen when God's people pray contributed to these changes. By 1997 hundreds ofvisitors, both clergy
and lay, leaders and followers, were flocking the church "just to experience all that the Lord was doing at
this church."
*" From an interview with a couple who attended Chuck Murphy's church at Pawley's Island (their
names are withheld upon request), I learnt about this congregation's great fruitfulness and attractiveness
during this period. Many retirees and people approaching retirement bought properties on or close enough
to Pauley's Island just so they could belong to this blessed congregation. Visitors found it vibrant and
spiritually uplifting. The clergy were carefiil to listen to God's leading and to test initial comprehensions
with a ten day period before announcing it to the congregation.
*' See statement here: http://theroadtoemmaus.org/RdLb/32Ang/Epis/AMiA/lstProm.htm,
accessed 1 1/20/14
Cantrell, http://www.theroadtoemmaus.org/RdLb/32Ang/Epis/AMiA/lstProm.htm, accessed
3/3/13 and 9/15/13.'
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statement was signed by twenty six clergy: both presbyters (priests) and deacons. Where
the Episcopal Church could not "discipline" itself (Bamum, 2008:170), conservatives
hoped that the worldwide Anglican Communion would assist them to achieve an
amicable resolution of an increasingly troubling situation.
However, the Anglican Communion officials in whom conservatives' hope was
placed and whose responsibility it was to guard the faith were unwilling, or perhaps
unable, to correct the said offenders. What the conservatives viewed as an offensive
heresy took on the forms of administrative decisions and pastoral actions which
disregarded "clear scriptural guidance" (Bamum, 2008:242). For conservatives, the
problem was not the difference in interpretation ofparticular texts but a blatant disregard
of the sacred Scriptures. The opposite side, sometimes referred to as revisionists, required
scriptural modification to suit the prevailing American cultural setting: "They kept
Robhison, and they let the Bible go," complained Bamum (Bamum, 2008:242).
hi describing the First Promise and its purpose, said Chuck Murphy:
We are an alliance of evangelical leaders across the US trying to provide
leadership in a leadership vacuum. We are driven by a gospel vision for
rebuilding the Anglican Church in North America in the twenty first century,
(Bamum, 2008:172).
This statement further attests to a growing sense of despair among some Episcopalian
clergy at that time. Following Jesus Christ in an Anglican hierarchical system meant
following leaders above: that is, obeying their godly decrees. However, lower level
leaders in the church had a means of seeing and evaluating the direction of their church.
hi this case, they could evaluate the whole ofthe Episcopal Church in the USA. Yet their
hands were tied to their second ordination promise of obeying their leaders above them.
They understood the necessity to follow their leaders, the bishops. But the bishops were
not leading in the direction that these followers were convinced they should go or one
that was in line with the first of their ordination vows. For conservatives, the bishops left
a leadership vacuum (Byassee, 2008:23). To make this assertion, as did Murphy
above
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and others, is to cast a vote of no confidence in the leaders above. And so, without their
bishops' assistance, the followers had to fend for themselves, seeking a more satisfying
way ofministry to their congregations.
Chuck Murphy spoke for an hour at the American Anglican Council meeting in
Orlando, Florida
echoing Stephen Noll's plea for the fourteen bishops present to break communion
with their revisionist colleagues. . . Chuck told them that their fellow bishops in
the global South were asking, 'Why is there such silence in the American
church?' They want to know, he said, because they believe there is a tear in the
fabric ofAnglicanism. They believe that it is time for the evangelicals to break
the silence and break communion. 'By our actions,' he said, 'you could say there
isn't silence.' (Bamum, 2008:326)*'
Even as he spoke Chuck felt resistance in the room. He understood that the bishops
present were unwillmg to lead the faithful to exit the Episcopal Church. He concluded,
"You'll never provide leadership without risk," (Bamum, 2008:326). Bamum continues,
'There was the crisis of faith addressed at Lambeth '98. Then there is the crisis of
leadership, which is supposed to guard the faith, guard the discipline, and guard
the unity of the church at a time ofmajor realignment in the whole of
Anglicanism.' This latter crisis irked Chuck. If there was just one bishop with the
same kind of courage, faith, and fire in his bones as Phil Lyman in Pennsylvania,
ready to risk his job for the sake of the gospel, the intervention from overseas
would happen with lightning speed and with great effect. He was sure of it
(Bamum, 2008:326-7).
From Bamum' s report, it is from ChuckMurphy that many Anglican leaders both in
America and elsewhere have repeated the adage: a crisis of faith and a crisis of leadership
in the Episcopal Church. This statement was repeated very often among American
conservative bishops and archbishops, also in the global South. The global South
Anglicans were ready to stand in because its people were particularly offended by the
swift changes taking place in the United States Anglicanism that were contrary to their
understanding ofthe faith once delivered to the saints. ECUSA's conduct and blatant
*' In my interview with him, Kohni told me that he had visited America during
1999 to find out for
himselfwhat was going on in the Episcopal Church. He spoke to some bishops and clergy
but found that
bishops were generally reluctant to move forward with the new ideas.
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disregard of all warnings from conservatives in the North and most of the global South
Anglicans conceming their own theological and ecclesiastical deficiencies along with its
high handed use of power in the Anglican Communion stmctures had, by this time,
sufficiently angered the global South provinces to desire change in America. Global
South provinces would support an opposite move in America.
hi hind sight: if the faithful Anglican bishops present at this meeting had stood up
and led in the way their conservative followers hoped, there would have been no need for
the First Promise, or the Anglican Mission in America or for any North American
Anglicans to base itself in Rwanda or elsewhere in the global South, hideed, the latter
crisis�^the AMIA-PEAR conflict, would never have been necessary or even possible�
because the members ofAMiA would never have left the Episcopal Church. To a large
extent, the conservatives' decision to seek foreign intervention was sealed by the ECUSA
incumbent bishops' reluctance to make official sacrifices at the time these questions came
up. Foreign intervention was only the second best option.** Nevertheless, the American
conservatives were encouraged by the global South' s willingness to stand in.
Some students ofthe AMiA story hold that the matter was more about
homosexuality than about biblical orthodoxy and authority. But close participants in the
story tend to reject that view. For instance, Jason Byassee reports that:
When AMIA leaders talked to me about their departure from the Episcopal
Church, they focused more on the doctrinal problems represented by Bishop
Spong than on the sexual issues raised by the election of gay bishop V. Gene
Robinson, (Byassee, 2008:23).
** Following the second conflict the first option was found to have been more plausible than the
latter PEAR returned to it following the re-forming of its American jurisdiction under PEARUSA which is
both Rwandan and American (ACNA); being inspired by its African connections and guided by its
American leadership. Earlier on. Bishop John Guernsey ofthe Church ofUganda, Bishop Martyn
Mmns of
the Nigerian Anglican Church and Bishop Bill Atwood ofthe Kenyan Anglican Church
were Amencan
priests consecrated by global South leaders in order for them to fulfill the role of an Anglican bishop
in
America on behalf of their African provinces. Their relationship with Africa was earned out m anticipation
ofthe formation of an alternative Anglican province in North America.
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On the basis ofmy field research I am inclined to agree with Byassee that the
conflict between the Episcopal Church and its members who left to form the AMIA was
instigated by doctrinal problems and issues of authority�e.g., the place ofthe Bible and
Jesus Christ and such�rather than homosexuality. John Rucyahana insists on the same
premise that it was "not about the gay issue. . ." (Bamum, 2008:16).*' Murphy fiirther
clarifies that:
We had spent years frying to reform the Episcopal Church from within. It led
nowhere. It was a failed strategy. The only solution, as I saw it, was to leapfrog
the House ofBishops in the Episcopal Church USA and make our appeal to
archbishops overseas. And that's exactly what we did (Bamum, 2008: 322).
Murphy here reveals a sense of frustration. He did not want to get out ofthe Episcopal
Church. But neither did he want to disobey his first promise to God. The first promise
held greater value to Murphy than the second altemative.
The First Promise grew organically from within the ranks of the Episcopal
Church. First it was clergy who were soon joined by lay adherents of the denomination in
response to a spiritual danger they recognized and were unwilling to docilely accept. This
organization took the opportunity presented by an impending meeting of what had come
to be called "the Singapore archbishops" in Kampala slated for November 15-19, 1999
(Bamum, 2008:163). It is through this meeting that seeds of creating the AMiA were
sown as an intervention to the prevailing situation in the Episcopal Church. In hind sight,
the need for an organization such as the First Promise could have been rendered less
acute if the bishops at the time had led in such a way as to allow for the conservative
faithftil a sense of ease as opposed to the despair that catalyzed the movement within the
denomination.
Also Rucyahana interview with author, July 2012.
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The Kampala Meeting
Conservative Episcopalians were frustrated by the goings-on in their
denomination. They were not only concerned about the strong action attributed to leading
liberal bishops focused on liberal perspectives but also the apparent inaction of
conservative bishops to balance or dissuade the denomination from aligning completely
with liberal teachings. Along with these frustrated Episcopalians, global South primates
were unhappy with the Episcopal Church's conduct (Bamum, 2008: 163). Tension is
reported to have occurred amongst the Singapore archbishops owing to the fact that while
all who attended the "Come and See" tour to which Frank Griswold had invited five key
prelates from the global South between September 27 and October 6, 1999 agreed that
"the Episcopal Church was in a critical condition," they disagreed on the best action plan
in light of these revelations (Bamum, 2008:157-163). Moreover, whilst their Presiding
Bishop Frank Griswold asserted that his hands were tied since he only held an honorary
office and sympathized with those bishops who went against the Lambeth resolutions,
"the revisionist bishops say theywill not change their actions and admit openly to what
they are doing" (Bamum, 2008:165).
The primates' meeting in Kampala slated for November 15-19 was to address the
way forward from here. While controversy was reported about "whether the legislative
arm of the Anglican Communion has any legal authority to enforce its own resolutions
within any given province" (Bamum, 2008: 163), the purpose of this meeting was to
somehow find means "to begin correcting the misuse ofprovincial autonomy in the
Anglican Communion, and addressing particular problems in the US Episcopal
Church.'"" Among those who were invited were global South primates and bishops along
with a handful of known conservative American bishops and clergy primarily firom the
A foil report of this meeting is in Bamum, 2008:167-187; and online here:
listserv.virtueonline.org/pipermail/virtueonlineJistserv.virtueonline.org/1999-December/000914.html,
accessed 6/26/14.
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First Promise movement (c.f. Bamum, 2008: 163). At the Kampala meeting Bishop
Robert Duncan pleaded with the non-US archbishops saying:
We in the Episcopal Church USA are in a deplorable state theologically. There is
no accountability among us [situation was irreparable and the church incapable of
self-correction]. The orthodox ECUSA bishops welcome intervention of foreign
[archbishops] to protect the orthodox in the USA and to restore accountability in
the communion (Bamum, 2008:170).
As a member and top leader in it, Duncan was speaking for the Episcopal Church.
In view of a dire situation that his church denomination was facing at the time. Bishop
Duncan's reasoning was that if archbishops from other provinces that were not bound by
the Episcopal Church's constitution and procedures stepped in to assist, the Episcopal
Church would have less ability to deter them from what he understood to be a noble
cause." Prior to the start of the Kampala meeting. Chuck Murphy and Archbishop Kolini
had discussed possibilities. Murphy had told Kolini what the Lord had laid on his heart
during the flight to Kampala:
If the orthodox Episcopal bishops would stand in biblical and apostolic authority
and defend the Christian faith and rescue the church from this apostasy, then First
Promise wouldn't be needed. T believe it is time for me and First Promise to step
back from primary leadership of this movement' (Bamum, 2008:167).
This statement shows that Murphy would have much preferred to remain a parish
priest with only one condition: that his bishop(s) remain faithful to the traditional faith he
understood and had committed to. But if his bishop(s) would not frilfill this one
requirement. Murphy found it necessary to continue pursuing this faithfiilness even
though this might result in hitherto non-traditional means of responding to the authorities
above him. In other words, for Murphy, the first ordination promise preceded the second
one, and the latter was premised on the former. Moreover, Kolini agreed that
the best-case scenario was for the US bishops to lead the intervention, not
Murphy. Not First Promise. 'We must stand firm. . . We must wait and see what
they will do. I am convinced they will reveal their tme heart. If they come to
" Kolini interview, July 2012.
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Kampala in complete repentance and join us, then yes, we will work with them.
But if they will not join us from the heart, we must begin the new work in
America without them. It is their decision. . . What will they be asking ofus?'
(Bamum, 2008:167-8)
As would tum out to be the norm, Kolini agreed with Murphy's reasoning at this
occasion. He only added to it. Kolini's projections were found tme as well, because the
Kampala meeting revealed the cmcial difference between Bob Duncan and his fellow
conservative American bishops in attendance.
Only one ofthe four American bishops present at the Kampala meeting was
willing to go with the vision without hesitation. This was Bob Duncan. His colleagues,
who had promised to go with him in this direction, had changed their minds at the most
salient hour and buckled at this pivotal meeting. Even with one bishop from America, the
South would manage to assist the North. And now it was time for the daughter church in
Africa to rescue her mother church in the West.
The First Promise had come into existence precisely for this reason: The US
bishops had reftised to lead. Nothing more could be done unless the archbishops
provided the leadership our bishops could not. It was our request now. But in
Kampala, at this exact moment, we were beggars, (Bamum, 2008: 171).
In other words, per Bamum's assertion here, the Episcopal bishops could have prevented
the crises of leadership and faith that so aggravated their conservative followers had they
listened to and acted in a manner that assisted the disaffected group to keep a semblance
ofnormalcy even in the midst of cultural change affecting the church's theological
interpretation and practice. After all, both sides had lived together for more than three
decades at this time.'^ This action had to be deliberate and preemptive on the part of the
leading Episcopal bishops. Instead of choosing an "either-or" deportment, the bishops
could have kept the conservatives with a "both-and" stance.
C.f. John Rodgers as quoted by KoHni, KoHni interview, July 2012.
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Response to the Crises of Faith and Leadership
The prevaiHng theological environment in the Episcopal Church gave rise to the
First Promise. The First Promise provided the platform on which the Kampala meeting
was able to call for the Singapore consecrations that set the AMiA mto motion. Bamum
reports that deliberations at the Kampala meeting allowed for the possibility ofthe
creation of the Anglican Mission in America (AMiA) a few years in the year 2000. Here
we see a progression in which one thing led to another. At each stage there was a
possibility ofpreventing the next stage, only that prevention was not undertaken as the
most important priority. Or, perhaps there were attempts to prevent worse situations than
what happened. But the Fhst Promise's original intent, as stated above, was not to create
AMiA. It was to respond to an understood lack of leadership in the conservative
direction. The answer to that original need evolved into the creation ofAMiA. Neither
was the First Promise singlehanded in AMiA's creation. The finished product came
together as a result of the combination of efforts by major contributors from the global
South�^particularly, the East African Province ofRwanda and the Central Asian
Province of the Anglican Church�who were well positioned and willing to act at that
pivotal time, and who risked much to take the present opportunity in order to make
AMiA a possibility. Deserving of special mention are the primates (i.e. archbishops) and
houses ofbishops of these provinces who supported their primates in this bid (see
discussion�^under 'Kampala Meeting.')
As can be seen above, various authors and interview respondents have helped me
piece together the AMiA story. According to the way the story unfolded, I see no
evidence that any ofthe key figures in the then Rwandan House of Bishops or those in
what came to be known as the AMiA intended to start something new. histead, obedience
to the will of God, as they understood it, led them down one path after another until
AMiA became a reality. One key figure standing out in the developing process was
Chuck Murphy. We will retum to him later, but suffice to mention here that during this
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season, Bamum and others in ChuckMurphy's camp show him to be a resolute follower
of Jesus Christ, one who is willing to commit to the conservative tenets of the Christian
faith. He is shown to be an encourager to many and easily followed by other leaders. Per
Kolini," it is with this understanding that Murphy was chosen to take on the role of a
bishop, a role for which he had indirectly and likely unintentionally interviewed through
his previous interactions, especially while he led the First Promise.''*
At the end of this section a quick evaluation of the first conflict is in order.
Uncertainty among the departing faithful beckoned their anxiety. Pain�spiritually,
socially, administratively and missionally�was widely registered even among the
remaming adherents. '' Spiritually, instead of relaxing in the teaching of their leaders,
those who found it necessary to depart did so because they distmsted the teachings and
sought to feed from other spiritual sources, namely, Anglican leaders from the global
South. Socially, the members who disagreed with the Episcopal hierarchy were
ostracized. Numerous relationships broke. Some church congregations that had been
together for many decades disintegrated. Administratively, since they had lost the tmst of
some of their followers, top leaders such as the Archbishop ofCanterbury, the Presiding
Bishop ofthe Episcopal Church and other bishops received more scmtiny from those
they were supposed to lead than was previously expected in the Episcopal system.
Missionally, the Episcopal Church's numbers dove downwards as large groups of
adherents departed their precincts and fewer were attracted thereto. Some Episcopal
Church buildings were sold for lack ofuse. Formerly high level parishes assumed
humbler positions due to this numerical hemorrhage, hi many cases, church growth was
reversed. The inversion ofmissional prerogatives in the Episcopal Church ensured the
inversion ofmissional success. It is under these costly circumstances that the Anglican
" Kolini, Interview with author, July 2012.
'" Kolini, Interview with author, July 2012.
'' Personal electronic mail interview with Pastor MMM, 4/5/14.
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Mission in America started. Notice how these circumstances sink deep into the personal
foundations of the individuals represented and how, in tum, they cause these individuals
to bond (or fail to do so, depending on difference or similarity) at that deep foundational
level.
RELATIONAL DEVELOPMENT BETWEEN AMIA AND PEAR
The development of the AMiA-PEAR relationship is a series of historical events
resulting from the actions and attitudes of the Episcopal Church in tandem with the
Anglican Communion. From my research, I learned that this unusual relationship grew
out of an expressed need and in response to the conditions that had been set by ECUSA
and the Communion's headquarters. It took unlikely players such as the Anglican
Province of Rwanda in East Africa and some bold clergy under ECUSA to make it work.
The Singapore Consecrations
This was the dilenmia facing the archbishops in Kampala. To act now would
fiirther divide the faithful in the US. But to not act would allow the American
crisis to spread its infection to the world, (Bamum, 2008:173).''
So, what should they do? The consecrations could have taken place in Kampala
during November 1999 had Uganda's archbishop Livingstone Mpalanyi Nkoyoyo been
prepared to participate in them at this time. But he was not (c.f. Bamum, 2008:166). Yet
the global South leaders present at this meeting expressed a sense ofurgency to deal with
the matter now in their hands before Moses Tay retired the following year and prior to the
rest ofthe Anglican primates' meeting in March of 2000, lest their intervention be
derailed (166). Understanding that Moses Tay and Emmanuel Kolini were set to
consecrate both Chuck Murphy and John Rodgers to be missionary bishops to the US,
" Unless otherwise stated, page numbers in this section refer to Thaddeus Bamum's Never Silent:
How Third World Christians Are Now Bringing the Gospel to the US [Colorado Springs: Eleison
Publishing], 2008.
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then Archbishop ofCanterbury, George Carey and another primate, Maurice Sinclair
tried to dissuade them from a pre-March 2000 date, arguing that such an act would be
both "irresponsible" and "a blow to the communion." But both "Tay and Kolini
disagreed" (190) with that stance. They understood that Carey only wanted to delay the
consecrations in order to stop the global South's intervention (191).
In their guiding statement at the end of the Kampala meeting, the archbishops had
deliberately left the second paragraph ambiguous, leaving themselves room to act either
before or after all the 38 archbishops' meeting in Portugal slated for March 2000 (176-
177). To consecrate bishops for America before the meeting would force the archbishops
to deal with the matter at hand. Per Bamum, to let the action linger till after the meeting
was to seek Archbishop George Carey's permission for the irregular consecrations, a
matter they were sure he would never endorse, because Carey had already sided with the
Episcopal Church (190).
Archbishop Maurice Sinclair ofAustralia and Archbishop George Carey of
Canterbury had written to Moses Tay and Emmanuel Kolini in anticipation of a pre-
March consecration. Their letters objected to such an action as an irresponsible act and a
serious blow to the Communion (190). Nevertheless, Moses Tay who was soon to retire,
and Emmanuel Kolini were determined to use their offices in order to assist the
dissenting Americans in their bid for mission, and essentially to rescue American
Anglicanism from what they understood to be a self-inflicted cancer (147-148). Tay
would retire in March of 2000 and would be replaced by another whose concem would
be to deal with implications of actions done in the South East Asian province prior to his
term of office. Moreover, Tay's retirement meant Kolini's isolation, to receive the
backlash of any repercussions following this action." Kolini understood the
odds and, foi
the joy of seeing new Anglican finit in America, and missionaries
"unencumbered by the
" Kolini, interview with author, July 2012.
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Episcopal Church, able fully preach Jesus Christ" was determined to go through with the
consecrations (191). Both the cost and the benefits of this action were real. The players
understood these implications as they initiated the intervention process.
The service was held at St. Andrew's Cathedral, Singapore on a Saturday night,
January 29, 2000. Bamum reports that it was a small service whose news would
reverberate all around the world; that it was attended by six bishops in total: three of them
were in active service and three already retired; that the congregation filled three front
rows of a large cathedral; that Kolini preached on pleasing God, the necessity of
preaching the gospel and service at whatever cost and prayed for the new bishops and a
blessing on the Church in America before both archbishops proceeded with the
consecration of the new bishops (192). The consecration of the Reverend Charles H.
Murphy III, Province ofRwanda; and the Very Reverend Dr. John H. Rodgers Jr.,
Province of South East Asia was announced in press a release the following day.'* This
action would kindle fierce anger within the hierarchy of the Anglican Communion.
Tay and Kolini understood their action to be "a pastoral and Gospel issue and not
a political one, and should be treated accordingly," (195). Rucyahana further advised,
In Singapore, we have acted. Now we must perform. Go home, set strategies. God
is calling us into the mission field. We are not called for politics. Go and win
people to Jesus. Plant new churches for Jesus. We are free. Now how shall we use
our freedom? (196).
While, to many Anglican conservatives, these consecrations represented a new
dawn, a rescue from the nightly experience of the "sick, dying, and apostate Episcopal
Church," (Boysel, 2012) and a great hope for an Anglican existence in America, the new
missionaries were to expect persecution and ridiculing from so called revisionists.
'* More to this story is here: http://Hbrarv.episcopalchurch.org/article/singapore-consecration-
provokes-strong-response-throughout-church, accessed 11/20/14.
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Anglican clerics more powerful than them would stand in opposition, hideed the
opposition was strong.''
The strength of reaction against the consecration of these bishops was not only in
statements made but also in who made those statements. For instance, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, George Carey, disapproved of them; so did Frank T. Griswold, then
Presiding Bishop ofECUSA, '�� and other significant bishops in and close to the
Episcopal Church."" For instance, Bishop John Spong ofNewark said: "Anyone who
elevates their prejudices to the position where they are defended as the will of God is
evil," (197-199). These reactions reveal a social narrative within that was particular to the
Episcopal Church and more general in some parts of the Anglican Communion,
especially in the global North.
Yet the Archbishop ofCanterbury recognized Murphy and Rodgers as "faithful
and committed ministers of the Gospel" whose consecration he would only accept after
"a full rapprochement and reconciliation has taken place between them and the
appropriate authorities with the Episcopal Church of the United States."'"^ In other words,
they were legitimate bishops except that their consecration had caused havoc in the
American body. Per Tay, Carey's response meant that "the consecration is valid but the
two men who had been consecrated were out of communion with him"'" which brought
him more questions than answers. Kolini and his House ofBishops, having met in March,
contended that the consecration of these two was valid, regular and in conformity with
" The strength of opposition is attested in a report dated February 18, 2000 appearing on the
Episcopal Church's web site here: http://librarv.episcopalchurch.org/article/singapore-consecration-
provokes-strong-response-throughout-church. accessed 6/26/14.
'�� Griswold is quoted here: http : //librarv.episcopalchurch . org/article/singapore -consecration-
provokes-strong-response-throughout-church, accessed 6/24/14.
The following article reports much more extensively on the matter:
http://librarv.episcopalchurch.org/article/singapore-consecration-provokes-strong-response-throughout-
church, accessed 1 1/20/14.
'"^ See full report here: http://arc.episcopalchurch.org/episcopal-life/SingRea2.html. accessed
11/20/14.
C.f reports here: http://arc.episcopalchurch.org/episcopal-life/SingRea2.html (accessed
1 1/20/14), reveal the difficulty of placing these bishops in the general pool ofAnglican Communion
bishops.
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the Rwandan Church's constitution. Tay and Kolini assigned the two new bishops to
pastoral ministry in the United States (200), receiving churches and clergy under threat,
calling more people to the faith and planting new congregations.
Generally Americans received the irregularity of these consecrations more
positively than the critics had anticipated, especially as George Carey used the term in his
office as the Archbishop ofCanterbury. Americans easily remembered the Episcopal
Church's first bishop, Samuel Seabury and how he had, for more than one year been
denied consecration in the Church ofEngland for his refusal to swear an oath to the king
ofEngland."" Then he had been consecrated by the Scottish Episcopal Church�which is
why it was called the Episcopal Church USA, instead of a variation ofAnglican Church
ofthe USA. The Archbishop ofCanterbury had refused to recognize Seabury' s
consecration as irregular for several years but he had finally given in (201; also Kolini
interview, July 2012). And now the Episcopal Church was a valuable member of
Anglican Communion, under the Archbishop ofCanterbury. The irregularity worked
more positively to Murphy's and Rodgers' benefit because it had been saved in the
nation's long term memory, as a victory for America, the replication ofwhich would be
welcomed by American Christians.
Kevin Ward points out the irony of this split since the Episcopal Church was "one
ofthe few protestant churches which avoided division over slavery in the nineteenth
century [and] over fimdamentalism in the early twentieth century" (Ward, 2006:313). To
Ward, the split was over sexuality. But to Rucyahana, it was over the authority of the
Bible and two thousand years of Church history. American theological liberals have
generally tended towards Ward's understanding while American conservatives tend to
agree with Rucyahana.
http://arc.episcopalchurch.org/episcopal-life/SingRea2.html. accessed 1 1/20/14.
'"5 See also Ward, 2006:53.
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Why Rwanda, Why this Extent ofAssistance?
We pause here to note that in order to assist a group of disillusioned American
Episcopalians, Rwandan Anglicans risked key relationships, primarily those with
overseas partners and by so doing, so much of its expected and much needed income.
Kolini, as did Tay, understood that bishops of the Episcopal Church would be aggravated
by any action undertaken on their behalf to which they had not expressly consented.""
According to them, the dilemma was whether to stand for the truth of the Bible and
orthodoxy or to remain politically correct but harbor a burning desire to correct the
theological and ecclesiastical errors in the Episcopal Church and spiritually induced guilt
for their inaction when they had a chance to act. They saw the choice as one ofwhether
or not to riskWestern wrath, lose political clout, receive global rejection from Anglican
primates and bishops including the Archbishop ofCanterbury ... all this for defending
the gospel (Bamum, 2008:184). hi fact, Kolini's action for the sake of the Americans was
risky for the poor ui his constituency, whose well-being he sought during the post-
genocide rebuilding ofRwanda."" So, why did Kolini and Rucyahana participate in these
risky consecrations, and why did their House of Bishops grant them a blessing to do so?
Kevin Ward asserts that "hi Africa, Christian preoccupation with homosexuality
as an ahemative lifestyle is of fairly recent origin, precipitated by the debates in Lambeth
1998 rather than expressing chronic anxieties," (Ward, 2006:312). To illusfrate this
assertion, the Church ofUganda House of Bishops excommunicated one of its own senior
clerics, Bishop Christopher Senyonjo, because he advocated that "being gay is not a sin"
in 2001."'* The liberal side called this Ugandan Anglican response "homophobia" which
the conservatives found insulting.
"" There is more about this assertion here: http://Hbrarv.episcopalchurch.org/article/singapore-
consecration-provokes-strong-response-throughout-church, accessed 1 1/20/14.
"" Kolini interview with author, July 2012; also Gasatura interview with author, June 2012.
">* See report here: http ://www.huffi ngtonpost.com/20 13/10/1 6/bishop-christopher-
senvon n 4109520.html, accessed 6/27/14.
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Homosexuality as an alternate lifestyle is not etched into the social psyche of
most African people groups. This idea has not taken African imagination except as it has
been presented by Westerners more recently. To these Africans, the question ofwhether
to support people whose troubles emanated from the Episcopal Church's requiring
acceptance ofhomosexuality was an obvious choice. Generally, Africans tended to agree
with American conservatives such as John Wesley White in placing homosexuality with
"various forms of immorality: fornication, adultery, homosexuality or lesbianism, and
mental immorality," as a work of God's enemy, Satan (White, 1977:125), because the
conservatives' social narrative resembled that of the Africans. Theologically, the majority
ofAfricans were set up to agree with the minority American group for their conservative
stance.
Moreover, empathy of the marginalized had a major role in this event. In 1994
Rwanda had experienced unimaginable genocide and the world had tumed to look aside,
"the people had cried for help ... the world [had] heard that cry, saw their suffering, and
did nothing. Nearly one million people perished. Rwandans know these words too well:
Not myproblem" (Bamum, 2008: 15). Ignoring the cry of a hurting people even when
they ask for assistance, letting the innocent die at the hands of their merciless
government, was indefensible on the part of those who were stronger and positioned to
defend them. Rwandan Anglicans' response to the American spiritual distress was in step
with Ela's assertion that "indigenous Christians must retum to the God of revelation, who
takes sides with the poor and oppressed. . . protest against injustice and oppression," (Ela,
1980:49). Perhaps this response would heal some past hurts and ignite new hope in a
world filled with despair and the unfair treatment ofthe weak.
Kolini heard the cries of Episcopalians being oppressed by the revisionist
leadership mling the church. It was impossible for him, a Rwandan, after
experiencing untold, unimaginable suffering of his people from poverty, famine,
disease, war - especially the genocide of 1994 - to hear the cry of suffering and
not swiftly intervene Why is it, he wondered, when people are being unfairly
treated that no one comes to their rescue? (Bamum, 2008:159).
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Like the Americans at the Kampala meeting, Rwandan exiles were acutely aware
of the betrayal of people they had otherwise trusted. Though hailing from distant cultures
and geographies, at the level of suffering both sides were joined together as brothers and
sisters, and fellow sufferers. In this fellowship of suffering both sides chose to belong
together. The one's suffering of religious persecution related intimately with the other's
suffering ofpolitical persecution. They both knew unfair treafrnent at the hands of leaders
who should guide them to the faith and peace they craved to live out. The social scripts of
both sides were as close as could be; in some ways, they seemed to merge into one. This
merger was the crux of a common identity. Given their recent experience of pain, for
Rwanda to not assist American sufferers was unthinkable. At this level of commitment to
one another, no ecclesiastical power would deter a Rwandan intervention for the
dissenting Americans. It seemed that, so long as the powerfril clerics wielded power
rather than offering friendship and understanding, Rwandans felt a need to assist
American friends occupying the lower echelons of the Episcopal Church hierarchy.""
Arguing for their immediate assistance took a man who had lost his wife to a
landmine and daughter to an encounter with armed rebels. At the Kampala meeting.
Bishop McLeod Ochola ofNorthern Uganda spoke from bitter experience when he said:
Our people, our children are at risk. Never sit back�always protect them. . .
Don't bring sheep into the sheep pen if there is a wolf inside. No, this is wrong.
First we must get rid of the wolf. Then bring the sheep in, (Bamum, 2008: 174-
175).
Bishop Ochola's statement was rendered all the more serious by his personal and familial
experience of suffering�Ochola too shared a common script and identity with the
American dissidents. His confribution was important in arguing for assisting the
I must add here that there have been different views on Rwanda's action on behalfof dissident
Americans. On one hand, this was understood to be a noble cause, showing self-sacrificial heroism, not
unlike that of Christ on the cross for the sake of a needy world. On the other hand, Rwanda has been
accused of invoking Western guilt and lauding African heroism making AMiA feel good about itself At
the same time, the narrative has been accused of depending "on a romanticized vision of church and state in
the African country," (Byassee, 2008:26).
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American dissidents in their stated plight. For Africans, if the American setting was
distant, Ochola's experience was palpable. Ochola's statement in the context of this
meeting helped to link his experience with the American one under discussion.
Rwanda's hospitality was wrought in historical experience. Sheer kindness of
strangers with whom they had no previous relationship and from whom they had no right
to expect hospitality is what had given Rwandans a glimmer of hope and a means of
survival in various foreign environments."" If their hosts had counted the cost of
protecting them and offering them a second chance at life, most Rwandans would have
suffered much more in exile than they had already suffered at home. And so to them, the
cost of assisting the Americans was merely secondary to Rwanda's need to respond to an
obvious American need. Pohl (1999:104) notes that the experience ofmarginality
enhances a host's desire to receive strangers. The same attitude is repeated in Hallie,
(1994:286) as an aspect ofmere human decency. In other words, a host's marginality
qualifies a marginalized stranger as a fellow pilgrim, bringing the latter much closer to
the former, as a brother/sister in suffering. It is their common experience that merges
these two people into a meaningful relafionship. Therefore, Rwandan hosts did not have
to think hard about it: they just responded because it is what people did for others in
distress.
Mercy Amba Oduyoye represents Sub-Saharan African perspectives on
hospitality when she quotes the Malagasy people: ''Better to lose your money than to lose
your human relations . . . to receive a visitor is to honor that person.
You receive visitors
"� Christine Pohl contends that while some people tend to offer hospitality only to those who, in
their eyes, are worthy of it and can repay in due time, Christian hospitality is meant to be for all who are
in
need or whom God sends to the Christian. "Ifwe do not open the door it is a form of harm domg" (Pohl,
class discussion, 10/1/13). The question of hospitality-worthiness can be appropriately asked here. Did the
Rwandan Anglicans think it beneficial to receive the disaffected American Episcopahans, especially in
light of latter revelations when questions ofmoney came up? I do not have an answer to
this question since
it did not come up in my data collection or in my readings about this stage in the relationship.
Suffice to say
that whether intended or not, hospitality always bears some form of reciprocity, whether directly or
indirectly (c.f Pohl, 1999:161).
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before you ask their identities" (2001:92). Rather than interrogation, proper African
hospitality starts with acceptance; i.e. rather than hostility they start with an attitude of
hospitality.'" For Africans hospitality is generally understood in sociological and
theological terms�as a social responsibility and a divine requirement. It bases in their
experience both as steangers and hosts, and is embedded in local theological discourse.
African hospitality is now changing due to its own experience of advantage-taking during
colonialism and now globalization. However, most of these attitudes lie latent and will be
triggered by genuine need, such as that expressed by American Anglicans in 1997 and
following.
Moreover, the Americans had opened up, revealing their need directly. They left
no room for guessing. "Personal experience of others' oppression is a far greater stimulus
to action than the evening news," (Adeney, 1995:226). It was more than Rwandan
experience of their own recent political turmoil or their hospitable cultural base that
moved them to action: the additional force and weight of the matter proceeded from the
direct revelation of, an invitation to participate in the American situation from which their
brothers in the Lord begged for assistance. More to that, these 'beggars' represented
Jesus per testimony of their message and conduct. Besides, the Rwandan hospitality had a
major spiritual component�^they understood their American friends' experience as
persecution resulting from spiritual faithfulness. For, "in our country, we do not engage
in dialogue with sin. It must be rebuked" (Bamum, 2008:222)."^ Rwandans understood
that those who repudiate sin need a home in which they can be nurtured and protected
from the powerful ones they rebuke. Rebuking sin, repentance and forgiveness, righting
'" Here Miroslav Volf s assertion is helpful: "the will to give ourselves to others and 'welcome'
them, to readjust our identities to make space for them, is prior to any judgment about others, except that of
identifying them in their humanity," (Volf, 1996:29). While Oduyoye could report so positively about
African hospitality, she also notes elsewhere that African hospitality is changing for the worse. .
Sin is totally unwelcomed among the East African revivalists. Repentance, putting right what
has gone wrong, assurance of forgiveness, ensuring healthy relationships and preaching the gospel
unencumbered by temporal issues, are hallmarks of the revival movement. See, for instance:
http://anglican.tv/content/gafcon-ii-john-senyonyi, accessed 1 1/4/2013.
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wrongs, assurance of salvation and joy in the Holy Spirit are the hall marks ofthe East
African Revival.
The Anglican Mission in America in Historical Perspective
Bamum reports that the Anglican Mission in America was named on July 20,
2000 in Amsterdam. At this time Moses Tay was retired. His successor. Archbishop
Yong and Kolini, who were in Amsterdam for a Billy Graham training in evangelism
together with some Americans of the Anglican Mission, gathered together. Responding to
the Episcopal Church's 73"* General Convention which overwhelmingly affirmed same-
sex relationships (Resolution D039), an endorsement of sexual immorality; the two
archbishops released the hitherto interim arrangement to full-fledged mission. They
commissioned the two bishops - Murphy and Rodgers - to not start a new church but to
be a missionary outreach of the Rwandan province. The commitment was made to "the
uncompromised and undiluted Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. We�ofthe Anglican
Mission�are resolved to provide an Anglican witness in America that faithfully guards
the heart and soul of the Christian message" (Bamum, 2008:221-222). With this formal
launch ofthe Anglican Mission, Rwanda was entering American Anglican territory with
a view to changing it.
Episcopal congregations that had for a while waited for some form of respite
during that period began to leave at no small cost to them."^ They were sure to lose their
property�^property they themselves had built or paid for but which had been held in tmst
with their respective Episcopal dioceses. These congregations were housed by
sympathetic local congregations espousing differing denominational affiliations. These
offered their buildings at low or no cost. Fleeing clergy were inhibited, deposed and their
Conservatives accused Schori ofmisconduct in her office as Primate for the Episcopal Church.
The story is here: http://religiondispatches.org/conservatives-accuse-presiding-bishop-katharine-iefferts-
schori-of-misconduct/. accessed 11/20/14.
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pensions frozen."^ AMiA received these clergy and congregations, offering them a new
home�in Rwanda, and a chance to start over. Local American bishops stood against
AMiA, dragging defectors to secular courts and threatening further punishment.
Surprisingly some conservative Episcopal bishops were numbered among those who
joined the opposition of AMiA. Behind the conservatives was no other than George
Carey, Archbishop ofCanterbury with his stress on discipline but no reference to the sin
that the Episcopal Church had engaged on behalf of its people."' From Bamum's
presentation, Carey preferred institutional orderliness while the departing dissidents
preferred Christian obedience and what they understood to be the will of God. Ripples of
the AMiA effect on the Episcopal Church continued for years. As late as 2003, two
clergy ofthe Dallas Episcopal Diocese were discussing AMiA in my hearing: "it bothers
me to no end," one said.
UNDERLYING FACTORS
With the background of the second chapter, speaking about underlying factors
here is helpful as a means ofplacing in historical perspective the underlying narratives
goveming the relationship between AMiA and PEAR. In most cases, these narratives are
hidden far beneath the surface on which we operate that we often forget their power and
influence in the course of relating. The fact that both America and Rwanda are former
colonies with disparate paths after independence; that these two possess a certain
relational heritage and different paths each to their spiritual experience cannot be
undermined. The surprise is that these three usual suspects are not the most important
players within the relationship under study. Since, however, they are suspects and they
speak about the relationship's foundation let me mention them here briefly.
There is more about this here: http://reHgiondispatches.org/conservatives-accuse-presiding-
bishop-katharine-iefferts-schori-of-misconduct/. accessed 11/20/14.
"' Some ofCarey's responses are here: http://old.post-
gazette.com/headlines/20000219bishops3.asp. accessed 1 1/20.14
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The first suspect is a colonial background. Colonialism and the neocolonial state
ofAfrica features heavily in Katongole's work (see chapter 2). The fact that both the
United States and the nation of Rwanda are former colonies ofEuropean powers has been
mentioned in light of the conflict between AMIA and PEAR. Considering the relational
foundations discussed in the second chapter, it might appear that this common past
experience would encourage interrelationships between the two countries. However, the
different paths they took following independence do not lend the present generations the
necessary attraction for deep relationships. While the United States has been independent
for approximately two centuries and has largely surpassed its former colonizer in areas
such as economic growth, political muscle and military might, Rwanda's independence is
less than one century and civil war has recently ravaged this young nation. While the
United States has developed its ovm attitude towards itself, Rwanda's self concept has
largely been developed by other nations, particularly its former colonial lords. These
historical backgrounds do not assist the formation of a friendship. Within this context
therefore, the close relationship between PEAR and AMIA comes to us with a level of
surprise. It is predicated upon younger and smaller histories: Rwanda's recent national
experience tallies with AMiA's recent experience in the Episcopal Church to bring them
closer together than ever before.
The second suspect is relational heritage. Rwandan people might be reluctant to
trust America due to differences in economic muscle, political power and military might
that are apparent between the two countries. It is not the current differences only that
matter, but also, and especially the past. Originally Ruanda-Urundi was awarded first to
the Germans then to the Belgians who based their administrative decisions on reports
from other Westerners such as John Hanning Speke (see Guillebaud, 2002:21, 33)."'
Western intervention in Rwanda tended to be more defrimental than helpfril (see, for
"'http://ww.independent.co.uk/news/world/guide-to-the-zaire-crisis-the-difference-between-a-
hutu-and-a-tutsi- 1352558 .html
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instance, Katongole, 201 1:8, 13) especially because the West failed to respect the
"irreducible particularity of the other," (Vanhoozer, 2006:90). Rwanda was like a pawn
in Europe's hand. On account of this and other similar colonial backgrounds Westerners
had developed an attitude of superiority (c.f. Bamum, 2008:40). Such high handed and
often punitive disregard of the other tends to incite animosity rather than close
friendships.
The third suspect is spiritual inheritance, the center of which is the conduct of
individuals as determined by theological convictions. Theological contention between
Episcopal Christians in the United States and in Rwanda based itself on different
approaches and attitudes to the Bible (Bamum, 2008:37). Let us note that, while
American Christians tended to depend on modem scholarly interpretations of the Bible,
Rwandan Christians tended to follow the East African Revival method of direct simple
application of the Scriptures to their lives (see for instance, Farrimond, 2010:138, 144)."'
When meticulous study of the Scriptures failed to dissuade the majority ofAfricans from
their hard held conservative position, Philip Jenkins notes that some Westem liberals
reverted to insuhing and accusing adamant Africans (e.g. Jenkins, 2006:16) and, as
Thaddeus Bamum adds, changing emphases of the unfolding relationship between the
two sides (e.g. Bamum, 2008:16-17). Per Jean Marc Ela, Africans hold onto their
perspective not so as to "seek to retum to the God of their ancestors, but to make the
message ofthe gospel heard in an African context," (Ela, 1980:48). Despite the disparity
between Westemers and Africans, AML\ and PEAR was able to make a strong
relationship because, as far as theological issues were concemed, the members ofthe
AMIA tended to have a closer perspective to that of their African friends than to that of
their fellow Americans. From the accounts given by AMIA people there was no retuming
"' In an interview with the Reverend Canon Aloni Isabirye, December 1994, he testified that at his
conversion, he confessed: "I was blind but now I see." After receiving salvation and confessing his former
blindness, transformation included repentance of his marital jealousy which so attracted his wife to the
same commitment. Henry Orombi testifies to a similar attitude towards the Bible in his life here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=us7CJu0whsY, minute 21-22, accessed 9/26/2013
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to the Episcopal Church even when their relationship with the Rwandan House of
Bishops was threatened by administrative concerns. This attitude can be explained in
light ofthe theological distance that both AMIA members and their Episcopalian
counterparts held between themselves.
New Developments
In 2002 George Carey retired and was replaced by Rowan Williams."* In 2006
Katherine Jefferts Schori acceded to the American primacy, replacing Frank Griswold.
She took over this leadership in the context of heated disagreements from within and
from without of the Episcopal Church conceming the election and consecration ofVicki
Gene Robinson, the first openly homosexual bishop ever consecrated."' She was harder
on any who departed or even considered doing so than her predecessor. The number of
adherents populating the Episcopal Church pews has been consistently dwindling each
year. Now that it was a separate entity which required no Episcopalian assistance, there
was relative peace in AMiA's life. This was a dangerous time for complacency and self-
congratulation to set in. Nevertheless few hiccups are recorded about the in AMiA during
this season. AMiA was launching more churches at this time.
As more global South participants took up AMiA's example they spread out the
blame for crossing borders. In the latter part of the first decade, Nigerian Anglicans
(2006), the Anglican Church ofKenya (2007) and the Province ofUganda (2007) along
with the Diocese ofRecife and the Province of Southem Cone moved in to assist
Episcopalians. They came by unconventional invitation�that is: not from Episcopal
bishops but by Episcopal parishioners and priests�^responding to a call for rescue as
"* Rowan Williams, who was Archbishop ofCanterbury since 2002 was replaced by Justin
Welby, as reported here:
http://www.episcopalcafe.com/lead/anglican communion/welby enthroned as archbishop l.html.
accessed 11/20/14.
"' The story here illustrates this point: http://religiondispatches.org/conservatives-accuse-
presiding-bishop-katharine-iefferts-schori-of-misconduct/. accessed 11/20/14.
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some Episcopalians sought a way out of their shained existence within the Episcopal
Church and to assist in the work ofplanting new churches.
Since, however, the majority of the world's wealth has somehow been amassed in
America, spiritual involvement in this country had economic implications�a noisy
matter in the process of spiritual rescue, hideed, in his article on the place ofAMIA in
relation to Rwanda's efforts to rebuild itselfAMiA, Phillip Cantrell (2009) glosses over
America's spiritual benefits from the relationship and heavily emphasizes Rwanda's
financial benefit, forgetting that Rwanda had already risked its salient economic
relationships in order to rescue conservative American Anglican dissidents. As far as
original motives go, even though financial assistance in Rwanda was warmly welcomed,
money was not the primary motive behind this move.'^� It appears that the overseas
jurisdictions aimed especially at rescuing American Christianity. Since the Episcopal
Church had failed to satisfy the spiritual needs of its own adherents, [tried from within]
driving them to search for altemative assistance, if one was to seek out fauh, it would be
found nestled at the Episcopal Church's own doorstep.
Under Rwandan leadership, the AMiA was significantly fmitful in what many had
become convinced was a spiritually barren land, namely North America. AMiA was
attracting to itself some very serious mmisters. Episcopalians and non-Episcopalians
came to AMiA. Kolini speaks joyfully about these developments. For instance, a Baptist
minister form North Carolina left his congregation of 2000 members to go plant a church
in Virginia. Moreover this was not an isolated incident. For, AMiA attracted to itself
high quality people: serious leaders with an etemal vision seeking to reach their
neighbors and acquaintances for Christ regardless of the price. Indeed, because they
impressed onlookers as a people seeking to follow Christ, AMiA attracted out-ofthe-box
The issue ofmoney has been secondary to most global South Anglican leaders as the article
here: http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=2598#.Ul -CDl fyF50 shows.
These Anglican leaders are faced with numerous situations of dire poverty and would gladly take the
money offered by Westerners if it had no spiritually costly strings attached.
Kolini interview with author, July 2012.
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thinkers like Bishop Todd Hunter, a nationally renowned evangelist who listened to
people in order to ascertain their needs and then applied scriptural truths to their
situations. Some ofthe adherents in these congregations had been experiencing church
instability and wanted a place to rest from the storms. Some had been missing liturgy and
wanted opportunity to share in weekly communion. Hunter aimed to engineer the new
AMiA church plants "backwards from missional and pastoral concerns [to be] Anglican
in theology and Anglican in polity but they may not look Anglican.'"^^ It is little wonder
that he was widely celebrated. '^^ Kolini reports that more than "two hundred and sixty
parishes were planted in twelve years."'^" Per Kolini, the big question at this time was:
how do you assist these new churches to grow and bear more fruit?
In 2008, instead of attending the Lambeth Conference which brings together all
primates and bishops in the Communion for a couple of weeks once every decade, global
South primates and bishops decided to create a new body.'" Having been sidelined at the
1998 Lambeth conference, global South leaders saw no point in attending a meeting in
which their voice would go unheard and their contribution be minimized. Out of concem
for global Anglicanism, they called this new entity Global Anglican Future Conference�
GAFCON. This body met for the first time in Jemsalem, around the time of the long
scheduled 2008 Lambeth Conference in London, England. In some ways it provided an
altemative to Lambeth and stood as a public rebuke thereto. America was represented by
various members of the Common Cause Partners. While Chuck Murphy attended and
served on a couple of committees during the first GAFCON conference. Bob Duncan was
'^^ Todd Hunter is quoted here as having responded thus to an interview question posed by David
Neff in September 2009 (Neff, 2009:17).
'" Bishop Todd Hunter was the chief trainer of church planters when I attended the AMiA-
sponsored training at Christ's Church Piano TX in the spring of 2009. Hunter impressed me as a man
seeking to reach people for Christ.
'^^ Interview with Kolini, July 2012. Cf also Bob Smietana who offers comparable statistics,
places the number of congregations at 152 and congregations in development at 100 totaling 252
(Smietana, 2012:1).
'25 http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=us7CJu0whsY. minute 21-22, accessed 9/26/2013
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at Lambeth Palace as one of a very few Episcopal bishops in the house. GAFCON stood
for orthodoxy in the face of revisionist Anglicanism.
In September 2008 Katherine Jefferts Schori deposed Bob Duncan, stripping him
of his role as Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Pittsburgh, and of all related roles both
sacred and secular. '^^ Many ofhis parishioners were enraged at this pronouncement.
Nevertheless, only part of his diocese came along with him, forming the Anglican
Diocese of Pittsburgh. Duncan was immediately accepted by the Common Cause Partners
and global South Anglicans, hi June 2009, Duncan became the first Archbishop ofthe
newly formed Anglican Church in North America. In his address Bob Duncan said:
We are uniting 700 congregations, (and 28 dioceses) and more importantly
committed Anglican believers, in the north (Arctic) and in the south, on the west
coast and the east coast. We are oriented toward a hopeful future again. We are
not turning back to the hurts of our past. We are moving forward together in
Christian mission. The main thing is Jesus Christ.'"
With this statement. Bob Duncan declared the beginning of a new Anglican province in
North America alongside the Episcopal Church which had been the sole representation of
the Anglican Communion in the United States and the Anglican Church of Canada for
Canadian Anglicans. It was a dual presence ofAnglicanism in North America.
Bob Duncan hoped that all members of the Common Cause Partnership would
come under his leadership. But Murphy and Kolini rejected the idea sighting the
difference in visions. While the ACNA was going to build diocesan structures, AMiA
wanted to keep away from structures which they saw as a stumbling block to their
obedience to God's voice. '^* All they wanted was to reach 130 million Americans and as
many Canadians as they could find for Christ. Besides, too many people were vying for
'^* More about this incident is here:
http://search.proquest.com.ezproxv.asburvseminarv.edu/religion/docview/215304401/A59E3DFA999F418
3PO/l?accountid=8380. accessed 1 1/20/14, and here:
http://search.proquest.com.ezproxv.asburvseminarv.edu/pqdtft/docview/19663411 1/4026E478E22B4D7DP
Q/l?accountid=8380. accessed 11/20/14. .
'" http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=10694#.Unj_LR3A9ru
'^* Kolini interview with author, July 2012.
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position and power, a distraction from the ministry to which AMiA felt called. AMiA
elected to remain under Rwandan jurisdiction. "This matter did not please Duncan.'"''
This was the beginning of a long standing distance in the Murphy-Duncan relationship
about which one ACNA bishop commented: "The two men can be in one room and give
each other most wonderful compliments that go unheard"''" because so much was going
on in the background. They represent antagonism to one another. While both men are
opposed to the Episcopal Church on doctrinal terms�^that is, scriptural and theological,
to one another they are opposed in terms of church polity, administration and
ecclesiastical order. This is because they work from different foundational stories. Each
man has a perspective that is based on his particular and significantly different story.
Kolini frirther believes that the tension between Duncan and Murphy had to do
with numbers of the faithful. IfMurphy had tumed over the AMiA to the ACNA then
Duncan would have had 268 extra congregations all around North America. ''' But these
were denied him. In effect, according to Kolini, Duncan plays out his disappointment by
keeping a gmdge against the man who kept the door closed. Another ACNA bishop said:
"I understand the difficulty that Chuck had. AMiA was his baby"''' and so it was no small
thing that he should tum it over to the ACNA. Yet there are at least six people, one of
whom is an ACNA bishop who, having heard from God told Chuck Murphy that the Lord
wanted him to tum AMiA over to the ACNA. His response was: "I am hearing a different
message." '" Since he had the key thereto. Murphy opted for AMiA to remain a ministry
partner with the ACNA rather than a ministry under the ACNA. AMiA remained in a
sister relationship to ACNA rather than a daughter of it.
"' This statement was made by retired Rwandan Archbishop Kolini during his interview with me,
July 2012.
"� ACNA Bishop, name withheld by mutual agreement, July 2013.
'" Kolini interview with author, July 2012.
'" ACNA Bishop II, telephone interview with author, 1 1/1 1/2012.
'" Personal Interview with undisclosed ACNA Bishop, July 2013.
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Following an exchange at the start of the year 2010 with Bishop Murphy
conceming AMiA's future relationship with the ACNA, Archbishop Duncan spoke to
Archbishop Kolini about possible altematives. Kolini's response was to the effect that
"whatever Bishop Murphy wanted is what they would do.""" This response came to Bob
Duncan as a surprise since Kolini, who should have had an input in what went on in
AMiA, kept silent in order to let Murphy dictate the proceedings."'
Occasional Proximity
hi 2007-2009 Bishop Alexis Bilindabagabo of the Gahini Diocese took a study
leave in North Carolina. While there he was warmly welcomed and he functioned as part
of a local AMiA church. It was a privilege for the local congregation to host their
Rwandan bishop and for him to spend more quality time with his parishioners. Alexis
was the first Rwandan bishop to spend a long time with the AMiA locally, which gave
him opportunity to understand the inner workings of the AMiA more intimately than he
had in the past. While there Bishop Bilindabagabo asked questions and became well-
acquainted with AMiA's local working."^ He also gained access to extra information that
had not been ordinarily available to him while in Rwanda. While he understood his
questions as seeking clarity, some people understood it to be nosing and a search for
power.'" The latter perspective owes to the fact that, from this extra knowledge,
Bilindabagabo made some statements that disfavored some in AMiA's leadership.
For instance. Bishop Bilindabagabo is reported to have written two important
letters to Archbishop Rwaje. One "charged that AMiA had not been frank in the
disbursement ofmonies to the African province""* which led Archbishop Rwaje to ask
Telephone Interview with Archbishop Duncan, August 2013.
"' Duncan Interview with author, August 2013.
"^ Bilindabagabo interview with author, June 2012.
'" Bilindabagabo interview with author, June 2012.
"* http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/print.php?storyid=15284, accessed 4/29/14.
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for an accounting of the books. In response to this request, Bishop Murphy "flew H. G.
Miller III, AMiA's Executive Director, to Rwanda with all the financial data to present to
the HOB only to be told that there was no time in the agenda of the Bishops meeting to
which Murphy and Miller had been invited""' because Bishop Bilindabagabo had
requested that Miller and Murphy not speak at the House ofBishops due to a fear that
they would take over the meeting.
Change ofLeaders
On January 23 201 1, His Grace the Most Reverend Emmanuel Kolini duly retired
from the office ofArchbishop of the Anglican Church of Rwanda (PEAR)."" I met Kolini
for an interview in Remera, Kigali during July 2012. He drove me to a nearby hotel
where he treated me to a cup of tea and snacks. On the way there a young driver switched
lanes endangering the flow of traffic, at which Kolini vehemently pointed a warning
finger. The young man showed by his facial expression that he got the point. Mary
Weeks Millard, Kolini's biographer, reports that throughout his ministry Kolini has
shown a strong sense of ethics and commitment to the Gospel (see, 2008:221-223).
To replace Kolini, during September 2010 the Rwandan House ofBishops had
duly elected the Right Reverend Onesphore Rwaje ofByumba Diocese. AMiA Bishop
Chuck Murphy was present at the enthronement and reported to fellow Americans thus:
I want to thank all the individuals, congregations and intercessors across North
America who prayed for this important election. The presence ofthe Holy Spirit
was clear and evident throughout the meeting, and we were blessed to have an
election on the first ballot with overwhelming support for the Dean ofthe
Province ofRwanda, Bishop Onesphore Rwaje. We left the meeting excited and
"' http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/print.php?storyid=15284, accessed 4/29/14.
The letters here: http://www.theamia.org/am_cms_media/re-invitation-for-h-miller-to-give-
financial-transparency.pdf ; here: http://www.theamia.org/am_cms_mediay+alexis-request-that-h-miller-
not-speak-at-hob-meeting.pdf, and here: http://www.theamia.org/am_cms_media/strengthening-working-
relationships-01 .pdfwere not available to me for further review. But the question ofwhether
Miller would
have taken over the House ofBishops' meeting yet to be unresolved. At least from the way it is presented
in Washington Statement I, I wonder if some falsehood was at the bottom of
this so called fear.
Kolini interview with author, July 2012; also Bilindabagabo, interview with author, June 2012.
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united. I have scheduled a meeting on Saturday, September 18, with the
Archbishop and Archbishop-elect to discuss plans for this next season in the life
ofthe Province and the Anglican Mission and will be sending a . . . more detailed
report when I retum to the US.""
Notice the appreciation of the prayers of faithful believers. To Murphy this
election was God's work. He further clarified that they felt the presence of the Holy Spirit
during the ceremony and were in jubilant unity, devoid of all contention. Murphy
anticipated a meeting with the two men�the outgoing and the incoming, which would
ensure AMiA's smooth transition ofministry from the former to the new leadership.
From all appearances at this time of transition. Murphy was slated for an amicable
working relationship with Rwaje. But it is soon after this occasion that the relationship
tumed sour, conflict came about with such vehemence to the point ofmass resignations
among AMiA bishops. Also, most AMiA churches defected to the ACNA.'"'
The new man, Rwaje was different from the former one, Kolini. His Grace
Onesphore Rwaje, Archbishop ofPEAR, later to be designated head pastor ofthe
churches ofPEARUSA, is a frequent visitor to the West where he eamed a Master of
Theology and Development Studies at the University of Edinburgh and a Doctor of
Ministry in Leadership from Fuller Theological Seminary.'"" At the start of his ministry as
Primate ofRwanda, Rwaje sought to clarify the boundaries of his new office both within
Rwanda and beyond. He was taking stock of his responsibilities.'"'
CONFLICT ONCE AGAIN
Following their departure from ECUSA, AMiA experienced a time of spiritual
rejuvenation and relative peace within the Anglican system, thanks to Rwanda's
http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=13286#.UjorsR3A-nY,
accessed 9/18/2013
'"' http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=13286#.UjorsR3A-nY,
accessed 9/18/2013.
'"" More biographical information about Onesphore Rwaje is here:
http ://www.apostlescolumbia.org/staff-page/cota-clergy-and-staff/98 16175.
'"' Gasatura interview with author, June 2012.
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hospitality. Nevertheless, the time of peace was short lived. Bob Smietana compared the
two conflicts by cause. He said: "the last time the fight was over sex and salvation. Now
the fight is over money and power and it pits the Anglican Mission's US leaders against
the overseas Anglican group that adopted them," (Smietana, 2012:1). AMiA leaders
would disagree with Smietana' s summary especially on the first conflict. They held that
the conflict was less about sex than about salvafion. To them, sex was only a presenting
issue, the handling ofwhich was a mere symptom of the real issue which was the
Episcopal Church's sinking into heresy. It was a docfrinal matter basing on the authority
the church accorded the Holy Scriptures.
A Personal Prelature
Boysel points out that Bishop Chuck Murphy was variously referred to as
"arrogant" and "schismatic"""^ by both members of his camp and adversaries alike. Critics
referred to him as being divisive, dictatorial and difficult to deal with."" Nevertheless the
ministry he chaired continued with sufficient amicability. During the first ten years, the
relationship between the PEAR and AMiA was both fruitful and bountifiil. As the vision
for mission without too many structures grew clearer AMiA members chose unusual
levels of discomfort in order to give financially to the mission. The church continued to
grow."** Still, contention did not leave AMiA much peace. When the ACNA was formed
in 2008, AMiA quickly found out that it did not fit within the structure and expectations
of the new entity. Per Boysel, AMiA's position was misunderstood by many other
Anglicans, primarily in America, as a means of fiilfilling Murphy's ambitious scheme.
""" While neither the report nor the comments here: http://anglicanink.com/article/recant-or-resign-
rwanda-tells-chuck-murphy (accessed 5/3/12) make direct reference to the claim, the implication is present.
Additionally, Joe Boysel points out this public attitude to Bishop Murphy here:
http ://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/print.php?storyid= 15585, accessed 5/3/2012.
"*' Archbishop Bob Duncan (Interview October 2012) said: Murphy "is not the easiest person to
have a conversation with. He decides on something and tells you 'this is what we will do.'"
"�* This period ofAMiA is comparable to Acts 2-5, where numbers were growing prior to
competition on the basis of those same numbers. It is notable that church growth easily breeds contention.
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AMiA took refuge in its relationship with Rwanda and, by implication Murphy took
refuge in his relationship with Kolini.
Duncan described AMiA as Murphy's personal prelature."" Yet originally it was
started as a means of rescuing distressed Episcopalians and commissioned as a
missionary jurisdiction ofPEAR. When AMiA chose to remain out ofACNA in 2007-
2008, it said it fiinctioned under the constitution and canons of Rwanda and that it would
be cumbersome to function under two provinces. Moreover Kolini said he appointed the
Primatial Vicar but that the latter was answerable to the Rwandan House of Bishops. "'
To call AMiA a personal prelature or for it to function as such is to create a measure of
administrative confusion. This scenario placed the whole responsibility of running AMiA
in the hands of two people�^PEAR's Archbishop and his Primatial Vicar. Yet the rest of
the organization both in Rwanda and America, indeed, beyond these immediate
stakeholders, believed that AMiA was different. The personal prelature model stripped
the AMiA Council ofBishops ofmost jurisdictional authority and instead placed it in the
hand of the Primatial Vicar; it also left the Rwandan House ofBishops as endorsers of the
Rwandan archbishop's decisions on their behalf rather than deciders with him.
On the American side, there was a report that Bishop Murphy was concemed that
the next archbishop may not renew the prelature, in which case the AMiA would no
longer have any formal relationship with the Province ofRwanda, and the Anglican
legitimacy of the AMiA would be in jeopardy. Bishop Murphy is eager to make changes
to the stmcture to eliminate this ecclesiastical vulnerability. We need a new stmcture,
said Bishop Murphy, 'regardless of who is the leader 22 hours away by air in the heart of
Africa.' Until 2012, Bishop Murphy had insisted that all communication from AMiA
Kolini (Interview, July 2012) points to the fact that Duncan wanted AMiA to be "under" him, a
matter that pleased neither Chuck nor Kolini. There was something of struggling for power at this stage.
Boysel has been criticized as one who wrote in order to correct AMiA's public image wdth a little
embellishment.
"� Duncan interview with author, August 2013.
Kolini Interview with author, July 2012.
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proceed from and go through him. (Washington Statement I) The two Washington
Statements were written in the indicative form: i.e. stated as fact. The authors had worked
closely with Bishop Murphy and, like Bishop Thaddeus Bamum in Never Silent, we can
receive their statements as inside stories. While it is possible for some to argue otherwise,
since I was not an insider to AMiA, I fmd it difficult to disprove their argument. Ifwe
take this statement as tme, it reveals concems and leadership traits of the AMiA leader.
Bishop Chuck Murphy. Murphy's concem was that the nonrenewal of the personal
prelature would ignite ecclesial vulnerability by bringing into question AMiA's Anglican
legitimacy and diminishing Murphy's control. Additionally, Murphy anticipated the
severance of formal ties with Rwanda before the fact, which could have sped up the
process of his resignation. Yet these things might not explain the real problem that led to
the conflict.
Gary Smalley points out that "the extemal problem is rarely the real problem [but
that conflict comes when people] wrestle with a core fear," (Smalley, 2004:40-42).
Smalley goes on to illustrate that hurt leads to want and fear then people react. From this
incremental succession, it is possible that for Murphy, the lack of control that would
accompany the nonrenewal of his personal prelature which he had enjoyed and on which
he had sailed to perform enviably in ministry under Kolini signified a retum to his
experience under the Episcopal Church. For him this experience had borne such negative
consequences that led to painful departures from his former denomination. If so, then
Murphy would eagerly embrace the severing of a formal relationship with the Province of
Rwanda under its new and stricter leadership.'" As such we might say that Murphy's
need was for space from top leadership; that he shone best in ministry when he was
autonomous and with little supervision.
After all, as Craig Green comments, "the church is full of control-ism," (Green, 2012:24).
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But if this was true for Murphy, to the new archbishop such reasoning was not
founded on truth. Instead it would cause suspicion. Rwaje had only recently been elected
and enthroned to the Rwandan See. He was only starting to lead in this new position
when Murphy offered major revisions in their relationship. Notice the difference between
the backgrounds and the narratives attending them, with which these two men worked. If
my argument here is true then the situation had to escalate into conflict on the platform of
fear and suspicion, and these based on differing background narratives.
Seeking Clarification
Having been a local bishop with development and leadership in his academic
preparation, Rwaje understood that his new role required an initial stock taking of
whatever had been handed over to him. One of these was the Rwandan relationship with
its American missionary district. Over the first ten years the place ofAMiA had become
ambiguous in the minds of the Rwandan House of Bishops. Indeed as Chuck Murphy
rightly pohited out, only two of the current members of the House ofBishops were
bishops at AMiA's inception in January 2000 (Washington Statement I). AMiA had
grown tremendously before most of them were consecrated. Questions had come up that
required clarification for the House to better understand its role and to ascertain clarity of
relationships and roles. So, for instance, Gasatura reports that the bishops wanted to know
who made what decisions and what was PEAR's role in AMiA beyond the obvious
aspects ofministry they were allowed to perform from time to time; what could visiting
Rwandan bishops do in an AMiA church�spiritually, legally, relationally; what money
had come to Rwanda and for what projects, and how it had been used; also whether what
was received is what had been sent and, if not, where the anomalies were.'" At least as
Gasatura personal interview with author, June 2012; Bilindabagabo interview with author, June
2012.
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far as the general Anglican populace both in America and Africa understood, as the man
at PEAR's helm, Rwaje was ultimately responsible for AMiA's welfare and
relationships. At Rwaje's accession to the Rwandan See, AMiA was yet understood as
existing under Rwanda's authority�^both in the American public eye and in PEAR's.""
Now retired, Rucyahana's observation was that the former archbishop had often made
decisions for the House of Bishops and the Province ofRwanda without consulting or,
after the fact, informing the church he represented. And so the whole relationship of
AMiA and PEAR had become somewhat secretive. But, in contrast, Rwaje had started off
with a policy of transparency, hi this spirit, the House of Bishops wanted to better
understand and be more involved with AMiA. The House of Bishops wanted more
transparency, hi fact they dreamt of a time when they could so much as elect (or be part
of deciding on who would become) the next Primatial Vicar, i.e. Chairman of the AMiA
Council ofBishops, hi this way their responsibility with AMiA would be more obviously
fulfilled. The House ofBishops' decision to clarify AMiA's position with PEAR was
communicated in summer 201 1.
Proposing a New Entity
Around the time of this transition and search for clarity. Chuck Murphy revealed a
new proposal. Essentially, there would be no need to clarify anything since the
jurisdiction was going to cease its relationship with Rwanda and instead seek its Anglican
legitimacy with three retired archbishops. Murphy said: "We started a new thing and then
we became institutionalized. Every great movement starts with a prophet and ends with a
policeman."'" With his previously demonstrated disdain for strict ecclesiastical
structures. Murphy was unwilling to receive guidance from a new House of Bishops with
"" Most ofthe information in this paragraph came from interview with Bishop Nathan Gasatura,
June 2012 and Washington Statement I.
"'
http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/print.php?storyid=l 7261, accessed 4/29/14.
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an archbishop he had already compared with the Pharaoh who did not know Joseph."^ He
preferred loose structures in which he could be "free to be innovative.'"" hi studying
Rwaje's approach as chief steward of the Rwandan Province, Murphy knew Rwaje would
not leave him free range as did Kolini. Moreover, Murphy had, at Rwaje's invitation,
taken to a House ofBishops meeting both his accountant and canon lawyer to answer
questions the House had asked. But at the last minute the House had changed the plan.
One bishop mentioned that they had anticipated the Americans would take over their
meeting."* The Rwandan bishops kept Murphy and his companions out of their meeting.
The Americans returned home frustrated by what they understood to be a waste of time
and money.
This "painful visit""' could only serve to intensify Murphy's concem about
looming ecclesiastical vulnerability. His proposal had been in the works before this failed
meeting. The current circumstances only sped it up. The AMiA would transition from
being a missionary jurisdiction of Rwanda and into a missionary society in the tradition
of religious orders such as the Jesuits.'*"
The Washington Statement I reports on Murphy's proposal thus: The AMiA
would no longer be under direct oversight of the Archbishop ofRwanda, but instead
under a "College of Consultors�that is, seated or former archbishops. Initially, this
College would consist of retired Archbishop Kolini ofRwanda, and Archbishop Tay and
Archbishop Yong of South East Asia. Bishop Murphy would then transition from
Primatial Vicar to Apostolic Vicar. While executive authority would be the responsibility
of the Consultors, it would be largely delegated to the Apostolic Vicar and his
"apparatus," which is the national office of the AMiA. The AMiA's missionary bishops
"* http://ww.renewdc.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01AVhy-Did-AMiA-Break-with-
Rwanda.pdf, accessed 4/29/14.
'" Murphy's final address to the AMiA winter Conference, January 2013.
"* Bilindabagabo interview with author, June 2012.
"' http://ww.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=l 726 1#.U1 -k6FfyF50,
accessed 4/29/2014.
'*" Kolini interview with author, July 2012.
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would serve together as a Conference of Bishops, no longer a Council ofBishops, having
"no authority except what is granted them by the ordinal in the Book ofCommon Prayer
or delegated to them by the Apostolic Vicar".'"
The statement farther clarifies that AMiA would expand beyond its current
geographical boundaries of the United States, Canada and Latin America (since 2007
with Kolini's blessing) to plant Anglican churches anywhere in the world it wanted to.
Since religious orders must abide by a set of canons and AMiA would no longer
voluntarily submit to the canons ofRwanda, a new set of canons would have to be found.
However, for the time being, AMiA clergy would remain credentialed in Rwanda. The
new structure would permit the ordination ofwomen to the priesthood but not require it.
This permission signifies a significant change from AMiA's track record on this matter
(see Byassee, 2008:24). AMiA clergy would opt for either the Normative Rite (male
presbyters) or the Provisional Rite (male and female presbyters) according to preference.
Murphy hoped that, as before, the Rwandan Province would endorse and bless his
proposal with few or no questions, (Washington Statement I).
This proposal failed to sail through the Rwandan House ofBishops. The bishops
wanted to consider it but had yet to deal with other pressing local issues. They needed
time to pray and think through the proposal.'^' In his experience with the Rwandan House
ofBishops hitherto this time, this appears to be the first time that any ofMurphy's
proposals had received rejection.
'*' As does Katongole conceming Africa's experience, one could argue that at the center of
AMiA's existence there was a lie. The seeming amicable relationship was only so ifMurphy was
autonomously leading AMiA. And so the former archbishop had only offered help disguised as the
figurehead leader while all he did was to allow Murphy to be the real leader, something Rwaje had not
agreed to do. In this setting Murphy needed an endorser and Kolini had fulfilled this need. We might be
tempted to ask fiirther whether Kolini had known what he was doing and whether he continued to do so
deliberately so as to allow Murphy the latitude by which he had proved he would bear more ministry fhiit.
'*' Gasatura interview with author, June 2012. We note here the possibility that the bishops had
theological or other conceptual difficulties with the proposal. But this idea has not been expressed to me
either in my research reading.
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Leading the Leader"'^
The Washington Statement I also reports that Bishop Murphy was concemed
about Rwanda's dependence upon AMiA support. He mentioned that AMiA money given
to Rwanda was now two thirds of the provincial budget and that the Kigali seminary was
totally dependent on AMiA aid.""* During my visit to this seminary in July 2012 I found
that much development had taken place. Large buildings had been set up. But the school
was not functioning to its capacity due to financial constraints. My interviewees reported
that, as well as supporting various other projects around the Rwandan Anglican Province,
AMiA had supported various students attending American institutions whose funding had
been terminated as soon as the conflict started.'*'
hi the Washington Statement also it is reported that, in 2007, Murphy's canon
Lawyer Kevin Donlon, had written up new canons for the Province ofRwanda, which
were then approved by the Province. The canons did not mention the AMiA, but they
made provision for organizations such as the AMiA to become "missionary jurisdictions"
of the province through petitioning the House ofBishops. At the same time the canons
had sailed through the House ofBishops on Kolini's and Rucyahana's influence.
Alexis Bilindabagabo 's letter seeking clarification, a reckoning of the finances is
reported to have irritated Murphy, triggering his description of the former as a
"knucklehead."'** Upon their insistence on greater control in the AMiA, Murphy
caufioned the Rwandan bishops against "reverse colonialism."'*' He fiirther claimed that
I got most of the information in this section from Washington Statement I.
'*" This college's president, Antoine Rutayisire, said they were no longer looking to "our Father in
America" who, following the conflict, had ceased giving towards the school. Antoine's lesson was that
once their dependence on America proved unreliable, they shifted their focus to God alone (Rutayisire
interview with author, June 2012).
'" Rutayisire interview with author, June 2012; Mahoro interview with author, June 2012.
'** http://anglicanink.com/article/why-did-amia-break-away-anglican-province-rwanda, accessed
4/29/14.
'*' http://anglicanink.com/article/why-did-amia-break-away-anglican-province-rwanda, accessed
4/29/14. Notice how, at this time, Murphy speaks of reverse colonialism and not reverse missional
leadership. From the many lessons we have learned about colonialism in the second chapter, we might
interpret this choice ofwords to mean that Murphy felt that he was being mistreated by the Rwandans, as
did colonialists in Rwanda and America; that the result would benefit PEAR at the expense ofAMiA and
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the bishops' "directing and shaping what happens in North America is a bad idea, [and
that their increased involvement would be both] missiologically crazy and practically
foolish.'"** Here Bishop Murphy used strong language, a matter that did not go well with
the Afirican bishops whose followers hardly challenge them. Murphy here implies that his
Afirican patrons were deceiving themselves since decision making for AMiA would be
the preserve ofthe American Anglicans in charge of it. At this point, Rwandan bishops
appeared to be mere figure heads, a means of assisting AMiA to get to its goals.'*' Such a
situation easily causes conflict since neither of the two sides feels understood or accepted.
This lack ofunderstanding hurts the relational foundation.
Chuck Murphy is reported to have evenhially returned to Rwanda where he
answered the bishops' questions regarding finances stating that money coming from
AMiA to Rwanda had not been routine payments, but instead occasional gifts based on
needs expressed to him. But this was not how the bishops had understood the process.
The AMiA had adapted a system they called the 10-10-10 which had 10% ofthe
parishioners' offerings going to the parish, 10% of the parish income would go to the
AMiA and 10% ofthat to Rwanda - a regular flow. However, Murphy reported to AMiA
that Archbishop Rwaje had told him that "he could feel the tension lift" as Murphy
answered the bishops' questions.
Here Naughton's accusation that African sponsors were being bought to
propagate the theological agendas of theirWestem allies comes back into focus. The
problem seems to have enduring stamina since the economic imbalance between Africa
and America is becoming more pronounced with globalization (c.f Ross Jr., 2012:16).
that he sensed foul play in the relationship. Regardless ofwhat signaled it. Murphy was at least suspicious
of his new leadership team�the trust that had hitherto bound them together was being significantly eroded.
'** Bishop Chuck Murphy made these comments during the September 201 1 House ofBishops
meeting in Kigali. See: http://anglicansablaze.blogspot.com/2012/01/anglican-mission-winter-conference-
2012.html (accessed 3/16/2014).
'*' C.f Interview with Bilindabagabo, June 2012 seemed to imply this assertion when he
complained that the AMiA and PEAR relationship was a marriage of convenience and that the Americans
did not allow Rwandans to lead them, e.g. that none of the African bishops addressed a plenary session at
the annual Winter Conference.
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But if this is true then the church has sunk into a pitiful state. John McDonald, professor
ofmissions at Trinity School for Ministry in Ambridge, PA rejects the over simplification
of this relationship and says: "it has to be a true partnership," (Smietana, 2012:17). hi
other words, the assertion of buying opinions is not as simple as it sounds. There too is
testimony to the enduring nature of African willfulness even in the face of difficulty: so,
for instance, Rucyahana's refusal of grant money from Trinity Church, New York; � and
the East African Revival students who gave up their prized opportunity to continue in
theological school in order to keep the tenets of their new found faith (Farrimond,
2010:145).
Ecclesiastical Muck
For his insistence upon moving forward with the new organization the House of
Bishops cautioned Murphy that he was overstepping his bounds of authority. They
needed time to think and pray in order to advise AMiA on the best way forward. But
Murphy did not heed their admonition. Some sour letters were exchanged. Journalists,
such as George Conger, who at the time belonged to the Episcopal Diocese of Central
Florida, made sure to broadcast the information as soon as they had a handle on it."' Most
of the angry letters were easily accessed online in some cases before the intended
recipients received them. That Murphy was determined to have his way with the new
entity was widely acknowledged.
Calling a meeting of presbyters and regional leaders at AMiA's headquarters in
Pawley's Island, Murphy told the group that he was at the sixth ofnine steps. He had
called them together in order to communicate with them the 'latest thinking' around
'� The issue ofmoney has been secondary to most global South Anglican leaders as the article
here: http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=2598#.Ul-CDlfyF50 shows.
These Anglican leaders are faced with numerous situations of dire poverty and would gladly take the
money offered by Westemers if it had no spiritually costly strings attached.
"' More evidence ofConger's association with the Episcopal Church is here:
http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=15487&com_id=132448&com_rooti
d=132448&com_mode=thread&#commentl32448, accessed 4/29/14.
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AMiA. He fiirther clarified that any questions asked from the floor should be ones of
clarification rather than order. The latter would come at a later stage. For now they
should trust his judgment (Washington Statement I). In a general sense, the meeting
functioned as an ultimatum. Anybody who wanted to remain with AMiA had to abide by
the top leaders' expectations. Parish priests were not welcome to offer their input. Many
of them returned home fiiistrated because they had remained dissatisfied with the
proceedings. They felt that they had come to a meeting in order to receive unfinished
instructions waiting future clarifications for a way forward. This is the reason why the
Washington Statement came into being, as expressed by its authors. The way Murphy
treated his clergy is not unlike the way he himselfwas once treated by the House of
Bishops when they closed the door to him during a salient meeting, or the way he and
others were treated while still in the Episcopal Church.
Mass Resignations
Without Kolini, Murphy's experience with Rwanda had significantly changed.
Per online reports. Murphy continued to do exactly what Rwaje had asked to refrain
from. Eventually the House ofBishops gave Murphy a choice to either recant i.e. cease
his work towards a new society or resign his position as Primatial Vicar. Bishop Chuck
Murphy chose the latter. Rejecting "the godly admonition ofArchbishop Onesphore
Rwaje,""' Murphy and seven of the ten members ofAMiA's Council ofBishops decided
to break away from the Church in Rwanda on December 5, 201 1. They announced in a
letter addressed to Archbishop Rwaje that the Lord had guided them thus, and that they
had rejected the discipline and guidance ofPEAR (see appended letter). In the same letter
Murphy reminded Rwaje that the AMiA had entered "no covenant from the Anglican
"'http://www.standfirminfaith.com/media/AM-Letter-of-Resignation-from-the-House-of-
Bishops.pdf, (accessed 4/19/14).
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Mission to the Province" ofRwanda and that the canons goveming PEAR contained no
canonical mandate for erecting AMiA. He further claimed that from the very beginning,
AMiA's relationship with PEAR had been govemed by the personal relationship between
then Archbishop Kolini and Bishop Murphy. AMiA's submission to the Canons and
Constitution of Rwanda that was renewed annually at the Winter Conference in the
renewal of ordination vows was merely voluntary (see appended letter).
Some ofthe responders to this report have begged to differ citing that Murphy and
his colleagues had repeatedly communicated to the AMiA masses and Rwanda that their
relationship was more than simply good will. Recalling Murphy's argument for not
embedding under ACNA, when he stated that AMiA could not possibly function properly
under two different sets of canons, asserting at this juncture that their existence had
always been voluntary was surprising.'"
In response to AMiA bishops' letter of resignation, the Rwandan House of
Bishops wrote a letter on December 9, 201 1. A special bishops' meeting had been
convened "in order to clarify the status of those congregations and clergy who serve
under the canonical and ecclesiastical oversight of the Province ofRwanda, through the
mission outreach to North America.""" Reaffirming their love for and commitment to the
aforementioned family of Christ in this particular moment they assured them of their
prayers and welcome to remain canonically resident in Rwanda if they so desired. Since
the majority of AMiA bishops had willingly resigned they had thereby forfeited their
authority over AMiA clergy and congregations. The House of Bishops formally
appointed Bishops Thaddeus Bamum and Terrell Glenn "to provide Episcopal oversight,
for the sake of those North American clergy and congregations affiliated with
Rwanda."'" They anticipated a near future meeting in which they would chart a
'" See Washington Statement I, (accessed 11/20/14).
"" http://anglicansablaze.blogspot.com/2011/12/letter-from-rwandan-house-of-bishops-to.html,
accessed 4/29/14.
'" http://www.anglicanink.com/article/rwandan-house-bishops-december-9-201 1, accessed
4/29/14.
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sustainable way forward in mission together. In the letter, the Rwandan House ofBishops
said it was united in these decisions and commended the same to the parishes remaining
under Rwanda to keep focused on Christ.
Bishops Terrell Glenn and Thaddeus Bamum did not resign from Rwanda.
Remaining faithful to Rwanda, the House of Bishops tmsted them to lead the flock in a
time of transition. The majority of the AMiA churches remained with Rwanda and re
constituted themselves into the new PEARUSA, a Rwandan jurisdiction in North
America which would also be under the administrative care of the ACNA. More than two
thirds of the churches Murphy had helped to plant left him for the ACNA jurisdiction
under which he had previously refused to embed. They also remained loyal to Rwanda,
the provmce from which the AMIA bishops had resigned. Murphy and the resigned
bishops together with about a third of the congregations sought refiige elsewhere, but that
became more difficult to find than some had predicted.
Immediate Aftermath
The pastor to one leading AMiA congregation said that his church had to go
through a period of discemment as a result of these AMiA bishops' decision to resign
from Rwanda. Eventually, the congregation left the AMiA for the ACNA, some members
of the church left the congregation in order to remain with AMiA and others left to attend
no other church.
The AMiA-PEAR conflict was stressful on our congregation. First, it created
ambiguity about where we belong in the Anglican world and, until that was
resolved, left a feeling of anxiety. That being said, some in our congregation were
not very concemed about what happened, others were concemed but tmsted
things would be resolved in time. Others were deeply hurt by the way the AMiA
left PEAR. Six months after the AMiA left PEAR our congregation left AMiA
and affiliated with the ACNA."*
Personal email interview with Pastor MVP, 4/4/14.
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The presence of conflict within the AMiA presented the congregation members with a
discouraging stress and a distraction from their normal missional commitments. Even
though the conflict was not localized in their midst, it loomed over their activities and
held back their decision-making processes until some resolution had been reached. In due
course, congregations had to decide on which leaders to follow and who to discard, a
matter they had not hitherto anticipated. PastorMVP adds that: 'T know of one family
that left our congregation and stated that one of the reasons was that AMiA broke with
PEAR."
Another pastor adds that:
This conflict was particularly difficult for me. . . was disheartening, has put me in
a personal slump, and raised personal doubts about those who lead in AMiA,
PEAR, and PEARUSA. Here (in our locale), the conflict resulted in a fledgling
network being destroyed as individuals chose different paths . . . Some went to
PEARUSA, some to ACNA, and some to AMiA.'"
Pastor MMM was an eye witness to the crumbling of such detailed hard work for the
kingdom of God. The work had been done over about one decade but it came crumbling
at the heels of a short lived conflict. Even though antagonism did not characterize this
pastor's experience, hurt feelings were widely registered within his network of
relationships on account of the AMiA-PEAR conflict, challenging their missional
stamina.
Judging from the aftermath of the resignations that led to AMiA's departure from
PEAR's decade-long relationship a few representative local pastors registered stress,
ambiguity, anxiety, distraction, deep hurts, member deparhires, discouragement, and
doubts in higher level leaders. Such is the challenge of relational failure in a hierarchical
system. Those who held onto hope for good to come out of their dire situation did so
basing on the strength of their local relationships. The conflict cost the Anglican
movement in North America its hard eamed credibility in the eyes of the world it sought
Personal electronic mail interview with Pastor MMM.
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to invite, creating missed opportunities for mission: both to gain new members and retain
existing ones. The conflict shook up both relationships and commitments.
Here we have only considered the immediate results of the conflict. The rest of
the story has not yet unfolded. Keen observers and researchers are yet to learn much more
about the conflict's effect on its participants, as well as on the Church and its mission.
CHAPTER CONCLUSION
To use the language I developed in the second chapter, this current chapter has
revealed some cracks in walls close to the ceiling of the AMIA-PEAR relationships. Our
next chief concem is to trace these cracks to the foundation of the relationships
represented here.
The story of the Anglican Mission in America started with a conflict�the one
with the Episcopal Church�and ended with another conflict�^the one with the Anglican
Church in Rwanda. This latter conflict was more surprising than the former because,
while it was possible to see the first one coming, the second one was subtler and swifter.
Sandwiched between these two conflicts was a time ofmajor missional fruitfulness and
ease of relationships. Rwanda risked much to carry out what it understood to be a rescue
mission for disgmntled Episcopalian Christians. The fmitfulness of the AMIA decade
brought about great joy to participants. Yet this joyful story ends with another painful
conflict.
It is not as though the periods of conflict were without positives. The hope
granted by pockets ofpositives was the means by which members ofthe First Promise,
for instance, were able to continue in the midst ofmany negatives they noted within the
Episcopal Church setting, hi the same way, the AMiA and PEAR relationship continued
for a while during the time of cross-Atlantic dissonance because members held onto hope
for an amicable resolution. Yet each of these periods ended in an angry departure. The
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angry departures demonstrate that, even with positive anecdotes, conflict's negative
aspects tended to overwhelm its positive contributions, hi the end, conflict proved to be
undesirable for AMiA's missional focus within the American context. The cost of
conflict was significantly higher than its benefits to the cause ofmission. In the same
way, the intervening positive period in which there was church planting, growing
disciples, relative peace, a level of relational comfort and the like, registered some
challenges. Nevertheless, this generally positive period is dulled, not so much by the first
conflict as by the second one. The scandal embedded in this latter conflict is that while
the AMIA constantly improved its missional fruitfulness, its top level relationships were
increasuigly dysfunctional. The simultaneous missional success and top level conflict
made the whole affair messy and confusing to onlookers, giving them greater access to
negative signals against Christian life than positive ones. In this way, conflict
discouraged AMIA's missional thrust. And so we wonder why the latter conflict started
at all. Was it inevitable or preventable?
The answer to this question has something to do with relational foundations at
play amidst all these relationships, which is the concem of chapter 4. The role of this
chapter on history is to offer a historical basis upon which the next chapter will analyze
the setup of relational dynamics, aspects of cultural heritage and spiritual inheritance in
order to explain this surprise. Where the third chapter reveals cracks in relationships, the
fourth one traces them to their relational foundations."*
See Appendix 1 for a Tabular Comparison of the Two Crises.
CHAPTER 4
TRIGGERS OF THE AMIA-PEAR CONFLICT
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
At the height of its ministerial effectiveness, the Anglican Mission in America
(AMiA) ran into a conflict with its mother province, the Anglican Church of Rwanda in
East Africa. The AMiA had planted more than two hundred church congregations in the
space of about ten years�a lofty example in church planting terms, especially in today's
North America. Each church plant was strongly encouraged to commit to planting
another one or two in the next few years. Clergy were called, ordained and sent out to
these churches. Bishops were consecrated to assist both clergy and laity in their ministry
duties. The AMiA's ministry success so impressed many local Anglicans that the
Anglican Church in North America (ACNA) invited AMiA leaders to assist in training its
leaders in effectively planting churches. Trainings were well organized and manuals
provided to hundreds ofAnglicans at least twice yearly. Sessions were well attended,
testimony and a promise to ongoing missionary work in North America. AMiA aimed to
reach more than 300 million unchurched people in the United States and as many in
Canada as they could fmd.
The conflict, however, undid a significant amount of this exemplary work.
AMIA's numbers dwindled to about a third. The pain was widely felt by AMiA and its
people as well as its local and overseas partners such as the ACNA and PEAR
respectively.
Addressing several hundred followers in Greensboro, NC at their annual Winter
Conference, Murphy noted that in the first eleven years, the Mission celebrated
one new church plant every three weeks with a total of 268 churches. However,
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over the past eleven months, two-thirds (about 1 79 churches) had transferred into
another expression of church life, he said. '�
hi less than one year, most of what had been built over a decade was lost to other entities.
The eight out of ten bishops' resignation in one letter signified the digging up of the
AMiA garden. It was not a mere transition'*" from one state of existence to another as
though the change had been smooth. That "transition" was a "painful experience and a
big deal,"'*' said Chuck Murphy, AMiA's chairman. To some it was a death ofmany
precious relationships borne by conflict among God's people. Experiencing the aftermath
was reminiscent to watching a crumbling tower. Real pain accompanied those who were
in the tower along with their friends outside it. Did this have to be? Why did this conflict
happen? Given the pain registered by participants in this conflict, the loss ofmissional
opportunities and the Anglican Mission's reduced missional effectiveness that resulted
from this conflict, was it possible to preempt and prevent it, or, at least, to reduce its
costliness to the people involved and to the Church's mission?
My puzzle here is that, prior to the conflict, the AMiA-PEAR relationship seemed
sufficiently strong to allow for a decade-long amicable friendship ofmutual ministerial
blessings, regardless of administrative or jurisdictional interchanges and hiccups.
Moreover, it can be argued that there are worse relationships which survive for much
longer periods of time, enduring their undesirable conditions. What causal dynamics were
responsible for this conflict to reach the extent of separation? What responses and
'� http://vvww.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=17261#.Ul-k6FfyF
accessed 4/29/2014.
'*" On 9/15/2013, the AMiA website has been updated to read that "The Anglican Mission in the
Americas (The Mission) exists to raise, release and support leaders and communities of faith to reach the
lost for Jesus Christ in North America. Rooted in the Celtic missionary tradition and nourished by the three
streams of Scripture, the Sacramental Life and the Holy Spirit, The Mission has catalyzed over 200 church
plants since its establishment in 2000. Through a culture of creativity, flexibility, boldness, learning and
leadership, The Mission is committed and poised to build on its rich history. We invite you to join this
movement of rising, loving and leading with Christ in North America." The same site had welcomed its
visitors with another message which claimed that the AMiA had transitioned into a now transitioned into a
Society ofMission and Apostolic Works, which Murphy mentioned in his address to the new AMiA in the
second halfof February 2013 (see www.virtueonline.org of February 27, 2013).
'*' http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=17261#.Ul-k6FfyF50,
accessed 4/29/2014.
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reactions within the heat ofthe moment most likely encouraged the flare up to the
inevitable death of the relationship, so that it was not possible for both sides to hold on
for another decade or century? From my field research, there emerged two related major
themes. The one is change of leadership and the other is the meshing of personalifies
relating together in a new setting. There also were mentioned background issues such as
differences in relational heritage, spiritual legacy and cultural inheritance. But the first
two themes, which form the bulk of this chapter, might question the third, which is
considered in the conclusion.
The first I ever heard about the AMiA-PEAR conflict was from an American
bishop's public complaint, "Rwanda is holding onto us,'"*' ten years into the relationship.
This complaint was for me a window into the precipitation immediately prior to the
conflict, just before the rest of the world witnessed the flying and falling debris that
attended the crumbling of the AMiA house. It is this statement that piqued my attention
to the need for a deeper understanding of the AMiA-PEAR conflict as a matter at hand.
While spiritual, relational and cultural factors were mentioned, the overwhelming
majority of causal factors that my respondents voiced were administrative. Even this
"holding" complaint was an administrative rebuttal to an administrative injunction. We
note here that the statement was made by an American church leader in America among a
majority of American adherents in conference. We also note that the statement referred to
an African administrative position conceming an African relationship with an American
entity made in Africa amongst a majority ofAfrican leaders, along with its accompanying
actions. The latter circumstance invited the former reaction. We note also that
administration is relational and that relationships affect administrative effectiveness and
efficiency. The fmstrated bishop had a point. But one wonders to what extent his
response was founded upon a tme understanding of contextual factors on both sides of
This comment was made by a visiting ACNA bishop from the southem part ofthe United
States during spring 201 1.
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the relationship. The administrative issues discussed here below will lead us to a deeper
appreciation of the triggers which also beckon a deeper understanding of short or long
term contextual factors that could have mitigated the outcome of the conflict.
CAUSAL TRIGGERS
Causes of the AMiA-PEAR conflict can be expressed in a single statement: the
conflict situation arose as a result of who led who (relationships) by what authority
(position in church hierarchy and relational proximity, e.g. friendliness) and means (by
which that authority was transmitted to its effective end) within the prevailing context
(circumstances set in history).'*' This statement juxtaposes conflict triggers with the
context in which they occur, thereby exposing the causal dynamics of this particular
conflict. From research I found that the top most leaders were disunited and that their
conflict spilled over to lower level leaders and congregations. My suspicion is that there
were unresolved issues at the relational foundation of each despairing relationship and,
perhaps also at the personal foundation of each individual.
Change ofLeadership
Most ofmy respondents agreed that the immediate trigger that led to the AMiA-
PEAR conflict was the change of leaders, from Emmanuel Kolini to Onesphore Rwaje. In
a way the necessity for the conflict was sealed during that September 2010 election. For,
with Kolini's due departure from the helm of the Rwandan House ofBishops and
Anglican Province, Murphy would never feel the same about Rwanda. Only two senior
bishops were possible candidates: Onesphore Rwaje and Alexis Bilindabagabo. In fact,
following the events after the new archbishop assumed office reveals that for Murphy,
'*' In Shrock-Shenk and Ressler's (1999:23) terms, "who" here are the people, i.e. AMiA and
PEAR representatives; leading is the "what" ofthe conflict; and, authority and means are the "how" ofthe
AMiA-PEAR conflict.
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Onesphore was the more acceptable choice of the two. At the time ofRwaje's election,
however, it seems Murphy had a sense of hope that became less vivid as he became more
familiar with Rwaje's leadership style. There was to be a meeting between Murphy,
Kolini and Rwaje on the basis ofwhich AMiA's transition to the new leadership would
be affirmed or derailed. Murphy's report seemed to promise an amicable working
relationship with his new archbishop. So, any keen observer would find the enormous
souring of the two men's relational ambiance shocking, and the mass resignations
startling.
Change under Rwaje's Leadership
Any change, particularly as it relates to leadership introduces a general sense of
organizational destabilization. The stability that comes with assurance of the familiar and
the ease that accompanies normalcy are suddenly lifted. Numerous questions flood
people's minds. Change also offers innovative opportunity, for better or worse. In most
cases changing organizations realize a combination of both. Since PEAR was careful to
follow due processes in order to replace its top leader, the transition was reported to have
been smooth, peaceful and spirit filled.
Note here that both men are Rwandan bishops who had worked together for many
years - while Kolini was Archbishop Rwaje was Dean of the same province. Rwaje's
first inclination was to
put emphasis on what I have been doing, which is spreading the gospel,
promoting community development initiatives, and fighting poverty in general
[and] to lead the House ofBishops for the next five years with humility and
spiritual guidance.'*"
Rwaje considers his provincial ministry as more or less an extension of his
diocesan ministry - serving local Rwandan communities by spiritual nurture and physical
'*" http://www.anglicannews.org/news/20 1 0/09/bishop-onesphore-rwaje-elected-archbishop-of-
the-province-of-the-anglican-church-of-rwanda.aspx, accessed 1 1/16/2013
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material development. His style would not change. He would be to the Rwandan
Province what he was to Byumba Diocese. Moreover, he would "carry on the policies of
his predecessor. Archbishop Emmanuel Kolini, and push for the reform of the Anglican
Communion." There would be no change or surprises with him�just continuity. To the
added responsibility of leading the House of Bishops, Rwaje promised to lead his peers
humbly and, as senior among them, sought to emphasize spiritual guidance. Retired
Bishop Rucyahana added that Onesphore Rwaje had a "transparent policy."'**
Almost all the time I was in Rwanda and as I interacted with many Rwandans I
remained unaware of the tribal difference between Kolini and Rwaje. Out of the hundreds
of people with whom I interacted during my stay there, only two respondents revealed
this difference during an interview. While Kolini is a Tutsi, Rwaje is a Hutu.
"Archbishop Emmanuel Kolini also writes that tribal identification is frowned upon
within the Anglican Church of Rwanda."'*' That anybody would drive a wedge between
the two men on tribal basis irked Kolini who believes that there are more similarities
between them than differences.'** Kolini also readily remembers Rwanda's painful history
and yearns to quiet down any possible genocidal attitudes. Furthermore, the attitude of
non-differentiation on tribal lines is important for continuity from the one leader to the
other, seeing that Kolini and Rwaje represent two different tribes.
Once Rwaje took over the helm of the Rwandan church, he immediately
reconstituted the House of Bishops. Reconstitution is a new realignment of the house to
its new leadership: taking their focus from Kolini as head of the House, they now tumed
to Rwaje for leadership. Reconstitution of the House ofBishops is normal and to be
'*' http://geoconger.wordpress.com/20 1 0/1 0/08/rwandan-revamp-of-anghcan-ecclesiology-the-
church-of-england-newspaper-oct-8-2010-p-8/ , accessed 11/16/2013
'** See Rucyahana's letter to Murphy.
'*' http://geoconger.wordpress.com/2010/10/08/rwandan-revamp-of-anglican-ecclesiology-the-
church-of-england-newspaper-oct-8-2010-p-8/, accessed 1 1/16/2013
'** Even though people refrain fi-om discussing this reality, it remains latent in their hearts. From
time to time, a Rwandan will feel free enough to divulge a little of this information to a trusted fi-iend.
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expected with each new Archbishop. To expect one archbishop to lead as did his
predecessor is unrealistic. Moreover, it is not possible to escape some ofthe differences
between the two men. Their experiences at home and abroad along with their training
differ in some significant ways, affecting their emphases in office. Perhaps, for purposes
ofunderstanding the conflict at hand, the most important cause to note is that Rwaje had
not walked with Murphy in the same way as Kolini had prior to this time. Rwaje and
Murphy had not yet developed the same level of congeniality as had characterized
Murphy and Kolini before. While an amicable relationship was already present and its
continuity was promising, there was no promise of such depth of bonding between Rwaje
and Murphy short of repeating a painful history during which Murphy had become
especially close to Kolini.""
Perhaps the most telling differentiation between Rwaje and Kolini is contained in
retired Bishop Rucyahana's letter to his longer term friend, Bishop Murphy. In it he
sought to clarify some misconstrued assumptions, one ofwhich was that
Archbishop Rwaje has a transparent policy to consult with the House ofBishops
and the church councils on the issues pertaining to church management and
institutional business. Unlike the former Archbishop who took decisions without
consulting the house ofBishops and church councils and did not even inform
them ofwhat he has/had done on their behalf as church leaders (Rucyahana,
2011).>"
Reconstitution happens both in church organizations and civil government bodies as
exemplified here: (accessed 11/30/14) and here: http://anglicanmainstream.org/communique-fi-om-nigerian-
house-of-bishops/ (accessed 1 1/30/14).
"� Kolini would recall his own exiled experience, when he found it impossible to retum to his
beloved homeland. He also knew too well how his people were "experiencing untold, unimaginable
suffering . . . fi-om poverty, famine, disease, war�especially the genocide of 1994 . . . [and so he could not]
hear the cry of suffering and not swiftly intervene." Kolini often wondered why nobody came to the rescue
of suffering people. The two experiences�that of the Episcopalian faithful and that ofthe exiled
Rwandans�tallied at the meeting in Kampala (Bamum, 2008:159) where, to my best esfimation, the bond
between both men was sealed. Kolini's response to the American need is both pastoral and caring as it is
bold. He seeks the wellbeing of those who suffer silently. Murphy loves this pastoral man who brings him
good news at a high personal and official cost.
To his defense, Kolini complained that there was a time when his House ofBishops wanted
him to function as a Provincial Secretary who carried out the demands of the House rather than as an
archbishop who makes decisions on their behalf (Kolini Interview with author, July 2012).
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The difference between Kolini's and Rwaje's decision making processes is vivid
to Rucyahana. That Kolini made important decisions in Rwanda, as did Murphy in
America, without consulting or, at least in Kolini's case, informing fellow bishops and
other leaders, could owe to both men's disdain for such councils and processes,
especially as they were expressed in America. Having experienced great difficulty
through councils, Murphy might have concluded that no good would ever come out of
such meetings and processes, pronouncing them a waste of resources. Kolini could
support this view since inactivity of church councils was the source of untold spiritual
and emotional pain for his friends who were effectively ousted from their beloved
Episcopal Church.
Under Rwaje's leadership, however, the Rwandan House ofBishops realized that
they had neither sufficiently understood the running ofAMiA nor given it their best input
during Archbishop Kolini's leadership."' They considered AMiA to be a missionary arm
and thus an extension of PEAR. By virtue of this relationship the House ofBishops felt a
responsibility to know in greater detail how AMiA functioned, how decisions were made
and who was responsible for them. Moreover, Archbishop Rwaje had already
demonstrated his transparent policy whereby such questions were freely welcomed. In
view of the conflict it is important to note here that ChuckMurphy would not readily
welcome this change. The House ofBishops' heightened interest in the AMiA's business
signified the involvement of yet another church council, a group of decision makers, from
which type ofpolity he was refraining. Indeed he called it a bad idea and missiologically
crazy."' It is possible that Murphy had potential to endure this new approach to the
ministerial relationship for the sake of his cherished relationship with Rwanda had other
factors not caused the situation to escalate.
"' Interview with Bishop Nathan Gasatura, June 2012; also Interview with Bishop Alexis
Bilindabagabo, June 2012.
See: http://anglicansablaze.blogspot.com/2012/01/anglican-mission-winter-conference-
2012.html, accessed 3/16/2014.
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By contrast, we note here Kolini's concems about the source of the questions that
were asked during the time of transition. He thought of them as proceeding from a
disappointed bishop who had wanted to be his successor but had been let down by
Kolini's refusal to assist."" Kolini suggests that this bishop, being zealous for the power
that accompanies the Archbishop's office, determined to retaliate by undermining his
(Kolini's) efforts with AMiA, which would be tantamount to diminishing Kolini's
legacy."' The complicating factor here, however, is that one wonders why the rest of the
House of Bishops accepted the questions as legitimate if they were based on a self-
centered bid for power. And so, either Kolini is right in his assertion, which means that
there was a loop hole in the PEAR system, or the questions were legitimate.
Nevertheless, the AMiA leadership, as represented by the chairman, was used to
the former way. Kolini had normally agreed with Murphy on matters conceming the
American mission, reasoning that he did not sufficiently understand American culture or
know well the people who were brought for consecration to the episcopate to make major
administrative decisions at a distance."* This attitude of ignorance toward the American
ministry allowed the Primatial Vicar, Chuck Murphy, the latitude to make decisions as
and when he deemed them necessary. Washington Statement I adds that Murphy
informed the Archbishop and the latter generally endorsed these decisions without much
of a question or adjustment, for, he solidly tmsted his colleague�even when Kolini's
House ofBishops was often out of the picture. Moreover, to the Americans, change of
"" Kolini Interview with author, July 2012. Mark Quay, writing on 12/9/201 1 during the
immediate aftermath ofAMIA's fall out with PEAR, also suggests this idea. He goes ahead to give the
name ofthe second most senior Bishop at the time, the Rt. Rev. Alexis Bilindabagabo as one who had
wanted the position really badly yet he could not have it while Rwaje was both electable and preferred
(Message forwarded to the Church ofUganda Leaders Forum, 12/1 1/201 1).
"' That Bilindabagabo had expressed interest in becoming the next archbishop of Rwanda but that
when Kolini failed to support him in this bid, Bilindabagabo sought to destroy Kolini's legacy by raising a
storm about his handling finances sourced in AMiA has received greater testimony also from lower level
clergy in Rwanda (Kadimbe personal interview with author, 3/3/2014). Kolini claimed the same but did not
mention the bishop's name (Kolini interview with author, July 2012).
"* Interview with retired Archbishop Kolini, July 2012
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leadership in Rwanda suggested the possibility and even likelihood of change within the
ranks of AMiA.
In view of this discussion it is important that we look back to the theoretical
explanation of relational foundations in Chapter 2. We would merely scratch the surface
if all we see about the change of leadership is what has been mentioned above. This is
because there are foundations. Personal foundations were at play during the transition. It
is important to note the personal histories espoused by each key player. On account of
their personal stories and the circumstances that mattered most to them, it was easier for
Murphy to relate freely with Kolini and to steer organizations they led in directions that
generally agreed with each other. The change of personalities also meant the change of
questions asked; which tended to disfavor Murphy. By the same token, it was more
difficult for Murphy to work with Rwaje than with Kolini because there lacked depth in
similarity of personal foundations, the basis upon which their relationship was founded.
Personalities in Relationship
The most prominent players in the AMiA-PEAR story are Emmanuel Kolini,
Chuck Murphy, Bob Duncan and Onesphore Rwaje. All other key players somehow
relate with these four. There is an amicable relationship between Kolini and Murphy and
a comparable one between Rwaje and Duncan. However, these relationships are
somehow mitigated by the relationship between Murphy and Duncan. To use Lederach's
language, the first two sets of relationships, Kolini/Murphy and Rwaje/Duncan, are
comparable to sea waters that flow towards the shore of love, and the latter relationship
between Duncan and Murphy is comparable to the sea waters that flow toward the shore
of fear (Lederach, 2005:42). The direction of these relafionships affects the rest of their
relafionships. So, for instance, Kolini relates with his House ofBishops, with Duncan and
with his successor Rwaje in certain ways that depend on his relating with Murphy, hi the
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same way, Rwaje strengthens certain relationships (e.g. with Duncan) and shakes up
others (e.g. with Kolini and the AMiA Council of Bishops) on account of how he relates
with Murphy and Duncan. The key here is the fear and love quotient, or we might call it
the directional factor. The directional factor determines whether a relationship will realize
conflict or if it will remain far from the shore of fear and, per chance tum around toward
the opposite shore. Movement also has an aspect of speed. Why the escalation is faster in
some relationships and slower in others depends of the strength of the directional winds.
Whether a relationship is characterized by fear or love is dependent on the personal
foundations represented in it: if the individuals involved are inclined by their
circumstances to fear rather than relax in a certain relationship then so it will be.
There are many more possible salient relational combinations that could be
considered here. But the following examination of relational factors will suffice as a
representation of the most important relationships that caused the AMiA-PEAR conflict.
Kolini and Murphy
"A retired leader who does not in a timely manner relinquish the instmments of
authority but seeks to somehow remain in charge of affairs of a past office becomes a
stumbling block to his/her successor's ministry.""' Even though it had started out official
in the years leading to the first consecrations in January 2000, in 201 1 and 2012 the
relationship between Kolini and AMiA, particularly with Murphy, seems to have become
personal. During the AMiA decade, it had become possible for Bishop Rucyahana to
describe what "started as a move of the Spirit," as expressed in the use ofministerial
offices, as a "human endeavor.""* Here we might call upon the personal relationship that
"' Henry Orombi asserted this claim during his Interview with me in June 2012. An ACNA
bishop I met in Kentucky echoed this concem (ACNA Bishop I, Interview with author, August 2013).
"* Bishop Rucyahana makes this statement in his letter to Bishop Murphy ofNovember 14, 201 1,
also here: http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=15198#.UkB2Ah3A-nY,
accessed 9/23/2013.
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Kolini expresses in: "I was always related to Chuck.""' Even though he was already
retired as Rwanda's archbishop, Kolini pursued a new place for AMiA in the immediate
aftermath of the AMiA-PEAR conflict. As an African host, Kolini expended much
energy and time working for his guest (AMiA). Yet to some respondents primarily in the
West, Kolini's conduct suggests that he felt personally responsible for the fall out; or
took personal responsibility for his friend Murphy's conduct; and that he failed to trust
his successor with such personal issues as his track record which was at stake in the wake
of his official departure from the office ofArchbishop. Neither did Murphy trust Rwaje
to renew his personal prelature.'"" Kolini thereby gave the impression that he was
personally responsible for what had happened or would happen to AMiA.
"Kolini kept talking for moths after his Primatial term ended."'"' Kolini appears to
have listened to his friend Murphy but not to his successor Rwaje. He was willing to
assist Murphy all the way even though Rwaje could have benefitted from Kolini's
attention at this time. For instance, Kolini asked the Bishop ofBunyoro-Kitara Diocese in
Uganda, where he had sojourned in exile, to take AMiA under his wing.'"' But, in
consultation with the then Archbishop Orombi, Bishop Nathan Kyamanywa declined to
receive AMiA. Eventually Kolini found a positive response to AMiA's plea for a new
home in Congo.'"' But this fix was short lived. And so AMiA fell back to the three retired
archbishops: Rwandan Kolini, and Asians Yong Ping Chung and Moses Tay who each
played an important role for AMiA's development and sustenance during 2000-2010. It
"' Interview with Retired Archbishop Kolini, July 2012.
'"" See Washington Statement I.
'"' ACNA Bishop I, Interview with author, August 2013.
'"' Conversation with a Florida based AMiA priest during Kyamanywa' s celebration of a decade
ofministry as Bishop in Hoima, Uganda, August 2012. Also Kolini interview with author, July 2012 and
Kyamanywa interview with author, June 2012.
'"' At the time that the AMiA was welcomed into Congo, Congolese Archbishop Henri Isingoma
was only settling down in his new office. A message on AMiA's web site assumed a more permanent
relationship with the Province than Archbishop Isingoma had anticipated. Some American Anglicans were
surprised and confused by this rather abrupt and previously unforeseen relationship. One lay woman
exclaimed: "where did that come from?"
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was about these three men that retired Bishop John Rucyahana warned Murphy in a
letter:
It may be extremely hard to comprehend for the retired Archbishop Kolini who
led AMiA as a mission of Rwanda and now moves with AMiA out ofthe
Province during his retirement. I would implore you to reconsider this move, but
if you so choose ... be in consultation with the Province ofRwanda. It would be
very sad to start with a wave of the Holy Spirit and end up with a human agenda. I
therefore request you very kindly to be considerate on the retired Archbishop
Moses Tay and retired Archbishop Yong both of whom God used to assist and
bless AMiA at its formation. Please do not use them when you are taking this
move, least you hurt their reputation.'""
Indeed, an ACNA bishop (an American man) underscored his difficulty to understand
why a retired archbishop would keep on leading instead ofmoving on or resting.""
Rucyahana's comments suggest that even in retirement, at least at the time of this writing,
Kolini was steering AMiA away from the course towards which he had led it during his
term of office. If this was true, then Kolini was sabotaging his own work as well as that
of his successor. Per his note, Rucyahana is interested in the preservation of the retired
men's reputation, lasting legacies and positive spiritual and social testimony among
God's people. He seems to assert that: If godly leaders are enticed to concede with a
human move in their retirement, history will place them among the ungodly examples
and judge them harshly.'"* Yet, as he went about assisting Murphy and whatever had
remained ofAMiA, Kolini did not demonstrate a realization of this predicament.
'"" Letter was dated November 14, 201 1 and is here:
http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=15198#.UkB2Ah3A-nY, accessed
9/23/2013.
'"' Interview with an ACNA bishop, August 2013.
'"* The other implication ofRucyahana's statement is that the reasons Murphy and his team had
given for their move out ofRwanda and starting a new entity were not spiritual and necessary but merely
human opinions without the benefit of divine guidance. Unlike the mutual agreement at AMiA's beginning
during the theological controversy with ECUSA which for him bore certainty of God's blessing, the latter
conflict seemed more an issue of convenience (c.f Alexis Bilindabagabo). African church leadership
changes rarely cause such a rift between new leaders and their followers. It seemed that the AMiA was at
this time breaking off from Rwanda out of personal differences and not for spiritual reasons. Theophilus
Nsengiyumva echoes this idea when he adds (without naming anybody) that "in the Afi-ican context we say
that they are not saved. They do not know about salvation. They are leaders in church but not spiritual,"
(personal interview with author, June 2012). In other words, the spiritual nature of this conflict was more
on the opponent's side than on God's.
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Moreover, if a human agenda takes over God's move, then the cause ofGod's mission
lies in human custody from which the enemy can easily snatch it. Rucyahana's caution
here has to do with the cause ofmission as it relates to the God ofmission and the people
of his mission.
From the way they worked together following Kolini's retirement, it is apparent
that both Kolini and Murphy wanted their official relationship to continue. This
understanding is consistent with Bob Duncan's image of a personal prelature as opposed
to what he referred to as the Anglican conciliar type of leadership. Although Kolini
confessed to being open to Archbishop Rwaje should he have any questions for him,""
earlier reports from Rwanda revealed that, for a while, Kolini and Rwaje were not on
talking terms. Perhaps Rwaje felt that his predecessor had mishandled the situation prior
to and unmediately following the passing on of the baton.'"* Then again I wonder if this
might be a conflict over retained power.
In the third chapter I report on a conversation between Archbishops Bob Duncan
and Emmanuel Kolini during which the latter told the former that "whatever Bishop
Murphy decides is what they would do." During that same interview, Duncan added: "In
that comment, which was in my very first conversation with Kolini about what had
happened, I think is an awfiil lot of the truth ofwhat happened." Had Duncan known this
dynamic, it is likely he would not have needed to call Kolini about that case. Another
prominent Anglican primate referred to Kolini in this relationship as a "yes man.'""' For
an African leader of Kolini's stature, the title "Yes Man" comes as an insuh and an
accusation. Hearers want to know what the leader did to deserve the title. Searching the
leader's multifaceted legacy, hearers will stumble upon the "whatever." That "whatever"
'"' Kolini, Interview with author, July 2012.
'"* In his message to a North Carolina PEARUSA congregation, Rwaje revealed: "I said: 'Oh, is
this what it means to be an Archbishop?"' The question was in the context of thanking congregants for
praying for and encouraging him through the difficulties that attended his accession to the Rwandan See.
Interview with an East African Primate, June 2012.
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is the problem."" It lets down the expectations of all who trusted AMiA on the basis of its
existence under Rwandan authority. Yet, ifwe consider that the Primate endorsed
"whatever" the Primatial Vicar decided, the general public is betrayed and the whole
operation appears deceptive, histead of guiding decisions and their outcomes, Kolini's
leadership contributed to the said autocracy because he listened primarily to Murphy and
made decisions on that basis. The decider really was not Kolini. It was Murphy.'" While
Kolini asserts that "Duncan was smart"'" in a political sense because he amassed to
himself the churches that AMiA had worked hard to plant, Duncan's comment clarifies
that Murphy was the clever one because he had Kolini agreeing with his every decision.
While this was so under Kolini's watch, recent developments gave Murphy no
reason to expect that Rwaje would accept this type of relationship. Neither was it possible
in their relational history.'" Starting with a transparent approach and involving the whole
House ofBishops at this early stage as we have seen above, Rwaje signaled retum to the
way thmgs had been done during AMIA's early days�where the House ofBishops was
' Let me hasten to add that, while the "whatever" is a problem, Kolini explained that "I don't
understand their culture." And so on the basis of an overarching measure of trust as is wont to be found
among Afirican evangelicals, Kolini allowed the Americans to do in his name what they deemed most
expedient. He thought, "There is no need to put our head in there." In delegating his leadership to Murphy,
who understood his own culture better than Kolini could ever hope to learn it, I believe that Kolini hoped
for AMiA's well being, anticipating this move's possible positive results but perhaps not the negative
outcome. In that case then, Kolini's leap of faith proved the opposite of his expectation. Ultimately, instead
of leading Murphy, Kolini followed him. (Quotations in this paragraph are excerpts firom Kolini interview
with me, July 2012.)
'" Since he held the wallet from which certain sectors of the Rwandan Anglican Church were
receiving much needed financial assistance. Murphy was a patron. It is a patron's prerogative to receive
due honor. Part of that honor is the society's conferring of authority to make decisions without being
challenged. In a personal conversation with him on 4/15/14, Gregg Okesson told me a story of how an
African patron received great honor which the large gathering showed by turning up in large numbers only
to listen to him. This patron also took the liberty to use twice as much time that had been allocated him by
the organizers of the occasion. As soon as the patron concluded his speech and left, the majority ofthe
crowd dissipated before hearing the missionary's sermon. As long as Murphy was seen in the light of a
patron, he could take liberties that non-patrons were not allowed to take.
"' Kolini, Personal Interview with author, June 2012.
'" Even though Rwaje might have been present at the Kampala Meeting, for instance, he is not
presented in any prominent place supporting or discouraging the formation ofRwanda's relationship with
AMIA or its latter continuance. While Kolini is reported to have been present I do not have evidence of
Rwaje's attendance at this meeting. Also, Rwaje's working with AMIA during its heyday does not stand
out as much as does Kolini's.
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more fully involved in decision making processes conceming this mission venture.
Murphy demonstrates the difficulty of being under authority for people who possess
powerful authority. Kakyaama mamera bwokagolola okamenha is a Kisoga saying
meaning: "to correct a bent tree is to break it." The Kisoga culture, which significantly
resembles the Kinyarwanda one, expects the owner of the tree to correct it in its infancy.
Late correction often kills a branch of the tree. In the same way, while he sought to do a
commendable job, fixing the relational dynamics at this stage was likely to maim or kill
the relafionship, especially if the corrected side understood itself to possess a patron's
immunity and was thus unwilling to receive that correction. A similar saying in the
English language is: "you can't teach an old dog new tricks." In other words, all
necessary stipulations should have been made at the earliest signs of settling down in the
relationship, perhaps in the year 2000 or 2001. But this did not happen."" Per Rutayisire
and, to an extent Bilindabagabo, the fault was back in Rwanda. Rwanda was in
leadership, could have anticipated and preempted this conflict and corrected these causal
dynamics earlier on, but it did not do so. This is one reason why, in the final chapter, I
develop the idea of conflict preemption as a means ofpreventing conflict and/or reducing
its costliness.
A note on who gets to lead is in order here. MaryKate Morse believes that
"power is constituted between persons in a group through myriads of little body
cues and instinctual decisions. Power, which gives an individual or a group the
right to influence, is created through the small decisions groups make about who
will be entmsted with the leadership baton and who will not," (Morse, 2008:16).
Someone takes authority in a certain situation on account of the way that person presents
him/herself to those among whom he/she functions. In this case the AMiA sandbox (to
borrowMorse's terminology) included a natural leader named Chuck Murphy whom
"" C.f. Alexis Bilindabagabo, Nathan Kyamanywa, Nathan Gasatura, Antoine Rutayisire and
others agree that the Memorandum ofUnderstanding stipulating what Bilindabagabo called "non-
negotiables" was essential at the very beginning. According to these assertions, the late timing of these
adjustments was a trigger to conflict causation.
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Kolini found sufficiently impressive to lead on his behalf as PEAR's Primatial Vicar in
the United States. Sometimes, Chuck also led in Rwanda�e.g. by participating in the
House of Bishops Meeting, or working on revising the Canons of PEAR. Then there
came a change in the sandbox when Murphy remained but Kolini left and was replaced
by Rwaje. Rwaje was to do what Kolini used to do but he changed some working
dynamics when he disallowed Murphy to lead the AMIA with as little involvement from
PEAR as before. There was a clash ofwills at the foundational level. Nevertheless,
Kolini was by now outside but close to the "sandbox's" periphery. He sought to guide his
ftiend, Murphy's path to navigate the new dynamics of the "sandbox." When a leader, or
in our case here, a patron, must occupy the center of the sandbox, he/she forces other
leaders to retreat into the shadows (Morse, 2008: 15, 17). When the others stand their
ground a fight ensues. Within Church circles, however, this scenario is received as
inappropriate. Even though he illustrates it here, this observation is not aimed at Chuck
Murphy in particular. It is not the preserve ofmiddle aged white males from America's
South. This frait is also found among other races e.g. Africans; it can be discerned among
women, children, clergy and lay people. Mentioning it here, however, assists us to
understand possible causes of the conflict that separated AMiA from PEAR.
Murphy and Duncan
From a distance, such as Africa, Murphy and Duncan look like dear brothers in
the faith and ministry having little difference between them. From a distance we observe
them as white middle-aged men, leading predominantly white churches. They fit the
stereotype ofthe men in charge of American affairs. While acknowledging similarities,
we must understand that stereotypes are often quite misleading, as in this case. The
stereotype is far from the truth.
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Indeed, both Duncan and Murphy are similar for they left the Episcopal Church
never to retum. They held onto the foundational principles ofHoly Scripture�the major
tenets of the faith such as the Christ event: the virgin birth, the death and resurrection of
Christ, and the exclusivity of Jesus as the means of salvation and only way to the Father.
For this reason both men incurred the wrath of the Episcopal Church whose doctrinal
basis was changing. They were each defrocked to where they could never function in an
Episcopal Church again.'" They both expressed their need of and sought global South
Anglicans to receive and support them, as when they stood together at that pivotal
Kampala meeting when other Episcopal bishops deserted Duncan. Both Bob Duncan and
retired Archbishop Kolini agree that the relationship between Duncan and Murphy was
positive and exemplary at the beginning, and that both of them even participated together
in forming the Common Cause Partners and worked hard towards the formation of
GAFCON."* Yet, to my surprise, these two men took different paths�^not theological but
practical administrative�in which they showed their volitional perspectives to be
decidedly different.'"
An ACNA bishop describes the relationship between Chuck Murphy and Bob
Duncan thus: "The two men could be in the same room and give one another most
wonderful compliments that went unheard.""* Neither one could hear the other's positive
comments on account of so much intervening animosity. Their perception of one another
was clouded by an overwhelming mass of negative debris from previous skirmishes and
the principles for which each stood against the other.
'" A vote was taken to determine Duncan's deposition. See story here:
http://www.virtueonline.org/pittsburgh-episcopal-bishop-robert-duncan-faces-iudgment-dav, accessed
11/30/14.
"* Kolini interview with author, July 2012; Duncan interview with author, August 2013.
'" I am surprised that even though they had faced all these life altering events together, a matter
which should have sealed their bond in a deep fi-iendship, these two men fell apart after some time. This
fact reveals a deeper commitment to the differences in their personal foundations than to their similarities.
"* ACNA Bishop I, interview with author, August 2013.
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During my interview with him, Kolini explained the tension between the two men
as arising from the jurisdictional location of church plants. He said that Rowan Williams,
then Archbishop ofCanterbury, had advised Bob Duncan that in order to be recognized
as Anglican Archbishop in North America, Duncan would have to gather the Common
Cause Partners under his wing. Since he had left the Episcopal Church with only part of
his diocese and none of the other Common Cause bishops had a sizeable number of
church congregations, Kolini thinks that AMiA was the only viable group. As Kolini
remembers, Duncan had "said to Chuck: 'You all have to be under me, like Kenya and
Uganda,' (and, by implication, Nigeria, the REC and other partners). But Chuck replied:
'We work in fellowship, as partners in the gospel but we are not under you. We remain a
missionary outreach of Rwanda.'""' To Kolini, this was the source ofDuncan's
displeasure because, AMiA was coming to 300 churches, and no other jurisdiction had
had a similar rate of success. "He had to find ways of how to get these churches.'""' And
so Kolini believes that his retirement provided Duncan a "wide open door" to do what he
had always wanted to do: namely, to take over the fiiiit ofAMiA's church planting
efforts in North America. Indeed, Bob Duncan referred to a conversation with Kolini in
which he reminded him of their mutually agreed commitment to "a united North
American province."'" Yet, according to Duncan, what happened was Bishop Murphy's
decision to distance himself from the ACNA. In response, Kolini says: this was Duncan's
cunning."'
Perhaps the most important difference between Duncan and Murphy during the
AMiA decade was their attitude towards church structures. Both men had experienced the
use of church leadership structures in the Episcopal Church. ECUSA had used stmctures,
holding members hostage to long drawn out decision making processes. Moreover, what
Kolini interview with author, July 2012.
Interview with Retired Archbishop Kolini, July 2012.
"' Interview with Archbishop Robert W. Duncan, November 8, 2012.
'" Interview with Retired Archbishop Kolini, July 2012.
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conservatives understood to be a theological virus that attacked the church had seeped
from its top most leadership to its depths through decision making processes�^through
synods, councils and general conventions.''' But the revisionist leaders' inclusion of said
unrighteousness and unfaithfulness to the tenets of the faith and theological tendency
towards heresy were expressed in the church's structure to which these leaders had ready
access. For conservatives, these leaders had infused a little heresy here and there from
time to time, just enough to stimulate a long-term plan without causing an out-of-hand
kafuffle. When these unwelcomed elements took over the church's structure, it became
increasingly difficult for the conservatives to fimction normally within that church
system. Following the logic of this analysis, then, we can use Emmanuel Katongole's
terminology (represented in the second chapter) to say that the Episcopal Church leaders
were telling a different story, or, to use Charles Taylor's wording, they were writing a
different social narrative for the Episcopal Church. Among these leaders were bishops
like John Spong, a popular writer whose Twelve Theses had already inspired some
members of the Episcopal Church."" Spong can be likened to the philosophers ofwhom
both Katongole and Taylor speak. Since the story had already been retold, the
conservatives saw the difficulty of retelling the original story within that context. And so,
for them, the most viable response was to seek an exit from the Episcopal Church.
Each of the players affected by these processes in ECUSA reacted to them one
way or another. Historical development following their departures from the Episcopal
Church reveals to us the difference between Murphy and Duncan. As his track record
'" For examples ofAnglican order and polity, information can be found here:
http://www.generalconvention.org/ec, accessed 4/29/14 and here:
http://www.anglicancommunion.org/communion/index.cfm, accessed 4/29/14.
"" Stephanie Monk ofthe Patrick Henry College reports on her research into John Shelby Spong's
life and writings and offers a refutation of his Twelve Theses. Monk's work is here:
http://www.phc.edu/UserFiles/File/_Other%20Proiects/Global%20Joumal/9-
l/Stephanie%20Monk%20vol%209%20no%20 1 .pdf accessed 1 1/28/14. More evaluation of John Spong's
works is carried in this edition oiApologia: The Journal of the Wellington Christian Apologetics Society,
(Volume 7, [2/3] 2000) here: http://www.christian-apologetics.org/pdf/SponpRev20Web.pdf accessed
11/28/14.
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reveals, for Duncan, the need was for a structure that is clear of heretical debris. So he set
up an exemplary provincial structure with a theologically conservative decision making
process. Even though it resembled the former church in its diocesan set up, the ACNA
(Anglican Church in North America) was different from the Episcopal Church (TEC) in
doctrinal emphasis and moral practice. Duncan kept the Bible which he interpreted in a
conservative manner. As his parishioners and lower level clergy testified, Duncan was
found to be kind, and to listen to varying opinions before making a final decision. In this
way people felt represented and not left out. While Duncan worked towards cleaning up
the structure in order to gain from its useftilness. Murphy preferred the excision of
structure in order to protect the church from the structure's encumbrances. And so,
Duncan's preference was Murphy's disdain�a point of conflict.
Together with Kolini, Murphy felt that structure was a mere stumbling block to
the call ofministry, to planting growing churches and to reaching the 300 million
unchurched Americans he sought to invite into new church-plants."' Since Duncan had
been a bishop in the Episcopal Church system, his experience afforded him opportunity
to view as acceptable some aspects of the episcopacy and discard the things over which
he and the church that deposed him had disagreed. Murphy, on the other hand, had not
been a bishop in the Episcopal Church. He had been a presbyter whose concem was
primarily with the way he and other clergy had been led by bishops within the church
systems to spiritual disobedience and to disrespect their ordination vows. It is Chuck
Murphy and another 29 Episcopalian clergy who had called attention to this discrepancy
in the Episcopal Church's original "doctrine, discipline and worship" when they signed
the First Promise's founding document in September 1997."* These clergymen realized
that they had been systematically discouraged from adhering to key doctrines such as the
"' Kolini interview, Kigali, July 2012.
"* http://listserv.virtueonline.org/pipermail/virtueonline_listserv.virtueonline.org/1999-
March/000 195.html accessed 9/22/2013.
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uniqueness and Lordship of Jesus Christ and following the historic tradition of faith.'"
Murphy's frustration was with the structures of the Anglican Communion, particularly as
they encumbered the ministry to which he and other clergy had been called. While
Duncan thought it wiser to keep a tradition to which the beneficiaries had become
accustomed. Murphy sought to pioneer a system in which systemic encumbrances to faith
were minimized if not rendered impossible."*
Therefore Murphy sought to minimize structure to the greatest extent possible.
His decision making process reflects this perspective. He announced decisions and
expected other bishops and clergy to follow."' Prayerfully, he thought on behalfof the
leaders he led and trusted that his was the best way forward. In effect, the AMiA structure
was especially embedded in one man�the chairman himself"" Some ofMurphy's
followers were disconcerted because they were left out of the decision making process
which directly or indirectly affected their lives and the lives of the people for whom they
were responsible. In light of relational foundations, the difficulty between these men can
best be understood in the disparity between their personal foundations. The differences
were much more important to them than the similarities were�^because their differences
were located at deeper levels of their personal foundations than the similarities.
Owing to this foundational difference, neither of these two men�Murphy or
Duncan�could work with the other. Duncan agrees that the stark difference between the
two of them was that while he led through synods and councils. Murphy led through a
peculiar "personal prelature" insisting that all decisions and communication in AMiA had
"' See comments here: http://www.theroadtoemmaus.org/RdLb/32Ang/Epis/AMiA/lstProm.htm,
accessed 3/3/13.
"* Notice how close Murphy's approach comes to my concept of conflict prevention by
preemption. In seeking peaceable relationships within the church so as to forge a way forward with the
gospel process. Murphy was concemed to get rid of all encumbrances to this hope. The question would be:
how realistic was his perspective? Ifwe ask this question ofMurphy's idea, it is in order to ask the same
question ofmy proposal. We will retum to this question in the fifth chapter.
"' C.f Duncan interview with author, August 2013.
Bob Duncan was dubious about Chuck Murphy's "personal prelature." He thought it not to be
"the Anglican way," (Duncan interview with author, August 2013).
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to go through him."' Per Duncan, Murphy's leadership style was yet unknown in the
Anglican tradition. Fmstrated AMiA clergy, such as those who wrote the Washington
Statements (I and II) would agree with Duncan in this assertion. To Duncan, rather than
cultural difference between Rwanda and America, the main cause of conflict was with the
man at AMiA's helm�Bishop Chuck Murphy. "IfChuckMurphy had not been in the
picture" with his personal prelature, asserted Duncan,"' the causal dynamics of this
conflict would have been very different. Per chance the conflict might not have happened
only ten years into the relationship.
Without prior discussions with him, Rwandan people generally agreed with
Duncan about Murphy�for they considered Murphy in a negative light'" but excused
Duncan. Why the majority of Rwandans would hold Murphy in a negative light without
first consulting with other Americans could be explained in terms ofMurphy's conduct
and communication especially as it became accessible through the intemet.
PEAR House of Bishops and AMiA Council of Bishops
In hind sight, the relationship between AMiA and PEAR was somewhat fluid,
uncertain and even confusing. It started as a highly risky response to a great need. The
one was zealous to remain theologically and spiritually upright and the other was
enthusiastic to assist in the fulfilling of that desire. By so doing the latter endorsed the
former in that posifion. The longed-for response came from a distant place across the
Afiantic Ocean: Rwanda's distance from America was geographical, cultural and
sphitual. The PEAR House ofBishops agreed and blessed its then archbishop, Emmanuel
Kolini, to pursue the matter on the Rwandan Church's behalf Kolini tmsted God and
traveled to Singapore where he and Rucyahana, on behalf ofPEAR, participated in the
"' Telephone interview with Archbishop Robert W. Duncan, November 8, 2012.
"' Duncan interview with author, August 2013.
'" Telephone interview with a Rwandan American in Wisconsin, name withheld by mutual
agreement, 4/1/12.
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consecrations that activated AMiA. The Council of Bishops came into existence during
the following years.
Two factors complicate this relationship: First, it is true that at the time ofthe
AMiA-PEAR conflict, the House ofBishops had mostly been replaced by men who had
been parish clergy in Rwanda and elsewhere at the start of the century and had therefore
not engaged the affairs ofAMiA from an episcopal perspective."" However, these new
men were now the legitimate representatives of the body on which AMiA depended for
its original existence. Second, while the relationship started as conciliar, with Kolini
askuig for guidance and support from the House of Bishops, it became a Kolini-decision-
process that only required Murphy's appreciation. This transition happened without
consent from the House ofBishops."' The bishops seem to have been surprised whenever
they realized what was happening. This type of transition, where public decisions are
taken privately, tends to resemble Chuck's personal prelature. It is possible to assert that,
so far as AMiA was concemed, Kolini too led by personal prelature at this time. For most
of this relational history, the two men led the AMiA in a strikingly similar fashion. And
so, from close to its start the relationship was embedded in the two leaders�Kolini and
Murphy, by whom it was shaped and through whom it was expressed to the rest ofthe
world.
Bishop Alexis Bilindabagabo called the relationship "a marriage of
convenience.""* This assertion refers back to the Kampala meeting when "we were
beggars" and other such interactions. Yet, Bishop Bilindabagabo 's assertion seems to
carry a measure of displeasure. He seems to say that PEAR and its House ofBishops was
only a means by which Murphy and the group he led had found all the support they had
needed/wanted for a sufficient period of time and were now ready to part ways. Such an
"" See Murphy's letter to Rwaje. This scenario gives rise to a question ofwhetherMurphy's
discomfort with Rwaje's new leadership ofPEAR is related to the current House's reconstitution of
members.
"' C.f Gasatura interview with author, June 2012.
"* Bilindabagabo interview, June 2012.
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attitude is what the Basoga ofUganda would call "kicking the ladder."'" hi a throw-away
culture such as America is, this assertion holds some validity. The question is whether the
attitude was applicable to the AMiA-PEAR relationship. An African cultural attitude,
however, would likely see the relationship more in terms of its long term implications.
Bishops Nathan Gasatura and Nathan Kyamanywa agree with Alexis that the
fluidity of the relationship between the AMiA and PEAR as represented by the two
episcopal bodies�the AMiA Council ofBishops and the PEAR House ofBishops, was
partly due to the lack of a clear memorandum of understanding. "* A memorandum of
understanding stipulates in a clear legal sense how the two groups are to relate: liberties
and limitations, privileges and responsibilities. The two entities co-existed but each had a
different impression of the particulars of their relationship.
Rwaje adds that the cause of conflicts in general has to do with church leaders not
following their by-laws."' By-laws are the rules that church leaders set for themselves
and their organizations in order to guide relational behavior and polity. While to the two
Nathans the rules were not sufficiently available for the two entities to function together,
to Rwaje there were sufficient rules to divert the possibility of conflict to a more
desirable outcome. And so, following Rwaje's perspective, rather than lack of rules and
'" Ladder kicking is where someone uses a ladder to get atop a building or tree and then kicks it
because it is no longer necessary for reaching the climber's goal. However, the saying bears a warning: that
when you next need that ladder to descend, it will no longer be available and you have nobody to blame but
yourself In persons, the 'ladder' might respond to such mistreatment with vindictiveness, rejecting any
future pleas for assistance. Moreover, other people who become privy to the story will likely fear the
mistreatment and act similarly.
"* A Memorandum ofUnderstanding serves as a "guide and counsel for leaders, pastors and
congregations." (See: http://thenalc.org/wp-content/uploads/Documents/Ecumenical/Memorandum-of-
Understanding-ELCT-and-NALC-08-08-20 1 3 .pdf. accessed 1 1/28/14). The lack of a Memorandum of
Understanding was widely acknowledged. Among other leaders, Antoine Rutayisire, a Kigali priest and
Principal of the Provincial theological college, articulated the omission as follows: "Already there was an
administrative hiatus that the devil was going to exploit. You leave a small space in your door: Satan will
put his foot there and open the door. The devil went through that hiatus. Simple: Archbishop Kolini was
gone as Archbishop ofRwanda. Talk ofhim remaining liaison ofAMiA and Rwanda was problematic."
"' Rwaje's perspective assumes that the rules were good and would have worked well under the
circumstances. However, the problem that attended the Episcopal Church which put in place flawed but
binding rules should have instilled in the Anglicans a degree of caution. The bylaws ofthe Rwandan
Province that Canon Donlon and Bishop Murphy revamped the seem to suit the AMiA perhaps more than
PEAR.
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documents, the problem was with people in important positions of responsibility: people
failed to follow the bylaws that were already in place. This understanding brings us back
to the original relationship: when Kolini and Murphy were discussing outside the board
room, or when Rucyahana called together a chosen few Americans to start plotting a way
forward, the players needed no memorandum ofunderstanding. Word ofmouth to warn
about the dangers of speaking up beforehand was sufficient. For they trusted each other
and all espoused a common cause. However, something had changed over the years.
Numbers of involved Christians had increased and logistics had become more
cumbersome. And so the evangelical church leaders had to trust in documents, the
relationship was no longer as warm and joyful or trusting as it had once been. With time
and increased numbers, coldness had set in and logistics ruled the relationships.
The relationship was fiirther complicated by African attitudes toward power.
Rwandan bishops were heard bragging: "Those Americans are under us." Even though
the Americans on the Council were fully vested as bishops, each with a purple shirt and
title just as the Rwandans in the House, the Rwandan bishops felt the need to brag a little.
So, "why would a bishop sitting in a diocese here (in Rwanda) feel superior to a bishop
sitting in America? They are both bishops. He is not a parish priest to be under a bishop.
If anything, they are more powerfiil because they have the money."'"" This African
attitude to power might have been in the back ofMurphy's mind when he spoke about
reverse colonialism.'"' However, while his assertion bore a level of legitimacy, Murphy's
comments fell into ears that had been deeply affected by unrelenting difficulty owing in
large part to their relating with Westemers in general (see, for instance, Katongole,
201 1:8, 20). Too many reminders remain in their daily lives (see also Orobator, 201 1:1)
'"" Rutayisire interview, June 2012.
'"' E.g. here: http://geoconger.wordpress.com/tag/chuck-murphy/, accessed 7/3/14; and here:
https://www.vulcanhammer.org/2011/12/09/some-more-unamerican-thoughts-on-rwanda-amia-and-chuck-
murphy/. accessed 7/3/14.
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and shake up the relational foundations upon which Westemers and Africans build their
relationships.
And so, at this point the Rwandan House ofBishops would not have been
listening to Chuck Murphy as a fellow bishop and fellow evangelical for whose ministry
the House had worked hard and risked much . . . No. Once the foundations were shaken
up by a reminder of the colonial past whose testimony was ever present among them, the
House was inclined to hear in him the voice of yet another conquermg "white man.'""' It
is likely in this spirit of fear (rather than love�see Lederach 2005:42) that Bishop
Bilindabagabo wrote Archbishop Rwaje asking him to exclude the Americans from their
June 201 1 meeting because these now "white" men had given him sufficient reason to
fear that they will take over the meeting.'"'
Among responses to the Washington Statement I, Anglicans Ablaze wrote that:
The 2007 Rwandan canons are heavily indebted to Roman Catholic canon law,
incorporating doctrine, language, principles, and norms from Roman Catholic
Church's canons. They established Roman Catholic govemance stmctures in the
Anglican Church of Rwanda as well as the Anglican Mission. They also replaced
Anglican doctrine with Roman Catholic dogma. . . . The adoption of the 2007
canons also represents an alteration of the doctrinal norms and formularies found
in the Anglican Mission's Solemn Declaration, which under the provisions of
Article V of the Solemn Declaration dissolves the Anglican Mission, that is, if the
Solemn Declaration had regulatory force at the time of their adoption.
According to the above statement, it was with the assistance ofKolini and
Rucyahana that the canons were hurriedly replaced in which case the bishops did not
spend sufficient time pondering or discussing them before signing the documents.
Instead, accepted the canons on the basis of tmst they placed in their leaders�
'"' Let us note that the people who opposed Chuck Murphy and his team at this meeting excluded
his friend Emmanuel Kolini who was already retired at this time, and to whom Murphy could never be
reduced to merely a white man. This is because Kolini and Murphy had had such similarity in their
personal foundations that they latched together at a deep level. This fact illustrates well the understanding
of how matching personal foundations can form strong relational foundations that I propound m the latter
part of this dissertation's second chapter.
'"' This letter has been referenced by many ofmy respondents during personal and email
interviews, also online such as the Washington Statement I. But the letter was no longer available online
when I sought to evaluate it.
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Archbishop Kolini and senior Bishop Rucyahana. So that we can consider it in a balanced
manner, let us assume that Bishop Murphy and his canon lawyer Dr. Donlon were
seeking the good ofRwanda when they proposed an overhaul ofRwanda's canons. On
PEAR's behalf, Kolini and Rucyahana granted them the benefit ofthe doubt which
allowed their proposal to sail through the House ofBishops. But when that benefit was
withdrawn and its attendant trust replaced with mistrust, even the modified documents
were liable to suspicion.'"" Here the extent of the Americans' involvement in Rwandan
matters comes into question.'"' While "strangers have no inherent right to credibility and
trust," and their motives and long-term impact are yet unknown, "the preliminary stage is
not usually characterized by suspicion," because they are received as guests and treated to
a honeymoon status; the stranger is allowed to grow culturally during the liminal stage
which follows and may, after a long time, be allowed to offer constructive criticism to
his/her hosts (Adeney, 1995:132-135, 137). When this permission is granted, the stranger
does well to respect his/her role as guest by remaining in the already set boundaries.
Otherwise the stranger might anger his/her host.
Jung Young Lee asserts that "theology is autobiographical," (Lee, 1995:7). He
fiirther elaborates this assertion that theology is "the story ofmy faith joumey in the
world. . . is my story of seeking who I am in relation to the community, the neutral
environment, time and history, the ultimate reality ofmy existence which I accept by
faith," {ibid, 7). As such, theology is irredeemably tethered to its context. This is why,
while styled as such, the canons were not representative of Rwandan Anglicanism which
tends to be less Anglo-Catholic than its American counterpart. Theology made by
Anglicans in Rwanda is inherently different from theology made by Anglicans in the
'"" None ofmy respondents stated or implied this assertion. This statement is my interpretation.
'"' Acknowledging extent of foreign involvement in local matters begs a further question: why was
it necessary to revamp the canons in 2007? Did the Americans wish to use them to exonerate themselves
-
i.e. were they thinking far ahead of their hosts and determined to take advantage of the Rwandans whether
or not this would hurt the latter? These are interesting thoughts but the thrust of this dissertation leads
elsewhere from this question.
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United States. For instance, the theological premise upon which the canons were based
was Roman Catholic but they were applied to a context in which such a premise was
unwelcome. The context of the writers and that of the recipients are vastly different, h is
in this fact that the inappropriateness of the Americas' hard work lay.
Recalling that becoming a priest, let alone a bishop in PEAR requires a personal
testimony of salvation and continual transformation to greater Christlikeness, the House
ofBishops is revivalist by defauk. Members of the East African Revival have historically
distanced themselves from Roman Catholics on account of their use of icons in worship,
their extent of adoring saints and other such distinctions. Nowadays East African Revival
members are only slowly coming to terms with Roman Catholicism, especially now that
the latter is increasingly changing to resemble the revival lifestyle. To inftise Roman
Catholicism at such a high level in the govemance of the Anglican Province of Rwanda
was tmly uiappropriate for the bishops and the whole province. Yet none of the bishops
raised concems, perhaps in deference to their archbishop and to their senior. Bishop
Rucyahana. Let us note here that the action taken on PEAR's behalf had symbolic power
(c.f. Adeney, 1995:121-122) that exceeded the need of canonical revamping. It stipulated
whose role it was be the boss of this relationship�America�and, when this was
understood, Rwandans begged to differ.
We should give due recognition to the wisdom of foreigners. They see local issues
from a different perspective. Their input can be refreshing and helpful. But, even in
extremely hospitable places like Rwanda, changing the practices of an institution or a
culture should never be left entirely in the hands of a foreigner whose purposes and
experience differ significantly from those of the people he/she serves. While assisting on
one level, the foreigner's involvement comes as a threat to the established order of doing
things (Adeney, 1995:120) which easily offend the host at that deeper level. It is from
this deep level that Bilindabagabo appears to express his hurt. For, the canons tampered
with moral level decisions and so the Rwandan church had reason to feel undermined.
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Murphy and Donlon assumed the place of a local chief holding the right to change church
culture and practices. For, "moral principles become practical and visible when enfleshed
in specific practices" (ibid, 112). Taking over Rwandan Anglicans' opportunity to retell
their story as they deemed it most plausible upset the local hierarchy, introduced
confusion and ensured social distrust among otherwise trusting relationships.
At this time, from the locals' perspective. Murphy was no longer welcome to sit
in the House ofBishops to which he had previously been welcomed. Relationally, his
confribution became less than his cost and so he became a liability. Neither did Murphy
feel welcome at this time: and he had cause to question the wisdom of having acted the
way he did. And so, he wrote, "it was a painfiil visit.'""* During this visit, the wedge
between AMiA and PEAR became wider. And yet, without first resolving the matter of
the canons the House ofBishops would find it difficult to hear the financial matters it had
requested. While it was hurtful for Murphy and his colleagues to travel to Rwanda and
not attend the anticipated meeting, the House had to deal with these and perhaps other
issues uitemally before determining a way forward with the Americans. Their invitation
had been badly timed and relational damage was sure to get worse.""
Murphy and AMiA Leaders
For, in America, Murphy would make a decision, communicate it and would
expect no dissent from those under his authority. A well connected former parishioner at
Murphy's parish in Pawley's Island said: "it was about power. The fall out with Rwanda
happened because Murphy was greedy for control.'""* An instance to this effect is here:
'"*http://ww.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=17261#.Ul-k6FfyF50,
accessed 4/29/2014.
'"'The recently resigned AMIA bishop I met in Versailles, Kentucky (whom I referenced in the
first chapter) for saying: "It was a miracle that we survived together that long" points to a major difference
between the way the AMIA Council of Bishops and the PEAR House ofBishops funcfioned. He thinks it a
miracle to work together because the difference was registered at the level ofthe foundation.
'"* This is an excerpt from an interview with a Virginia respondent (October 2013) whose name
has been withheld by request.
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Those who are uncomfortable with the AMiA's 'two integrities' conceming
women's ordination are free to fmd a new home. Those who would prefer to
establish diocesan stmctures should look elsewhere. The Chairman may confer
with the missionary bishops or other clergy, but it is for advice and not a vote.'"'
These were the words of Chuck Murphy at a meeting with key leaders ofAMiA.
Murphy was preparing to launch a new phase in the life ofAMiA. The transformation
would see AMiA as a mission society and not a jurisdiction of Rwanda. He was only at
the sixth step out of ten. And the leaders were not supposed to speak up, not yet.
Arrogance, dictatorial tendencies and divisiveness had already been used to describe
aspects ofMurphy's leadership style (c.f Boysel, 2012). From this same meeting.
Many AMiA clergy left the retreat burdened with a growing uneasiness about the
ftiture, yet no avenue for constmctive feedback has been provided by the
chairman. Thus, many clergy find themselves in an impossible bind, needing to
engage in genuine dialogue with the leadership about the future but wary of
insubordination. As a result, hundreds of conversations are taking place - without
the leadership - in secret behind closed doors.'^"
The expectation of "mute obedience'"^' from people occupying a lower stratum
has mostly been identified with African relationships and not with American ones."' Yet
this American set of relationships clearly demonstrates the subjugation of followers by a
leader. There is a complicating factor, though. Per Rutayisire 's recollection: "America
was a British colony. It was liberated during the American Revolution. . . Americans
cherish the right to decide what they decide," (Rutayisire, June 2012). One reason why
'"' Washington Statement I reports on a meeting between Murphy and key leaders of AMIA.
"" Washington Statement I - also found here:
http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=l 5 1 5 l#.T4Nls9WB2Sp, accessed
9/19/2013.
'^' African elder precedence is where "within the lineage, the elder brother claims his rights and
expects mute obedience from his juniors" (Paulme as quoted in Magesa, 1997:64). This elder sibling
syndrome permeates the whole society and makes possible boss-subordinate subjugation which in tum
gives rise to many African leaders' dictatorial tendencies. While he/she can abuse the relationship, the least
that an African leader expects from his/her followers is respect, attention and obedience. Followers have
ways of communicating their expectations too: as long as the leader meets their needs, they are happy to
have him/her deciding on their behalf The American authority-challenging society, though, tends to set up
the younger over the older, the junior over the senior and the weak over the strong.
'" An American visiting a hospitable African tribe called his hosts "a subservient people." The
realization of this African posture of kind hospitality and obedience to mlers accorded the first Westem
visitors the opportunity for annexing large geographical regions and subjugating the peoples there.
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American society encourages challenging all manner of authority is because the
American people treasure their freedom, which includes decision making on all matters
affecting them, hi this environment, one can understand the frustration ofAMiA clergy
and bishops encountering a rigid decision making process that remains closed to their
input. IfAmericans grow up making decisions, their foundations require the ability to
make decisions. At the foundational level, then, the AMIA leaders whose ministries
required following Murphy were unprepared for his style of leadership�because they
were bom and bred as Americans in America. These men (for AMiA did not ordain
women) had worked hard to plant churches and to keep them afloat even when, in many
cases, support from the top was meager.'" They had submitted to the Lord Jesus, to the
Anglican Church of Rwanda and to Chuck Murphy. Since they had to exist under
constraint it would be reasonable for the majority ofAMiA clergy and congregations to
not follow their otherwise cherished leader when he decided to part with Rwanda. They
sought a sense of respite.
Murphy and the Council of Bishops
The relationship between Bishop Murphy and the AMiA Council ofMissionary
Bishops is a peculiar one. Bob Duncan said that Chuck Murphy insisted upon having all
decisions and communications made for and about AMiA be channeled through the
chairman and that all major decisions were made in like manner."" The following
statement sheds some light on this situation. So said Murphy on their behalf:
Things have now been made very clear to me, and I am thankful for the clarity
that I now have . . . just as leadership changes in Southeast Asia following
Archbishop Yong's retirement brought to an end the oversight that we had
enjoyed for a number of years from that Province, so now, the many new
leadership changes in the [Province ofRwanda] following Archbishop Kolini's
retirement, have brought to an end the oversight that we have enjoyed from the
ACNA bishop. Interview with author, August 2013.
Duncan interview with author, August 2013.
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Province ofRwanda. We actually see the Lord's hand in all of this, and we are,
therefore, at peace with this change and with this new reality. As such the
"individual members of the Council ofMissionary Bishops [ofthe AMiA] will be
stepping back from our voluntary submission to the Canons [but will] continue to
lead the Anglican Mission as a Missionary Society just as you and I have been
discussing over the past few months.'"
At the beginning of this quotation Chuck Murphy speaks as one to whom things
have been made clear for which he is thankful. He notes the effect on AMiA of changes
at the top in the South East Asian Province. He expects the same to happen with
comparable changes in Rwanda. Also it is Murphy who has been speaking with the
archbishop in Rwanda. He allows in the voice of the rest of the missionary bishops to
support his seeing "the Lord's hand in this and ... are at peace" with resigning from their
"voluntary submission" to the Rwandan canons. Save for their relationship with Rwanda,
Murphy and his team were certain to continue leading the Anglican Mission as a mission
organization. Just like the changes in South East Asia had left AMiA intact as an
institution in America, their understanding was that departure from Rwanda would be a
relatively small change. They expected to continue as missionary partners with the
ACNA, but Duncan said this would not be so since their relationship had been predicated
upon AMiA's being a part of the Province ofRwanda."* It was a dual surprise where
AMiA leaders surprised Rwaje with mass resignations and Duncan surprised them with
an unexpected relational clarification.
Following the mass resignations, one of the resigning AMiA bishops called a
telephone conference of key leaders and church members to give an update. During this
conversation a parishioner, wanting to get a fialler picture of the proceedings, asked
whether the Council ofBishops had prayed about their decision to resign. The bishop
responded: "No. We just followed Chuck.'"" Once Chuck Murphy was sure of a
plausible sense of direcfion, then that was it for AMiA: none of the bishops would speak
'" There is more at: http://anglicanink.com/article/amia-bishops-break-
nvanda#sthash.7J5XToYo.dpuf, accessed 9/19/2013.
"* Archbishop Bob Duncan, letter dated December 21, 201 1
'" Telephone conversations with Missouri Barbara, April 2012.
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against his decision, except the two who did not resign with him�even these made no
public statements reported to me against Chuck but simply retreated into priestly life.
Once Chuck thought it was time for him to leave Rwanda, it was time for the whole
council to leave Rwanda. The rest of the bishops merely nodded to his decision."* This
kind of decision making process works well when the leader is continually connected to
the source ofwisdom and knowledge, i.e. to God in prayer and thus knows all that is at
stake and can make the best decision for everyone."' The danger of it, however, is greater
than its benefits: for, it quickly becomes a dictatorship or at least resembles one.
Moreover, where the leader misses one or two salient aspects of the matter at hand,
he/she plunges the whole organization into chaos on account ofhis/her flawed listening
or reasoning. While there is a place for individual decision making, where an
organization is more fully represented, the synergy assists in making stronger and more
representative decisions. Since decisions conceming the whole AMiA organization
departing from its mother Province are so important, one man is hardly capable of
making them alone.
More to this relationship, an ACNA bishop'*" suspected that Murphy had tight
reins around the AMiA pocket book. Missionary bishops' salaries and allowances were
paid according to his direction. One bishop who resigned in disagreement with Chuck
had about a $60,000 reduction in his annual income. Since money is an essential
commodity, particularly as it is expressed in the American context, the necessity of
agreeing with the man who holds the account was made that much clearer to those who
remained active on the Council.
"* A few months later, the majority ofthe Council ofBishops recanted this stance as they chose to
be numbered among the ACNA bishops, with or without jurisdictions and were received along with some
AMiA clergy at the June 2012 General Assembly at Ridgecrest, NC.
"' Chuck Murphy might have a legitimate theological reason for this sacralizing of power. Since,
however, I was unable to reach him during the period I had set aside for interviews I am unable to further
comment on this matter here. It will be the subject of a fiiture discussion.
ACNA Bishop, Name withheld by request, summer 2013.
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Now that most AMiA churches were reconstituted under PEARUSA, which is the
sum total ofAMiA churches that opted to remain with Rwanda, PEARUSA is a sub-
jurisdiction of the ACNA as well as a missionary arm ofPEAR in North America.
Conceming the new entity, Kolini's question was: "what is new?"'*' From Kolini's
perspective, other than administrative detail, the relationship between PEARUSA and
PEAR markedly resembles that ofAMiA and PEAR which preceded it. Kolini recognizes
that ChuckMurphy did much good work and yet he is remembered especially for the
negatives. Appreciation is due him for the good work and the contribution he made to the
current state ofAnglicanism in North America. Kolini complains that none of the key
figures in North America have so much as thanked him for this work, histead, they have
complained about what Murphy and Kolini did wrong during the decade-long
relationship,'*'
Interpreting the trek ofAMIA churches, clergy and bishops in the direction of the
ACNA has a dual possibility: we might either agree with Kolini that Bob Duncan was
cunning, that he played politics to bring these churches to his entity and so was able to
gain the fruit of another's labor. Or, on the other hand, we might agree with Bob Duncan
that the ACNA was attractive to AMIA churches and leaders as the only viable option for
those congregations, clergy and bishops who opted out ofAMiA in the aftermath ofthe
conflict with which we are concemed here. So, our decision about whether it was
Duncan's conniving behind the scenes to undermine Murphy, or Murphy's call for mass
resignations leading to the AMiA churches' sense ofbeing lost and to their jurisdictional
shift, depends on how we read and interpret the stories. And yet, while Kolini speaks
negatively about Duncan, he never accuses him ofbreaking up AMiA's relationship with
PEAR. In view of personal and relational foundations, however, it is possible to discem
an affinity that points to foundational values espoused by the majority. It is possible that
Kolini interview with author, July 2012.
Kolini interview with author, July 2012.
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while he led in the direction they hoped to go, AMIA churches sought to follow Murphy
and that when he changed the direction, they sought another way.
Conger and his Computer
For a time the two sides were discussing the future ofAMiA and its relationship
with PEAR. The discussion had become heated. News was sought all over the globe but
primarily in Kigali (at PEAR's headquarters) and Pawley's Island (AMiA's
headquarters). Media was all over the case. Newsmen and women competed for
information, seeking to shine as the first to lay hold of any shred of news. Their blogs
would shine as authentic if they were the first to share certain salient pieces of news.'"
Although some of them were corrections, clarifications, instructions, mostly angry letters
were going back and forth across the Atlantic. Yet there remained a glimmer of hope. Per
chance Murphy and the Council ofBishop would hear the godly admonition ofRwaje
and his House ofBishops. Perhaps they would repent in seven days and pave a way of
repairing the hurtfiilness of the past few months. This was the thrust ofRwaje's letter. He
asked for time to pray and think through the possibility ofAMiA's transformation into a
missionary organization. He wanted to bless its way forward. Hope was present. But the
time was difficult. Moreover, some people's fingers were itching to press the buttons on
their computer keyboards. They longed to tell a story online.
One of these news people was George Conger who runs a blog known as
Anglican Ink. Per one Kevin who wrote in response to Washing Statement I, at the time
when he broadcast AMiA news on his blog. Conger was an active member ofthe
Episcopal Diocese of Central Florida. We recall here that the Episcopal Church had not
released the AMiA or blessed its work with PEAR in the year 2000; and that for a while.
'" To illustrate this need for authenticity, Naughton and Wilson have observed that: "For the most
part, when it comes to blogging the best practitioners either create compelling original content, or adroitly
curate content produced by others," (Naughton and Wilson, 2012:5 1).
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TEC had been antagonistic to AMiA: making statements to that effect. Perhaps for being
otherwise occupied, by the end of the year 201 1 TEC appeared to have long given up an
active pursuit of AMiA. Indeed, AMiA had settled well with Rwanda that toppling it was
no longer likely, except, of course, if the trouble came from within its own house.
Moreover, for him as a blogger, conflict would bring Conger readers. For, it tends to raise
people's interest in news. In terms of the ECUSA-AMiA battle that had lost steam in the
preceding decade, Kevin's comment reveals Conger as one who would naturally side
with the Episcopal Church. Somehow Conger accessed a letter to Chuck Murphy and the
Council ofBishops from the Rwandan leaders. He received it on the same day that
Murphy got his copy�December 2, 201 1. Even though, as Murphy reported,
we asked Mr. Conger to wait until the entire Council ofBishops had time to
digest, pray and respond to Archbishop Rwaje before making an official
statement. Regrettably the article was released anyway before our Council of
Bishops could either meet or write a response to the Archbishop.'*"
Apparently, Conger chose to ignore this cordial appeal. He went ahead and
publicized the letter before the recipients had had a chance to respond to it favorably.
Following this revelation Bishop Murphy and the AMiA Council ofBishops found it
impossible to pursue the relationship with PEAR any longer. Its last straw had been
broken; the center of trust and confidentiality could no longer hold the relationship
together. In this instant the Americans could not trust the Afiricans to keep a secret.
Neither could the Africans tmst Americans since Conger had presented himself as
sufficiently tmstworthy to be granted access to sensitive information. That the letter was
released prematurely "was unfortunate in that it exacerbated the problems and forced an
immediate decision and action in that Conger . . . had within three days published his
This is part ofDavid Virtue's exclusive report ofDecember 7, 201 1 at his blog:
www.virtueonline.org.
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article in Anglican Ink, quoting the letter before I could respond to Archbishop Rwaje,"
said Murphy.'"
Let me note here also in light of the fact that the AMiA leadership required
Conger's cooperation at this time reveals a deeper problem in their relationship with their
Rwandan sponsors. Somehow the relationship had sunk so deep into conflict that the
bishops in Rwanda failed to keep their normal level of information security. They seem
to have lost a grasp on confidentiality at this time. Or, perhaps they might have thought
that Conger was one to be trusted with such information.
We can interpret Conger's move in three ways. On the one hand it might be a
vindictiveness that takes advantage of cultural difference and dire circumstances in order
to deliberately place a wedge between fighting people who could otherwise remain
friends. While this attitude is exercised in Christian circles, it does not come across as a
pastoral or Christian approach but worldly. On the other hand, we could say that Conger
was simply fighting for the Episcopal Church's cause�^to reveal the negative side of a
relationship these former Episcopalians had chosen against their mother church in order
to shame and ridicule them. In which case, where the Episcopal Church had not blessed
their departure it now cursed them. This effect can serve to gratify a hurting Episcopal
Church whose membership was steadily dwindling and whose great wealth had already
served to destabilize the conservatives in America and around the world. To give Conger
the benefit of the doubt, however, we might think of his action as a pragmatic American
response, in line with American cultural traits (c.f Lewis, 2006:179), by which he took
opportunity to pass along news to an eager world and that he was glad to be the first to do
so.
While the change of leaders in Rwanda has found overwhelming agreement
among my respondents as the most immediate cause of conflict, the real trigger was the
'"http://listserv.virtueonline.org/pipermail/virtueonlinejistserv.virtueonlme.org/2011-
December/0 12829.html, accessed 3/16/2014.
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touch ofConger's fingers upon his keyboard and the click of a mouse that followed. He
broadcast a private letter online before its recipients were ready for this action. Conger's
fingers hammered out the article and clicked it into the view ofmillions of readers at the
most opportune moment in the context of all that had already transpired between AMiA
and PEAR. He let out the bird before the cage was ready to open. The bird flapped its
wings, careened around the exit hurting itself, until it finally fell to the ground, gasping
for air.
Table 1: Summary of Personalities in Relationship�Effect of Conflict
Relationship Characterized by Effect on the AMiA-PEAR
Relationship
Kolini and Murphy Cordial, unity, warm friendship Started out concilior, ended personal
prelature
Handed over the helm
Latent unhappiness in HOB Zeal to
correct situation
Bent tree scenario
Temporary peace for AMiA
Question of neocolonialism
Murphy and
Duncan
Similar background.
Disagreement on church polity
Disagreement on decision
making processes
Unwilling to cooperate
Offered alternate example
Offered alternate home
HOB and COB Mitigated by top leaders
Vastly different environments
Working relationship
Never shown to work together
Power dynamics in speech
Flying two different planes
Murphy and AMiA
Leaders
Top-heavy rule
Participation disallowed
Wielding position power
Halfunited
Trapped? Uneasy, unhappy
Thought Murphy was arrogant,
divisive, autocratic
Lacked trust
Glad to be out
Murphy and COB Top-heavy rule
Participation in decisions by
invitation only
Half united
Wielding dollar power
Prayed less, followed Chuck
Resigned from PEAR in haste
Received in ACNA
Conger and
Computer
No question ofunity
A means to be used
Took advantage of chaos
Forced hasty resignations
Won for TEC some victory
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CHAPTER CONCLUSION
Upon considering causal dynamics of costly conflict among Christians across
cultures as they are exemplified by the relationship between AMiA and PEAR, my initial
inclination was to blame it on aspects in the two entities' long term relational history,
cultural differences and spiritual backgrounds. As far as relational dynamics go, I
considered the effect of colonial and neocolonial backgrounds; spiritual differences
depend on nurture; and cultural perspectives affect attitudes. However, as the above
discussion has revealed, my research respondents favored other explanations. While
acknowledging the importance of these factors, most perspectives from my respondents
emphasized other causes of the conflict than my initial "hunch." This difference can
mean one of two things: either my respondents were out of touch with reality or I risked
forcing my preconceived perspectives upon a situation that did not warrant such an
interpretation. This possibility warrants a quick discussion ofmy initial inclination in
light of the foregoing discussion.
Colonial Background
One American missionary in East Africa suggested that this kind of conflict
escalates due to the fact that the African people have a living memory ofthe colonial
times and that they easily associate white people like herselfwith their former
colonizers�both missionaries and colonists�on account of her similarity to them.'** This
is a factor of her own background within the context of her missionary service. Indeed,
two Rwandan bishops and an African primate from another province suggested as much
-** Emmanuel Katongole reminds us that for the Umuofians in Chinua Achebe's Things Fall
Apart, "it was not easy to distinguish the District Commissioner from the missionary" (201 1 : 129) and the
contends for the "need for a grounding story to sustain the revolutionary madness that the invention of a
new friture in Africa calls for, and points to the church as a community that is uniquely called and gifted for
that task," {ibid. 131). The non-differentiation ofwhite people is part of the baggage that Afiicans have
acquired from a colonial background. Africans are speaking out about the colonization ofAfrican mmds,
e.g. here: http://africaunchained.blogspot.com/2014/01/decolonising-mind-afiican-spirituality.html,
accessed 4/29/14; and Nkunzi Nnam's ColonialMentality in Africa, 2007.
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when they mentioned that white people are dismissive ofAfricans on account of their
skin color and national origins.'*' Writing under the title "One Rule to Rule Them All"
Kevin Vanhoozer acknowledges that Westemers have generally failed to respect the
"irreducible particularity ofthe other" (Vanhoozer, 2006:90). Philip Jenkins agrees that
the West has been so impressed with its own prowess and certain of its superiority that
even in recent times some Westemers have wondered: "why should the 'Christian world'
care about what Africans think," (Jenkins, 2006: 1). Since it was the greatest missionary
sending region, the 'First World' had:
Grown accustomed to the mind-set that we are stronger in faith, the light bursting
down upon the dark continent. Who would ever, in their wildest imaginations,
suppose that maybe, just maybe we were the ones in need of a missionary,
(Bamum, 2008:40)
That America needs a missionary is sufficiently shocking for Americans. But that the
missionary to America should come from Africa is even more shocking for some.
However, there is a caveat to this line of thought. It is tme that people tend to
follow the path that history presents to them. Both Americans and Rwandans are each the
product of their unique histories. The earlier part of this chapter discussed in detail the
triggers of the AMiA-PEAR conflict. There are places when it seemed that relationships
were strained on account of a colonial past and a power differential was apparent on
account of financial distress. But even though history might be strong in some people's
minds affecting their relationships, the triggers do not make it prominent. Indeed, there
are complaints from Africans about white American attitudes toward them, yet these
attitudes became an issue after the conflict started. Conflict started from personal
differences that showed up following the change of leaders and leadership styles in
Rwanda. In particular, the Kolini/Murphy relationship brings the idea of conflict based on
the effects of the colonial past into question. Murphy and Kolini get along so well.
These statements were made during personal interviews the author (June 7, 2012; June 8, 2012
and June 17,2012).
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Murphy loves Kolini, an African more than he loves Duncan, a fellow American. The
closeness between these black and white brothers in the Lord transcends their skin color
and historical backgrounds.
Spiritual Legacies
The second long term factor is that of spiritual difference as determined by unique
spiritual circumstances over the last two centuries. There is the strong East African
Revival base in Rwanda and the more spiritual disciplines of the West in America.
Each of the players in the AMiA-PEAR conflict had a spiritual legacy. The
spiritual paths they each took so differed that our discussion here must separate them. At
some point, however, these two streams approach one another and merge into the
expression we see in AMiA. The practice of giving testimonies and public repentance
attended by restitution of stolen goods continues today. Also, the Revival Movement
required its adherents to confront in themselves and in fellow believers any behavior,
word or thought they believed to be sinfiil.
For purposes of this discussion, the most significant aspect ofAmerican
Anglicanism is the path through which American Christianity progressed toward
liberalism and the fact that there remains a remnant of adherents who are faithful to the
earlier tradition. Jeffrey Bingham (Bingham, 2002:129-137) carefiilly traces this path.
The stream of religious expression that permeates the American Christian expression has
come down from the Reformation without benefit of non-Westem mitigation. Per
Bingham, formalism was the foremost cause of cooling the reformers' fervor. The two
major blows to the Reformafion's effectiveness were the elevation of reason and ritual.
French philosopher and mathematician Rene Descartes emphasized reason as the most
authoritative source of leaming about and explaining life and the world. Within the
Christian faith in the West, revelation i.e. the Bible, the early Church Fathers and Church
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tradition were rendered less relevant and less accurate than reason. During and after the
Enlightenment revelation lost its place to leave reason as the sole pillar ofWestem behef
systems. A pietistic revivalism happened concurrently in America.
hi America, the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were a period of awakenings
and revivals which served to rouse Christians from their deep slumber characterized by
reason and ritual. The First Great Awakening of the 1730s and 1740s is usually
associated with Jonathan Edwards and George Whitfield in America and John Wesley in
Britaui. It emphasized converting grace. The second Great awakening was typified by
crisis conversions and a strong individualism that stressed private personal faith. This
meant that Americans would move away from embracing faith as shared in common by
the believing community. Revivalism encouraged antitraditionalism and obsession with
crisis experience of the present. Still ministers felt a sense of pressure to conform to
scientific fact. (Bingham, 2002:147, 153). It is for this reason that Vanhoozer (2006:93)
writes:
Instead ofprofitable pastoral instmction, theologians begat system after system,
exchanging their ecclesial birthright for a mess ofpropositionalist pottage. Lay
persons in the church would perhaps have been within their rights to bring a class-
action suit against systematic theologians for criminal pastoral and missiological
neghgence (Vanhoozer, 2006:93).
Some Americans would argue that both elements�ofprofitable pastoral instmction and
propositionalist perspectives�were present but not always integrated. This scenario
would explain why the lay people did not immediately riot or sue their leaders but let
them continue so long. The combination allowed each side the opportunity to quench a
little of their yeaming.
The reason why many in the American church required assistance from the
African church is because the former, tme to their spiritual setting, had consistently
undermined their own faith by reason.'** Cantrell explains that the hitherto unchecked
E.g. various conservative Christians have spoken out against John Shelby Spong's work which
undermines the traditional teachings ofthe Christian faith. See for instance: http://www.christian-
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"growing liberalism ofWestem Anglicanism, particularly in the United States" had
angered and dismayed orthodox Anglicans and Episcopalians. Homosexuality was
merely the presenting issue (Cantrell, 2009:324-325). The worldwide Anglican Church
was roughly divided along global North and global South lines. While some in the North
reasoned that the Scriptures were archaic, and had to be reinterpreted to suit their current
cultural demands, most clerics and parishioners in the global South thought "these had
become utterly foolish," (Jenkins, 2006:4).
There is an obvious difference between the East African Revival type of
spirituality and these Americans' variety. This disparity might be presented as a possible
cause for a relational rift. However, we must remember that the American faithftil who
sought assistance away from home knew that something was missing in the Episcopal
Church. They longed for a type of spirituality such as what they could find in the East
Afiican Revival. Far from causing conflict, the Americans welcomed the dissenting
difference and the Africans welcomed the opportunity to assist them in some fashion.
Cultural Difference
The final long term contextual suspect for conflict causation among Christians
across cultures is cultural difference. While there is much we can discuss conceming
cultural difference, for the brevity of space, let us spend time on the place of leaders in
both American and African societies. Richard H. Robbins believes that every society is
particularly impressed by its cultural bend. "There is an obvious rightness about our own
apologetics.org/pdf/SpongRev20Web.pdf. accessed 1 1/28/14. Conservatives have also spoken up against
Bishop NeffPowell whose support for the gay episcopate of Gene Robinson exemplifies his appreciation of
liberal theological traits in the Episcopal Church. See his legacy here:
http://ww2.roanoke.com/news/roanoke/wb/304109/, assessed 11/28/14.
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world view" (Robbins, 2009:124). After all, as far as we are concemed, it is just the way
it is.'*'
In African Anglicanism, every new church minister almost always inherits the
entire staff ofhis/her predecessor. The staffmembers leam everything they can about
their new leader and adjust sufficiently to follow well with as few hiccups as possible. If
the leader is wise, he/she will study the staffmembers in order to ensure a smooth
fransition. The decision to shuffle lower leadership comes from above rather than from
below and it usually follows a plausible reason, such as the subordinates' compatibility
with their roles. At the same time, the new leader (or, as is often referred to in African
Anglicanism, boss) immediately wields a new sense of authority and power befitting a
pafron and his/her clients. The patron-client relationship depends on reciprocity (e.g.
Boas and Dunn, 2013:24) and this is what the subordinates offer. Rather than resign, they
remain until the leader should dismiss them.
African societies are hierarchical. The people tend to endure much hardship which
"engenders patience and fortitude" attended by "a great sense ofhumor" (Lewis,
2006:566). In Africa, elders mle. In whichever type of society, elders have relatively
greater power than most of the society, and a strict hierarchy is adhered to. Elders are
well known and command a high level of respect. An African bishop is infused with
authority, empowered by the people pledging their obedience to his leadership. As an
elder, he is expected to take over leadership upon arrival, already knowing how to relate
and how to act under all circumstances. To disallow the leader the ability to take over at
will and upon arrival is to disrespect him/her. After assuming office, the bishop's attitude
must mend to his position or parishioners and clergywill seek to teach him how to be a
It is little wonder therefore that cross-cultural relationships and communication across people
groups is wildly complicated. So for instance, the Euro-American Commissioner for Indian Affairs referred
to the deeply meaningful Indian Ghost Dance enthusiasm as 'craziness,' (Kehoe, 2006:14).
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bishop.'� Leadership in African Anglicanism tallies well with Murphy's leadership of
AMiA: it is "top-heavy" and not necessarily democratic or conciliar. But African leaders
are also expected to be caring and truly interested in their followers' well being, as befits
exemplary patrons.
Phillip Cantrell has commented on Rwandan Anglicanism as having a massive
political presence. Since, for Africans life flows together, each leader takes both rehgious
and secular roles in society: usually emphasizing one side more than another. All things
blend together in the leadership pot. Moreover, one is not merely consecrated bishop. He
becomes a bishop and owns a diocese�a marriage takes place. A sense of transformation
tends to show on his face and in his conduct as he settles in his new position with its
responsibilities and privileges. Deep in the local people's social imagination, bishops are
known to wield a sfrong sense ofpower.
The new American church leader does not obviously inherit staff. In this
egalitarian model both staff and leaders choose one another. The Episcopal Church
demonsfrates the egalitarian leadership style very clearly. Normally, there is a mass
resignation every time the top leader is replaced. It is up to the new leader to accept or
reject the resignations and then for each staffmember to accept the new offer to work
with his/her new leader. This process was familiar to the AMiA bishops when they
resigned en masse, hi America leaders are followed on the basis of how well they impress
their followers.
The one who is consecrated bishop is given opportunity to lead at a higher level.
But he/she must prove his/her worth to his/her followers since leadership is not obviated
by the posifion one holds but is eamed through tmst. There is a sfrict separafion of church
and state. Also, some clergy enforce a sfrict day off and make clear demarcations
'� Upon assuming office, one rather humble East African bishop failed to fulfill the expectations
of some clergy and lay leaders who sought to correct his mode of relating. One elderly priest said: "we
should teach him how to be a bishop."
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between their personal lives and official lives. American parishioners are powerful
people. Leaders must take care how to handle them. Nowadays, the massive political
presence ofChristianity has dwindled in America. Today, Christianity is one of numerous
options available to an American individual who chooses to be religious.
While each individual is particularly impressed by his/her own cultural bent, as
Robbins points out above, it is surprising that the matter of cultural difference as
expressed through church practice did not feature prominently in the AMiA-PEAR
conflict. Two options are likely: first that the people were either well prepared for one
another on account of their need to work together or they simply did not pay attention to
what affected them. My suspicion is that the former was the case.
CausalDynamics of the AMiA-PEAR Costly Conflict
For a time during the first decade of the twenty first century, the AMiA was the
most impressive of all Anglican church-planting efforts in the United States and Canada.
hideed, in his address at the 2013 Winter Conference Chuck Murphy himself likened the
falling ofAMiA to Ground Zero and so compared AMiA to the Twin Towers in New
York, which were the tallest among local towers until they were burnt down on the
fateful day of 9/1 1/2001."' Looking at the AMiA-PEAR relationship from the afiermath
we cannot escape noticing pain, anger and discomfort. Confusion was in the air. During
the immediate aftermath, the faithful sought answers. In America the question of "Why"
swung from mouth to mouth among Anglicans as also other Christians. For the majority
ofAmericans, however, the AMiA was just another statistic ofChristian failure�another
reason to ridicule the fiindamentalists. hideed, in the rest of the world also. Christian
leaders in particular followed the seemingly endless online quarrel. Even retired
"' http://www.virtueonline.org/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=17261#.Ul-k6FfyF50,
accessed 4/29/2014.
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archbishops who formed the original support team for the AMiA were willing to retum to
the scene of leadership, forsaking their rest. Congo's new Archbishop Henri Isingoma
accepted to offer AMiA temporary shelter."' As in Kampala in 1999, in 201 1 AMiA had
retumed to a beggarly existence. Were these things explicable?
This chapter has attempted to answer this question. While it is impossible to
restore the AMiA 'tower' in the way it once stood, I believe it is possible to leam from it.
The Church can salvage materials from this fallen building for use in newer buildings. In
effect, even though it has taken a beating, God's Church has opportunity to be much
stronger and its witness more authentic than it was before the falling of this tower�if
only we leam from our past mistakes. There is still hope for the suffering and confiised
people. In this chapter I have endeavored to explain that who leads who by what authority
and means matters in church life and polity.
It is possible to summarize the causal dynamics of the AMiA-PEAR conflict in
slightly different terms. That the conflict was about who led who by what authority and
means can be understood as: relational, circumstantial-administrative and volitional. The
conflict arose out of decisions that people made during the course of administrative
decision making that had home relational ramifications. On the one hand we see conflict
among Americans with differing viewpoints. On the other hand we see Africans relating
with Africans with differing perspectives on decisions being made. This conflict among
people ofthe same general cultural persuasion comes to us as a surprise. Yet, paying
deeper attention to the stories told in this and the previous chapters can reveal to us the
more mundane/relational minutiae upon which littler conflicts were predicated that
formed part of and exacerbated the larger conflict. We also note that the conflict was
between AMiA and PEAR and was carried out in the context of cross-cultural
relationships, that is: across distant geographical spaces, disparate cultiiral milieu, and
"' Full story is here: http://www.anglicanink.com/article/congo-give-temporarv-home-amia,
accessed 11/20/14.
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intricate relational heritages. Each of these differences carries with it a set of social
imaginaries that form both personal and relational foundations, each ofwhich represents
a latent conflict within relationships that merge the stories. Conflict develops at the fault
lines where the stories merge. The volitional choices of players in each relationship about
how to approach their particular fault lines are important for whether and to what extent
the latent conflict will erupt.
Christian existence is all about relationships. Each relationship has a history and a
set of important relational precedents from which its participants leam important
relational lessons about their life together, hi the second chapter Taylor taught us about
the underlying social narratives that attend each society. Katongole clarified them in an
African social context, where the stories ofEuropean colonizers merged with African
stories of themselves, clashed and left devastation in their wake. In my tum, I described
these underlying social narratives and/or founding stories in terms of personal and
relafional foundations, because they are the basis upon which one gains a self-concept
and relationships are formed. Volf, in his tum told the story of transformation, leading
from exclusion to embrace via the cross of Christ. The transformation, as he pointed out,
requires repentance and a level of forgiveness. This transformation can be described as
the alteration of foundations. This alteration starts with the individual personal
foundations. Once the individual foundations are changed, the relational foundation is
changed next because the relating parties are already transformed and now require
different relational ingredients at the foundation. We now fiim to the fifth chapter which
builds on the preceding chapters to recommend a way forward with conflict situations
among Christians across cultures.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND WAY FORWARD
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
Ultimately, for the sake ofmissional success, I hope to see positive, helpful and
genuine lasting relationships among Christians both within and across cultural divides, as
well as differing contexts of ecclesial polity. Achieving this hope will depend upon the
health of relationships. In this dissertation we have had opportunity to explore the health
of relationships both in theory and as it is worked out in the real life settings as
exemplified by the AMIA-PEAR experience.
We have learned that relational health depends on relational foundations which, in
tum, depend on personal foundations. Foundations are sourced in stories which, as we
have noted in chapter 2, are the material from which personal and relational foundations
are formed. We have also noted that all stories seem tme to their adherents because they
are the sum total of the adherents' life experiences. And so each person/group or culture
holds certain views because they are right and tme in his/her/its own eyes (see Robbins,
2009: 124) and attested by that one's experience. In this chapter, I contend for restorying.
While restorying is about getting at the "tmth" as it is acknowledged by the entity whose
story is evaluated and remade, this "tmth" is relative to the circumstances and concerns
ofthe entity it represents. And so restorying is about reframing the narrative in order to
allow for more amicable relationships within a setting whose story has either been made
by people who do not fully represent it or whose story has been rendered disparate from
its reality by temporal or circumstantial variables. Restorying will, hopefiilly, lead to
genuine realistic relationships among Christians. Therefore, in the face of conflict that
troubles the Church today, I would like to propose a process ofpreemptive relational
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restoration through restorying. Another way to put it is: restorying as reconciliation
before conflict among Christians.
Where church organizations split, relational deaths occur.'" That things such as
these happen is a fact ofhistory. The optimist believes that history is more benign than
malevolent. But the pessimist believes that history is more malevolent than benign.
hideed, in the midst of benevolence, a malevolent event brought about the AMiA-PEAR
conflict and the eventual need for this study.
This study has revealed that some undesirable events of the more distant past have
introduced into more recent history other undesirable events. One thing affects another
and the next and so on. But while working on this dissertation I have found that this
difficulty presents the Church with a great hope�that if handled carefully and seriously,
positive outcomes can flow out of these negative events. At its end the study has thus
taken a hopefiil tum. It has also revealed that effective mission is relationally based�
there is a relationship between God and his people, and a relationship amongst God's
people (e.g. Musasiwa, 1996: 195; Wright, 2006:23). It is in this latter relationship that I
have located the conflict with which we have dealt in this dissertation.
Therefore I set out to leam as much as I could about causal dynamics of costly
conflict among Christians both within and across cultures in order to protect relationships
among Christians for the sake ofmissional success. That is to say, in light of the
prevalence of conflict among Christians today, my hope at the outset of this dissertation
was to find a means ofpreserving what relationships we already have and building upon
those to gain more relationships. I understood that conflict was a major detriment to
relational development and preservation. And so I studied what causal dynamics were
responsible for the inception and continuance of conflicts among Christians�in our
particular case it was the study of the conflict between AMiA and PEAR. My hope was
'" In the first chapter I defined a relational death as a time when a relationship is no longer
fiinctional and its rejuvenation is unlikely.
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to leam this case's level ofpreventability as a means ofhelping pave a way for
preventing similar conflicts; and its level of solubility as a means to offer lessons in
resolving similar conflicts, hi view of the recent events that saw the disintegration of an
otherwise promising relationship between AMiA and PEAR I asked why it had to end
this way, taking the majority of followers by surprise and costing the cause ofmission. I
wondered whether it was possible to have prevented this particular conflict, or at least to
reduce its cost to relationships and missional effectiveness.
The chief compounding factor in this event was the fact that the people whose
relationships failed were Christian leaders who had been chosen and installed into their
varied positions ofhigh responsibility on account of their demonstrated Christian
maturity and exemplary conduct. The conflict could not have resulted from a lack of
hearing the gospel or out ofholding onto doctrinal error. These men had verified their
theological agreement through great sacrifice on both sides (see chapter three). Moreover,
Christians believe that they are transformed in Christ to become new creatures (2
Corinthians 5:17) that are no longer worldly; they are commissioned to preach the gospel
of reconciliation (2 Corinthians 5:18-20), not division (1 Corinthians 3:1); and are
expected to be peacemakers as long as it depends on them (Romans 12:18). At the same
time, Christ prays for his disciples that they might be united as a means of testifying to
his authenticity (John 17:21-23). So, why would the AMiA-PEAR conflict happen to give
the world another opportunity to say: "There they go again, the Christians are fighting"
(see for instance, Byassee, 2008:23)? I wondered whether Christians were therefore
doomed to painful conflicts that would destabilize their missional mandate even though
they possessed such spiritual resources. Consequently, the first theme shaping this
dissertation was the search for causal dynamics of costly conflict among Christians across
cultures with the aim ofunderstanding what dynamics lay behind them. This process is
what I have termedpreemption.
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My initial attempt to answer this puzzle was to consult precedent literature on
conflict. I hoped to fmd from scholarly writers on the subject answers to my overarching
questions. A detailed study of available literature on conflict revealed a great wealth of
knowledge that had already been widely researched and succinctly generalized. However,
this literature failed to pinpoint the particular case for which I was seeking answers. Of
those I consulted, the only scholar who approached the concept of conflict prevention by
preemption started with resolution and then worked towards preventing future conflicts
within the relationship that had experienced resolution, hi John Paul Lederach's work,
reconciliation necessarily preceded prevention. I understood that Lederach's approach
required the prior presence of conflict. While greatly reducing its rate of reoccurrence in
the same relationships, I thought Lederach's approach did little to protect new or future
relationships from definite costly conflicts that might lead to their highly costly deaths.
These questions lingered in my mind for months until I received greater insights
into causal dynamics of costly conflict�as it is viewed through social narratives (see
Taylor, 2002:91), and how these conflict-ridden stories worked in African settings
through the work of colonizers (see Katongole, 201 1 :20). hi light of these new
revelafions, Miroslav Volf, who bases his call to embrace the other in times of conflict on
"God's reception ofhostile humanity into divine communion [as] a model for how
human beings should relate to the other," (Volf, 1996:100) assisted me to see the
possibility of reversing social narratives/stories to which Katongole had referred. Volf s
solution requires a pivotal engagement with the cross ofChrist (see Volf 1996:47, 126).
At the cross all are sinners; all need to repent, and all need to forgive. I also found that it
is possible to forget past hurts but perhaps not completely. Suddenly I realized the hope
that Christians possess through the cross and that, of all people who struggle with
conflict. Christians are best poised to listen to and be transformed by the message ofthe
cross. This message offered an appropriate response to my question on causal dynamics
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of costly conflicts among Christians across cultures, a means of protecting current and
future relationships in the context of a conflict-ridden world.
The latter part of this chapter reveals in detail my proposal forpreempting conflict
in order to reduce its occurrence rate and level of costliness. Acknowledging that conflict
is the backdrop against which human relationships are displayed, Taylor's concept of
social imaginaries formed the base upon which I understood the social differences from
which conflicts come alive. With the help ofKatongole and Volf, I have also developed a
necessary second part to preemption which I am calling restorying.
The relationship between AMiA and PEAR was a precious one. Both sides risked
much in terms of relationships, finances, global Anglican Communion polity and
personal comfort of all the players. Those who participated in the secession found it
necessary on account of changes in the American Episcopal Church's ecclesiology which
based on what some understood to be erroneous theologies that were quickly becoming
mandatory in the denomination's ecclesiastical system. The dissidents found their
greatest gain in the joy of associating with other Christians variously engaged in fulfilling
the Great Commission within the Anglican Communion in accordance with established
tradition and orthodoxy. At home the AMiA numbered among the minorities, but abroad
it was among an overwhelmingmajority. Ten years of fruitful work were mostly
characterized by amicable relationships but ended abruptly with another conflict: this
time not on theological or ecclesial concems but volitional, administrative, relational and
circumstantial within a plurality of cultures.
Chapter 4 critically examined the causal dynamics of the conflict. Even though
key players mostly agreed theologically, they disagreed on polity and relational
dynamics. They engaged in a fight for preeminence. One thing that greatiy mattered to
them was the concem for which of them would lead and who would follow; sources of
authority by which the one would lead the other and the means by which such leadership
authority would be applied. As the historical chapter aheady illustrated, the contexts in
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which the relationships occurred mattered for the way these questions were answered.
And so I queried the role of culhiral, spiritual and relational backgrounds in the
conflicting relationships. Most ofmy respondents thought the role of cultural difference
was relatively small in comparison to spiritual and precedent historical factors
complicating the relational dynamics. We would, however, be slow to admit the truth of
this field-based perspective ifwe pay close attention to Taylor's concept of social
imaginaries, Katongole's founding stories and the reasons for Volf s exclusion and
embrace. Cultural undercurrents are the result of these hard-held social stories that reign
in each society at any given time. Stories by which people live are hidden in a corporately
held frame of reference that lies beneath the surface of day-to-day interactions from
where it enables social interaction. As such, stories are the materials that make the fabric
of personal and relational foundations. People tend to pay attention to these stories only
when they cease to function seamlessly, e.g. when conflicts are sourced in stories or
when they approach obsolescence in the context of changing times. This is when societies
begin to question and modify their own otherwise unquestioned stories.
We also noted that relational deaths diminish the Church's credibility before the
world it seeks to reach; and discourage adherents who in tum wonder about the
appropriateness and necessity of belonging to a church embroiled in conflict. As such, the
effectiveness of the Church's witness dwindles. In discussing conflict among Christians
of one local church. Apostle Paul speaks of the Corinthians as mere babes (1 Corinthians
1-3). Where factions reign Paul sees a level of spiritual immaturity. Where power is more
important than the gospel we can expect there to be a measure of Christian pettiness
characterized by self centeredness and a level of Christian non-transformation."" Where
historical factors are stronger than concem for the gospel message we can anticipate there
to be inattention to contextual factors, issues with which the Church has not yet
This is a good reason for developing a contextualized theology ofpower.
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satisfactorily dealt. And so the relational concem for "who leads who" calls into question
the discipling process of the church; inattention to contextual details in administrative
decision making calls into question the processes by which clergy are prepared; the
question of authority requires clarification of leader-institution principles and humility;
where means of applying authority is the concem then education and availability of
means come into question�i.e. polity development in the church system. Whatever its
cause, the presence of conflict among Christians is a major concem for missiology. This
concem gave rise to my desire to leam more about causal dynamics in order to prevent
and/minimize occurrence of costly conflicts among Christians, to which I now tum.
A PROPOSAL: PREEMPTP/E RECONCILIATION THROUGH RESTORYING
Some Definitions
The key words in this proposal are preemption and restorying. In the end I
combine both terms into the compounded form I call preemptive restorying, which
succinctly summarizes my dissertation. I hope that the application of this concept will
lead to sh-onger and lasting reconciliation, clearer conflict prevention and greater peace
within relationships. Let us recall the discussion we had in the second chapter in which
we dealt with stories as the ingredients of personal foundations, which in tum became the
salient parts of relational foundations. Conflict appeared as a crack in the wall that
pointed back to the foundation. The role ofpreemption is to find and evaluate that part of
the foundation from which the crack can be traced. Preemption functions as a mean of
diagnosing the source ofthe crack. The role of restorying is to mend that part ofthe
foundation toward which the crack points. So that: where preemption diagnoses,
restorying treats. Preemptive restorying is the combination of both aspects of this dual
process, with the end result ofpreventing conflicts and/or significantly reducing their
costliness. Neither preemption nor restorying stands without the other.
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Preemption
For purposes of this dissertation, I am defining preemption as the descriptive and
evaluative exercise aiming at a deeper understanding of the causal dynamics of any
conflict.'" It requires the concentrated study of one case of conflict at a time. While it is
possible to evaluate likely outcomes before the case ensues, more accurate information
about its causal dynamics is likelier if the case is studied for causes following the conflict
event."* In order to preempt the outcome of current or future relationships, a student of
conflict causation must approach his or her study on the premise of similar past
relationships. Preemption learns from the numerous past conflicts littering the Church's
long history, categorizes into a data base that is then made available for future reference.
Preemption takes particular note of causal dynamics of each conflict for application in
current and future conflict contexts.
Preemption also takes interest in historical factors that set the stage of each
conflict, evaluating whether and how these factors have changed over time. This concept
must also take into account the lessons we have learned from scholars like Taylor,
Katongole and Volf. Stories on which societies are built determine ways in which
conflicts are either instigated or quelled. While the student can leam more about causes
of conflict through attending to these social stories, he/she can equally leam about the
society's underlying stories through a deeper understanding of conflict causation within
'" This is an ambitious aspiration since theorists before me have already attempted to accomplish
this very goal. I am joined in this hope by others such as African Heads of State and Government in the
Organization for African Unity (OAU) who formed "the Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management
and Resolution" with the objectives of anticipating and preventing conflicts, along with undertaking peace
making and peace-building fiinctions in order to facilitate the resolution of acttial conflicts," (Malan,
1997:81). The difference between this aspiration and the one I propose is that while theirs has to do with
national and international politics, mine has to do with local and international/intercontinental church based
relationships. However, the similarities are more numerous than the differences.
"* Ifwe continue with in medical terminology a little longer�such terms as diagnosis and
treatment�we can say that, the application ofpreemption to an already "dead" relationship is like a
postmortem surgery which reveals the causes of death but cannot heal the person. The value ofthe
exercise
is not in preserving the life ofthe one upon whom the operation is done but in preserving the lives ofmany
others whose physicians will utilize leaming gleaned from the present exercise.
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that society. That is to say, the more one watches the relational foundations is the clearer
that society's stories become.
Limitations of Preemption
While preemption answers some foundational questions�i.e. things that led to
conflict in past relationships, it is difficult to be certain of the future. Normally the future
comes to us with an element of surprise. So we approach it cautiously. In the same way,
we approach conflict likelihood with caution; not knowing what variables will lead to
what outcomes, what volitional choices people will make, or what other conflicts will be
going on in nearby relationships to cause conflict in this particular relationship with
which we are concemed. But uncertainty of the fiiture should not be the reason for failing
to attempt a helpful thing.
One might ask that: is it ever possible to extricate ourselves from historical
conflicts and start anew? In the fallen world in which we participate, it often seems like
we are constantly building on latent conflicts. Preemption almost always reveals the
bottom pit that renders our relational foundations shaky. It can easily lead to more
questions than answers. And, ifwe know the cause of such and such a conflict; who was
responsible for what atrocities and for what purpose: the facts remain. Damage is done
already. And so we ask: Ifwe are not going to undo the damage of the past, what is our
point in carrying out this exercise? Yet, even though we are unable to change the past, we
can change ftiture history on the basis of a clearer understanding ofthe past, hi view of
my problem statement and stated purpose, this sttidy of a past conflict will only be
meaningftil if it can affect future relationships positively.
Another limitation ofpreemption is highlighted by the concem that: what if the
relationship in which we are interested is already adversely affected by active or
impending conflict that has been lurking beneath the surface for years? This question is
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validated by the fact that founding stories linger on for decades and sometimes centuries.
Charles Taylor, Emmanuel Katongole and Miroslav Volf discuss these issues (see chapter
2), and this is the concem for the next section, about restorying.
Transitioning to Restorying
Preemption is only the beginning of replacing a society's founding story. But it is
not sufficient on its own. Preemption requires the input of a process, which for the
purposes of this dissertation, I am calling restorying. Given the basis of the questions it
answers and the process by which it answers them, the preemptive process naturally
issues into the restorying process which searches history for tmth-in-hind-sight. For,
preemption leaves a gaping question: wherefore? In other words: Now that we know all
this about the past, what should we do about this predicament today for the sake of a
brighter fiiture? Where the preemptive process asks questions like: what happened, why
did it happen, who did it, why him/her; and with what effect; the restorying process
answers questions like: what content to include in the new story, for what hoped-for
effect and who should tell the story? Where the preemptive process answers why
questions of the past and how they affect the present and future, the restorying process
answers the so-what questions of the present seeking a brighter future. When viewed
together, the preemptive stories of the past are replaced with new stories through
restorying. In this way restorying is the necessary compliment to preemption, and
preemption offers greater traction to restorying.
Emmanuel Katongole suggests that a new story that is more balanced should
evolve from today's church in Africa. Miroslav Volf adds a significant aspect to the
restorying process. For Volf, the difference between the conflict-insinuating 'exclusion'
and the conflict-resolving 'embrace' is to be found in the cross ofChrist. Humans come
to Christ's cross in repentance, leam to offer forgiveness and to let go of past hurts
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without retaliation. At the cross the repentant sinner is more interested in grace than in
achieving justice. And so, in order to answer the wherefore, we now tum to the second
process.
Restorying
The direct call to write new stories comes from Emmanuel Katongole. It is
implied by Miroslav Volf and acknowledged by Charles Taylor. In this work, restorying
is the necessary step following preemption, which is its necessary precursor. Restorying
starts with underlying stories, a concept that Taylor aptly highlights as "social
narratives." Stories are sometimes found to be erroneous and misleading. This is
especially so in Katongole's rendering of the African story. Sometimes, however, the
stories have been tme in the past but have either changed or remained stagnant over long
periods of time. Changes in time and circumstance render stories obsolete. Under such
conditions, stories need to be refitted to the community and relationships for which they
form a significant foundation.
The Call
In the second chapter of this dissertation we encountered Katongole's call for a
new story to be enacted through African Christianity to replace the current story that has
been both told and acted out by the West as well as through African agents. In this new
story Katongole hopes that the African church will realize a difference in how African
people view and use power, value their lives and the lives of other Africans, thus
fostering a new type of community (Katongole, 201 12:20). It is a welcome vision that
will see the transformation of social narratives which, if realized, will change Africa's
negative experiences into a more positive hoped-for fiiture. It is a redemptive vision that
would allow Africa to live to a fuller and more satisfying potential, a means by which
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also relationships between Africans and Westemers will be more balanced, more
acceptable and hopefiilly engender fewer conflicts. Under the power of this new vision, a
sense of order will replace chaos, wealth will replace poverty; and mutual respect will
replace violence and tribalism: the old things will be replaced by new ones, hi order to
achieve this vision, Katongole calls for a new approach: not the usual support of the
nation-state entity but new stories based on a new imagination which "give rise to a new
imaginative landscape within which a new future in Africa can take shape," (Katongole,
201 1:83). histead of the status quo Katongole seeks radical thinking, something outside
the usual business of African life.
hi order to realize Katongole's vision, people must develop new stories, and
viable stories are developed over long periods of time. New story development requires
people to be freed from their current burdens and the narrative these burdens enhance, so
they can dream meaningfully of a different Africa. Katongole goes ahead to show in the
second half of his book how some of these stories have been developed and enacted. The
call bears the real possibility of self-sacrifice even to the point of death (e.g. in the case of
assassinated president, Thomas Sankara). Yet the sacrifice of love that is shown among
these "crazy" peace makers is the point of departure from which new stories find life and
take their shape. But the hope is that Africa will be renewed, healed and otherwise
engaged meaningfully.
Katongole also found that new church action is legitimized by theological
reflection. Therefore the new story that the church requires must be told through
theological conversations, by which the stories gain spiritual credibility and the respect
that goes with them. Depending on its theological reflection, the Church can be a sfrong
voice to change society. Here is where we tum to Miroslav Volf, who delves into further
theological depths.
Volf too issues a call to change. His, though is a call to embrace the other with
whom the one has had conflict. He premises it on God's example, who received "hostile
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humanity into divine communion" (Volf, 1996:100). Volf employs the loftiest example
of embrace. Volf uses the term exclusion to illustrate a relationship that suffers the
hostility that accompanies conflict. Exclusion is the opposite of embrace. Embrace is
hospitality that receives the other without first asking questions or "judgment about
others, except that of identifying them in their humanity," (Volf, 1996: 29). Embrace is a
vulnerable position to occupy�both the host and the guest experience this vulnerability
together. But this vulnerability is the beginning ofmaking space in which new stories can
be written.
But before people can sacrificially give themselves to one another, Volf
recognizes their inability to distance themselves from conflict because it wells up from
within them. Even Christians participate in instigating and executing conflicts. "We find
it difficult to distance ourselves from our selves and our own culture and so we echo its
reigning opinions and mimic its practices" (Volf, 1996:54), he says. The sense of 'no
other way out' of this or that skirmish reigns even in church relationships, like an
instinctual cultural reaction, and culture is sacred to them. This is where Volf recognizes
a fundamental spiritual problem: that people's volitions are so damaged by evil in the
soul to the dissipation of any hope for reconciliation.
Then Volf comes to the need for reversing these detrimental traits. He
understands that in themselves, humans are powerless to change their own relational
trajectory. And so to reverse their predicament, though it starts with the will (human
volition) from whose imagination and courage action leading to embrace springs, it is
God's vision and power that catalyzes the positive results. Therefore, Volf places the
need for God's power together with human willingness to embrace the other. For Volf
this is the way to be what God has called the Church to be (Volf, 1996:54). The Christian
is called to depart from the cultural ties that distract him/her from embracing the other,
yet the call is also to remain within that cultural setting as a means ofbeing human
among other humans.
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That perpetrators of evil should repent is an obvious necessity, but the surprise in
Volf s account is that even "victims need to repenf because they have been so adversely
affected that their thoughts and perhaps actions toward the offender might be just as
negative (Volf, 1996:114, 117). As Volf advocates, having repented, then victims forgive
their perpetrators�a matter that requires divine assistance (Volf, 1996: 1 19). Forgiveness
follows repentance. Stories of past hurts might never completely depart from tortured
memories. The beginning ofChristian transformation upon which reconciliation is based
comes with faith in the Spirit of the crucified Messiah (Volf, 1996:92). But we must get
there through the Messiah's cross.
Volfpoints to the cross as a uniting factor through self sacrifice (Volf, 1996:47).
Those who embrace each other come together in a community of forgiven sinners under
Christ (Volf, 1996: 126). But this joumey brings humans to the cross where, even in a
world full of violence, the Messiah calls people not to "instinctively reach for a shield
and a sword, but the cross offers us outstretched arms and a naked body with a pierced
side; we feel we need the cunning wisdom of serpents, but the cross invites us to the
foolishness of innocent doves," (Volf, 1996:126). The cross is scandalous. But this self-
sacrificing foolishness at the cross defeats the power of conflict.
Notice how both Katongole and Volf issue a call to change through the scandal of
self-sacrificing love found through the power of the Messiah's cross for the sake of the
other. In Katongole the scandal of the cross leads to self-sacrificial service to
communities in order to restory their experience, transforming past hurts into hopes for a
brighter future. In Volf the scandal of the cross comes home especially in the expectation
of victims to forgive rather than condemn perpetrators and to repent even though their
sins were instigated by the sins of others. Yet the call is indeed hopeful for the future
change that it offers. But the way to reach there is problematic because it calls for
sacrifice. Sacrifice is a scandal sourced in the cross. But it is only through sacrifice that a
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new story will emerge. The new story will be a great blessing that is attended by hard
work�combining both human works and divine grace.
These scholars are not an exclusive duo inviting the church to this call. Celestine
Musekura places the same call in the context of Rwandan genocide and its aftermath.
Thirteen years after the 1994 atrocities, Musekura realized that Rwandan Hutus and
Tutsis were forced by circumstances to face one another again. They could not live
together without facing the past atrocities. The situation demanded it. Also their cultural
norms required action. Musekura writes that:
Thirteen years after the genocide, the people ofRwanda�^Hutu and Tutsi,
Christian and non-Christian�are confronted with two possibilities. The first is to
follow the impulse of revenge�striving to get even while perpetuating tribal
hatred, anger and bitterness. Such a choice could be made in the name of
retributive and punitive justice. . .
A second altemative for the people ofRwanda is to hope, activate and participate
in the miracle of forgiveness. Forgiveness can free Rwandans from the past
without their denying or being imprisoned by the past (Musekura, 2010:2).
In either case, each of the two groups of Rwandan people had to deal directly with the
opposing party. They had to face the issues squarely partly because there was no escaping
the atrocities. Gmesome deaths and maimed limbs, recent wounds and scars were too
vivid in their living memories to be disguised. These memories were at the foundational
level, they took up a large space in each individual's story and gained traction in the
reigning social imaginary of the Rwandan society. Forgetting was also made difficult by
the continuous presence of the other�the perpetrator and the victim lived together as
neighbors�a constant reminder ofwhat had happened. In the midst of their great pain
Musekura calls upon his people to forgive, that is: to embrace the other by participating
in "the miracle of forgiveness" as a means of attaining freedom from the ramifications of
their untold pain. Musekura urges the Afiican church to follow the biblical "theme of
redemption through reconciliation and forgiveness" (Musekura, 2010: 4).
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The way to follow such a sense of forgiveness that leads to reconciliation and
amicable relating in fiiture comes through facing the past: realizing the depth of the
perpetrator's harm and its effect on the victims, seeking forgiveness and offering it to the
other. This "miracle of forgiveness" that comes with repentance is what Volf refers to as
"embrace." It is the start of a new story, a new social narrative between formerly
antagonistic parties. Musekura joins the other authors to issue a radical call. He calls
humans to something that is humanly impossible. This call centers in the scandal ofthe
cross.
So far as we have studied the story of the AMiA and PEAR relationship, we have
worked it through the preemptive process that revealed the hurts of the past and how they
affect present relational boundaries. So far, the story representing the AMiA-PEAR
relationship ends somewhere along the way: the conflicting parties have mostly
acknowledged their pain and have each moved on to their respective next stations but not
reconciled. But the hurts have not had chance to heal. For instance, one pastor reported
his loss of trust in high level church leaders, and that, two years later, trust had not been
replenished for lack of reconciliation. '" He himself did not experience direct antagonism,
but he reports that many people in his network did on account of this conflict. The result
of this experience for him was that it challenged the stamina ofmission. Other pastors
have registered stress, ambiguity, anxiety, distraction, deep hurts, departures and,
discouragement. Such is the challenge of relational failure in a hierarchical system. The
greater challenge, however, is found when reconciliation is not forthcoming among
Christians even when they pride in the cross of Christ.
And so the AMiA-PEAR relationship jolts us into remembering the Christian call
to self sacrificial love through the spiritual power found at the cross of the Messiah.
Personal electronic mail interview with Pastor MMM.
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Through the transformation that comes in this way, we then can start upon the process of
restorying without the encumbrance of our past hurts.
Preemptive Restorying
Preemptive restorying is the continuous combination of the dual processes of
preemption and restorying. It is continuous in the sense that the process does not have a
break as it progresses from preemption to restorying and back. It is a continuum with two
identifiable ends. Both ends feed off of each other. Restorying originates from
preemption. At the same time, restorying becomes the stage from which future
preemption is derived. Having acknowledged preemption and restorying separately, here
I attempt to merge them in order to show how they work in tandem. Since both processes
are complimentary, putting them together here will illustrate the fullness of this
combination.
Preemptive restorying is inquisitive, asking questions of the past and of the future:
that is, we find out why a conflict happened in order to seek a wherefore�so, what
should we do about this and similar relationships? Its answers are not only descriptive
and evaluative, they are also prescriptive. The case studies of past conflicts lead to
futuristic projections of relationships yet to be hatched. Yet those projections will only be
evaluated as helpful through a future preemptive process, after they have been lived out
in future relationships. The fiiture relationships will employ these projections on the basis
of credibility built through the preemptive evaluation that will be applied thereto. For, in
writing past stories, telling why conflict ensued and pointing out causal dynamics of
costly conflict or lack thereof, the narrative gains the zeal for telling the truth in a newer
story in order to secure the future.
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Preemptive restorying is dialogical. "* In facing facts ofparticular relationships it
faces the past by asking questions ofwho set up what relationships, how and why this
was so along with outcomes of the studied relationships. It makes the past accountable to
the present. And, by implication, the process makes present players more responsible,
knowing that they too will be accountable to future preemptors, who will scrutinize the
legacy of these players. In this way, preemptive restorying dialogues with the past. And
so it seeks to replace faulty reigning stories with new and hopefully more appropriate
stories by which the society should live. It does this with a deliberate intention to remake
what is inappropriate or unhelpful and rebuild what has been damaged."'
I do believe that perceiving dialogue as confrontation does not have to lead to
greater conflict. When viewed from a positive perspective, people who engage in
confrontation tend to do so for the sake of their relationship with the one they confront.
Moreover, confrontation does not necessarily constitute a rebuke and it does not always
have to be negative. In a healthy relationship, when the relating parties project a hoped-
for future by facing their present circumstance in light of the past, it should be possible to
change ways/switch altematives. The conversation is characterized by a common
interest.'*" These changes do not have to be received negatively. The reason why someone
might be offended by correction/changes wrought by confrontation is if that person's
"* Another term that is often used for this kind of conversation is confi-ontation. In seeking to
understand different opinions on an issue that affects a relationship, I understand that the term
"confrontation" tends to cormote that one side is right and the other is wong. But if the relating parties'
desire is to bring about transformation of opinions or perspectives, we can change word from confrontation
to dialogue because it puts forth the need to mutually understand one another and move towards a common
understanding and appreciation of the "other."
"' Per Katongole, Africa's past story of conflict requires restorying because it was founded on a
lie. He goes on to expose the lie. In the case ofAMIA-PEAR, it was not so much a lie that caused conflict
but relational disparity among top leaders within the Anglican setting in the United States as well as top
leaders among the Anglicans ofRwanda with both continents affecting each other. What needs to be
corrected in the AMIA-PEAR setting is not deception but distant relational foundations.
Charles Kraft's seventh principle of communication states that "communication is most
effective when the communicator, message and receptor participate in the same contexts, settings or frames
of reference," (Kraft, 1979:1 17). It follows that a reduced likelihood of conflict attends relationships that
share a common frame of reference or philosophy of life. This common frame of reference is enhanced by
meaningftil conversations and shared decision making processes such as those that preemptive restorying
offers.
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place is not considered�the person is devalued�if his/her identity is lost in the process
while that ofthe one who confronts is elevated. If confrontation is a statement of
superiority-inferiority then that encounter hurts the self-concept of the victim and is likely
to cause or exacerbate conflict. But if the confrontation is coming from a friendly source,
e.g. Kolini to Murphy it is best understood as brotherly correction/guidance, loving care
as from God to his children, or from a father to his child that is meant to make the child
stronger/healthier. The response to this conversation by either relating parties leads to the
rebuilding phase which then determines what happens in the future of that relationship,
i.e. how strong the relationship will be.
Perhaps the most important thing about preemptive restorying is the fact that it
incorporates a messianic aspect. This messianic quality is represented by redeeming past,
current and fiiture relational circumstances. Preemptive restorying redeems past
relationships by offering them a chance to be a source of knowing relational pitfalls and
joyfril unity�in hind sight, if no other good came out of a particularly painful conflict, at
least someone learns a lesson from it.'*' It can be likened to a father who failed in some
way but takes that opportunity to teach his son not to fail in that way: if the son learns
that lesson and does acts commendably than his father in that way, the father's failure is
thereby redeemed on the condition of his son's improved state. At least the father learnt a
lesson that taught his son to live better than him. Thus preemptive restorying adorns such
painful past experiences with the honor due a teacher.'*' Preemptive restorying graces
current relationships with wisdom that can only be gained through experience. To
continue with the previous example, it is like the son taking time to read his father's diary
in order to glean from his father's wisdom. It is up to current players to leam and apply
'*' This is not to condone the occurrence of costly conflicts. We have seen in chapter 2 of this
work that, when viewed missiologically, conflict tends to cost more than it contributes to the life of a
Christian community. This gain of knowledge and warning is not sufficient to warrant the occurrence of
conflict. Instead, we can embrace the positive results of conflict as to salvage the remaining usable parts of
a wrecked relationship.
'*' Preemptive restorying offers grace to broken relationships. This grace enables the participants
in those relationships a sense of restored dignity.
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lessons from the past to their present circumstances. Preemptive restorying honors ftiture
relationships by anticipating and preparing for them. It is an investment into a brighter
ftiture. Anticipation based on knowledge that has been researched in hind sight is the
closest likelihood to truth that is yet to be revealed.
Applying Preemptive Restorying to the AMiA-PEAR Relationship''^
In order to study the AMiA-PEAR relationship we have delved into historical data
in order to piece together how the main relationship was frirmed, who participated in it
and what roles they played in the development and sustenance of the relationships
represented there. We searched for cracks in the relationship and worked to trace their
origin in the foundation. In defining preemptive restorying above, I described it as
inquisitive, dialogical, and messianic. It is these three defining aspects ofpreemptive
restorying that I now set out to apply to the AMIA-PEAR conflict.
Relational Foundations in the AMIA-PEAR Relationship
Since relationships are formed at an obscure foundational level, assumptions that
people make conceming certain relationships need to be clarified with a study of
relational foundations. The breakdown ofAMIA-PEAR relationships came as a surprise
to many observers. But this surprise can be explained by a careftil consideration of
personal foundations which fed the respective relational foundations. In particular I
would like to illustrate the necessity of considering the foundations with two sets of
relationships. These are the relationships between AMIA Bishop Chuck Murphy and
PEAR Archbishop Emmanuel Kolini on the one hand, and that between Bishop Murphy
and ACNA Archbishop Bob Duncan on the other.
We have already interacted with these relationships�^between Kolini and Murphy as well as
between Murphy and Duncan�in the third and fourth chapters. I use them here only to illustrate my
theoretical process.
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First let us note that all three men shared many circumstances that brought them
together in a manner that was costly to each one of them. The shared foundation of these
relationships included life altering factors such as the fact that these men were ordained
ministers functioning in the Anglican Communion; that they were involved in pivotal
events like the Lambeth '98 and its aftermath; that they shared the same perspective of a
way forward during the Kampala Meeting, and willingly chose to risk a new development
at the Singapore consecrations. This is to mention only a few of their commonalities. But
prior to their meeting and relating each of these men had his own important set of
personal circumstances which formed part of each one's personal foundation.
hi Murphy's case we can point out the difficulties he faced while seeking to lead a
local congregation under a bishop, the fact that doctrinal changes were taking place that,
ifnot already, would eventually affect the type ofministry he sought to offer his
congregation in ways he found undesirable. When he complained, action had not been
taken as he had hoped. Instead, he felt a need to relate with bishops and primates
elsewhere in order to fulfill what he understood to be his calling. After being consecrated
bishop of the Anglican Church ofRwanda, Murphy had been disowned by his former
church denomination, the Episcopal Church, and sent into ecclesial exile. Murphy had
suffered and heard of difficulties that others like him had experienced at the hands of the
Episcopal Church system. Kolini, on the other hand, had been exiled to Uganda and
Congo where he had been ordained priest and consecrated an Anglican bishop. Kolini
had witnessed and heard about the suffering of his people. He had retumed to Rwanda to
lead the Province of the Anglican Church there.
Both Murphy and Kolini had been wounded by different people and under
different circumstances�one through church polity and the other through national
politics�^but in similar ways. Both men had tmsted systems that let them down. From
these men's perspective, their leaders had been unfaithful to their (the leaders') highest
callings. We can say that, though vastly different in circumstance and location, at the
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character formation level of personal foundations, their stories led them together rather
than apart. There was a deep bonding at the foundational level. To a great extent this
bonding was owed to the fact that both men had been deeply affected by their difficuk
circumstances, creating between them a feUowship of suffering and a suspicion of
systems of govemance. These two personal foundations came together and found a way
of integrating into a special relationship between these two men so much so that Kolini
could say: "I was always related to Chuck.'"*" Let us note Kolini's use ofthe word
"always." While there was a beginning to their relationship, Kolini acknowledged the
period prior to their first meeting, how they each had been circumstantially prepared for
the other. The two foundations became united in their similarity so that their rather
obvious differences were rendered less important to either man. Since personal
foundations are the material from which relational foundations are formed, these men's
relational foundation was endowed with particular strength on account of the strong
sunilarity in their personal foundations. With such a deeply rooted relational foundation,
the relationship between Murphy and Kolini was so strong that it required no
formalities.'*^ It was both congenial and tmsting, permitting sufficient freedom to bear
much fruit for the ministry they shared.
But the vivid difference between Bishop Chuck Murphy and ACNA Archbishop
Bob Duncan overshadows their similarity. There is much similarity between both men.
They both share a country of origin, race and general culture; both are family men, have
had access to educational opportunities and share a common theology and ecclesiology.
One could expect the personal foundations of these two men to be sufficiently similar to
warrant an amicable relationship between them. However, they were not so deeply
'*" Kolini, interview with author, July 2012.
'*^ Perhaps the delayed acknowledgement of needing a Memorandum ofUnderstanding between
AMIA and PEAR was the result of this congeniality between the two leaders. Also a personal prelature is
more possible in the context of such a strong and trusting relationship.
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related as between Murphy and Kolini above. The difference might be found in the
attitude of each man to church structures.
I believe that this attitudinal difference has something to do with the difference in
these men's experiences while in the Episcopal Church. While Duncan was a bishop
Murphy was a priest in the same church system. Bishops function at a higher echelon
than do priests. And so bishops have a greater opportunity to change structures than do
priests. The result is that a priest who feels oppressed by a system in which he has
relatively little power to effect changes he knows to be necessary would feel differently
from a bishop who feels oppressed in the same system since he has greater power to
effect changes. Even though both men were deposed eventually and disowned by the
Episcopal Church, when opportunity was presented Bob Duncan showed more grace to
that system than did Chuck Murphy. Duncan only wanted to revamp the systems while
Murphy wanted to do away with them. And so when they met, even when all else seemed
to obviate their circumstantial kinship, the most salient parts of their personal foundations
questioned one another and disagreed at a deep level. The depth of their common
experience was shallower than the depth of their personal differences. And so the former
was insufficient to narrow the gap created by the latter. Unlike the case between Murphy
and Kolini discussed above, the fault line between Murphy and Duncan could find no
bridge. Their personal differences allowed no firm ground on which to lay their relational
foundation, and so it was laid on the slippery ground of deep difference. These intense
differences were illustrated by statements made and actions done in the two men's
respective leadership positions in the ACNA and AMIA where each was concemed about
the other. Such was the relational foundation that led to one ACNA bishop's comment
that: "the two men can be in one room and exchange compliments that go unheard.""** As
ACNA Bishop I, interview with author, August 2013.
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their differences intensified, even when they tried to speak kindly to one another they
each knew that their relationship was slipping farther out of hand.
Since relational foundations depend on experiences, the more commonality that
can be established between the two parties is the greater likehhood of coming together in
unity. This is especially so as the commonality gets deeper and more meaningful, hi the
same way the shallower the commonality is the less it affects the depth of relational
foundations. And so, while Murphy and Duncan might have many more things in
common, the one difference was so deep that it rendered their many resemblances unable
to bridge the distance between them. Yet at the same time, even though Murphy and
Kolini had many differences in their personal experiences, the differences were rendered
practically unimportant on account of the depth of their salient similarity. The power of
torture that disciples individuals can either transform the person to resemble the
perpetrator or to be a polar opposite of the torturer. Both Kolini and Murphy appear to
have been so transformed at a deep level on account of their similar experiences that their
two foundations naturally agreed to form a relational foundation. Yet the same system
which transformed Murphy does not appear to have transformed Duncan to the same
extent as it did Murphy. The key difference is in the depth of similarity or agreement at
the personal foundation.
Having illustrated how foundations become ready to work together in some cases
and how they fail in other cases, the question that we now face is how to transform
disparate relational foundations, whose disparity is accounted in different experiences. To
state the obvious, it is impossible for any human being or institution to change an
individual's personal history. However, since Murphy and Duncan needed to work
together but their personal foundations had not agreed on a definite course, how else
could they be assisted by the organizations they led, or by another related entity? This
question requires us to view preemptive restorying as mending relational foundations.
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Preemptive Restorying as Mending Relational Foundations
In order to enact a new story for AMIA and PEAR the greatest need was to fmd
commonalities that are stronger than the differences between the key leaders whose
relationships have been our focus in this work. It was necessary to know the differences
that kept the relating parties disparate, and the commonalities that brought them together.
In order to transform the relationships, there was need to focus more on the similarities
than the differences, to emphasize the shallower similarities and cause them to sink
deeper than the differences in the context of the relationship. For instance, the fact that
both Murphy and Duncan had already participated in the risky business at the Kampala
meeting and the Singapore consecrations could have gained greater prominence with
emphasis and made to sink deeper in their relational foundation than their differing
attitudes to church stmctures. Perhaps, above all, the fact that they both longed to serve as
mission agents in the North American Anglican setting and their theological
understanding of this was similar they could have been compelled by the love of Christ to
reconcile before the conflict ensued: that is, preemptive reconciliation before the conflict.
But it appears that a key component was missing in their relationship. This is
supervision, or, since we are discussing top leaders of large organizations, a person or
small group walking alongside the key leaders in order to strategically enhance their
social relationships. Bishop Thaddeus Bamum, or someone else, who was involved in
many of their meetings and had a depth ofunderstanding these relationships, knew how
to speak to the individuals involved and understood their settings and constraints, their
fears and hopes, could have taken such a pastoral role (see Kraft, 1979:1 17). The
commonality in their frames of reference enhances credibility for communicating and is
enhanced by meaningful conversations and shared decision making processes such as
those that preemptive restorying offers. Who this person is, his/her personal foundation
and ability to form and sustain relational foundations is a major contributor to the
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outcome of the preemptive restorying exercise�whether it is what the church hopes for
or its opposite.
It takes special talent, interest and tact to manage such a role. Even though the
person/group would act especially in the background, away from the public eye, their role
is by no means despicable, hi some ways this role is stronger than the role of the leaders
it supports. Strong foundations tend to be taken for granted. Most people only notice
when cracks lead to evaluating their foundations. And so the preemptive restorying
process can be a thankless task, one that challenges perseverance. This is why telling a
new story is costly and self-sacrificing.
hi light of this possibility, let us remind ourselves here ofmy description of
preemptive restorying as inquisitive, dialogical and messianic. Being constantly involved
in the relationship lessens the need for inquisitiveness because the individual would be
already familiar with most of the areas of inquiry�the cracks in the walls. Moreover, the
messianic aspect is a result of successful preemptive restorying�firm relational
foundations. The main focus for such a person would be initiating and sustaining
dialogue in the midst of conflict among these top leaders. This dialogue should focus on
preventing costly conflict and/or reducing its costliness to the Church's mission.
CHAPTER CONCLUSION
The conflict between the Anglican Mission in America and its mother Province of
the Anglican Church in Rwanda that left much confusion in its wake affected missional
outreach negatively. The negative effect of this conflict drew my interest in the causal
dynamics of such costly conflicts among Christians across cultures. My surprise though,
was that the crux of conflict did not arise from an antagonism between Africans and
Americans but that it was especially among Americans situated against Americans and
Africans positioned against Africans which then spilled over to affect intercontinental
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relationships. The key area of contention was in positioning leaders which I summarized
as "who leads who by what authority and means." The literature survey helped me to
leam that the foundational stories/social narratives by which communities live make all
the difference in how people function together and how they respond or react to different
circumstances. This survey enabled me to form a theoretical approach which I dubbed
"personal and relational foundations" in which the former determines the latter. My
recommendation in this final chapter has been for preemptive restorying, a process that is
inquisitive, dialogical and messianic. Preemptive restorying is the hard work aimed at
changing the course of relational stories from their likely negafive outcome of costly
conflict to a more positive hoped-for future through emphasizing some aspects of
personal foundations and deemphasizing others to enable a greater chance of
strengthening relational foundations. This is my suggested way to prevent costly conflict
among Christians across cultures.
RecommendedFuture Research
At the end of this dissertation I see that there are interesting areas that I would
hope to see in the scholarly literature in future. For instance, it would be quite helpfiil to
develop a theology ofpower. In the fourth chapter we saw that the causal dynamics of
costly conflict included the concem for who leads who by what authority and means.
This need for some leaders was the means by which relational deaths occurred,
diminishing the Church's credibility before the world it seeks to reach and discouraging
adherents who in tum wondered about the appropriateness and necessity of belonging to
a church embroiled in conflict. The effectiveness of the Church's witness dwindled. And
so onlookers were left with the option to determine whether the players in these
relationships were "mere babes" (1 Corinthians 1-3) who were yet "spiritually
immature", "petty Christians" characterized by self centeredness in need ofChristian
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transformation;'*'' or had not attended to contextual factors. Neither of these options
elevates the Church's position in society or increases its clout for the sake ofmissional
outreach. But a theology ofpower could be a means of restoring and sustaining the
Church's image. Indeed, in order to form this theology, the student could employ
principles of preemptive restorying which I have elucidated in this dissertation.
This is a good reason for developing a contextualized theology ofpower.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: TABULAR COMPARISON OF THE TWO CRISES
Aspect Former Crisis Latter Crisis
Nature of the Crisis Theological Administrative
Point ofDisagreement Apostasy, church's message Who leads who
Trigger of the conflict Place of Scripture/competing
bishops' authority
Means/Instruments of
authority
Relational Scope All American, assistance
from global South
Between partners: South and
North
Involves Mono-cultural relationships,
the world looks on
Cross-cultural relationships,
the world looks on
Characterized by Spiritual Indigestion Relational Indigestion
Chief players/partakers Revisionist Episcopal
Bishops, Orthodox Episcopal
Priests, People in the Pews,
Relatives and Friends,
News/Media, World
Orthodox Anglican Bishops/
Priests across the Atlantic,
Recent Church Plants,
Relatives and Friends,
News/Media, World
Response Heartache, hurtfulness Heartache, hurtfulness
End Result Departure Departure
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APPENDIX 2: LIST OF KEY INTERVIEWEES
ACNA Bishop, 1�Name withheld on request, USA, 7/1/2013.
ACNA Bishop, 2�Name withheld on request, USA, 8/1/2013.
Bilindabagabo, Right Reverend Alexis�Bishop ofthe Anglican Diocese ofGahini,
Anglican Province ofRwanda, 6/24/2012.
Duncan, Most Reverend Dr. Robert Wm.�Archbishop ofthe Anglican Church in North
America, 8/27/2012
East Afi-ican Primate�^Name withheld for lack of permission to disclose, 6/28/2012.
Gasatura, Right Reverend Nathan�Bishop of the Anglican Diocese ofButare, Anglican
Province ofRwanda, 6/25/2012
Isabirye, Rev. Canon Aloni B.�Retired Anglican Canon and Regional East African
Revival leader 12/14/1994 (deceased).
Isabfrye, Rev. Stephen Musa�Lecturer, Uganda Christian University/PhD Candidate,
Kenyatta University, 6/29/2012.
Isingoma, Most Reverend Henri�Archbishop and Primate of the Anglican Province of
Congo, 6/7/2012
Katwesigye, Right Reverend George�Bishop (retired) of the Anglican Diocese of
Ankole, Uganda (the closest Ugandan diocese to Northem Rwanda), 6/7/2012.
Kolini, Most Reverend Emmanuel�retired Archbishop and Primate of PEAR, 7/15/2012
Kyamanywa, Right Reverend Nathan�Bishop of the Anglican Diocese ofBunyoro-
Kitara, Church ofUganda, 8/5/2012
Mahoro, Reverend Emest�Rwandan priest, graduate of Trinity Anglican School of
Ministry, 6/18/2014; 7/15/2012.
Mashyaka, Rev. Anastase�Provincial Secretary (ChiefAdministrator), PEAR, P.O. Box
2487, Kigah, Rwanda, 6/19/2012.
Missouri Parishioner�Lay member of an AMiA congregafion in Missouri, March-May
2012.
MMM, Rev�Name changed, network leader of an AMiA jurisdicfion and parish priest.
MVP, Rev�Name changed, network leader of an AMiA jurisdicfion and parish priest.
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Nsabensengimana, Rev. Immaculee�Assistant Provincial Mothers Union Worker, a
Social Studies college student and Rwandan native, Kigali, 6/19/2012.
Orombi, Most Reverend Henry�Archbishop and Primate ofthe Anglican Church of
Uganda, 6/28/2012.
Wabukala, Most Reverend Eliud�Archbishop and Primate ofthe Anglican Province of
the Church of Kenya, 6/7/2012.
Rutayisire, Rev. Antoine�Vicar, Remeera Anglican Church and Principal, Anglican
School in Kigah, 6/25/2012.
Rwaje, Most Reverend Onesphore�Archbishop and Primate ofProvince de I'Englise
Anglicane au Rwanda (the Anglican Province of the Church in Rwanda, or
PEAR), 6/9/2012.
Rwandan American�Name withheld for lack of permission to display, 4/1/2012
Reed, Reverend Malcolm�retired Professor of Philosophy at Gordon Conwell, Priest
and Church Planter in Boston MA, 6/7/12.
Rucyahana, Right Rev John�Retired Bishop and Bishop Emeritus of Shyira Diocese,
Anglican Church ofRwanda, July 2012.
Virginia Parishioners�Three former members ofBishop Murphy's Church at Pawley's
Island, an AMiA congregation, 9/12-13/2013.
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APPENDIX 3: KEY COMMUNICATION PIECES BETWEEN AMIA AND PEAR
From Bishop ChuckMurphy to American Anglicans Concerning Bishop Onesphore
Rwaje 's Election to Accede to the Rwandan See
KIGALI, Rwanda
Sept. 17, 2010
From The Most Rev. Emmanuel Musaba Kolini Archbishop of the Province of the
Anglican Church of Rwanda and Bishop ofKigali Diocese.
The House of Bishops of the Province of the Anglican Church ofRwanda has elected the
Rt. Rev. Onesphore Rwaje as Archbishop to succeed the Most Rev. Emmanuel Kolini.
He currently serves as Bishop ofByumba Diocese and Dean of the Province. The
Province distributed this official statement:
The Anglican Church ofRwanda is pleased to announce to all Rwanda Christians,
especially Anglican Christians, that during their House ofBishops meeting, which took
place on 17 September in the Year of our Lord 2010, Bishop RWAJE Onesphore was
elected as the Archbishop-elect of the Province of the Anglican Church of Rwanda and
Bishop of the new Gasabo Diocese for the Province of the Anglican Church ofRwanda.
AMiA Bishop Chuck Murphy, who attended the House ofBishops meeting, commented
on the election:
I want to thank all the individuals, congregations and intercessors across North America
who prayed for this important election. The presence of the Holy Spirit was clear and
evident throughout the meeting, and we were blessed to have an election on the first
ballot with overwhehning support for the Dean of the Province ofRwanda, Bishop
Onesphore Rwaje. We left the meeting excited and united. I have scheduled a meeting on
Saturday, September 18, with the Archbishop and Archbishop-elect to discuss plans for
this next season in the life of the Province and the Anglican Mission and will be sending
a video message with a more detailed report when I retum to the US.
The Rt. Rev. Charles H. Murphy, III
Chairman of the Anglican Mission in the Americas
September 17,2010
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Bishop John Rucyahana, to Bishop Murphy ConcerningAMiA 's Impending Departure
from PEAR
To Chuck Murphy
Chairman Council of Bishops
Dear Bishop Chuck,
It is with humility that I write this letter to you, having heard that you are thinking
/planning the formation of a missionary society. This comes at a very wrong timing when
the province ofthe Anglican church of Rwanda's leadership is changing. It is the time
when Archbishop Kolmi has just retired and Archbishop Rwaje has just taken over the
leadership of the Province.
It so appears that the reasons of transforming AMiA into a missionary society that is
independent firom Rwanda is based on shallow assumptions like:
a) The new house ofBishops in Rwanda runs against AMiA which is not true. The new
house of Bishops expressed a need to establish transparent strategic processes and
policies in the Province of Rwanda and in relationship with AMiA, but the house and the
Province in general are so committed to AMiA
b) The second assiraiption is based on the feeling that the new Archbishop does not take
decisions like the former and this is not true either. Archbishop Rwaje has a transparent
policy to consult with the house ofBishops and the church councils on the issues
pertaining to church management and institutional business. Unlike the former
Archbishop who took decisions without consulting the house ofBishops and church
councils and did not even inform them ofwhat he has/had done on their behalf as church
leaders.
I feel obliged to share my concems:
1) Taking AMiA from its original intent and purposes (vision) may distort or derail its
destiny.
2) This move may hurt the relationship ofAMiA with the Province of Rwanda which
stood alone in the whole world for AMiA hi the most difficuh tunes.
It may be extremely hard to comprehend for the retired Archbishop Kolmi who led
AMiA as a mission ofRwanda and now moves with AMiA out of the Province during his
retirement.
I would implore you to reconsider this move, but if you so choose to do it or be in
consultation with the Province of Rwanda. It would be very sad to start with a wave of
the Holy Spirit and end up with a human agenda.
I therefore request you very kindly to be considerate on the retired Archbishop Moses
Tay and retired Archbishop Yong both ofwhom God used to assist and bless AMiA at its
229
formation. Please do not use them when you are taking this move, least you hurt theh
reputation.
Be aware that the whole world is going to have an interpretation of this move and this
may cause a strong wave which may throw some of the people overboard.
Finally I would request you to slow down and make consultations with the Provmce of
Rwanda and other friendly institutions before you take an important move like this. It is
out of a deep groan ofmy heart and love that I have for AMiA that I say this.
May the Lord bless you
Bishop Emeritus of Shyira Diocese (Retired)
Bishop John Rucyahana
The following is Bishop Chuck Murphy's apology to Archbishop Rwaje.
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Anglican
Mission
The Re. Rev. Charles H. Murphy, HI
Chairman
PO Box 342r
I.N IHtAMERICAS Pawleys Uland. SC 295S5
S43-237-DJl8phanc 843-237-4008 �a_x
December 5, 201 1
Dear Archbishop Rwaje;
Gra:e lo you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Chrisf.
1 am writing you directly in response to the ielter of K'ovember 30, 2011 that I received, which was signed
by each of the Province of Rwanda bishops, all of whOT are open copied on this letter, Let rtie begin by
sincerely apologizing both to you and to the House of Bishops fo-- any language thai i have recently used
that has caused hurt or pain to you or lo any of my fellow bishops. I did not seme, nor did anyone tell nrne,
that my reference to the dangers of reverse colonialisTs at the September l-iouse of Bishops meeting was
received as being abusive. Since it appears that it did bring offense, then I do apologize and ask your
forgiveness.
Secondly, as I lold you and Bishop Mbanda at our recent meeting in Vv'ashingion DC. my use of the term:
"knucklehead" When describing the posts to public blogs here in the USA of Bishop Alexis" Febmary
letter listing hts many concerns and accusations regarding our financiai gifts and practices with the PEAR
over these pasi ten years, w-as intended to be more playful than atr-usive, and 'vvas not directed to Bishop
Alexis or to any specific bishop. However, in that my use of that term, in response to a question asking
about that letter, has also brought some offense, once again, I apologize and ask your forgiveness.
As f told you during the same meeting referenced above, 1 believe the references to "lawlessness," that is
cited as another source of offense, was actually made by Archbishop Tay in his letter or October 27"' to
Bishop John Rucyahana. so I cannot speak lo, or apologize for, the use of the term, but 1 am certain that
Archbishop Tay did not mean for it to be seen or received by anyone as either abusive or offensive. You
Vi'ili recall that Archbishop Tay sirnply wrote to Bishop John saying that he believed it to be clear that a
spirit of rebellion and lawlessness was at work - beyond and beneath legitimsate human concerns.
procedures, and rationalizations. He then listed for Bishop John "other spirits" that he believed were at
work - e.g. the spirit of accusation and the spirit of offense. S t ust felt you, frankly, that having gone
through these past several rnonihs, i now see clearly that ArchbLshop Tay's discernment when writing to
Bishop John back in October has proven to be accurate, true, and spiritually insightful.
Your most recent letter to me written on November 30''^ included quite a list of "accusations":
o that I have constantly disregarded the decisions and counsels of the House of Bishops-
o that i have misused the authority given to me:
o that I have ignored your request to halt my conversations about the Missionary Society:
: o thai 1 have dodged guestions of financial transparency while promasing at the September House
of Bishops meeting to send all of the financial transactions meant for Rwanda;
o and, of course, that I have usied "abusive language,"
Sadly, as with Bishop John's open letter to me, and with all of yolur recent letters to me. your letter of
November 30'" has now also been released immediately to the press [see attached]. It would appear that
George Congor received his copv of the letter at the same time that t received it. This, of course, has
made''any constructive conversation between us all the more difficult during these past several months.
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And again, as I told you In our Washington meeting, it was troubling to me to have been told, specinca
by one rnerriber of the press, that nhe letters being received are being provided by the Africans." This,
course, may explain why Conger felt quite confident about releasing an anicle loday. based upon your
most recent letter to me. entitled: ^^Recaril Of Resiga Rwanda lelfS ChuCk Murphy"'.
It is also very troubling to me that, apart from Bishop Mbanda's question about the term ^'knucklehead,
the accusations contained in your last letter w^e not presented or discussed ai our recent meeting in D(
Your summary of that^meeting [attached] makes no reference to any discysston of the accusations in yc
letter of November 30*'^. I was, therefore, understandably both surprised and dismayed to read the list c
accusations presented in that letter.
You also will remember that your invitation that I bring H Miller (and Kevin Donlon) to the June Hous
of Bishops meeting (see attached] in order to present a full disclosure of the financial information thai >
seek was neither asked for. nor allowed at the June meeting. In fact, I now know that Bishop Alexis'
letter to you [also attachedl speciffcally instructed and demanded that you notdiWm H Miller to speak i
present at that House of Bishops meeting. Apart from the additional cost that we incurred in flying H
Miller to Rwanda, as requested. I am even more troubled by the fact that he was not permitted lo preser
the clarifying financial materials thai he tiad prepared and tarought for thai House of Bishops meeting.
Sadly, the decision to prevent H MHIef from addressing those financial questions back in June has only
served to keep the accusations and suspicions surrounding finances from being settled and resolved om
and for alt.
Frankly, had you asked me even at our recent meeting in Washington DC for this information, I could
have telephoned H Milter and asked him to email us the financial information tt'iat he had prepared for
the June House of Bishops meeting {including the account numbers used when money was wired to
Rwanda). But, of course, you did not mention or ask me for this dyring our time together, and I had
actually thought that these financial concerns had been satisfactorily discussed and cleared up at our
September House of Bishops meeting. I understood the House to have assured me in September that th.
were no financial questions or concerns about money on our side of the Atlantic, but that only the PEA
side of the Atlantic had more work to do. and more decisions to make. You will remember that as you
drove Susan Gra>'Son and me back to the airport following our September meeting you told me that yoi
sensed that a "cloud had been lifted" within the House Of Bishops concerning those financial questions,
and this is what I repor ted back to H Miller, the staff, and the Council of Bishops when f return home.
Archbishop, v/hile I could attempt to present my case and my defense concerning each of the accusatic
that you list in your letter of November 30^^ I have come to the realization and conclusion that this woi
not be at all productive. I would, instead, like to shar^e my heart with you and with the House of Bishof:
about our past and about our future. As I stated in my 20'08 Winter Conference address four years ago,
truly believe that the Lord did with Anglicans in Norih America what He had done 3,000 years earlier i
the story of Joseph, Egypt, and the people of God as they moved into Africa (Egypt) in Genesis chapter
39-45 Back in 1 999 rriany of us were seeking refuge from a ''spiritual famine" in Norih Ar^ie^ ica and
both Rwanda and Southeast Asia were moved by God to give us both sanctuary and refuge. For this
thfc rn, '.qn^ ^Ann *his uenerosily of spirit. I v^'ill be forever thankful both lo God and to the PEAF
� \ rn into Afrir:a have been filled with tremendous joy and blessing. I belie-'
7 ; ^f^ficifi \f\^i have been established between 0u.r Lord's Church on two continents an(
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� Exodus 1 ;8 > "-Now ihere arose a new king over Eg\-pt who did not know Joseph.
" Clearly, w
an altogether new and differeni leadership in place in our African horrie of refuge and sojourn,
Anglican Mission, like the people of God earlier in Exodus,, now finds itself in a very new and
different siiuation. The result, as we savv in the story of Exodus, is that God's sovereign hand
which had led His people /nto Africa (Egypt) in the earlier Book of Genesis, !hen took a drafTsa
turn in ihe Book of Exodus instructing His people that it was now time for them to leai^e Africf
� Exodus 5: 1, 8:1 , 9:1 etc. > God nexl states again and again that He is ready for His people to c
The promise, of course, was that He had actually prepared a new home In a new location, whic
would then launch a totally nev%' chapter in the unfolding story of Ihe people of God,
� Exodus 10: 1 > God then tegins to move within Ihe heartsQt the Egyp'tian leadership to make
more and miore clear to the people of Israel that Africa (Egypt) could no longer be viewed as 11-
lasting home.
1 now see a parallel between the Exodus story and the present situation with Rwanda and the PEAR.
Things have now been made very clear to mie, and I am thankful for the clarity that I now have. As yoi
will see in the letter fromi our Council of Bishops laitached], miost of the other bishops in the Anglican
Mission have now comie to this samie conclusion. We say this wilhout feelings of anger or hurt. We
Simsply recognize that just as leadership changes in Southeast Asia following Archbishop Yong's
retirement brought to an end Ihe o^/ersighl that we had enjoyed for a number of years from that Provin
so now, the many new leadership changes in the PEAR following Archbishop Kolini's retirement, ha\'
brought to an end the oversight "hat we have enjoyed frorti the Province of Rwanda. We actually see tt
Lord's hand in all of this, and we are, therefore, at peace with Ihis Change and With this new reality.
V\/hile we, as individual members of the Council of Missionary Bishops, will be stepping back from oi
voluntary submission lo the Canons of PEAR (see attached] in or'der lo continue to lead the Anglican
Mission'lAfv'iA] as a Missionary Society just as you and I have been discussing over the past few mom
obviously, any clergy and churches thai may wish to leave ihe Anglican Mission and simply remiain ui
the oversigtTt of Rwanda will have our support and blessing to do this should the PEAR desire for this
happen.
Please also understand that our previous plans to make provision for the Rwandan House of Bishops l(
join us for both the 2012 V/inter Conference and a joint Retreat follov^ing that conference (the expena
incurred each year for travel, roomis, etc.) will no longer be necessar'y or even appropriate. 1 believe th,
this year's Winter Conference will need to address and focus upon this '*new thing" our Lord is now
doing with the Mission, as I trusi that you can understand and appreciate.
In closing, please know that Bishop Terrell Glenn and I will be meeting together later this week in an
effort to be fully restored and reconciled. 1 know that this is important to you and the entire House of
Bishops just as it is important to Terrell and to r^e.
My prayer is that our Lord will continue to bless you as you. and the remaining bishops of the PEAR
continue in the service of the gospel and of our Lord Jesus Christ.
In His Name,
: :,:jrphy. Ill
- - "��Mission
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Bishop Murphy to Archbishop Rwaje: Resignation Letter
The Most Reverend Onesphore Rwaje
Archbishop of the Province ofthe Anghcan Church ofRwanda
Bishop of Gasabo
B.P. 2487
Kigali, Rwanda
Your Grace:
I write to you this day sending along the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ
In addition to the personal concems I expressed to you in my response to the recent letter
ofNovember 30 from the House of Bishops, to which this second letter is attached, the
correspondence lacks the canonical due process that would make it possible to resolve
some ofthe matters expressed therein, thus leaving me without any possibility of
appropriate defense and advocacy on my behalf
Your Grace as you know, there is no covenant from the Anglican Mission to the Province
of the Anglican Church ofRwanda, nor is there a Canonical Mandate for the Erection of
a Missionary Jurisdiction from the Province of Rwanda for the Anglican Mission by title.
Since the inception of the Anglican Mission, there have been only the following
identified and mutually agreed upon "structures" in which both organizations have
functioned:
a) The personal relationship of Primate to His Vicar; and
b) The voluntary submission to the Canons and Constitution of Rwanda by the
Anglican Mission and its clergy as renewed annually at each year's AMiA Winter
Conference in the renewal of ordination vows.
Upon study of our Provincial Canons and Constitution, I must note that the Canon Law of
this Province does not make provision for a canonical process for bishops other than
diocesans to resign (Title III, Canon 23, Sections 7, 8, 9).
Having consulted canonical experts regarding this deficiency, despite this lack of
provision in our Provincial Canons, I, Charles Hurt Murphy, III after prayerful
discemment regretfully resign as a Primatial Vicar of the Province of Rwanda as
established in Title I Canon 6, Section 8.
Respectfully, and in His Name,
The Rt. Rev. Charles H. Murphy, III
Bishop and Chairman: Anglican Mission in the Americas
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David Virtue 's Announcement ofBishop Murphy 's Resignation
www.virtueonline.org December 7, 201 1
PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC: AMIA Bishop Murphy Resigns as Primatial Vicar in the
Province ofRwanda
Anglican Mission in the Americas will go it alone until new overseas oversight is formed
Three overseas archbishops stand with AMIA
The Anglican Mission in the Americas (AMIA), the first group ofEpiscopalians to leave
The Episcopal Church over a crisis of faith and leadership more than a decade ago, has
withdrawn from the Anglican Province ofRwanda following a breakdown in talks
between Rwanda and the Anglican Mission, which was exploring the possibility of
reorganizing as a Missionary Society and no longer simply as a Personal Prelature.
The chairman of the Anglican Mission, the Rt. Rev. Charles H. Murphy, III announced
yesterday that he and seven of his fellow Anglican Mission bishops, along with retired
Bishop John Rodgers, have resigned from the Anglican Province of Rwanda due to a
strong difference in opinion about the future structure and identity of the Anglican
Mission. You can read the letter of resignation here:
http://www.theamia.org/am_cms_media/letter-of-resignation-from-the-house-of-
bishops.pdf
Bishop Thad Bamum did not sign the resignation letter firom the Rwandan HOB. On
December 5, he chose to step away from his role in the Anglican Mission and instead
continue in a pastoral and canonical relationship with Rwanda.
Bishop Murphy had been seated as a Primatial vicar in the Rwandan House ofBishops on
an equal footing with Rwanda's House ofBishops.
"Valuing continuity, we see this as a logical, consistent progression of what God has been
doing in and through the Anglican Mission since 2000," explains Bishop Murphy. "The
missionary society concept provides the appropriate stmcture for us to be what we have
said we are from the beginning�a mission, nothing more, nothing less."
Archbishop Rwaje communicated a series of concems that included
charges that AMIA failed to demonstrate financial transparency, of
forcing the resignation of an AMIA bishop and abusive language by
Murphy in a letter dated November 30. Bishop Murphy addressed those
concems in a personal letter to the Archbishop on December 5. You can
read the full documents: http://www.theamia.org/am cms media/chm-letter-to-++rwaie-
Hec-5-2011.pdf and here:
ht.tp://www theamia.org/am cms media/201 1 1207162842477.pdf
"We received a letter from Archbishop Rwaje requesting a response within seven days
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delivered as an ultimatum which regrettably was leaked to George Conger before we
could respond to Archbishop Rwaje's concems," says Murphy.
"This was unfortunate in that it exacerbated the problems and forced an immediate
decision and action in that Conger, who also received the letter when I did (on December
2), had within three days published his article in Anglican Ink, quoting the letter before I
could respond to Archbishop Rwaje," Bishop Murphy told VOL. "We asked Mr. Conger
to wait until the entire Council of Bishops had time to digest, pray and respond to
Archbishop Rwaje before making an official statement. Regrettably the article was
released anyway before our Council of Bishops could either meet or write a response to
the Archbishop."
"I deeply regret having to take this action, but our hand was forced with the release of
private letters and ultimatums before we could meet, act or continue our conversations
about the proposed missionary society that had been scheduled to take place following
Winter Conference 2012," Murphy explained.
"We believed that in the evolution of this 1 1-year Mission it was now time to move from
an informal structure with the Province ofRwanda that was not based on a "covenant"
but rather on the personal relationship ofPrimate to His Vicar (Personal Prelature) to the
creation of a missionary society with clear and defined Constitution and Statutes," he
concluded. "We had begin exploring this possibility with the leadership on both sides of
the Atlantic."
At one point in the debate raging between the two churches, retired Rwandan Bishop
John Rucyahana weighed in saying the reorganization plan would "take AMiA firom its
original intent" and described the Rwandan church as "nonplussed" by the proposal.
hi an open letter to Bishop Murphy, he said the AMiA was being ungrateful, as "this
move may hurt the relationship" between the AMiA and Rwanda, "which stood alone in
the whole world with AMiA in the most difficult times."
He was also distressed by what he saw as the AMiA taking Archbishop Kolini out of the
Church ofRwanda. "It may be extremely hard to comprehend for the retired Archbishop
Kolini who led AMiA as a mission ofRwanda and now moves with AMiA out of the
province during his retirement."
On Oct. 31 201 1, Archbishop Rwaje wrote to Bishop Murphy "requesting that all
procedures toward the formation of the new missionary society be halted until we go
through the Jemsalem moment (are of common mind)." He also asked Bishop Murphy to
reflect on "the spirit of rebellion and lawlessness." You can read this documents here:
http://www.theamia.org/am cms media/alexisletter6iune201 l.pdf
"What makes all this confusing to me is that Archbishop Rwaje asked me and Canon
Kevin Donlon to meet with him in Washington, DC on November 17-18 to continue,
rather than halt, our conversations about the missionary society proposal." Murphy
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explained. "Following that meeting, I received an email from Archbishop Rwaje
containing his personal notes of the meeting that indicated we would be engaging in
further discussions regarding a missionary society possibility and a missionary
jurisdiction possibility."
Below are bullet points excerpted from Archbishop Rwaje's notes from the Washington,
DC meeting that he sent to Murphy:
1. "In the House of Bishops in September 27, 201 1, Bishop Chuck Murphy shared with
members ofthe House about the idea of changing AMiA to a Missionary Society."
2. "This meeting in Washington DC is the first one between the representatives ofAMiA
and ofthe House ofBishops to brainstorm about this idea."
3. "We met, brainstormed, discussed many things and basically agreed on the following:
a. "New missionary society is a concept that has not yet been formally discussed and it
needs detailed discussions."
b. "Two ideas are emerging: VOCATIONAL and JUSRISDICTION, thus Missionary
Society [Vocation} and Missionary Jurisdiction."
4. Need to access [sic] and do SWOT analysis and let situational analysis lead us on the
best way forward.
"Needless to say, the November 30 letter from Archbishop Rwaje caught me completely
off-guard as it was such a departure from the meeting notes he had sent me."
Ironically three weeks earlier on November 4, Rwaje and Murphy issued a joint statement
saying that "unfounded rumors and false assertions" were sowing discord between the
two churches and that "the work and relationship between the Anglican Mission and the
Province ofRwanda remains solid and cherished."
That relationship collapsed following Rwaje's next letter (November 30) expressing deep
concems and demanding specific actions including ending any and all further discussion
of a missionary society.
Request for Financial Clarity
Among the issues raised by Archbishop Rwaje and leveled at the Anglican Mission
regarded monies sent to the Province of Rwanda.
Rwaje demanded to see AMIA's books. Anghcan Bishop Alexis ofRwanda charged that
AMIA had not been frank in the disbursement ofmonies to the African province.
Murphy said that these mmors were totally unfounded. "We insist on the highest
standards of financial accountability and have a coveted membership in the Evangelical
Council of Financial Accountability (ECFA), a watchdog agency committed to
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maintaining these standards.
'There is no problem with money. We in fact, have been giving away an average of 12%
to Rwanda over the last seven years. It has always been a gift." The "10, 10, 10" (a plan
asking parishioners to tithe to their congregations; congregations to tithe to the Mission;
and the Mission to tithe to Rwanda) is still in place.
"This Biblical principle of the tithe is always voluntary, not mandated. The money we
give goes to Rwanda's provincial budget and other special projects and needs as they are
identified. In each case, it is a gift intended to bless and encourage ministry within the
province. This has been our practice from the very beginning of our history."
AMIA Bishop John Rodgers echoed this and told VOL in an e-mail that the charges by
the Bishops of Rwanda conceming Bishop Murphy are "erroneous and profoundly
disturbing." (difference of opinion)
To make his case for accountability. Murphy flew H. G. Miller III, AMIA's Executive
Director, to Rwanda with all the financial data to present to the HOB only to be told that
there was no time in the agenda of the Bishops meeting to which Murphy and Miller had
been invited. "The accounts ofAMIA are open, carefiil, and audited," opined Rodgers.
You can read two letters between Archbishop Rwaje and Bishop Alexis Bilindabagabo
here: http://www.theamia.org/am_cms_media/re-invitation-for-h-miller-to-give-financial-
transparencv.pdf and http://www.theamia.org/am_cms_media/+alexis-request-that-h-
miller-not-speak-at-hob-meeting.pdf [why? Why would Miller take over the HOB, or at
least why was he thought to want to take over? What did he do or say in the pat that
raised red flags?] and here http://www.theamia.org/am_cms_media/strengthening-
working-relationships-0 1 .pdf
Murphy said he was even more troubled by the fact that he was not permitted to present
the clarifying financial materials that he had prepared and brought for that House of
Bishops meeting. "Sadly, the decision to prevent Miller from addressing those financial
questions back in June has only served to keep the questions surrounding finances from
being settled and resolved once and for all." [This statement places the blame with
Alexis].
THE FUTURE
Reflecting on the present situation and the need to withdraw from the Province of
Rwanda, Murphy told VOL that the Anglican Mission has received a firm commitment
from their founduig Archbishops Emmanuel Kolini, (Rwanda) Moses Tay (Singapore)
and Yong Ping Chung (Singapore) to provide oversight until they find their new
provincial home and move forward with the process of developing a missionary society.
Murphy had requested ofRwaje that those priests who wanted to stay under the Province
ofRwanda be afforded ecclesiastical protection and remain under the oversight of
Rwanda with AMIA's blessing.
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Citing tlie Booli ofExodus 5:1,8:1,9:1 etc. and that Africa was not their lasting home.
Murphy said he now saw a parallel between the Exodus story and the present situation
with Rwanda and the PEAR.
"Things have now been made very clear to me, and I am thankful for the clarity that I
now have." Murphy said he was joined in his decision by his fellow Anglican Mission
bishops. "We say this without feelings of anger or hurt. We recognize that just as
leadership changes in Southeast Asia following Archbishop Yong's retirement brought to
an end the oversight that we had enjoyed for a number of years from that Province, so
now, the many new leadership changes in the PEAR following Archbishop Kolini's
retirement, have brought to an end the oversight that we have enjoyed from the Province
of Rwanda. We actually see the Lord's hand in all of this, and we are, therefore, at peace
with this change and with this new reality. We will always be grateful to both S.E. Asia
and Rwanda for taking us in and spiritual refugees," Murphy added.
